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IFIP - The International Federation for Information Processing

IFIP was founded in 1960 under the auspices of UNESCO, following the First World
Computer Congress held in Paris the previous year. An umbrella organization for societies
working in information processing, IFIP’s aim is two-fold: to support information
processing within its member countries and to encourage technology transfer to developing
nations. As its mission statement clearly states,

IFIP's mission is to be the leading, truly international, apolitical organization which
encourages and assists in the development, exploitation and application of information
technology for the benefit of all people.

IFIP is a non-profitmaking organization, run almost solely by 2500 volunteers. It operates
through a number of technical committees, which organize events and publications. IFIP’s
events range from an international congress to local seminars, but the most important are:

• The IFIP World Computer Congress, held every second year;
• open conferences;
• working conferences.

The flagship event is the IFIP World Computer Congress, at which both invited and
contributed papers are presented.  Contributed papers are rigorously refereed and the
rejection rate is high.

As with the Congress, participation in the open conferences is open to all and papers may
be invited or submitted. Again, submitted papers are stringently refereed.

The working conferences are structured differently. They are usually run by a working group
and attendance is small and by invitation only. Their purpose is to create an atmosphere
conducive to innovation and development. Refereeing is less rigorous and papers are
subjected to extensive group discussion.

Publications arising from IFIP events vary. The papers presented at the IFIP World
Computer Congress and at open conferences are published as conference proceedings, while
the results of the working conferences are often published as collections of selected and
edited papers.

Any national society whose primary activity is in information may apply to become a full
member of IFIP, although full membership is restricted to one society per country. Full
members are entitled to vote at the annual General Assembly, National societies preferring
a less committed involvement may apply for associate or corresponding membership.
Associate members enjoy the same benefits as full members, but without voting rights.
Corresponding members are not represented in IFIP bodies. Affiliated membership is open
to non-national societies, and individual and honorary membership schemes are also offered.
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Preface

Since the early eighties IFIP/Sec has been an important rendezvous for Information
Technology researchers and specialists involved in all aspects of IT security. The
explosive growth of the Web is now faced with the formidable challenge of
providing trusted information.

IFIP/Sec’01 is the first of this decade (and century) and it will be devoted to
“Trusted Information - the New Decade Challenge”

This proceedings are divided in eleven parts related to the conference program.
Session are dedicated to technologies: Security Protocols, Smart Card, Network
Security and Intrusion Detection, Trusted Platforms. Others sessions are devoted to
application like eSociety, TTP Management and PKI, Secure Workflow
Environment, Secure Group Communications, and on the deployment of
applications: Risk Management, Security Policies and Trusted System Design and
Management.

The year 2001 is a double anniversary. First, fifteen years ago, the first IFIP/Sec was
held in France (IFIP/Sec’86, Monte-Carlo) and 2001 is also the anniversary of smart
card technology. Smart cards emerged some twenty years ago as an innovation and
have now become pervasive information devices used for highly distributed secure
applications. These cards let millions of people carry a highly secure device that can
represent them on a variety of networks.

To conclude, we hope that the rich “menu” of conference papers for this IFIP/Sec
conference will provide valuable insights and encourage specialists to pursue their
work in trusted information.

Michel DUPUY
General Chair

Pierre PARADINAS
Program Chairman
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PyTHIA: Towards Anonymity in Authentication

Dimitris GRITZALIS¹ , Kostantinos MOULINOS¹, John ILIADIS²,
Costas LAMBRINOUDAKIS², Steven XARHOULACOS²
¹ Dept. of Informatics, Athens University of Economics and Business

76 Patission St., Athens GR-10434, Greece, e-mail: {dgrit,kdm} @aueb.gr

² Dept. of Information and Communication Systems, University of the Aegean
30 Voulgaroktonou St., Athens GR-11472, Greece,  e-mail: {jiliad,clam,stx}@aegean.gr

Abstract There is a scale between authentication and anonymity, which is currently
leaning towards the side of authentication, when it comes to e-commerce.
Service providers and merchants are usually keeping track of user-related
information in order to construct behavioural profiles of their customers.
Service providers and merchants also correlate profiles of this kind, stemming
from different sources, in order to increase their profit. This correlation is
usually performed with the use of Unified Codes. Authentication,
confidentiality, integrity, authentication, and non-repudiation are necessary
functionalities for enabling e-commerce. Most of the currently used
mechanisms that support these services do not provide anonymity. This paper
presents PyTHIA, a mechanism, which is based on the use of Message Digest
Algorithms and the intermediation of Trusted Third Parties in order to provide
anonymity to e-commerce users who have to authenticate themselves in order
to access services or buy goods from service providers and merchants
respectively. With PyTHIA e-commerce users are able to authenticate without
giving away any personal data and without using Unified Codes. In addition,
PyTHIA ensures that service providers and merchants can effectively trace a
customer in case he behaves maliciously.

Keywords Privacy Enhanced Technologies (PET), Security, Privacy, Anonymity,
Certificates, Trusted Third Party, (TTP), PyTHIA



2 Part One eSociety

1. INTRODUCTION

Electronic Commerce (e-commerce) is expected to dominate business
transactions in the future. Virtual markets and trade conducted over the
Internet are anticipated to grow at an explosive rate. In 1996, Amazon.com
recorded sales of less than $16 million, while in 1997 it sold $148 million
worth of books [IMR98]. E-commerce eliminates the need of intermediaries,
minimizes the product cost, and provides customers with worldwide market
access. These are due to the wide use of data network technologies, and the
evolution of the World Wide Web (Web). The Web attracted the average
user to electronic business with its user-friendly interface. Despite its
security problems [GRI99], the Web enabled people to interact using
multimedia content.

In order to promote their sales, merchants are establishing new ways of
collecting, processing and exchanging user data. Advertising is increasingly
shifting towards the Web, as this communication channel fulfils promises for
better targeting, more efficient response and more accurate audience
measurement. During 1996, Internet advertising increased by a factor of ten
from $20 million to $200 million while during 1997 it has risen to $600
million. The year 2000, $40 billion expected to be spent on Internet
advertising [IMR98].

In order to measure the audience's marketing preferences and customize
their product lines to specific user needs, merchants collect online personal
data when a customer connects to their site. They further use advanced
scientific techniques, such as data mining, to compile and analyse the data
they had already collected, to form profiling databases. A user profile is a
collection of personal data that uniquely identifies a person. The data
collected for e-commerce purposes become critical tools in tracing potential
clients’ consuming patterns.

The collection and processing of personal data may lead to private and
family life violation, thus discouraging the public from using new
technologies. According to a Business Week/Harris poll [BUS98], lack of
privacy in communications is the main reason of being off the Internet for
the great majority of potential users. Users consider the lack of privacy to be
a deterrent against e-commerce, even more than cost, difficulties in use and
unwanted marketing messages. This situation would have a profound impact
on the growth of the Internet with further consequences on the evolution of
e-commerce and increase of advertising revenues [BUS98].

The antidote to online privacy infringement consists of channels that do
not reveal the identity of the communicating parties. Such channels are
called anonymous channels. Internet operation should be based on the
principle of anonymity. If individuals wish to maintain the level of privacy
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they enjoy in real world, they should be given the choice for anonymity in
the Internet.

Deploying e-commerce infrastructures requires among others entity
authentication, and confidentiality and integrity of the transmitted data.
Protecting the confidentiality and integrity of data does not usually degrade
the levels of privacy. Authentication, however, contrasts with anonymity.
There is a scale between these two, and it is leaning towards the side of
authentication when it comes for e-commerce. This is due to the fact, that
strong authentication is based on the disclosure of the identity of the
involved parties. On the contrary, anonymous communications do not reveal
the identity of the involved parties. As a result, new technologies should
evolve permitting the authentication of users while also facilitating their
anonymity.

This paper presents an authentication mechanism that requires the
intermediation of Trusted Third Parties (TTP), enabling Web users to
authenticate themselves against the sites they visit and at the same time
refrain from revealing any personal information. The mechanism averts
personal data profiling and enables companies to trace the identity of a
customer in case of fraud.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 an overview of Privacy
Enhancing Technologies is presented, while in section 3 a framework is
presented, the privacy mechanism should operate within. In section 4 we
analyse the operation of this mechanism. Section 5 contains a discussion on
the inner-workings of the mechanism and ideas for future enhancements.
Finally, in section 6 some concluding remarks are provided.

2. OVERVIEW OF PRIVACY ENHANCING
TECHNOLOGIES

Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PET) include those technologies
developed to protect users from revealing their identity when they
communicate with each other. In this section we focus on PET applied to
Internet technologies.

The various PET mechanisms are strongly interrelated; many of them are
based on recent technological developments and some blur the traditional
distinctions between setting, implementing and enforcing privacy guidelines.
The various mechanisms for the protection of privacy on global networks,
according to their purpose, can be categorized as follows [OEC99].
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2.1 Minimizing disclosure and collection of personal
data

This category includes the following mechanisms:
– Management of cookies. Cookies comprise text files, formulated during

the connection of a Web browser to a Web server via HTTP, and enabling
the Web server to trace the on-line behaviour of the client.

– Anonymous re-mailers are e-mail servers permitting users to send
electronic messages without revealing their identity.

– Anonymous re-webbers are proxies providing users with the ability to
anonymously visit web sites.

– Anonymous payment systems. The most anonymous means of digital
payment is electronic cash. Electronic cash comprises an electronic
payment system that protects user anonymity and payment untraceability.
In general, electronic cash schemes achieve these goals via digital
signatures [LAW96].

– Digital certificates are digital tokens, issued by TTP, confirming the
identity of the token holder. Digital certificates typically carry personal
information. There is one category of certificates, which are used to
confirm that a particular user is authorized to make a specific kind of
transaction. These mechanisms do not directly reveal personal
information.

– Anonymous profiles are those, which do not contain the personal
identification information of a user. Each user is assigned a numerical
identifier using cookies.

2.2 Informing users about on-line privacy policies

Various ways exist in order to inform users about the privacy policies
adopted by web sites, including posted privacy policies, terms and
conditions, and digital labels. Infrastructures exist supporting this practice.
The most popular include TRUSTe, BBBOnLine, the OECD Privacy
Generator, and P3P. The latter is a specification, developed by W3C
[W3C99], enabling Web sites to express privacy policies in a standard
format.

2.3 Providing users with options for personal data
disclosure and use

Three practices belong to this category:
1. On-line negotiation of privacy standards through digital labels.
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2.

3.

a)

b)

c)

Opting-in, which refers to optional data fields and click-box choices
commonly used by several Web sites to mark as optional several fields on
the forms they use to collect personal data.

Opting-out, which refers to the ability of users to control the use of
personal data they possess, either previously made known, or those being
publicly available. This category includes the following mechanisms:
Controlling the use of personal data following the completion of
collection, which refers to a common practice of several Web sites giving
users the choice to change their mind and withdraw their consent to
collect personal data. This is usually accomplished via e-mail.
Preventing the receipt of unsolicited e-mail advertising. The most popular
mechanism of this category is Robinson lists, which include the names of
all those people not wishing to receive electronic messages of advertising
content. Legal authorities such as the national Data Protection Authorities
in Europe usually dispatch the Robinson Lists to the public.
Opting-out of anonymous profiling which refer to the ability of users to
erase collected personal data.

2.4 Providing access to personal data

This category includes off-line or on-line mechanisms permitting users to
access personal data they have previously release. The Open Profiling
Standard (OPS) is a standard for exchanging information between
individuals and service providing parties. In addition, OPS supports user
privacy by giving the end-user the ability to control the release of their
personal data and track their exchange and usage [OEC98]. The standard
specifies the following [W3C97]:
– Naming issues and rights of authorities regarding profile data.
– Varying levels of security of communicated data.
– Elementary profile operations such as profile read and profile write.

2.5 Protecting privacy through trans-border data flow
contracts

This category includes all legal agreements and contracts between
different countries, with respect to the protection of personal data. When
studying these agreements, particular attention should be paid to the
characteristics of data flow, including the nature of the data, the purpose and
duration of the processing, the country of origin and destination of the flow,
the data protection laws in the involved countries, and the security measures
taken.
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In addition, identifying the protection level “adequacy” offered by the
destination country has become the most distinct debate with regard to trans-
border data flow. The European Union Directive 95/46 [EUR95] and the
Council of Europe Model Contract of 1992 [OEC99] have adopted the term
“adequate level of protection”, while OECD Guidelines state that trans-
border flows may be restricted in case that no “equivalent” protection exists
[EUR95].

Furthermore, one should define what the “adequate” level of protection
is. For this reason, the European Union has set up a Working Party (under
Articles 29 and 31 of the Directive) [EUR95]. Among other duties, this
Working Party is responsible for giving the Commission an opinion on the
level of data protection in the European Union Member States, as well as in
third countries. In case there is no national legal framework, other means
may be utilized in order to identify the adequacy of the data protection level.
For example, the U.S. Federal Trade Commission follows a system of self-
regulation, which established a set of data protection principles, called Safe
Harbour. United States companies reassure their European customers that
they respect individual privacy by compiling a list of companies complying
with Safe Harbour principles.

2.6 Enforcing Privacy Principles

Enforcing privacy principles can be distinguished in two categories
[OEC99]:
1.

2.

Ensuring compliance with privacy standards. Companies follow this
proactive approach by reassuring their customers with regard to their
compliance with national and international data protection practices and
laws. In essence, data protection auditing is performed either by external
or internal entities, which confirm that the examined organization actually
has activated procedures and has taken measures to protect personal data,
The entities that perform the audit can be internal data protection officers,
third party reviewers, standards organizations, accounting firms, industrial
firms, etc.
Complaint resolution procedures for breaches of privacy standards.
Individuals follow this reactive approach when they believe that their
personal lives have been violated. The resolution is usually made between
the data subject concerning the breach and the data controller. Other
means of resolution include private sector and industry bodies
certification schemes, and administrative, civil and criminal proceedings.
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2.7 Educating users and the private sector

Except for the entities directly involved in data protection matters, ISPs,
Service Providers, and companies should promote the education of users
with respect to mechanisms and practices they can use to protect their
personal data.

There are, currently, several organizations that undertake this educative
task, including Project OPEN (the Online Public Education Network), the
U.S. Direct Marketing Association, the Centre For Democracy and
Technology, the Electronic Privacy Information Centre “Call for Action”
and TRUSTe, among others.

3 . TOWARDS ANONYMITY IN AUTHENTICATION

Anonymous authentication is expected to contribute in the growth of
e-commerce. However, there is a reverse analogous relationship between
anonymity and authentication. E-commerce involves the use of on-line
services and real time communication. The latter adds new challenges in
protecting user anonymity while requiring the authenticated presence of
users. We present a mechanism, called PyTHIA, which supports anonymous
and authenticated communications. The three axes, our mechanism is based
on, are the following:

profiling.
Communication and user anonymity as a means to support anonymous

communication.

The existing legal framework with regard to personal data protection,
which influences the deployment and release of anonymous

Authentication in wide area networks, which is effectively implemented
by using TTP services.

1 .

2. 

3.

3.1 Anonymity

Anonymity is examined as a service offered and ensured by
communication networks. Anonymous communication is a powerful means
individuals have to ensure their privacy. One can distinguish four types of
communication where the sender's physical identity is partly hidden
[FRO96]:
1.  Traceable anonymity, giving no clue about the sender's identity and

leaving this information in the hands of an intermediary. Typically, the
sender should trust the intermediary. Although traceable anonymity offers
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2.

3.

4.

the lowest security it permits the recipient of a message to trace back the
identity of the sender in cases of repudiation between the involved parties.
Untraceable anonymity in which there is no way of revealing the identity
of the sender.
Traceable pseudonymity, which assigns a pseudonymous (or 'nym') to the
sender of message. The pseudonymous can be used to trace the real
identity of the sender.
Untraceable pseudonymity, where a pseudonymous is assigned to the
sender of the message as in traceable pseudonymity. However, this cannot
be used in order to trace the real identity of the user.
Anonymity has both beneficial and harmful implications in peoples’

c) avoiding fraud in on-line transactions.

lives. For the purpose of this paper, we focus on
a) privacy protection as a means for enabling anonymous profiling,
b) avoiding impersonation,

3.2 Legal framework concerning data protection

Although profiling may not change the amount of actual collected data
concerning a person, organizing the data into searchable form reduces the
person's privacy by permitting correlations that were previously impossible.
In order to limit the impact of such processing on individuals' personal lives,
several data protection laws have been enacted worldwide. The most renown
is the European Directive 95/46, "On the protection of individuals with
regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such
data” [EUR95], which sets the prerequisites for data owners and processors
for collecting, processing and exchanging personal data. The U.S.
government promotes the notion of "self regulation", a set of data protection
rules applying to a plurality of market sectors, the content of which has been
primarily determined by members of the specific trade sector.

Special emphasis has been placed on the use of Unified Codes, in several
interpretations of 95/46 Directive. For example, article 8 of the Greek
National Data Protection Law (L. 2472/97) [DAT97], states that the use of
Unified Codes as a means of cross-linking personal data files, belonging to
different data controllers, should be prohibited. This is due to the fact that
using Unified codes may result in forming personal profiles within wider
communities.

3.3 Trusted Third Parties

Not all TTP services can be supported only by technological means (e.g.
in the case of non-repudiation service, there should be a legal body that
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recognizes digital signatures as legal evidence). In addition, functions
supported by technology may sometimes fail due to errors. To cover
inadequacies presented in all these cases, entities using a PKI need to be
aware of the legal principles and frameworks that support their use of PKI
facilities and TTP mechanisms.

4. PYTHIA

We present a prototype for a mechanism called PyTHIA (PrivacY
Through Hashes In Authentication) that supports traceable anonymity.
PyTHIA users own a cryptographic construct called Privacy-Protected
Authentication Token (PPAT), issued by an appropriate authority.

We consider Trusted Third Parties (TTP) can undertake this role, in the
form of a value-added service. PPAT owners can authenticate themselves
against Web sites offering products or services, using this token. However,
no element of their identity is disclosed. If a user later repudiates his actions,
the TTP can help in adjudicating the dispute by revealing the true identity of
the entity, which used a specific PPAT to authenticate itself against a site.

The mechanism uses the security infrastructure provided by TTPs and
digital certificates, as a means to trace the — certified — identity of users
whenever this is needed. PyTHIA users must have obtained a digital
certificate from a TTP, before requesting a PPAT and using PyTHIA.
Although we were considering X.509v3 certificates [ISO95] while
developing the mechanism, PyTHIA can make use of other categories kinds
of certificates as well.

Throughout the presentation of PyTHIA, we assume that Alice wishes to
use the mechanism to protect her privacy, while authenticating herself at
Bob's web site. We also assume that Alice already possesses a valid
certificate CertA from a TTP called Trent, before requesting a PPAT from
that TTP.

4.1 PPAT generation

We present the basic elements a PPAT comprises of, before analysing the
PPAT generation process. The first element is the output of a collision-free
hash function. The input to this function must be CertA and a pseudorandom
value RV produced at the time of PPAT generation. Actually, the first
element of the PPAT is the output of the hash function applied n times to the
aforementioned data. Trent chooses n, and the reason behind this choice is
explained in the next section where we present in detail the PPAT generation
process.
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Figure 1: Privacy-Protected Authentication Token

The second element of the PPAT is identification information of Trent.
The third element of the PPAT is a Uniform Resource Locator [LEE98]
pointing to Trent's PPAT revocation status service. PPATs get revoked when
the respective user certificates are revoked. The fourth and the fifth element
refer to the date and time of issuance of the PPAT, as well as its expiration
date and time. This must be equal to the expiration date of the respective
digital certificate Alice has obtained from Trent.

Alice initiates the PPAT generation process by requesting a PPAT from
Trent. Trent requests from Alice to authenticate herself using the certificate
Trent has issued for Alice at a previous time. Trent computes the time period
between the expiration date of CertA and the current date. Trent proceeds
with expressing the aforementioned time period in a predefined time unit
(for the sake of simplicity we will be using hours as a specific time unit for
our example). Having computed the amount n of hours contained in the
aforementioned time period, Trent computes Hn (CertA, RV).

Finally, Trent gathers the output of the aforementioned hash function, the
information contained in the second and third field of the PPAT, the current
time (fourth field) and the expiration date of CertA  (fifth PPAT field) and
digitally signs them, using a private key reserved for that purpose only. The
resulting construct is the PPAT of Alice (PPATA ).

Trent stores PPATA  in his protected database, along with a link to (or a
copy of) CertA, enabling him to quickly identify the owner of PPATA ,
whenever this is needed. Trent communicates to Alice H(CertA , RV), that is
the output of the hash function applied once on CertA  and RV. Trent also
communicates to Alice the PPATA  itself, the number n and the RV. Alice
stores this information at her protected, local repository.
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Figure 2: PPAT Authentication

4.2 Using PPAT to authenticate

Alice visits Bob and performs an action, which requires Alice's
authentication lest she repudiates this action at a later stage. Alice
communicates to Bob (Step 1) the PPATA. Although PPATA  does not
disclose any personal information of Alice, it identifies Alice as a specific
entity, carrying this unique identification badge and registered with the TTP
that issued the PPATA. Alice must proceed with calculating the amount of
hour k that has passed since the time the PPATA  was issued. Alice sends
(Step 2) to Bob H n-k , by recursively applying the hash function H n-k-1 times
to the value H(CertA , RV). Bob calculates k as well and verifies that the first
element of the received PPATA  derives by applying k times the hash
function H to the value H n - k he has received from Alice. Alice is
authenticated, since only Alice (and the TTP) could produce Hn - k at that
time.

Finally, Bob has to send his identity (Step 3), PPATA , and H n-k to Trent
or have this information time-stamped by an independent Time-stamping
Authority (TSA).

If Alice repudiates her actions at a later stage, Bob communicates the
aforementioned timestamp to Trent, or requests from Trent to search his
protected repository and locate the information Bob had sent him at the time
Alice visited Bob. Since the exact time this information was made available
to Bob could be verified and this information could be produced at that time
only by Alice, therefore Alice cannot repudiate having visited Bob then.

However, Alice could claim having performed different actions at Bob's
site, at that time. Bob has no means to prove that Alice had performed
indeed the actions he claims she had. We discuss possible extensions to the
mechanism to support this, in later sections.
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4.3 PPAT revocation

Bob can verify the revocation status of PPATA , by querying the
appropriate TTP service (the URL for this service is the third element in
PPATA). Bob must send to this service the PPATA  and the service will check
the status of CertA and return that to Bob. The status of PPATA  always
depends on the status of CertA .

5 . DISCUSSION

PyTHIA is an authentication mechanism that proactively protects the
privacy of personal data belonging to the authenticating entities. PyTHIA
does not address privacy issues related to the underlying communication
protocols and mechanisms used at a transaction, like the mechanisms
presented in section 2.1 do. However, PyTHIA could be used in conjunction
with some of those mechanisms, in order to decrease the leak of personal
data due to the underlying communication mechanisms.

PyTHIA users do not need to trust that the entities they communicate
with (and authenticate against) shall not attempt to collect their personal
data, or that they follow any specific policy regarding privacy. The privacy
mechanisms presented in sections 2.2 and 2.3 depend on that kind of trust,
and primarily on the trust, users place on the authorities that audit the
privacy policy - and its implementation throughout the business functions -
of businesses.

Furthermore, PyTHIA users do not need to control the amount of
personal data they give away, nor do they need to use mechanisms to retract
personal data they had given away at a previous time. PyTHIA does not
release any personal data at all, therefore it should not be required to provide
mechanisms for data subjects to access the personal data 2.4 a company has
collected for them.

PyTHIA could release, indirectly, personal data. In detail, personal data
could be released through inter-business data mining. Future work on
PyTHIA may provide solutions to this problem, as well. However,
preventing inter-business data mining can also be achieved by using
PyTHIA only in environments where privacy regulatory frameworks (as
those described in section2.5) and voluntary compliance schemes (as those
described in sections 2.2 and 2.6) apply. The technical measures by
themselves could prove to be inadequate, either due to misuse from the data
subjects themselves, or due to deliberate attacks by entities that attempt to
violate the privacy of the aforementioned data subjects.
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Technical measures should be enforced with related regulatory
frameworks, and wide dissemination of information both on the technical
measures and on the legal frameworks towards users. User awareness on
privacy matters should be encouraged by authorities who regulate the
protection of personal data, and should be promoted by entities that can
successfully push information to end-users, such as ISPs, renown companies
and organizations targeted to informing the public on privacy matters (also
see section 2.7).

PyTHIA does not provide a mechanism for protecting the confidentiality
or the integrity either of the exchanged transactional information, or of the
exchanged information concerning the mechanism itself. Other mechanisms
(e.g. SSL [FRE96] without client-side authentication) could be used in order
to protect the confidentiality and integrity of information exchanged between
Alice, Bob and Trent.

While investigating PyTHIA we have came up with various ways for
providing Alice with the necessary information to authenticate herself
against Bob. We have seen that the use of public key encryption could
facilitate this task, in certain ways. However, we opted out of using public
key encryption and we chose to use hash functions only, for a specific
reason. If public key encryption was uses, then in some scenarios a private
key compromise would potentially reveal Alice's personal information to all
the Web sites she had visited up to that time. Since personal data can be
considered highly sensitive or confidential, depending on the place and time
of their use by Alice or data collectors, we preferred to opt out of using
public key encryption.

6. FUTURE WORK

Alice is using the PPAT to identify herself to the Web sites she is
visiting. The PPAT does not contain any personal data therefore no such
data is leaked to these Web sites. However, if two or more Web sites collude
into cross-referencing the PPAT they have collected from their visitors, then
anonymous user profiles could be constructed. PyTHIA could be improved
to deal with this threat. Alice could request and obtain more than one PPAT
at a time from Trent, each one containing a different pseudorandom value
RV. If Alice obtains r PPAT from Trent, then she will be able to visit at most
r Web sites, excluding any possibility for those sites to cross-reference their
visitor databases and construct a user profile on Alice. This presupposes that
Alice will be using a different PPAT for each Web site she visits and that
she will use no PPAT twice. However, this scenario can be quite unrealistic,
since the number r of Web sites Alice visits (and to which she has to
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authenticate herself) could be rather high. Issuing a high number of PPAT
would result in high computational burden for Trent and high
communication burden between Trent and Alice.

Alice, since she will have to track the use of her PPAT, in order to ensure
that a specific PPAT is not used twice or at least is not used in too many

There is a balance between the level of privacy Alice wishes and the
computational and communication burden this entails (see Figure 3).
Furthermore, managing a high number of PPAT may become difficult for

Web sites.

Figure 3: Consequences of managing numerous PPAT

Managing numerous PPAT could be facilitated if each PPAT is issued by
Trent with a short, different - and potentially partially overlapping - validity
period. Therefore, Alice must request a high enough number of PPAT in
order to protect her privacy from inter-business data mining attacks, and at
the same time minimize the consequences a very high number of PPAT
requests would incur.

Another issue that has to be studied further in PyTHIA is to minimize the
effects of a potential compromise of that part of the TTP that offers PyTHIA
services. If Mallory succeeds in obtaining unauthorized access to the
PyTHIA database, then Mallory would obtain personal data regarding all
entities that have obtained PPAT from that TTP. All Mallory has to do is
locate the PPAT of the entity, and retrieve the respective digital certificate.
Trent could employ a mechanism to stall Mallory from discovering the
aforementioned information and provide the time to deal reactively with the
successful unauthorised access (block the access Mallory obtained to the
database, or even monitor Mallory's activities and notify the PPAT whose
identities have been revealed).
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In order to stall Mallory, Trent could refrain from storing the PPAT
themselves to the database, at PPAT generation time. Trent could store
instead only the produced RVs in the database, and not link each RV to the
corresponding PPAT and digital certificates.

H n (Certi , RVj ), ∀ i ∈ [1.. NumberofIssuedCertificates ] and ∀ j ∈
[1..NumberofRandomValuesinDatabase]

Equation 1: Mallory attempts to discover personal data for a PPAT owner, after having
obtained unauthorized access to the PyTHIA database

This would increase much the time it would take for Mallory to discover
the identity of a specific entity, since Mallory would have to retrieve the
whole list of RVs, produce all the hashes described by Equation 1.

However, Trent would also have to perform all these computations
whenever he would have to locate a specific digital certificate, based on a
PPAT (e.g. when checking the revocation status of that PPAT). If the RV
was stored in the PPAT, encrypted under Trent's private key, then Trent
could immediately locate a digital certificate, based on the information
provided by a PPAT, and at the same time if Mallory managed to obtain
unauthorized access to the PyTHIA database, she would have to perform all
the aforementioned computations.

Another improvement for PyTHIA concerns preventing Bob from
claiming that Alice had visited him at an earlier time, than she really did.
The present status of PyTHIA requires Bob to timestamp the authentication
information he has received from Alice in order to prevent Bob from falsely
claiming that Alice visited his site at an earlier point in time.

However, PyTHIA would be more efficient if Bob did not have to
timestamp the aforementioned information. Solutions that would replace the
need for Bob to communicate online with Trent or a TSA must be studied.
We believe that these solutions could consist of including time-related
information in the hashes produced by Alice, and making use of new
technologies concerning digital signatures like forward-secure signatures
[BEL99] or other cryptographic schemes.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We presented the prototype of a proactive mechanism for traceable
anonymity. PyTHIA prevents any leak of personal data of a subject, when
the subject is authenticated. PyTHIA can be used in conjunction with others,
in order to provide a multilevel, integrated solution to the problem of privacy
protection.
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Furthermore, improvements to PyTHIA could prevent inter-business data
mining, resulting in the construction of anonymous user profiles. There is
still need for improvement in the suggested mechanism; the most important
aspects that will be dealt with in the future are mentioned in section 6.

No PET mechanism by itself is sufficient for protecting privacy. Privacy
clearly needs to be studied from a technical point of view. However, the
technical mechanisms that protect privacy should be supported by an
appropriate underlying legal infrastructure. Besides that, user awareness is a
major issue. Until we achieve a satisfying degree of privacy-literacy, the
privacy mechanisms and the legal infrastructures will not be able to operate
efficiently.
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Abstract This paper proposes that an urgent re-evaluation is needed to assess whether or not
X.509 certificate based structures are the best technology to implement security
schemes for business-to-business (B2B) electronic commerce operations. In
particular it proposes that alternative structures based around simplified directory
schemes and “trading partner agreements” and other concepts offer far more
efficient and scalable solutions. In addition, directory structures and associated
legal agreements provide a better solution to the problem of evidentiary collection
and presentation in the case of disputes, particularly where these involve legal
proceedings. Far more work is needed on the mirroring in information systems
and data networks of the time-honoured practice of involvement of a “notary”
or “witness” to an important set of transactions, such as those relevant to the
B2B environment. This is markedly different to the business-to-consumer (B2C)
situation involving much smaller level transactions. Overall, however, the need
for trusted computing environments (such as those based around “mandatory
access control” schemes) is paramount in building trust in any computer/data
network scheme involved.
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l . INTRODUCTION

Public key infrastructure, in support of electronic commerce, based on X.509
certificates concepts and allied technology has been extensively studied by re-
searchers (Berkovits et al., 1994; Ellison and Schneier, 2000). However, some
problems are quite visible, and many researchers have sought to use crypto-
graphic protocols to repair flaws. Electronic media do not have the distinct
features of traditionally signed paper records. Multiple digital copies are indis-
tinguishable from each other while paper documents can be made and recorded
with unique, highly unalterable characteristics Moreover, the act of signing is
itself surrounded by “ceremony” often involving one or more witnesses. More-
over, the “signer”, in approving the contents of a document through affixation of
a signature, mark and/or seal, has reasonably complete knowledge of the total
contents of the document to be signed and complete control over the signing
process. In the case of B2B electronic commerce, problems clearly exist in these
areas, particularly if commercial-off-the-shelf software systems are employed
with little to no knowledge of their content or operation. These well established
and legally tested processes are precisely the problems that, in many important
areas such as wills and testaments, real estate titles, court records and so on,
prevent electronic records from gaining complete legal recognition. Current
dependence upon digital certificate structures appear to be not relevant to the
solution of these important and legal requirements for trust in signing.

2 . WHAT COMMERCE NEEDS

Electronic technology can satisfy business and legal requirements for the
conduct of national-level and international commerce. The basic function of
any electronic commerce scheme must be the ability to, at a minimum, mirror
the reliability, security and trust levels developed over time through traditional
commercial activities and accepted practices.

Any security scheme for B2B electronic commerce must properly address
the underlying concern for business certainty. Not only does it need to cater
for normal business activities, such as reliable delivery of ordered products,
dependable payment mechanisms, etc, but on also the ability of the business
partners to be able to resort to applicable law should a dispute occur. Traditional
and accepted security mechanisms like paper trails and availability of records,
business auditing, agreed contracts and signature witnessing serve to reinforce
trust and certainty by provision of credible evidence of normal business practice.

Trust is an often-used but vaguely defined term. One crucial aspect is the
involvement of human perception and emotion, which cannot be merely defined
with mathematical or scientific rigour.
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2.1. TRADITIONAL ELECTRONIC COMMERCE
(EDI)

Electronic Data Interchange, or EDI, has been a strong business tool for
almost three decades in a number of differing forms (Kimberley, 1991). B2B
electronic commerce is just another manifestation of exactly the same business
desire to more effectively perform business functions for inter-company trading
while minimising the costs involved. B2B is one aspect of the broader electronic
business “triangle” as shown in Figure 1.

Figure1 Electronic Business Participants

B2B electronic commerce may thus be envisaged as the latest manifestation
of EDI whereby trading activities are carried out over the Internet, using its
protocol suite, and because of the lowering of costs involved, now includes
small to medium scale enterprises. These were often unable to avail themselves
of the earlier EDI structures due to cost limitations. It should be noted, however,
that other, more specialised forms of EDI have existed for a long time in specific
industries such as the banking and finance industry (through EFT or Electronic
Funds Transfer), etc. Kimberley (Kimberley, 1991) describes the bases of EDI
as follows:

“The basic principle of EDI is that computer-generated trading documents, such

as orders and invoices, are transmitted directly to a company’s trading partner’s
computers across a telecommunications network. The term trading partner is
used to describe any company, government department, or commercial or non-
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government entity with whom an organisation regularly exchanges documents
containing formatted data (i.e. not just memos or letters) as a normal consequence
of carrying out business or governmental functions.”

The important principles identified by EDI include the concept of “trading
partner” and the use of agreed standards for formatted data transfer.

3. BACKGROUND

EDI systems have been in place for almost two decades, particularly in
Europe. Standards have emerged for their use. In particular, standards for
electronic document content are vital for inter-operability, although even in
the “paper world” standards assist greatly as was demonstrated (Kimberley,
1991) during the great Berlin airlift after World War II. In the USA the need
for more “global” transactions standards across industries, was recognised as
early as 1978 with the formation of the ANSI X. 12 committee. However,
elsewhere, other routes were taken. In particular, the formation of the United
Nation’s EDIFACT group in the mid-1980s was a culmination of over 10 years
of work by that international organisation on facilitation of international trading
procedures, that again owe their origins to the late 1940s. Standards derived in
this manner found their way into the ISO scheme.

However, it is important to note that the need for security in the form of
document authenticity, integrity and privacy was recognised in these EDI ac-
tivities. While technological solutions were defined and the use of X.500 style
directories were seen as the logical structure and place for storage of and ac-
cess to required cryptographic keying materials, the use of a “Trading Partner
Agreement” formed a basic concept in legal acceptance of the scheme. These
agreements, which it may be argued, should still play a major role in any B2B
arrangement since they give force to partner desires to trade electronically and
provide a base for reconciliation and resolution should problems occur, as they
invariably will.

4. HANDWRITTEN AND DIGITAL SIGNATURES
The use of the term “digital signature” in (Diffe and Hellman, 1976a) and

(Diffie and Hellman, 1976b) coupled with a short explanation of the concept in-
volved started a search for an electronic replacement for the human handwritten
signature, as a verifier, through the use of the then newly re-discovered “public
key cryptography” concept. However, there are significant physical and legal
differences between a normal "signature" and the term “digital signature” such
that the latter is not, it is contended in this paper, a straightforward replacement
for use in electronic commerce.
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4.1. DEFINITION OF SIGNATURES
A traditional signature is given as a mark impressed upon paper with a pen

or other mechanical seal (McCullagh et al., 1998). One legal dictionary defines
it as (Nygh and Butt, 1997):

Signature A person's mark on a document which indicates his or her intention
to be bound by its content.

Testamentary Signature A testamentary signature may include the specific
mark or initials of the testator as well as his or her name. The test for
validity of the signature is whether what has been written was done by
the testator as an authentication of what precedes it as his or her will.

It must be provable in a court of law that the mark is affixed with such in-
struments by the signing person or under his or her authorisation. In this sense,
there are some notable physical and legal differences between "autographs", 
"signatures" and "seals". A handwritten signature is a human biometric action
controlled and explicitly performed by an individual, while a seal is a physi-
cal token wielded by its owner. An autograph, interestingly, while physically
resembling a traditional biometric "signature", is not a strict signature since
there is no intention by the "signer" to be bound by any agreed document or 
the like. In addition, the legal recognition of "seals" also varies with different
jurisdictions (McCullagh et al., 1998).

Assuming that "digital signature schemes" are implemented in a reliable and
a reasonably trustworthy manner, complex calculations such as ‘xy mod n ’
(modular exponentiation) and message or data "hashing" are not done using
mental arithmetic by a potential "signer"¹. The user has limited to no con-
trol over, and normally no knowledge of, the processes involved in the actual 
imprinting or "signing" act and it is therefore more logical and appropriate to
rename this process as that of affixing a "digital seal". In this sense, the end
user has no idea as to whether or not a digital signature created is correct at the
time of affixation. He or she must have complete trust in the program used to
create the digital seal and in the correct contents of computer memory at the 
time the "document" is "signed" or "sealed". For example, in the case of a typ-
ical home personal computer it is unreasonable to make this assumption since
such systems, both hardware and software, were never designed with security
requirements in mind at all.

Verifiable "digital signatures" fall under the legal definition of a more general
term "electronic signature", which includes non-cryptographic markings such
as digitised images and facsimiles of handwritten signatures, typed names, and

¹ This refers to the commonly used RSA digital signature exponentiation calculation.
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electronic mail address headers (ABA, 1996). While electronic signatures are
trivial to copy, human autographs are relatively harder, but not impossible to
forge. Additional protective mechanisms have developed over time to combat
handwritten forgery, such as the vital legal process of “witnessing”.

4.2. SIGNATORY EVIDENCE

In a law court, a signature on a paper document can either indicate a will-
ingness of the signer to be bound by the document’s content or the signer’s
authorship. This reliability of handwritten signatures as evidence is premised
on the following assumptions (McCullagh et al., 1998):

� The signature leaves a semi-permanent mark upon the medium and cannot
be easily removed without leaving any sign of alteration.

� The signature design of the person is expected to be relatively unchanging.

� The signature, or together with a printed name, can sufficiently identify
the signer.

Digital media record every single bit faithfully and permit easy changes.
Thus, electronic images of handwritten signatures are easily copied and un-
reliable and need cryptographic digital signatures coupled to them to produce
a unique and unforgeable mark. Still, a digital signature on a message can be
easily removed with a text editor or word processor and substituted with another
different recalculated signature. This is in sharp contrast to paper, where no two
signatures are exactly identical and therefore a person can be identified with
his or her relatively unchanging signature pattern. Moreover, physical removal
and/or substitution of a “paper signature” is still not a simple matter, even given
modern imaging systems.

A digital signature is not immediately verifiable by visual inspection; its pub-
lic key is required to recompute the signature from the message for verification.
In turn, the public key is dependent upon its corresponding private key. The user
can either claim that his private key was compromised without his knowledge
and an adversary signed with his private key, or he did not authorise a computer
program to sign on his behalf and the computer system did so contrary to his
desire.

4.3. WITNESSING

The traditional “notarisation” process serves to counter fraud, signature
forgery and repudiation (McCullagh et al., 1998). A “notary” is normally a
person physically present at the act of signing to witness the physical action of
the signer putting to paper an identifying mark in full knowledge of its intent,
and at the same time observe the physical/psychological state of the signer and
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the circumstances surrounding the act. Shortly after the signing, the notary at
the scene places his/her “autograph” on the same paper as a sign of witnessing
the person’s act of signing. In the event of dispute, the paper is admissible
as evidence in a court of law and the notary can be called to testify on the
witnessing of the signature process.

“Digital notarisation services” provided by PKI vendors are vastly different
from this traditional process. For example, Verisign’s “Validation Services”
apply a digital signature and time-stamp on the document (Verisign Inc., 2000).
Strictly speaking, it is conjectured that the person who is the alleged holder of
the “private key” to be used for digital signing purposes, authorised a program
to sign a document using that key and a third party applied another digital
signature and time-stamp to the supposed signed document. Using untrusted
or unreliable computers, there is a lack of reasonable proof that a document
was willingly and deliberately signed by the alleged originating party, and the
vendor’s authorisation marks were applied to the correct document.

Alternatively, a human notary can be physically present at the act of digital
signing and apply a witnessing signature (McCullagh et al., 1998), but the
lack of “trusted systems” at the home/small business and commodity computer
level, again brings into question the legal validity and certainty of such actions.
It appears obvious that any usage could be reasonably open to challenge in
a court of law in the case of dispute. Neither side to a court action could
present irrefutable evidence that the computer systems used was reasonably
protected against tampering, insertion of “Trojan Horse” or “viral” programs,
untrustworthy or unreliable software sub-systems, protection of the signing
process and the associated cryptographic keys, etc.

4.4. CEREMONY

The process of signing on physical medium carries a cautionary purpose.
The signer’s attention is brought to the gravity of a document's contents and its
likely legal consequences (Jueneman and Robertson, 1998, pp. 430-431). By
signing the document, the person is presumed to have understood its contents
and is therefore willing to accept its terms. The psychological burden is more
pronounced in the presence of witnesses and is often adequate to deter hasty
signing. Even with seals, such as usage in the case of “deeds”, etc., this cere-
monial importance in contract approval is notable. In the earlier case of EDI,
mentioned above, this ceremonial function was largely taken up by the legally
binding “Trading Agreement” that covered all activities between the parties to
an EDI scheme.

It could be argued that frequent users of computers and similar devices have
developed “Pavlovian” behavioural characteristics such as repetitive clicking on
graphical window menu items and buttons (Sneddon, 1998), particularly where
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the consequences of the action are incompletely understood and the underlying
technology base is “foreign” to them. Automated batch programs and command
scripts are also used to take the drudgery out of predictable computer input and
responses. Unlike writing a autograph, there is a lack of ceremony in using
computer interfaces for digital signing. This comparative social difference
may be contested by users who are not aware that an act of signing has been
inadvertently committed on their behalf.

4.5. BURDEN OF PROOF

Under the common law, a person has the right to deny a signature that is
attributed to him or her (McCullagh and Caelli, 2000). The fact-finder or
“relying party” will have to supply sufficient evidence to prove the signature’s
authenticity or the valid circumstances surrounding the signature's formation.

However, legislation on “electronic: transactions” appears to have taken a
different step. The United Nations Commission on International Trade Law
(UNCITRAL) Article 13 (McCullagh and Caelli, 2000) and the Utah Digital
Signature Act (Biddle, 1996) attempt to shift the burden of proof onto the signer.
This departure from traditional legal norms does not account for a number of
problems.

In traditional signing, the signer has total control over his or her signing action
and does not need to worry about any other mechanism that may falsely insert,
steal or record the signature2. On the other hand, in the electronic case, computer
viruses, smartcard physical theft or computer hacking can compromise the
signer’s private key, a vital component of the signing process. Under the Utah
Act, the signer must prove that the signature was not affixed by himself or herself
and sufficient duty of care was exercised, although the Utah Act remains silent
on what constitutes reasonable care (Biddle, 1996).

Recent legislation on electronic commerce such as the E-Sign Act (E-Sign
Act, 2000) accord legal recognition upon electronic records and signatures.
However, the inconsistent recognition of non-repudiation issues between paper
and electronic records may hamper the paper-to-electronic commerce transition,
or even electronic commerce across different social-legal borders.

5 . MISCONCEPTIONS

The words “digital” and "electronic" are frequently used interchangeably.
As a result, many laymen are confused over the differences between digital and
electronic signatures, and policy makers often mistake the former definition for
the latter. Nevertheless, digital signatures are still different from the traditional

²Although carbon paper can also duplicate signatures, it is relatively easy to detect its use. (McCullagh and
Caelli, 2000)
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version. Even with biometrics incorporated into digital signature processes
(Jueneman and Robertson, 1998) and associated timestamping techniques, these
do not have the affirmative features of witnessed, written signatures. A digital
signature (or seal) cannot be equivalent to a written signature (Harbison, 1998,
p. 114), even if laws are passed to try to make it So.

5.1. THE PURPOSE OF CERTIFICATION

An original proposed application of public key cryptography was to create
a secure directory service to assist communication privacy between users and
prevent impersonation attacks (Diffie and Hellman, 1976b; Kohnfelder, 1978).
This required a user to contact an opposite party, pause communication while
the pertinent public key of that opposite party is retrieved from a directory and
then verified, and then proceed on with secure communications, which was
inconvenient (Kohnfelder, 1978, p. 39). In addition, the administrative burden
of maintaining a large, secure, database of people’s public keys is difficult.
Hence, the concept of “digital certificates” was proposed and designed to reduce
the need for frequent public key retrievals and associated directory updates.

However, Kohnfelder also admitted that certificates would not provide any
extra benefit when the directory is compromised or users frequently lose their
keys (Kohnfelder, 1978, p. 42). In these situations, the costs of certificate re-
vocation outweigh the benefits of certificate use. This is contrary to the belief
that certificates provide “. . . a scalable and secure method (from an integrity
perspective)” to distribute public keys (Adams and Lloyd, 1999, p. 74). Certifi-
cate may even add a greater administrative burden for directories maintenance
and users with little to no advantage at all.

5.2. DIRECTORY SERVICES

Directories are not suitable for holding, or ever intended to hold, the private
cryptographic keys used for digital signing purposes. They were originally
meant to store communications secrecy keys, such as “session keys”, and not
signing keys (Diffie and Hellman, 1976b). When a directory user dials a wrong
telephone number or sends an encrypted message to the wrong person, it is
merely an inconvenience. Nobody sues a telephone directory publisher for
wrong information (Landrock, 1999, p. 411), because there is no associated
legal burden.

5.3. UNTRUSTED COMPUTING

One major problem common to all security woes is the lack of trustworthy and
reliable computing systems (Thompson, 1984; Anderson, 1994b; Anderson,
1994a). The functions of a secure information processing system requires
authentication, authorisation and detection and compensation of non-orderly
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behaviour including software and hardware reliability and human behaviour
(Dierstein, 1990).

A computer system, or its cryptographic software, may be compromised by
viruses or Trojan horses with no tell-tale signs. Private keys or pass-phrases to
these keys can be stolen and be used to falsify document authenticity. Flaws
in computer hardware, operating systems and cryptographic software become
a burden on the end user. Without any legal liabilities at present, manufac-
turers see little need to take remedial steps and to offer high-trust commodity
computer systems. Computer hardware manufacturers and software houses are
not mentioned in legislation as maintaining any liability, and legal disclaimers
place the risk of computing systems onto users.

It is almost impossible to dictate user key management practices (Anderson,
1994b; Davis, 1996). Responsibility for the protection of a user’s private key,
essentially their “digital identity”, lies solely with the user. This is clearly un-
reasonable where available computing systems and the public key certification
systems does not adequately address the needs for higher level access control,
such as “mandatory access control schemes”.

Fraud does occur with paper based B2B commerce systems, but control
mechanisms have been developed over time by society, governments and the
legal system to deal with it. Although it is trivial to forge letters, paper audit
trails and extensive record keeping help reduce forgery. An executive within
a company can exceed his or her powers and perform an unauthorised and
potentially illegal transaction on behalf of the company. In a court of law, the
organisation of the executive is responsible for the said transaction, and, in turn,
could press criminal charges against the erroneous executive.

There is no trustworthy path from the user to the end of the communica-
tion path. Paper-based systems employ paper trails and audit practices, while
digital signing processes lack such multi-faceted structures and do not provide
easily recorded and dependable forensic evidence. Also, there is no control
over the digital signing process, and software cryptographic processing cannot
be observed, much less understood, by end users. Thus, commercial com-
puting systems are not suitable to be held as good evidence in a civil dispute
whose resolution depends upon the weighing of the “balance of probabilities”
(McCullagh and Caelli, 2000).

5.4. THE ABSENCE OF “ROLES”

There have been many discussions amongst researchers on the problem of
delegating responsibility and trust (Crispo, 1998; Harbison, 1998). What is not
addressed properly is the recognition of roles, departmentalisation of organisa-
tions and division of job functions which has existed since Biblical times (The
Holy Bible, 1984; Stoner et al., 1997). A job position or role is maintained by
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an organisation. A member or employee of the organisation is appointed to fill
the role, and the appointed person may change over time. A signature made by
the person at a point in time is performed under the authority of the position
within the organisation.

Commercial paper documents and contracts normally display the originating
organisation’s letterhead, the job position of the signer and his or her name. The
handwritten signature on the letter serves to authenticate the name (and not the
other way around), and the position implies the authorisation accorded by the
organisation. The receiver can check if the signer is the correct and authorised
organisation member, and check with the state or national business registry to
verify the legitimacy of the organisation.  Therefore, it is strange to base business
to business trust on the verification of a public key certificate of a signer provided
by a third party (CA) that does not know anything about an employee’s position
or organisation’s purpose. In normal business these should be accomplished by
recourse to the organisation or to a business registry, respectively.

In the normal B2B commerce case, verification of the authority and validity
of a document is done with the organisation or department in question on a need-
to-know basis, clearly a more efficient and flexible as well as time-honoured
practice. A hierarchical, X.509 certificate based PKI attempts to act as a large,
distributed Access Control List (ACL) for individual end-user entities. Certifi-
cate revocation is meant to be broadcast throughout the PKI, which is difficult
to carry out (Davis, 1996). In contrast, in a normal business case, when a per-
son leaves an organisation, centralised information servers revoke the person’s
authorisation and privileges. This does not require a broadcast to the entire
organisation or to those outside it, such as trading partners.

A PKI structured on the CA and X.509 certificate concepts does not and
cannot provide an universal signing function for various business and social
purposes. Digital signatures that are not tied to a particular context are mean-
ingless (Feigenbaum, 1998). It is highly possible that a certificate verifier (user)
only sees the correct verification of an electronic purchase order signed by an
Adam Smith of ACME Corporation without realising that Smith is actually a
rogue ACME system administrator. This scenario is compounded by the fact
that CAs are not concerned about a “certified” signer’s authority to sign any
particular document.

In the B2B context, an organisation handles and bears the authority of signing,
while this authority is then delegated onto designated individuals. Authorisation
mechanisms such as Simple Distributed Security Infrastructure (SDSI) (Rivest,
1998), credential certificates (Ellison, 1999) recognise the need for delegation
of authority, but they do not recognise the purpose of roles, which are essentially
privileges and restrictions of a user, and are prevalent in access control literature.

A person is assigned into a particular role in an organsation, and is authorised
by his organisation to sign or delegate executive authority to certain colleagues.
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Consequently, public key signing functions need to be integrated into access
control systems, as much as employee responsibilities and authority are fitted
into roles in a structured corporate hierarchy.

6. NEW PROPOSALS

Corporations are responsible for delegating the responsibilities and execu-
tive powers of its personnel. In a similar way, national business registration
authorities track the existence of commercial enterprises. Professional organi-
sations, such as medical, accounting and legal councils regulate their respective
practitioners. Certification by respective authorities would probably be more
trusted and recognised than a CA that issues generic certificates.

6.1. “RELIABLE” CERTIFYING AGENCIES

Evidently, at the moment such authorities are not yet utilised in the digital
domain, e.g. Internet domain name registration, etc. It is suggested that they are
in a far better position than commercial vendors to provide the social authority
desired in commerce and industry.

Across national borders, cross verification between such authorities could
be in a “web of trust” structure, where the number of links maintained by each
authority in its domain of interest is approximately limited to the number of
participating United Nation countries.

The argument is that an existing social authority or entity should see itself
as a digital “certification” authority. (This is not the same as a current CA
providing X.509 digital certificate services).

Governments would, at a minimum, play a regulatory role to provide trust-
worthy, verified mechanisms. A governmental department could be created to
manage public cryptographic keys, in the same manner that a government does
today through issuance of a passport, registration of companies, etc. A national
government has a more enduring permanence than corporations, which may be
subject to more common dissolution. Such a government agency would aim
to provide a critical function in society, as opposed to a CA where profit is its
primary purpose.

6.2. DIGITAL SIGNING WITH ROLES

There is a natural gap between the world view of an organisation and its actual
internal structure and management. It is obvious that organisations normally run
their own business and assign roles to their members to accomplish business
or like objectives. Ideally, the use of Role-Based Access Control (RBAC)
mechanisms in information systems may be used to control digital signing
activities. This indeed may correspond to the “name and position” title structure
of a authorising signature on a commercial, paper document.
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Employees who are vested in the roles are given a set of keys stored on
tamper-resistant hardware such as smart cards that may now be used to act for
the company or entity. In the event that an employee is unable to be in the
office, for example, due to illness, accident or death, another employee can take
over that job function without significantly undermining the operation of the
role. Delegation thus becomes a normal part of the B2B e-commerce structure,
mirroring usual business practice.

Figure 2 shows the order in which an electronic message is signed by Bob
with his own personal key, followed by the role CEO and the company ACME
Corp. (where the role and company signing are performed by separate, trusted
computers). In the event that Bob is away for a meeting, a delegated manager
Alice can sign on Bob’s behalf, and she would be potentially responsible for
any discrepancies. The activation of role and/or company keys by personnel or
machine are left to individual corporate policies.

Figure 2 Proposed Digital Signature Hierarchy

Company keys can be certified by a business registry, role keys by the organ-
isation, and individual keys by the organisation’s human resources department.
Such a scheme mirrors paper practices, and its simplicity makes it easier for
laymen to adopt such a electronic parallel. Widespread adoption of this method
may encourage the growth of B2B PKI-based electronic commerce.

7 . CONCLUSION

This paper presents a simple approach to overcoming excessive dependence
on X.509 digital certificate structures for B2B electronic commerce activity.
Commerce demands reliable and safe methods, particularly where conflict res-
olution is needed via mediated negotiation or legal recourse, which complex
certificate-based PKI structures have failed to provide.

The solution lies in a combination of technical and organisational structures,
as follows:
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1 Recognition that complex X.509 digital certificate hierarchies and/or
networks do not totally meet the needs for efficient and reliable B2B
e-commerce demands,

2 Alternative structures based around simplified directory schemes and
“trading partner agreements” and other concepts offer far more efficient
and scalable solutions,

3 Directory structures and associated legal agreements provide a better
solution to the problem of evidentiary collection and presentation in the
case of disputes, particularly where these involve legal proceedings,

4 Far more work is needed on the mirroring in information systems and data
networks of the time-honoured practice of involvement of a “notary” or
“witness” to an important set of transactions, such as those relevant to the
B2B environment as distinct to the business-to-consumer (B2C) situation
involving much smaller level transactions.

The  crux of the infrastructure issue in  B2B electronic commerce is not simply
concerned with advanced cryptographic or security techniques. It is about
providing electronic services and mechanisms that are at least equivalent to,
and hopefully superior to, current social and legal rules deeply embedded in
human society.
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Internet services like the World Wide Web or email programs are already widely in
use for private and business work. Unfortunately, with every access a lot of user-
specific information is leaked. Hence, using popular Internet-services results
in threats against user privacy, as this data can be eavesdropped by attackers
or collected by service providers in order to create user profiles. To defeat such
threats anonymizer services have been introduced especially for anonymous email
and net news. But the available anonymizing services lack a lot of deficiencies
and do not provide the required degree of anonymity to Internet users. This is
mainly because theses services have been implemented in a rather ad hoc manner
lacking a systematic analysis.

The Anonymous-project aimed at revealing and overcoming the deficiencies
of existing approaches by following a systematic methodology. Our paper sum-
marizes the main results of the Anonymous-project. It explains the problems and
limitations of current anonymizing services and presents our new services.

Anonymity, Privacy, Internet Protocols

1. INTRODUCTION

Internet services like the World Wide Web or email programs are already
widely in use for private and business work. Unfortunately, with every network
access a lot of user-specific information is transmitted over public networks.
Examples of such information are the user's IP address, the URL of the pre-
viously loaded Web page or date and time of the performed access. Hence,
using popular Internet services results in threats against user privacy, as this
data can be eavesdropped by attackers or collected by service providers in or-
der to create user profiles. The problem is that the user normally does not know
to which extent sensitive data concerning his privacy is collected and stored.
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For instance, let us have a look at ordinary emails. Normally, a sender will be
willing to give away his own email address, but he certainly does not want to
reveal other information like the URL of his previously visited Web page.

Until now, several programs for anonymizing Internet services have been
developed. They use different techniques with respect to data avoidance and/or
data concealment. Usually, data avoidance is achieved by suppressing the rel-
evant data. Data encryption provides appropriate means to conceal transferred
data preventing unauthorized third parties from accessing  plaintext information.
But data encryption is not applicable for those data items that must be acces-
sible by the authorized communication partner to be able to correctly execute
the used transfer protocol (e.g. HTTP, SMTP). Data hiding in such scenarios
can be achieved by replacing them with some uniform patterns. The problem
is, that the existing anonymizing services just hide or anonymize parts of the
sensitive data. The result is that Internet users are not as anonym as they could
be. Furthermore, in some services the replacement of original data by uniform
patterns results in faults during protocol execution.

All these deficiencies discovered in existing services can be prevented if
service  development is performed based on a systematic analysis of the Internet-
services. Analyzing the protocol specifications of Internet standard protocols
enables to classify the transfered data into the class of sensitive data which
must be anonymized and all the rest which is not critical. In addition, a serious
analysis can reveal to which extent the sensitive data is in fact required to
perform the protocol successfully. This has been done within our Anonymous-
project [5]. Our aim was to repair the discovered deficiencies by developing
anonymizing services which are stronger and more flexible than the existing
ones.

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Section 1.1 presents the main
results of our investigation of common Internet services. To be able to compare
the strength of anonymizing services we have developed a simple metric which
we will explain in section 1.2. Based on our analysis and the metric we have
evaluated existing anonymizing services. The results are summarized in section
2. Based on our experiences we have developed our own suite of anonymizing
services which will finally be presented in 3. In 4 we summarize the main
contributions of our paper.

1.1. ANALYSIS OF RELEVANT INTERNET SERVICES

Popular Internet services like HTTP, FTP, SMTP, or NNTP are client-server
applications running on top of the Internet protocol (IP). These services deliver
data packets to the IP layer which appends an IP header to each packet. The
IP header contains among other data the IP address of the packet’s sender
and receiver. Hence, an anonymizing service could simply try to conceal the
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sender’s IP address. But this simple technique is not applicable if the protocol
requires a bidirectional communication between sender and receiver or if the
protocol must send messages back to the sender, for instance, in cases of faults.
In addition, we should notice that IP addresses are often already appended
to data packets on higher protocol layers by application protocols themselves.
This is why address data should be filtered on a per application protocol basis in
addition to the IP level filtering. As all the investigated services have in common
that anonymity with respect to third parties can be achieved by incorporating
encryption techniques, we omit this technique in our subsequent discussion.

1.1.1 HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol).
HTTP [3] is a request/response protocol which establishes a bidirectional con-
nection between client and server. A request message of a client consists of
several headers and the message payload. Classifying the header data into
privacy critical and uncritical data we observe that the referer-entry obviously
belongs to the first class. This entry contains the URL of the page from where
the server was called. Hence, the server is able to gain context information
about his clients by simply inspecting the referer-field. Consider for example
a client who sends a request in the context of a search engine. In this case,
the referer-entry contains the whole hit list of the search previously performed
by the client. From the server point of view this list might contain interesting
information about competitors in the digital market. In addition, the searched
key words transfered within the referer -entry reveals a lot of information about
the client’s intends and requirements.

The various accept-fields used in HTTP messages belong to the class of sen-
sitive data as well. These fields normally contain the preferred character sets,
the language and coding schemas etc. of the client. By carefully analyzing the
accept -fields an adversary is able to  derive a lot of critical information concern-
ing the HTTP client. IP address information can be found in the fields client -IP,
X-Forwarded and cache control which therefore belong to the class of sensitive
information, too. Another sensitive field is the user-agent -field which identifies
the client’s user-agent and the optional from-entry specifies the email address
of the user who is associated with the user-agent. Authentication information is
transfered within the authorization and proxy-authorization- fields. They might
contain the user name and user password which is usually just base64 coded.
Besides all these headers that are fully specified by the protocol specification, a
HTTP message might possess headers which can be defined by users in arbitrary
manner, possibly containing lots of user-specific sensitive information.

In contrast to the header fields discussed above which are created by the client
system the cooky-entry contains data that has originally been created by the
server and is stored on the client side. The cooky is transfered automatically by
the client-browser whenever the client re-connects to the server. The transfered
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information enables the server to re-identify the client though the underlying
HTTP protocol is stateless. The problem is, that usually the client does not
know what information is sent to the server encoded in the cooky-entry. As a
client often reveals privacy related information about himself by filling in Web-
forms delivered by the server, the server can extract user-specific information
and encode them in cookies. Each time the client re-establishes a connection to
the server, the server just decodes the cooky to reveal the identity of the client.

Anonymizing HTTP
We have analyzed 7648 Web requests. First, we observed that in 99% of all of
these requests the accept-fields contained the above mentioned sensitive data
but which was not used by the receivers at all. Hence, within an anonymizing
service this data can be either completely avoided or substituted by other patterns
without disturbing the server’s functionality. In contrast, the information within
the user-agent- field which was present in over 98% of the requests, actually was
used by the servers to tailor the presentation of the required pages to the specific
capabilities of the client’s browsers. Hence, services which aim at anonymizing
these data should be configurable in a flexible manner. This will allow to use
the tailored services even in the context of anonymizing activities.

Information contained in the referer -field have been transfered in more than
95% of all analyzed requests. This is remarkable, because that information is
not necessary to execute HTTP correctly. As we have pointed out previously,
an adversary might infer a lot of sensitive information about the sender looking
at the referer-field. Hence, we recommend to omit all data within referer -fields.

Our analysis revealed that the data in the from-fields are neither used by the
protocol itself nor by service providers. As it might contain a lot of interesting
information for an unauthorized third party, we strongly recommend to omit
these fields as well, Cookies have been observed in at least 30% of all analyzed
requests, though the requested services are usable correctly without them as
well. Hence, leaving out cooky data by anonymizing services will not cause an
unacceptable denial-of-service.

To avoid the unprotected transfer of IP address information within header
fields of HTTP, we recommend to anonymize the fields client-IP, X-forwarded-
for and cache control. This is feasible without disturbing the overall protocol
functionality, because these fields are not required in order to execute the pro-
tocol correctly. Since the header field proxy-authorization is solely required to
authenticate the browser with respect to the proxy server, we recommend that
the proxy should anonymize this information before forwarding the modified
message. Finally, we require that a HTTP-anonymizer should be configurable
in such a way that all unknown headers will be anonymized by default. But
the anonymizer should be flexible enough to allow selectively an unconcealed
transfer of such header data.
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1.1.2 FTP (File Transfer Protocol).
FTP [7] provides services to efficiently transfer data. It works session-based
and differentiates between control and payload data. A separate control channel
is established to transfe control data and this connection is held open during the
whole session. In contrast, FTP establishes a new connection for every send or
receive transaction for transferring payload data. Notice, that each time FTP
establishes a connection either for control or data transfer, the IP address of the
client is transmitted. In addition, some commands require parameters which
might contain sensitive information. These commands are the user-command
which identifies the user via an ASCII-string, the pass-command which con-
tains the user-password as a parameter, and the acct-command requiring a pa-
rameter that identifies the user’s account name. Using the anonymous FTP
service, current Internet browsers normally provide a password that identifies
the used browser type (e.g. mozilla@ in the Netscape Communicator). Be-
sides, browsers usually possess the option to transfer the email address of the
user which is registered in the browser configuration file.

Anonymizing FTP
Since non-anonymous FTP requires the user name, password as well as user
account name to be able to authenticate the FTP-client anonymizing this data
at the side of the communication partner (i.e. the FTP-server) is not possible.
The same holds for the client’s IP address which is required to establish data
connections. As mentioned before, encrypting all these data is appropriate to
thwart attacks from unauthorized third parties. With respect to anonymous
FTP we recommend to anonymize the transfered email address. This can be
accomplished for instance by substituting it with a fictive one concealing the
true identity of the FTP user.

1.1.3 SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol).
As we are aware, that there are a lot of good arguments that doubt the appropri-
ateness of anonymous emails we subsequently just focus on one special aspect
which we think is an important one. That is, in our opinion an email sender
should reveal his identity to his receiver(s), but besides this, he will not be
willing to expose any other information concerning his privacy. Examples for
such information that should be suppressed are data about the used execution
environment like the operating system and hardware. Even more important is
the suppression of data about the sending context like links to other messages
the email refers to.

The transfer of emails is the main task of SMTP [6]. To this end, SMTP estab-
lishes a bidirectional connection between client and server. This connection is
afterwards used to transfer several mails. Analogous to FTP SMTP requires the
client's IP address for establishing this connection and further sensitive data can
be transfered by calling specific SMTP commands. The mail-command spec-
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ifies a parameter that contains the return path to the email sender. This path
is used in cases of faults to resend the mail to its sender. The data-command
is used to transfer the mail data. The data itself consists of a header part and
a payload part. One in our sense important header item is the return-path. It
specifies the sender’s address as well as the return path to this address. This
path is constructed as follows. Every sender who takes part in transferring the
mail to the final destination, appends its own address as well as date and time
information to the path. Hence, the path shows in detail the whole route over
which the mail was routed to its receiver.

The sender’s identity can be derived from other header items as well. Critical
in our sense are the from, sender and the reply-to entries. The from field contains
the identity of the sending agent (e.g. a machine or a person). The sender entry
contains the identity of the sender in cases where the author of the message
is not its sender. The reply-to field specifies the mail boxes to which answers
can be send. Furthermore, the in-reply-to and references header fields contain
problematic data as well. They identify the mail to which the current mail
replies as well as all other messages that are referenced in the mail.

Besides the fields that are specified in the SMTP standard a mail might contain
arbitrary user-defined as well as so called extended header (starting with X-)
fields.

Anonymizing SMTP
Our analysis revealed that most of the header fields contained in mails are
not required by SMTP. Hence, we recommend to anonymize all header items
that carry information beyond direct sender identification. That is, at least the
in-reply-to, return-path and references field should be anonymized to conceal
critical data as far as possible not only with respect to third parties but with re-
spect to authorized email receivers as well. As mentioned before, some of these
headers are in fact useful in case of trouble shooting. Therefore, the anonymiz-
ing service should be flexible enough to allow for individual configurations.

Since extended headers characterize the sender quite good and, in addition,
might contain arbitrary data we strongly recommend to suppress all these non-
standardized but widely used headers. If complete suppression is not feasible
the data should be replaced by random patterns. This will not disturb the
execution of SMTP because the protocol does not require the extended headers.
Obviously, unknown headers (user-defined) should be completely suppressed
by anonymizer.

1.1.4 NNTP (Network News Transfer Protocol).
As before, we do not argue in favor for anonymous postings, but focus on the
intension to restrict the transfer of sensitive data to a minimum. That is, we are
especially interested in such data that is automatically appended to a posting (or
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mail, see previous section) without giving the user any opportunity to control
or regulate this.

NNTP [4] offers services to read, post and distribute news articles. To this
end, the client establishes a bidirectional connection to the news server. This
connection is then usable for several actions like reading and posting articles.
Like the SMTP protocol NNTP specifies header fields for news articles. These
headers are comparable to those used in SMTP and need not be discussed again.
In addition, a news header can contain a field called organization. This field
identifies the organization to which the sender belongs. It therefore carries
interesting data that might characterize the sender quite good. Analogous to
HTTP and SMTP NNTP allows to use non-standardized headers which might
contain arbitrary user-specific data.

Anonymizing NNTP
Because of the similarities between SMTP and NNTP we recommend similar
anonymizing actions. That is, an anonymizer should conceal or suppress all au-
tomatically generated header data. Again it would be helpful, if the anonymizer
is flexible enough to selectively de-anonymize data items. None of the non-
standardized headers are required for the correct functionality of the protocol.
Hence, all these potential dangerous headers should be anonymized by default.
But since some of these data might be used by some servers it should be possible
to selectively de-anonymize the required set of data.

1.2. LEVELS OF ANONYMITY

The subsection presents a simple metric to compare the strength of anonymiz-
ing services. First, we want to capture the notion of anonymity more precisely.
Anonymizing in our sense means the modification of privacy-related data with
the aim that single data carrying privacy-critical data can no longer be asso-
ciated with a specific person except a huge amount of money, time and man
power will be spent.

A weaker form is given by pseudo-anonymity. Here, privacy-related data is
modified according to a specific assignment rule (usually by using pseudonyms)
with the effect that single data carrying privacy-critical data can no longer be
associated with a specific person without the knowledge of the assignment rule.

Now, we will define several levels of anonymity to be able to distinguish
between anonymizing services of different strength. The different strengths
of the levels result from the different scopes of the anonymizing measures.
We distinguish between the following three scopes: anonymity (1) against the
communication partner, (2) against third parties, and against (3) the anonymizer
itself. The strongest form of anonymity is provided, if the anonymizing service
covers all three scopes.

Level 1 Pseudo-anonymity with respect to the communication partner:
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The communication partner is not able to associate single data items with a
specific person. But all measures to achieve pseudo-anonymity are solely per-
formed by the communication partner himself. That is, this kind of anonymizing
can neither be influenced by the user nor is he able to control the success and
the correctness of the service. On the other side, the user is completely relieved
from coping with anonymizing actions. Services on this level do not provide
anonymity with respect to third parties.

Level 2 Pseudo-anonymity with respect to the anonymizing service:
In contrast to level 1, privacy-critical data is only transfered to the anonymizing
service and not to the communication partner, which provides a higher level
of anonymity. The communication partner solely knows a pseudonym of the
user without being able to associate it with a real person. But using such an
anonymizing service is not fully transparent for users as they must explicitly
call it. And, as before, services on this level do not provide anonymity with
respect to third parties.

Level 3 Anonymity with respect to the communication partner:
Analogous to level 1 all anonymizing measures are performed by the communi-
cation partner without being controlled by the user. No anonymity with respect
to third parties is provided.

Level 4 Anonymity with respect to the anonymizing service:
Analogous to level 2 privacy-critical data are anonymized by a third party be-
fore being delivered to the communication partner. Again we do not have a
protection against third parties.

Level 5 Anonymity with respect to third parties:
The user is protected against the communication partner as well as against in-
termediate third parties.

Level 6 Anonymity with respect to the anonymizer:
Up to level 5 the anonymizer always possesses knowledge about its users as well
as their communication partners. On this level we require that the anonymizer
is not able to infer a connection between users and communication endpoints.
In addition, the level requires anonymity against intermediate third parties.

2. ANONYMIZER – STATE-OF-THE-ART
Most of the activities in the area of Internet anonymity concentrate on email

and news anonymity whereas anonymizing services for the WWW and FTP
area are hardly available. Since we are interested in anonymity of client-related
data, we do not investigate projects that concentrate on server anonymity like
the JANUS-project [2].
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2.1. WWW AND FTP

The most simple anonymizing services just anonymize the log file of WWW-
server (e.g. http://www.media.mit.edu/ daniels/software/scramble.html). We call such~

anonymizer log file anonymizer. The log file records all the accesses to the
server. If the log file anonymizer is integrated into the Web-server then the data
can be recorded in the log file in an already anonymized form. Depending on
the fact whether anonymity or pseudo-anonymity is offered, such anonymizers
only provide level 3 or level 1 services with all the problems mentioned above.
Even worse, the measures incorporated in existing approaches are faulty in such
a sense that not all critical data is really anonymized. To be more concrete,
these approaches just conceal the host name, IP addresss and user name. But
our analysis (see the previous section) revealed that a lot of other data fields
containing privacy-critical data still exist, like for example the referer or user-
agent fields. This data is stored unconcealed in the log file of the server.

Proxy-Server
Other implementations of WWW or FTP anonymizer integrate their service into
a proxy server. A popular example for this kind of anonymizing technologies is
the Junkbuster (http::/www.junkbuster.com). Using the proxy approach allows
to modify or conceal critical data before the messages are delivered to their des-
tinations. For instance, the Junkbuster suppresses the forwarding of cookies,
and of from- as well as referer -fields and it substitutes user-agent data uniformly
by Mozilla/3.01 Gold. But, with Junkbuster all other fields containing critical
data like the accept -fields are forwarded to the final destination without mod-
ification. Especially, all unknown header fields are forwarded without being
anonymized. Hence, the anonymizing service offered by Junkbuster is incom-
plete. Since the proxy-integrated anonymizer do not encrypt the data transfer
between browser and proxy-server, such anonymizer could only be classified
to level 4 or just 2 in ease of pseudo anonymity.

Web-Anonymizer
Web-Anonymizer work quite similar to proxy-integrated anonymizer. One pop-
ular representative is the Anonymizer (http://www.Anonymizer.com). But in contrast
to the proxy approach, the required services of Web-anonymizer are integrated
into the Web-server. As a result, this service can be used behind a firewall and
the data between browser and Web-server can be transfered in encrypted form.
Unfortunately, these advantages are accompanied by an additional management
overhead compared with proxy-approach. Additional anonymizing activities
are required if a Web-page or a file that has been requested by a client does
itself contain references. If the client clicks on these references directly no
anonymizing services would be applied to these Web accesses. Hence, such
references must be modified to ensure that each call (clicking on the reference)
will be directly send to the Web-anonymizer. Obviously, this complicates the
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implementation of Web-anonymizer considerably which can lead to erroneous
services. Furthermore, such anonymizer usually work much slower than proxy-
based solutions.

We have carefully studied the above mentioned Anonymizer service (cf.
[5]). Our analysis revealed that the Anonymizer actually anonymizes a lot of
privacy-critical data such as the from, the referer and the cooky fields. But
other critical data like, for instance, client-IP and cache control are forwarded
unmodified. Furthermore, it is not possible to selectively de-activate the sup-
pression of cookies. Hence, servers which require cookies are not accessible via
the Anonymizer service. In addition, it should be noticed that the Anonymizer
does not encrypt the transfered data. Since this restriction is not dictated by the
inherent Web-server architecture the level of anonymity implemented by the
Anonymizer is lower (just level 4) than the one that is reachable in principle.
In fact, such anonymizers could provide level 5. Web-server anonymizer could
even be improved by using them in a cascading manner which would result in
level 6 anonymity.

Crowds
The Crowds-project [8] follows a completely other approach by hiding a user
within a crowd. To this end, a user’s message is sent encrypted to a randomly
selected member of the crowd which selects another receiver among the crowd
or sends the message to its final destination. Obviously, a small crowd is not
sufficient to guarantee anonymity. The Crowds service suppresses a lot of crit-
ical data like from, cache control, cooky, X-forwarded and referer fields. In
addition, it anonymizes the accept as well as the user-agent data by replacing
the original data with default values. But this can cause problems, if a server
who interprets this data runs into trouble by using the default values. For exam-
ple, the value zip used to replace other data items in the field accept-encoding
is not defined in the HTTP specification and might lead to a faulty server ac-
tion. Furthermore, under Crowds unknown headers possibly containing critical
information are transfered without modification. Another disadvantage of the
Crowds service is that it is not usable in conjunction with firewalls on the client
side. Despite of theses problems Crowds is applicable in a cascading manner.
Hence, anonymity level 6 is reachable in principle. But it should be noticed that
massage delivery is considerably delayed through cascades of Crowds servers.
Note, that the client of a WWW request is not able to determine the crowd
members which are involved in the delivery of his message. That is, unreliable
members, untrusted members or nodes that are not online might be randomly
selected. The service can be improved, if the clients can select a route depending
on information about the current availability and load of crowd members.
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2.2. EMAIL AND NEWS
Since email and news are asynchronous services it is not necessary that

the messages are delivered to their final destination immediately. This is ex-
ploited by remailer services which are the most popular anonymizers in this
area. The original idea goes back to D. Chaum [1] who proposed the mix
approach to transform messages. A user of a remailer service must explic-
itly send his messages to the remailer. The remailer removes the header in-
formation and forwards the message. To thwart traffic flow attacks, the re-
mailer usually delays message forwarding and puts dummy messages into the
message stream. This kind of functionality characterizes the so called type
1 or cypherpunk remailers. A list of available remailers can be found under
http://anon.efga.org/Remailers/TypeIList. The second class of remailers are the
type 2 remailers or mixmaster (http://anon.efga.org/Remailers/TypeIIList/type2.list).
But, using this class of email anonymizer requires a specific email client which
encrypts the messages and padds them to a uniform lenght of usually 30kbyte.

To be able to use remailers in a remailer cascade, the sender must encode a
chain of encrypted remailer addresses into his mail. Each remailer removes the
entry of the chain which has been encrypted with its public key. The encrypted
entry contains the address of the next mailer in the chain. After decrypting its
entry a mailer is able to forward the mail correctly. This technique ensure that
only the first remailer in the chain knows the identity of the original sender
and solely the last remailer in the chain knows the final destination address.
Though such a chaining is feasible, in practice remailing services just use one
remailer. As a consequence, a remailer sees all the critical data contained within
the header data fields as only the message payload is encrypted. Hence, current
remailers just offer the anonymizing level 5 whereas the level 6 is achievable
by cascading remailers.

3 . NEW ANONYMIZING SERVICES

The previous sections showed deficiencies of existing anonymizers. They do
not provide anonymizing services that sufficiently anonymize all critical data
(in particular, IP-addresses and accept fields are omitted) and the step-wise de-
activation of anonymizing measures are scarcely supported. In addition, most
approaches implement an anonymizing level that is lower than the one that
might be achievable. Therefore, in the Anonymous-project [5] we developed
and implemented new anonymizing services to overcome these revealed defi-
ciencies.
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3 .1 . LOG-FILE ANONYMIZER

Our log-file anonymizer has been developed for the Apache Web-server.
We anonymize log-entries which contain the following information: hostname,
identd-name, user-name, time, request line, status, amount of bytes being sent,
referer, user-agent. The Apache-server has been configured in such a way that
it forwards all theses data to our log-file anonymizer. This data is anonymized
as shown in table 1.

The resulting log-file is a compromise. Our anonymizer tries to offer an
appropriate level of anonymity for its users ( i.e. level 3) while preserving
enough information for service providers, for instance, to, generate meaningful
access statistics. Our anonymizer covers all privacy critical data. We are aware
that substituting the hostname by the top-level name can lead to problems if
the server requires more precise information to perform specific analysis (e.g.
recognizing accesses originating from robots). Therefore, for this entry as well
as for other ones we offer the option to configure the anonymizing measures
according to individual server needs. Nevertheless, it should be clear that a
log-file anonymizer is not our first-choice anonymizing technique, because the
uses is not able to control and to configure it appropriately.

Data Modification
hostname .< top-level-domain> (e.g. de)
identd-name –
user-name –
time
request no modification
HTTP-version HTTP/1.0
referer –

anonymizing browser, OS, language

Table 1 Anonymized log-file entries

[ day/month/year:hours : 00:00 zone ]

user-agent

Example:

The protocol entry is anonymized to:

sunsystem.in.tum.de .de

[18/Apr/2000:13:13:27+02000] [18/Apr/2000:13:13:00:00+02000]

"GET /images/logo.gif HTTP/1.1" "GET /images/logo.gif HTTP/1.0"

"http://www.in.tum.de/" -

"Mozilla/4.5[en](Win98;I)" "Netscape(Windows)"
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3.2. PROXY ANONYMIZER

The anonymizing proxy receives requests and forwards them to the original
proxy server after having concealed and modified the relevant data items (see
figure 1). Hence, anonymizing is performed on the user side. But our proxy
anonymizer is not bothered with cache management or other management tasks
as this is still performed by the original proxy server.

Figure 1 Proxy anonymizer

The anonymizing proxy is registered in the configuration file of the browser.
A user can individually configure the anonymizer via a setup page. That is,
the user can select the data to be placed into header fields and he can selec-
tively deactivate anonymizing activities for those critical header fields we have
previously explained. For instance, the user can determine data items which
should be written into the accept, from or user-agent fields. Additionally, he
can substitute the data within those fields that contain information about the
user’s operating system, his hardware platform etc. As a result, requests from
different clients are anonymized in a non-uniform manner. Recognizing anony-
mous requests is therefore difficult for an adversary. Furthermore, our proxy
anonymizer allows to configure the data values that the server appends to the
fields cache-info, client-IP, X-forwarded, via, forwarded. Since several servers
actually use or require the information contained in the fields host, referer, cooky,
cache-control and content-type, our proxy anonymizer provides the option to
selectively activate or deactivate the concealment of these fields. Because of the
reasons mentioned in the previous sections, our anonymizer automatically sup-
presses all unknown header fields. The proxy anonymizer reaches anonymity
level 4.
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3.3. WEB-ANONYMIZER

To use our Web-anonymizer which is integrated into a Web-server the user
must specify the file that should be anonymized and must explicitly call our
service via an URL. The data will be anonymized and afterwards forwarded
to the specified destination. We just forward the data that is actually required
to execute the requested service. For instance, in case of the GET method we
will transfer the host-header whereas in case of the POST method the host-,
content-length- and content-type-headers are forwarded. All server-side an-
swers are anonymized before being delivered to the client (see figure 2). Hence,
subsequent accesses of the client on links contained within the answer pages
of servers (e.g. encapsulated graphics) are automatically routed via our Web-
anonymizer. Besides anonymizing links contained within HTML-data we also
anonymize references within JavaScript programs. Furthermore, in contrast to
the before mentioned Anonymizer, we also conceal FTP references and email
as well as news references are automatically forwarded to our anonymizing
services (see below). Our Web-anonymizer suppresses all unknown headers
and conceals all the privacy critical data discussed in section 1.1. The data can
be encrypted by the requesting client, but until now, no cascading anonymizing
servers have been implemented yet. Hence, at the time being our anonymizer
reaches level 5.

Figure 2 Web-anonymizer

3.4. EMAIL AND NEWS-GATEWAYS

Our email and news anonymizers aim at avoiding the transfer of privacy
critical data. To this end, our anonymizing services ask the user to fill in a
HTML form with the email data to be anonymized together with the receiver
address. Our services just act as gateways as they forward the data to a remailer
service within the Internet and send an acknowledgment about the successful
forwarding back to the client. The gateways conceal all data except the re-
ceiver address, the subject line and the mail payload before sending it to the
remailer. A remailer is dynamically selected from the list of remailers. Criteria
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to select an appropriate remailer are (1) the availability of the service and (2)
the functionality that is supported by the service. For instance, our remailer
selection takes into account whether the remailer supports the required message
format or news support. The availability of remailers is evaluated based on a
remailer statistics that is updated once per hour. The level of anonymity can
be increased if the sender uses a SSL connection to our anonymizing service
which guarantees anonymity with respect to third parties as well. This level
is not achievable by just calling a remailer using an email encryption program
like PGP, because these programs solely conceal the mail payload and leave the
traffic information unmodified. Since no cascading of our service is provided
yet, our anonymizing services reaches level 5.

Our Web-anonymizer, and the email as well as news gateways are available
in the Internet see http://anonymouse.home.pages.de/.

4. CONCLUSION

With the increasing use of Internet services we are faced with severe threats
against user’s privacy. All widely-used Internet services and protocols transfer
a lot of privacy critical data. By analyzing these data, an adversary is able to
generate detailed user profiles. Anonymizing services have been proposed and
implemented to thwart these threats against privacy. Log-file anonymizer offer
very simple, user-transparent and efficient solutions, but the user can not con-
trol the anonymizing activities. Browser-supported proxy servers offer simple
and efficient measures as well. Anonymizing services are performed on the
client-side and are, hence, controllable. But they are not usable behind a fire-
wall and they do not support anonymity against third parties. More elaborated
features can be offered by Web-anonymizers. They are usable behind fire-
walls and support encrypted data transfer. But Web-anonymizer suffer from
slow and complicated anonymizing measures. Emails and news are commonly
anonymized by using remailers, but information about the sender is transferred
unconcealed to the remailer and an overloaded or not available remailer might
cause unacceptable message delays.

Our analysis of available anonymizing services revealed a lot of severe de-
ficiencies. Within the Anonymous project we have implemented new services
to overcome the existing problems.
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Abstract: Problems with certificate revocation status control limit the deployment of
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). Classical certificate paths require revocation
control of all certificates on the path. In this paper, we show how the recently
proposed NPKI (Nested certificate based PKI) system reduces the number of
revocation status controls to at most two. Our analysis also shows that NPKI is
not as vulnerable as classical PKI considering the certificate authority
compromise.

1. INTRODUCTION

Certificates are the signed objects that bind the cryptographic public keys
of the entities to attributes (name, e-mail address, etc.) or to abilities (file
access, fund transfer, etc). They are generated by the digital signature of a
Certificate Authority (CA). The verifiers use the public key of the CA to
verify the certificate content. The system that includes the CAs, end users,
certificates and certificate management tools is called Public Key
Infrastructure ( PKI). Certificates have limited lifespans, but CAs or
certificate owners may need to revoke certificates before the expiration time.
The reasons of this fact are given below.

• The private key corresponding to the public key in the certificate may be
lost or compromised.
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• The CA’s signature key may be compromised.
• The certification contract may be terminated or the certificate holder’s

status and abilities described in certificate may change or may be
cancelled (as by a person’s leaving a job).

Certificate revocation mechanisms must be incorporated into the PKI.
The best-known revocation mechanism is the Certificate Revocation Lists
(CRLs). A CRL keeps a signed list of the serial numbers of revoked
certificates. Usually, the CA is the signer of the CRL for the certificates that
it issued. A good discussion on CRLs can be found in [1].

Another practical revocation mechanism is Online Certificate Status
Protocol (OCSP), which is published as an RFC [2]. OCSP is a simple
request/response protocol that requires online servers, so-called OCSP
responder, to distribute the certificate status on demand. Each CA must run
its own OCSP responder, unless several CAs unite on this issue.

The literature contains other proposed methods of certificate revocation.
Micali [3] proposed the use of on-line/off-line signature scheme for a low-
cost check for the “freshness” of a particular certificate. Naor and Nissim [4]
proposed authenticated data structures to represent CRLs. Kocher [5]
proposed Certificate Revocation Trees (CRTs). CRTs are used to compile
the revocation information on a single hash tree. Gassko, Gemmell and
MacKenzie [6] proposed EFECTS (Easy Fast Efficient Certification System)
that combines the best properties of certificates and CRTs. However, their
system is best suited for a single CA issuing large numbers of certificates.
Rivest [7] proposed an agent based approach that employs on-line “suicide
bureaus” to issue “certificates of health” for certificates. A recent certificate
of health must be provided to the recipient along with the actual certificate.
A brief taxonomy and overview of certificate revocation methods are given
by Myers in [8].

CRLs, CRTs or the on-line revocation systems theoretically may become
more centralized by having a single revocation authority to process all
revocation data on behalf of CAs. Such an approach has the advantage of
gathering all revocation information together, but it creates an extra
overhead in terms of messaging among the CAs, certificate holders and the
revocation authority. Moreover, several CAs must agree to delegate their
revocation responsibility to the revocation authority. Therefore, central
revocation authority is not suitable for distributed PKIs where CAs of
different organizations interact.

Although there may be some exceptional cases where a single CA issues
all certificates in a system, the PKI concept inherently employs a topology of
several CAs. Therefore, the verifiers should verify a path of certificates in
order to learn the public key of an end user. Consequently, they should check
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the revocation status of all certificates on the path. To do so the verifier
needs to get the revocation information from all CAs on the certificate path.
Thus, the difficulty of certificate revocation is multiplied by the amount of
CAs (and certificates) on the path. We stress this problem of “distributed”
PKIs that has not been addressed in the literature, except in connection with
central revocation authorities that are not suitable for distributed PKIs as
discussed above.

Nested certificate based PKI (NPKI) [10] is proposed as a model better
suited for distributed applications. It allows rapid certificate path
verification. In this paper we analyze certificate revocation rules and
advantages of NPKI. NPKI facilitates certificate revocation by requiring
revocation status check only for the first and the last certificate of a
certificate path, no matter how many certificates are on the path. A quick
introduction to NPKI is given in Section 2. The certificate revocation rules
of NPKI are detailed in Section 3. The implications of these rules and the
certificate revocation advantage of NPKI are discussed in Section 4. Section
5 is the conclusions.

2. NPKI

NPKI [10] is based on nested certificates. A nested certificate is defined
as a certificate for another certificate. A certificate certified in this way is
called a subject certificate. A subject certificate can be a classical certificate
or another nested certificate. An NPKI is derived from a PKI with all
classical certificates that is shown in Figure 1a. Each CA issues one nested
certificate for each certificate issued by its children to form NPKI as shown
in Figure 1b. A CA must verify a subject certificate before issuing a nested
certificate for it. In NPKI, a nested certificate path (e.g. Figure 2a) is
produced for each classical certificate path (e.g. Figure 2b) to verify the
certificates of the end users.

The PKI-to-NPKI transition does not change the original PKI topology
and trust relationships. This can be seen by examining Figures 1 and 2. The
same CAs are in control in both PKI (Figure 1a) and NPKI (Figure 1b). The
verifier should trust the same CAs in order to verify the classical certificate
path of Figure 2a and the nested certificate path of Figure 2b.
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Figure 1. (a) classical PKI, (b) NPKI

CA /  N C A

End user

Classical Certificate

Nested  Certificate

(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) classical certificate path, (b) nested certificate path

The main advantage of NPKI over classical PKI is the improvement in
certificate path verification as discussed in [10]. The first nested certificate
of a nested certificate path is verified cryptographically. Other certificates,
including the last classical one, are verified by hash computations. For
example, in Figure 2b cert1 is verified cryptographically. cert2 is verified as
the subject certificate of cert1 by only one hash computation. Similarly,
cert3 is verified as the subject certificate of cert2. The verifier would need to
know only the public key of the first CA ( A in Figure 2b). The public keys of
other CAs are not necessary for path verification.
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3. CERTIFICATE REVOCATION RULES OF NPKI

There are some rules about certificate revocation in NPKI. These rules
follow the characteristics of NPKI and nested certificates. This section
explains certificate revocation rules. The implications of these rules will be
discussed in the next section.

Rule 1: Classical certificates are revocable

The classical certificates for the leaf nodes of NPKI may be revoked, as
in classical PKIs, if a necessity discussed on Section 1 arises. The guarantees
and bindings given in these certificates are invalidated after revocation.

Rule 2: A revoked classical certificate makes its nested
certificate path useless

The ultimate aim of a nested certificate path is to verify the classical
certificate at the end. Moreover, a nested certificate can exist on only one
nested certificate path. Therefore, when a classical certificate is revoked for
some reason, all nested certificates on the nested certificate path towards it
automatically become useless. Consequently, these nested certificates need
not be revoked.

Rule 3: Do not start a nested certificate path with a revoked
nested certificate, but revoked nested certificates can still be
used on paths

If the key of a CA is compromised, then the nested certificates issued by
it must be revoked, because these nested certificates must no longer be
verified using the public key of the CA. However, this does not mean that
these nested certificates contain bogus information. If someone else can
prove that these nested certificates were created before the key compromise,
they can still be verified. This can be proved by finding another nested
certificate issued for the revoked nested certificate before the revocation
time. The verifier can verify the revoked nested certificate as the subject
certificate of another nested certificate. For example, consider the example
in Figure 3. Suppose the CA, A, has issued a nested certificate, nc l, at time
t0. Later at time t1> t0 , another CA, B, has issued a nested certificate, nc2, for
ncl. At time t2> t1, the public key of A is compromised and nc l is revoked.
After t2, it is not possible to verify ncl using the cryptographic method and
the public key of A. However, it is still possible to verify ncl as the subject
certificate of nc2 , which is still valid since B had issued nc2 at time t1< t2, i.e.,
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before the revocation of nc1 . Moreover, B had verified nc 1 before issuing nc2

and guaranteed the legitimacy of the signature over nc1 . The revocation of
nc1  at t2>t1  does not cause the invalidity of the guarantee given by nc2  at t 1.

Figure 3. An example case for nested certificate revocation

On the other hand, the counterfeit of A can issue some bogus certificates
(for example, nc3  in Figure 3) at t 3 >t2 , i.e., after the compromise of its key.
Since B and all other honest CAs are not able to verify nc3 , they will not
issue any nested certificates for it. Thus, the bogus certificates remain
isolated and cannot take place on nested certificate paths, as long as they are
not verified cryptographically as the first certificate of a path.

Rule 4: No cascaded nested certificate revocations

A revoked nested certificate does not cause its subject certificate to be
revoked. A nested certificate does not certify a public key or anything
regarding a user. A nested certificate certifies only the relationship of the
raw content of its subject certificate and the signature over it. The meaning
of nested certificate revocation is that the CA of the nested certificate does
not guarantee the correctness of the signature over the subject certificate
anymore. However, the signature over the subject certificate can still be
verified cryptographically using its issuer’s public key. Therefore, nested
certificate revocation is not a recursive process towards the end users.

4. DISCUSSION

The above rules imply that the verifier must check the revocation status
of two certificates on a nested certificate path regardless of the path length.
One of them is the first nested certificate, which is to be verified
cryptographically. This certificate must be checked in order not to start the
verification process with a bogus certificate (rule 3). Second certificate for
which the revocation status must be checked is the last certificate of the
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nested certificate path, because it is a classical certificate and the revoked
classical certificates cannot be used (rule 1). Other nested certificates on the
path need not be checked for revocation, because even if an intermediate
nested certificate is revoked this does not cause other certificates to be
revoked (rule 4) and it can be used on the path (rule 3).

However, in a certificate path of a classical PKI, all certificates must be
checked against revocation. Since all these certificates are from different
CAs, different CRLs or OCSP responder contacts would be necessary for the
revocation checks. Since there are only two certificate revocation controls in
NPKI, the cost of certificate revocation relatively decreases for the paths
longer than two certificates as compared to classical PKI.

The revocation status of the first nested certificate of a nested certificate
path must be checked since it might have been revoked due to a CA key
compromise as discussed in rule 3. This revocation control can be waived if
the verifier can make sure about the legitimacy and validity of the public
keys that it uses to start the verification process. This would be possible by
keeping this CA key information in a local Personal Security Environment
(PSE) and by periodically checking the validity of these keys. Similar
approaches are proposed by PGP [11] and ICE-TEL [9] systems. However,
the revocation status of the classical certificate at the end of a nested
certificate path must always be checked.

One can argue that the CA compromise might go undetermined for a long
time and during this period some bogus nested certificates can be
disseminated. This is still not a big problem and does not require a mass
revocation of innocent certificates. Once the breach is detected, it is
sufficient to revoke the certificates issued by the compromised CA after the
compromise, and the nested certificates issued on them recursively†. One
may also argue that the counterfeit may change the timestamps in the
certificates as if they are issued earlier. This is not correct, because if the
counterfeit does so, other CAs realize that something is going wrong and
decline to issue nested certificates for the certificates issued by it. Thus,
bogus certificates remain isolated.

Above discussion and the rules 3 and 4 also yield that CA compromise in
NPKI is not as severe as in classical PKI. The main reason behind this fact is
that each CA controls its children by the nested certification process
embedded in NPKI. There is no such control in a classical PKI. Once a
classical certificate is issued, the issuer can no longer control the activities of
the certificate holder.

† If this argument is the concern of the system, the verifier should check the revocation status
of the first certificate of the path even if he/she makes sure about the validity of the public
key of the corresponding CA, because this argument brings out a reason other than CA key
compromise to qualify a nested certificate revoked.
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Revoked certificates can be kept in Certificate Revocation Lists (CRLs)
or handled by other methods cited in Section 1. Each CA manages its own
revoked certificates. There may also be nested certificates that are not
revoked but are useless (rule 2). This situation inflates the
databases/directories. A solution to this problem is to periodically run
maintenance programs to locate and delete these useless nested certificates.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Nested certificate based PKI (NPKI) has been recently proposed as an
efficient, dynamic and trust-preserving PKI scheme [10]. In this paper we
analyzed the revocation characteristics of nested certificates and NPKI. We
concluded that it is sufficient to check the revocation status of at most 2
certificates on a nested certificate path, the first and the last certificates,
regardless of the number of certificates on the path. The rule for “classic”
PKI is to check the revocation status of all certificates on the path, giving
NPKI an obvious advantage.

Our analysis also indicates that NPKI CAs are less vulnerable to being
compromised than PKI CAs, since their activities are monitored via nested
certification.

NPKI does not add any extra burden to facilitate certificate revocation
and to make their CAs less vulnerable. These characteristics are the
consequences of the nested certification scheme embedded in NPKI.
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Shared care requires open distributed information systems for supporting
communication and co-operation. Regarding the sensitive character of
personal medical information, such communication and co-operation must be
provided securely. Meeting the European as well as national legislation,
several projects such as ISHTAR, TrustHealth, MEDSEC, EUROMED-ETS,
and HARP  have been launched by the European Commission for specifying,
implementing and evaluating appropriate security solutions. Based on the
mentioned projects’ results, a trustworthy shared care infrastructure is
discussed in the paper.
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Abstract:

1. INTRODUCTION

The well-known changes in healthcare like specialisation and
decentralisation, the need for efficiency and efficacy, but also the increased
mobility of patients and health professionals, the flexibility (working in
different application environments) as well as regionalisation or even
internationalisation of healthcare cause a paradigm change in health to
shared care. Adequate health information systems, which have to be
distributed and co-operative must support shared care structures, too.
Exchanging personal medical data, communication and co-operation
especially in health have to be provided securely.
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In Europe, the basic legal issues about security for personal and medical
information are ruled in the ,,European Directive 95/46/EC on the Protection
of Individuals with Regard to the Processing of Personal Data and on the
Free Movement of such Data“ [1] and in the ,,European Recommendation
No. R(96) of the Committee of Ministers to Member States on the Protection
of Medical Data“ [2]. Based on results of several projects related to security
in healthcare and funded by the European Commission, such as ISHTAR,
TrustHealth, MEDSEC, EUROMED-ETS, and HARP, some security
solutions for the mentioned type of systems will be discussed in the paper [3,
4].

The care of cancer patients is a long-standing example of shared care. As
an integrated clinical cancer documentation system, the Clinical Cancer
Register Magdeburg/Saxony-Anhalt has been the first distributed
interoperable regional healthcare information system in Germany. The
highly sensitive content of the Clinical Cancer Register information and our
open system architecture are demanding a high level of security, reliability,
and privacy of information records and communication procedures.

2. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS AND SOLUTIONS
IN DISTRIBUTED MEDICAL RECORD
SYSTEMS

Communication and co-operation between a large number of varying
users across the boundaries of domains as departments, organisations,
regions, or even countries are increasingly bearing security threats of the
personal medical information collected, stored, processed, and
communicated in Health Care Establishments (HCEs) [5, 6].

Security is a very complex issue related to legal, social, ethical, physical,
organisational, and technological dimensions defined as security policy. In
that context, security addresses human, physical, system, network, data, or
other aspects. Regarding basic requirements of secure communication¹ and
secure co-operation 2 in distributed systems based on networks, basic security
services are required [5, 7]. These services have to provide identification and
authentication, integrity, confidentiality, availability, audit, accountability
(including non-repudiation), authorisation, and access control. Additionally,
infrastructural services such as registration, naming, directory services,
certificate handling, or key management are needed. Especially but not only
in healthcare, value added services protecting human privacy rights as

1 communication security consisting of secure connectivity and secure message transfer
2 application security
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anonymisation or providing accountability as time stamping and registration
of professionals are indisputable. The services mentioned could be provided
by applications or by external objects. With the growing use of complex
middleware architectures such as CORBA, DCOM/ActiveX et al., this
functionality will also be served by the implemented middleware. For further
details see [5, 8].

The Magdeburg Medical Informatics Department is hosting and
maintaining Germany’s first health record system in oncology supporting
different providers who are involved in cancer patients’ care and belong to
different organisations within the regional shared care system in oncology.
Structure and functions of the Clinical Cancer Register Magdeburg/Saxony-
Anhalt are described, e.g., in [9, 10].

The next sections are going to discuss some of the models used, shortly
considering the services mentioned.

2.1 Security Services

For analysis and design of secure health information systems, a
comprehensive set of models has been developed at beginning of the nineties
which is only partially issue of this paper. The approach is based on a
generic component paradigm, e.g., published in [11]. This paradigm reflects
the different views according to the ISO Reference Model – Open
Distributed Processing [12] as the view on the enterprise hosting the system,
the view on the information managed, the view on the computational
principles, the view on the engineering aspects, and finally the view on the
technology used. Regarding the granularity, different levels from concepts
through services, up to mechanisms and algorithms can be defined. Such a
layered model is shown in figure 1. At the conceptual level, the concepts
quality, safety, and security, and regarding the latter the concepts of
communication security and application security can be distinguished. The
basic service considering communication between principals (users, systems,
applications, components, objects, etc.) is the strong mutual authentication of
these principals controlling the access to the other principal. Furthermore,
the principals’ accountability for information communicated as well as its
integrity, confidentiality, and availability must be guaranteed. Additionally,
notary’s services like certified time stamps have to be delivered. Regarding
application security services, authorisation and accountability according to
the dedicated roles of principals following the rules established in the policy
have to be controlled. Furthermore, also access control to information as
well as its integrity, confidentiality, and availability must be ensured. Beside
notary’s functions, the comprehensive and trustworthy audit is essential [5,

7].
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Figure 1. Layered Model of Concepts-Services-Mechanisms-Algorithms-Data Relationship

2.2 Domain Model

As information systems scale to regionally, nationally and even
internationally distributed systems, their complexity has to be reduced in
order to remain manageable with respect to both security specification and
threat model. Collecting similar components into security domains,
representing special scope to the system usually does this. Common features
allowing grouping are, e.g., organisation, functionality, responsibilities,
obligations, technical basis, policy, application domain, or jobs. According
to the CORBA Security Model [5], there are three major types of security
domains:
– the security policy domain,
– the security environment domain, including message protection domain

and identity domain, and
– the security technology domain.
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A security policy domain comprises participants and system components
that are intended to operate under the same security policy. A security policy
is a contiguous strategy of organising security by establishing consistent
rules, duties, and liabilities to enforce information security, as well as by
defining and controlling authentication, access control, accountability, and
others [6, 7]. A security authority administers each security policy domain.

A security environment domain is the scope over which the enforcement
of the security policy is achieved by means local to the environment, i.e.
without any help from other domains. A security environment domain is
implementation-specific in the sense that it uses services from the underlying
operating systems, basic protection mechanisms and communication services
of the lower OSI layers to provide message protection. Therefore, the
domain is also called message protection domain. Within a security
environment domain, an identity domain can often be defined specifying
common access control rules, rights and privileges. Usually, weak
authentication procedures are in place (mutual trust of members). A typical
example of a security environment domain is a department. In rare cases,
where a whole enterprise employs a closed (centralised) system the
enterprise as a whole can be regarded as a security environment domain, too.

A security technology domain uses homogeneous technology to enforce a
security policy. Given this homogeneity, a department or a whole institution
can represent a security technology domain. However, in open distributed
systems such homogeneity rarely occurs.

To give a practical example, the purpose of security domains is to form
groups of mutual trust defining a special level of risks and therefore
demanding a set of countermeasures. Assuming adequate characteristics,
departments, enterprises, institutions, and even distributed organisations can
be considered as domains. These domains are assumed trusted and
trustworthy environments, which must only be protected against external
threats. Therefore, special security measures are required only for
communication with partners outside the domain and are thus implemented
at the domain boundaries. Examples for such advanced security measures are
firewalls, proxy servers, and external access LANs. External services like
WWW are kept outside the security domain. Bypassing the firewall by, e.g.,
“private” lines to the outside world using modem-mediated connections
without special security measures must be prevented. To avoid unauthorised
access, routers provide the association of locally external members of the
enterprise representing the same security policy domain but different
security environment domains. Because of the different security environment
and security technology domains, message protection as well as
authentication means are often required. To protect sensitive data according
to the common view, between different security policy domains the highest
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level of security, but within the same security environment domain
representing an identity domain (and even the same security technology
domain) the lowest level of security, is required.

At least partly, centralised architectures and non-co-operating institutions
fulfil the scope of the domains described. They are traditionally considered
as closed and therefore secure systems. The trustworthiness of such systems
is mainly based on the trust of both technology and involved subjects (users
and administrators). Distributed systems are more vulnerable to security
breaches than the traditional systems, as there are more places and
opportunities that the system can be attacked. Further, we find the more
complicated conditions of different domains. Nevertheless, the structural
changes in healthcare systems as well as technological developments are
demanding the inherent distributed nature of health information systems.

On the other hand, 70 to 95 percent of attacks on information systems are
executed by insiders, as could be shown by own investigations performed in
Germany as well as by data from the USA [8]. In that context, the following
chapters describe future health information systems and related security,
assuming open and non-trusted conditions. The shared care approach
requires that the reliability of processes and information must be assured by
corresponding security-related measures [5].

3. USER RELATED SECURITY SERVICES

Sharing care as well as the resulting communication and co-operation in
healthcare have to be person-related. Beside social and human reasons, this
is caused by the legally binding property of business processes (including
liability issues) with its corresponding security services like authentication
and digital signature [3, 4, 6]. In addition, application security services such
as authorisation and access control depending on structural or functional
roles have to be person-related too. The structural role reflects position and
responsibilities within the organisational hierarchy, whereas the functional
role reflects the concrete functional and procedural activities in the care
environment [5, 7].

Communicable medical information systems need not be bound to
networks. Data may be recorded, stored, and processed at other media. In
that context, the development of smartcard technologies especially in Europe
enables alternatives.

Patient Data Cards (PDC) are smartcard-based medical application
systems. Providing patient’s informational self-determination as a specific
type of user relationship, a PDC requires a special access control
management to keep the security level and trustworthy relationship
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guaranteed to the patient [1, 2, 5, 9]. Involved in the DIABCARD project [3,
4] of smartcard-based information systems funded by the European
Commission and supporting communication and co-operation of diabetes
care, the Magdeburg Medical Informatics Department has specified and
implemented corresponding user related security services considering both
health professionals and patients [13].

An appropriate tool to provide person-related security services bearing
information items needed as cryptographic keys and certificates is the use of
identity-bound and role-bound tokens. In Europe, the smartcard technology
has been preferred as secure and payable solution provided as Electronic
Identity Card (EIC) and/or Health Professional Card (HPC), which could
also be used in a pan-European Healthcare Network based upon the Internet
and its tools [3, 4, 14]. Guaranteeing a bilateral trustworthy patient-doctor
relationship, the patient needs such a token like an electronic Patient Identity
Card (PIC), too. This PIC could be combined with other functionality as
patients’ medical data on Patient Data Cards (PDC) or patients’ insurance
cards. Currently, such PDC with PIC functionality is under implementation
as next generation DIABCARD.

Facilitated by several projects funded by the European Commission, the
Health Professional Card will be widely used in most of the European
countries. This process is supported by governmental laws as, e.g., in France
or by common initiatives of the physicians’ organisation and other bodies of
the physicians’ self-government as, e.g., in Germany. To enable
communication and co-operation across national borders, architecture and
interfaces providing access to the card have been standardised at the
European scale as CEN TC 251 prENV 13729 “Health Informatics – Secure
User Identification – Strong Authentication using Microprocessor Cards
(SEC-ID/CARDS)” [15], which is compatible, e.g., to the German HPC
Specification [16]. Also card readers and interfaces to the hardware and
software components of the application environment must be agreed on. EC-
funded projects such as TrustHealth, CARDLINK, and DIABCARD [3, 4]
provided corresponding specifications. The following sections explain the
HPC concept and its related TTP infrastructure in some more detail.

4. THE EUROPEAN HEALTH PROFESSIONAL
CARD

The cryptographic basis for the HPC security functions’ model is an
asymmetric algorithm, e.g. RSA or elliptic curves. Therefore, a specific key
pair is generated, consisting of a private key (the owner’s secret) and a
public key. The private key is securely stored in the HPC and does never
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leave this environment; the public key is stored in a public directory as part
of a public certificate. To enable different security services, three key pairs
are required to fulfil the security needs. There is one key pair for
authentication procedures, another one for digital signatures, and the third
key pair for encryption/decryption of, e.g., session keys. In some
specifications, a fourth key pair is requested for encrypted storage of data in
databases or electronic archives in order to allow a key-escrowing scheme
only for storage keys if needed.

The HPC is further prepared to store additional information about the
cardholder’s identity, e.g. his or her name and address. Nevertheless, the
HPC is a professional smartcard. And as stated before, the care process in
general and the related communication and co-operation in healthcare and
welfare have strictly to be person-related, considering the liability and the
legal binding as well as corresponding security services. Therefore, Public
Key (PK) certificates are used. Connected by identification means, the
related attribute certificates are dedicated to access control functions [17].
Especially the application security services as, e.g., access control depending
on structural or functional roles have to be established in a secure manner.
Hereby, the structural role reflects administrative aspects as the position and
the related responsibilities within the organisational hierarchy, whereas the
functional role reflects the concrete functional and procedural activities in
the context of the specific care environment. Currently it is not yet decided
whether certificates will be stored only in directories, only in the card or
possibly both could be done. If it should be done in the card, a lot of further
work has to be done in the area of Card Verifiable Certificates (CVC)

5. THE RELATED TRUSTED THIRD PARTY
STRUCTURE

The European TrustHealth project has started to describe the processes
within the real world and the electronic world in terms of security services
and their service specification [18]. Trusted Third Party (TTP) organisations
have to provide different services.

In the traditional world of papers, one will find the authorities responsible
for issuing authentic documents of an individual. That includes e.g. a
registration office for inland and travel passports and a qualification
authentication authority (QAA) for diploma etc. Regarding our movement to
eHealth, any kind of information or certain data items are processed and
transmitted from the real world into the electronic world by specific
interfaces. All authorities of the electronic world are components of a
Trusted Third Party structure.
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Based on the formerly real world data items mentioned above, and
connected to a unique distinguished name (DN) created by a Naming
Authority (NA), a Registration Authority (RA) within the electronic world
issues authentic documents (paper or database) of identity (Public Key
Registration Authority - PK-RA) of profession (Professional Registration
Authority - Pr-RA). Besides that, a Key Generation Authority (KGA)
generates specific key pairs (see above). This could be done as a centralised
process within the TTP (CKG), or it could be done locally within the user’s
secure environment (LKG). The decision whether it is allowed to generate
keys outside a TTP environment is more a political than a technical one.

Authentic links between an individual’s DN, his or her authentic ID
documents and his or her Public Key are used to issue a Public Key
Certificate (PK-Certificate) by a public Key Certification Authority (PK-
CA). A Professional Certification Authority (Pr-CA) linking professional
information items without any key to issue a Professional Certificate (Prof.
Certificate) does the same. All different data items, keys, and related
certificates are necessary to establish the security services of identification
and authentication, integrity, confidentiality, availability, and accountability.
For legal reasons (responsibility) and for reasons of trust (professional
bodies), different organisations become responsible for the different steps of
the registration and certification processes. Now, how is this rather
complicated procedure really performed within the Magdeburg pilot
environment?

The University Hospital of Magdeburg (UHM) including its cancer
centre on the one hand and the Physicians’ Chamber of the German federal
state of Saxony-Anhalt (PCSA) on the other are currently authorities of the
real world in terms of profession. For identity purposes, the German inland
passport issued by an official German registration office is used. Considering
current developments, electronic components of the TTP at UHM and at
PCSA acting both as NA and Pr-RA have been established which are also
applicable as a PK-RA using the individuals’ passport for identification. For
issuing PK certificates, our German TrustHealth partner GMD Darmstadt
(Gesellschaft fuer Mathematik und Datenverarbeitung) provides the services
needed. In the future, a CA officially based on the requirements of the new
German Digital Signature Law and Act will be introduced. The CA has set
up a public directory service including the procedure of Certification
Revocation List (CRL). A locally managed directory service as a back up of
the CA service is available as long as connections between a health
professional and the Magdeburg Registry will occur.

The generation, distribution, and revocation of keys, certificates or even
cards as well as the provision of corresponding information services as
directory services, often summarised Public Key Infrastructure (PKI),
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require an appropriate infrastructure of national or pan-European TTP
services.

Within the TrustHealth project mentioned already, the Magdeburg
Medical Informatics Department developed, implemented, and evaluated a
trustworthy health network for shared care in oncology called ONCONET
[10]. As the first one in Germany, the ONCONET is based on standardised
tokens and services such as HPC and TTP services. At the same time, the
ONCONET has been the first pilot for the German electronic doctor’s
license [16]. The ONCONET will be presented shortly at the end of the
paper.

6. THE PROCEDURE OF HPC DISTRIBUTION

The health professional fills out an application form consisting of several
specific registration forms [3, 4] with all details asked for, and gets his
distinguished name (DN) by the Naming Authority (NA). The PCSA for all
physicians and the UHM (Cancer Centre) for non-physicians verify and
“certify” the identity and the professional details as qualification, speciality,
role etc. of the health professional by signing the complete registration form.
As a Registration Authority (RA), they send the preliminary authentic paper
form or the related electronic authentic document to a selected Certification
Authority (CA) “by law” which simply means that the CA has to be
evaluated by legal authorities in Germany and has thus to be certified as
strictly following German electronic signature legislation.

As soon as all the procedures of card issuing and the related TTP services
are finalised (the keys are generated, the card is initialised and personalised,
the certificates are created, and the directory update is done), the card and
the PIN code to just open it are sent to the responsible Registration Authority
(RA) using separate ways. PCSA or UHM get the card and the PIN code to
deliver both to identified and authenticated users. The health professional
can do this identification by providing either inland or travel passport as
mentioned above.

Within the RA environment, a simple test application is used to verify
card and PIN operations. Therefore, the user can check both the Health
Professional Card and the access to it before he or she leaves the office. The
user is requested to specify a new PIN after this first use of the HPC because
the former PIN is just a so-called “transport PIN”. If everything works as
properly as expected, the health professional is able and allowed to use his or
her HPC for each security functionality within the given pilot environment.
The medical background of the Magdeburg cancer documentation
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application and the related oncological network will not be described here.
This information can be found in [9].

For improved data protection and data security reasons, the further
development of smartcards and related authentication mechanisms will lead
to the use of biometric algorithms as, e.g., fingertip, eye analysis, or voice
analysis. The current European HPC concepts consider this new trend by
specifying requirements for those biometric algorithms and describing the
needs of related interfaces.

7. INTERNET BASED SECURITY
INFRASTRUCTURE

Beside of the network security services mentioned above, several projects
funded by the European Commission currently aim the development of a
pan-European healthcare network based on the Internet and its WWW tools.
In that context, security infrastructures based on standardised hierarchical
TTP structures have been installed. They are managing a Public Key
infrastructure and the related mechanisms, providing CA services including
cross certificates to other TTP hierarchies [3, 4].

Figure 2 shows the general schema of this first distributed international
TTP architecture in healthcare developed for another European project called
EUROMED. EUROMED-ETS itself has involved the pilot sites University
of Athens in Greece (ICCS), University of the Aegean in Greece (UoA),
University of Calabria in Italy (UoC) and University Hospital of Magdeburg
in Germany (UHM).

Using the example of the Magdeburg UHM part of the solution, figure 3
presents the hierarchical TTP structure of this distributed international
healthcare EUROMED-ETS TTP architecture. ICCS at the National
Technical University of Athens (NTUA) in Greece hereby represents the
root-CA. Below this top-level CA, ICCS has implemented another CA
service for the EUROMED-ETS (ETS Consortium) purposes. This CA
called EUROMED-ETS-NTUA has been certified by the root-CA and has
then certified the Magdeburg CA (UHM CA) located at a specific CA server
(cabmi1.medizin.uni-magdeburg.de). Besides the certification of other CAs,
the ETS CA has to issue identity certificates for the ETS community, as
shown in the example above following the hierarchical scheme leading to a
user ID certificate (Peter Pharow’s UoA ID).
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Figure 2. EUROMED-ETS Pilot Architecture for Internet Security Services

Figure 3. Schema of the Hierarchical TTP Structure

Internet tools as browsers are being completed with enhanced security
functionality soon. Important Internet application environments as, e.g., Java
have and will further get improved security mechanisms. Additionally, the
HPC has been introduced in the Internet-based communication infrastructure
mentioned above. Finally, especially security requirements for handling
patient’s medical and administrative data using the Internet have been
mentioned during the IMIA WG4 Working Conferences held in Osaka and
Kobe (Japan) in 1997 and in Vancouver (Canada) in 2000 (e.g. [8, 14]).
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Following the requirements of the market as well as the European e-
Health strategies, the European Commission has agreed to further investigate
Internet and security issues. Started in January 2000, a project called “HARP
– Harmonisation for the security of the web technologies and applications” is
currently focusing on secure medical applications accessible via Internet [3,
4]. Based on former investigation especially in the context of traditional TTP
services such as card generation and certificate issuing for human beings,
HARP is dealing with a more flexible strategy concerning also systems,
documents, applets, etc. as part of a security infrastructure thus allowing
them to authenticate themselves towards other principals and to e.g. sign
transmitted data.

The overall objective of the HARP project is the development of new
technologies and tools for the integration of Web-oriented security systems
and the combination of coherent services to demonstrate and quantify the
value of security tools/mechanisms/systems harmonisation in business and
citizen needs in the Information Society. This overall objective is broken
down into the following sub-objectives:
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f )

Review/analyse Web components used in the telemedicine sector in
terms of security;
Investigate the impact of TTPs in the security of Web-based
telemedicine applications;
Develop harmonising software and tools to cope with the diversity of the
Web components;
Design, integrate, validate a harmonising, cost-effective, user-friendly
security platform based on TTPs for securing integrated telemedicine
applications;
Demonstrate HARP's integrated security solution in the telemedicine
sector;
Disseminate the project results to the widest possible audience.

To achieve the project's objectives the work is split into four phases. In
phase A ("Feasibility Study"), HARP has already adopted and newly
developed metrics, methods, criteria and test methodologies. These means
have been used to identify, classify, evaluate and compare Web components,
to investigate how TTP technology can be used to prevent the various risks
introduced by the Web use, and to draw evaluation criteria for the project
results and pilot operation targeted in the telemedical sector.

As an outcome of phase A, the HARP consortium decided to follow both
server-centric and user-centric approaches to introduce a security
infrastructure over the open Internet that is prepared to allow secure access
to, and secure download of, documents, guidelines, application form,
software applets, etc. After all, this strategy will allow HARP to offer both
products and services.
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In phase B (“Design and Development”) that has started recently,
harmonising tools and mechanisms are to be designed so as to allow TTPs to
cope with the diversity on the Web-based telemedical applications. A cross-
security platform based on the TTP technology will be introduced soon.
Platform-specific security features will be isolated and communicate with
them through an abstraction layer that will work for all platforms. This will
be accomplished by letting visible interface of a platform specific case
define how client code accesses a function without regard of how the
function is implemented.

In phase C (“Pilot Evaluation”), the designed platform and the developed
TTP services/functions will then be integrated and evaluated by medical
users (hospitals). For the evaluation, phase A will be used as a yardstick. The
trial network will reflect the TTP architecture in specific telemedicine
scenarios designed already.

Finally, phase D (“Promotion”) includes the production of guidelines that
will cover all the information cases, techniques and algorithms. Workshops
and meetings with key actors from health authorities, industry, business and
academia will help defining security specifications and conditions for
commercial deployment of related products. HARP will establish a
continuous collection and dissemination of results obtained in security
projects.

8. THE ONCONET SAXONY-ANHALT

Within the European TrustHealth project, a German demonstrator based
on the solutions illuminated has been established presenting a
comprehensive security infrastructure for health information systems.
Supporting communication and co-operations between HCEs dealing with
cancer patients’ care, the healthcare network demonstrator is called
ONCONET. Using HPCs and TTP services at least partially provided by the
Physician’s Chamber of the federal state Saxony-Anhalt, the network
enables communications between health professionals as well as between
them and the Clinical Cancer Registry Magdeburg/Saxony-Anhalt which is
hosted at the Magdeburg Medical Informatics Department. It allows the
trustworthy exchange of doctor’s reports but also any type of file (HL7
messages, images). Furthermore, pre-defined or even free SQL (Structured
Query Language) queries are possible. For more detailed information about
the ONCONET solution see, e.g., [10].
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9. CONCLUSIONS

The authors are indebted to the European Commission for funding as
well as to the partners of the projects ISHTAR, TrustHealth, EUROMED-
ETS, MEDSEC, and HARP. Furthermore, they would like to thank the
colleagues of the Physician Chamber Saxony-Anhalt as well as of the health
care establishments involved in the ONCONET for their engagement.
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Abstract: It is generally believed that among the major delaying factors of smart card
performance is the speed of the cryptographic algorithms. This is only partially
true, as a number of other factors that add substantial delays to the overall
performance of a smart card application should also be taken into account. In
this paper we analyse the significance of these delaying factors. Furthermore,
we also present some performance measurements of the two most widely used
terminal application programming interfaces (APIs) and Java Cards. The aim
of this work is to emphasise, both to smart card application developers and
smart card technology researchers, the importance of these delaying factors
and also to provide a reference point as to the performance of each API.

1. INTRODUCTION

Among the major tasks of a smart card application developer is the
identification of any delaying factors that slow down the execution of a
smart card application. Delays can be encountered either in the application

1 The views expressed are personal to the author and do not necessarily represent the views of
any other person or organisation for whom the author works or has worked.
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running in the smart card or in the application residing in the smart card
terminal, i.e. the client or terminal application.

In the past, with multi function smart cards [1,2,3] the situation was
simplified. For example, the performance of a smart card application could
be measured with relevant precision, since both the smart card and terminal
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) were architecturally simple.
Therefore, the only way to achieve better execution times was application
code optimisation.

In the recent years with the introduction of multi-application smart cards
[4,5,7] the situation changed. Smart cards became capable of securely
hosting multiple applications along with dynamically, securely downloading
and deleting applications. As a result, the complexity of the smart card
operating system (SCOS) increased exponentially [6,7]. Similarly, the
complexity of the terminal applications increased significantly as new
architectures [8,9,26] emerged. These technologies aim to offer
interoperability between smart cards and card acceptance devices. Moreover,
they also hide the details of the underlying terminal operating system. Even
at this stage, in order to improve smart card application execution, a lot of
effort was still placed in code optimisation, improved smart card virtual
machines and providing faster smart card microprocessors.

On the other hand, it is generally believed throughout the crypto
communities that smart cards are “anaemic” devices that should do as little
cryptographic computation as possible. This view resulted in a race to
improve the performance of smart card cryptographic algorithms. Obviously,
this approach is by no means wrong but if we look at the problem from a
different angle there are also other factors, which if improved will
significantly reduce the overall execution time of a smart card application.

We believe that smart card application delays mainly come from sending
and receiving data packets to/from the smart card. Although this observation
is generally recognised as valid it has not yet received the necessary
attention. Furthermore, in various smart card related newsgroups, discussion
forums and research papers, questions such as how long it takes to
communicate with the smart card or which communication API performs
better in terms of speed, are always a favoured topic.

In this paper we attempt to provide some meaningful answers to the
above questions. In order to achieve our aim we present some performance
comparisons between the two most widely used terminal APIs, namely
Personal Computer/Smart Card Specification (PC/SC) [8] and OpenCard
Framework (OCF) [9]. Therefore, this paper serves two purposes: First it
provides some reference points towards which of the two smart card terminal
APIs performs better in the available smart card testing platforms. The
results of this paper could also be considered as a reference point when
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designing smart card terminal applications. Second it highlights the fact that
in order to achieve better smart card application execution times it is
important to look into other factors apart from cryptography.

2. BACKGROUND

In this section we provide an introduction on how low and high level
communication is achieved between the terminal and the smart card
application. We also provide some typical smart card cryptographic
algorithm performance measurements.

2.1 Physical Data Transmission to the Smart card

The remainder of this paper is organised as follow. First, we outline the
characteristics of how communication is achieved with a smart card, both at
the physical layer and higher at the application level. Subsequently, we
present the implementation environment and a short but detailed analysis of
the design characteristics. Moving to the core idea of this paper we then
analyse the results from the test implementations. Finally, we discuss several
practical issues that imposed certain design decisions and introduce new
concepts to act as directions for further research.

Currently there is only a single channel for communication between a
smart card and a terminal. This implies that the card and terminal can only
transmit in turn and the other party should be in receiving mode. This
operation is  known as half-duplex operation.  Most  smart  card
microprocessors have a single I/O port but since the ISO standards [10,11]
reserved two of the eight smart card contacts for future use, full duplex could
become technically feasible.

Communication between the smart card and the terminal takes place
serially. This implies that each byte to be transmitted in the communication
channel should be converted into eight individual bits that are sent one after
the other. Since the data transmission proceeds asynchronously, each byte
must also be provided with additional synchronisation bits i.e. a start bit, a
parity bit and two synchronisation bits.

The data transmission rate is directly proportional to the applied clock of
the microprocessor. This implies that the duration of a data bit cannot be
given in absolute terms. However the existence of awkward divider values
along with the most common clock frequencies aim to provide a
transmission speed of exactly 9600bits/s.

Two of the most common data transmission protocols [11,12] are T=0
and T=1. T=0 is asynchronous, half-duplex, byte oriented, was used in
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France during the initial phase of the Smart Card development. It is also
used in the GSM smart cards and is more commonly used in most current
smart cards.

T=1 is asynchronous, half-duplex, block oriented and was introduced in
1992 as an ISO/IEC 7816-3, Amendment 1 standard. The block is the
smallest data unit that can be transmitted. This protocol allows chaining of
blocks of data i.e. an arbitrary large block of data may be transferred as the
result of a single command by the transmission of the appropriate number of
frames chained in sequence.

2.2 Communicating Through a Terminal Application

As previously mentioned, smart card application programming interfaces
form one part of smart card technology. Another important aspect is the
APIs that allow terminal applications to communicate with smart card
applications.

Until recently there were no card reader independent application
programming interfaces. Two specific reasons for this are: Firstly, the smart
cards and the card reader devices were very closely coupled; there was no
need for a card to be used with a different card reader and vice-versa.
Secondly, card reader programming interfaces were not standardised,
whereas smart card interfaces were standardised.

Thus, the most common method employed when smart card programmers
wanted to communicate with a smart card application via a smart card reader
was the following: obtain the specific drivers for the smart card reader,
install them in the system and subsequently integrate them within the
terminal application.

PC/SC [8] was developed by Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard, Siemens-
Nixdorf, and smart card manufacturers. PC/SC is tied to the Windows
platform and terminal applications can be developed in Visual Basic and
various C++ compilers. Currently, most smart card manufactures provide
PC/SC drivers for their smart card readers.

Another more recent initiative is the OCF [9], which enables Java
applications to communicate with the smart card in a transparent and
portable fashion. OCF is written in Java and was primarily developed by
IBM and other computer technology providers. OCF permits the client
applications to access the smart card irrespective of the host operating
system and CAD (Card Acceptance Device or Card Terminal).
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2.3 Typical Performance Figures of Cryptographic
Algorithms in Smart cards

The following table provides some typical figures [23] for the
performance of certain cryptographic algorithms in some typical smart card
microprocessors.

Table 1. Smart card cryptographic algorithm timings.

Micro-Processors ST16- ST19- P83W8516/ SLE44C-

CF54B KF16 8532 R80S

Clock Frequency 5 MHz 10 MHz 5 MHz 5 MHz

Algorithm Length

DES 64 bits 10ms N/A 10 ms / 3.7 ms

SHA 512 bits 15.2 ms 8.2 ms 5 ms 5.6 ms

RSA 512 Sign with CRT 142 ms 20 ms 37 ms 60 ms

RSA 512 Sign without CRT 389 ms 55 ms 93 ms 220 ms

RSA 1024 Sign with CRT 800 ms 110 ms 160 ms 450 ms

RSA 1024 Sign without CRT N/A 380 ms 400 ms N/A

DSA 1024 Sign N/A 100 ms 150 ms N/A

DSA 1024 Verify N/A 160 ms 225 ms N/A

Please note that these are indicative figures. The implementation of the
cryptographic algorithms is based on a specific Gemplus implementation
[23]. These figures will be used later on when comparing the performance of
the terminal APIs with the performance of certain smart card cryptographic
functions.

3. IMPLEMENTATION ENVIRONMENT AND
ANALYSIS

Software solutions that use smart cards are separated into the smart card
application and the terminal application. In our case, in order to perform the
tests, these two distinct entities had to be developed. In this section, we
outline the characteristics of these two entities.

3.1 The Smart card Application Development Tools

For the smart card applications we used two of the most popular Java
Card API Ver. 2.0 [13, 14, 15] compliant implementations, the GemXpresso
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In general, the smart card application contains an APDU dispatcher that
will verify the APDU sent by the terminal. The Java source code for the
smart card applications is around 5-6Kbytes. The actual smart card
application files downloaded in the cards are 1.2-1.9Kbytes. The above
functionality is implemented as smart card applications both in the
GemXpresso and Sm@rtCafé smart cards.

• The first receives no data from the terminal and sends an ISO
exception (2 bytes) back, i.e. "Sent_0_Get_0 ".

• The second function receives no data from the terminal but at the
same time the terminal requests some data, (X) bytes from the card,
i.e. "Sent_0_Gett_X". In order for the data to be sent back to the
terminal a "for loop" statement is implemented within the smart card
application. Please note that there is some processing overhead at the
card side in order to execute the "for loop" statement

• The third function receives (X) bytes from the terminal and sends an
ISO exception (2 bytes) back to the terminal. This function will be
referred as "Sent_X_Get_0".

• Finally, the card receives (X) bytes from the terminal and also sends
(X) bytes back to the terminal, i.e. "Sent_X_Get_X ". Please note that
this function runs through each byte provided by the terminal and
adds the value of one. The end result is an array of bytes of the same
size as the original one but its values are increased by one.
Therefore, this function also contains some smart card application
overhead (e.g. for loop, addition).

Java Card [16] from Gemplus and the Sm@rtCafé Professional Java Card
[17] from Giesecke & Devrient. Each of the development kits came with its
own smart card reader and development tools. The GemXpresso card came
with the GCR410-X reader and the Sm@rtCafé with the Towitoko PCT-200
reader.

3.2 The Smart card Application

The smart card application receives certain commands from the terminal
application and responds accordingly. Initially it checks whether the
Application Protocol Data Unit (APDU) [18] contains any data and whether
it requests any data to be sent back by the card. This is actually achieved by
checking the "Lc" and "Le" parameters of the APDU respectively.
Therefore, there are four basic functions implemented by the smart card
application:
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3.3 The Testing Environment

For the implementation and the testing of the terminal and smart card
application we used the following configuration: an Intel Pentium II 400Mhz
PC with 128 Mbytes of RAM under Windows NT. We also used the
Microsoft Visual J++ Compiler Version 1.02.7318 and Microsoft Java
Virtual Machine Ver 5.00.3182.

In order to obtain a meaningful set of results we performed a number of
tests. It is important to note that we are running each test in two different
smart cards (Sm@rtCafé, GemXpresso) and each card is tested in two
different smart card readers (GCR410, PCT-200). We have also developed
two sets of terminal applications one for PC/SC and one for OCF as
described in the next section

3.4 PC/SC Application Design

PC/SC is enabled when installing the PC/SC base components from
Microsoft. Subsequently, the PC/SC drivers for the corresponding smart card
readers have to be installed.

For the GCR-410 reader we used the GrSerial Ver. 1.2.11.0 driver
downloaded from the Gemplus web page [19], and for the PCT-200 reader
we used the Ver 2.14.11 driver downloaded from the Towitoka Web site
[20]. The Towitoko (PCT) PC/SC driver does not occupy a COM port from
boot time on, and thus it is possible to use any other device after
disconnecting the reader. Strangely, the GrSerial (GCR) constantly occupies
the COM and as a result if the port is to be used by another application, e.g.
OCF, then the device driver should be stopped from the "Devices" menu
under "Control Panel" in Windows. In any case it is suggested that the whole
"Smart Card Resource Manager" service should also be stopped under the
"Services" menu in the "Control Panel" of Windows.

In order to provide a common testing platform between PC/SC and OCF
the PC/SC terminal application had to be developed in Java. Up to recently it
was impossible to find any PC/SC Java source code samples, even from the
Microsoft MSDN libraries. This was the main reason that forced us to create
some Java source code wrappers, by using Microsoft J++ Ver. 6.0, for the
PC/SC COM service provider's [21]. Eventually, that enabled us to gain
access to the PC/SC COM components through Java code.

An interesting observation is the following: initially the GrSerial driver
could not work with the Sm@rtCafé smart card. After reporting our findings
to Gemplus we were told that, the Gcr410 reader does not relay the TCK
byte of the ATR to the driver if the card supports the T=0 protocol. They
also stated that this was due to a change in the standards. This was also the
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case for the drivers of GemPC240 (Gcr240), and GemPC400 (Gpr400),
except under W2K. The OCF driver for the same reader does not check the
TCK byte, which explains why the OCF driver worked even with the Gcr410
v1.00. Finally, Gemplus’s response was efficient as we were provided with a
more recent version of the GrSerial driver that corrected the problem and
enabled us to continue our tests.

3.5 OCF Application Design

For the GCR-410 reader we used the Gemplus Card Terminal Ver. 3.0
downloaded from the Gemplus Web page [19], and for the PCT-200 reader
we used the Giesecke and Devrient Card Terminal Ver. 1.1 driver obtained
through the mailing list of the OCF newsgroup. In order to maintain
compatibility between the two testing platforms we used the generic
PassThruCardServiceFactory service [9] of OCF.

One of the great advantages of OCF is that it does not constantly occupy
the serial port of the smart card reader. This means that it is easy to monitor,
by running a serial port-monitoring tool [22], the communications on the
serial port. For PC/SC on the other hand the serial port-monitoring program
has to be started before starting the PC/SC Resource Manager and
subsequently executing the client application and obtaining any results.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section we compare the performance of OCF and PC/SC for each
smart card reader and smart card.

4.1 PC/SC and OCF Results and Performance
Evaluation

Different results, i.e. the time in milliseconds to complete the specified
task, were generated depending on the actual functions described in §3.2. In
addition to the above functions we also provide the performance
measurements for connecting to the smart card reader, selecting the smart
card application and disconnecting from the reader. We provide the Standard
Deviation and Average figures, for each function, based on a total of ten
measurements. Please note that all the results are based on the specific
configurations. This implies that when referring to comparisons between
cards, readers and architectures any general comments are based on the
specific versions of the reader drivers, and the specific design of the smart
card applications.
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Table 2. The performance of PC/SC and OCF on the GCR410 reader.

When comparing the performance of PC/SC and OCF for the Sm@rtCafé
implementation and the GCR reader it appears that overall PC/SC is 18.6%
faster than OCF. Please note that this figure takes into account the average
timings from all functions. When the dependency of the comparatively slow
"Connect" and “Disconnect” figures of OCF are completely eliminated, as a
potential improvement, then for the Sm@rtCafé implementation PC/SC will
maintain, on average, a 7% lead over OCF.

For the GemXpresso implementation on the GCR reader it appears that
on average PC/SC is 15,2% faster than OCF. Similarly, if the dependency of
the "Connect" and “Disconnect” figures are not taken into consideration,
PC/SC maintains on average a 3.1% lead.

As we observe from table 2 there is an obvious lead in the performance
of PC/SC over OCF for each individual function in the Sm@rtCafé
implementation. For a few functions in the GemXpresso implementation,
OCF performs significantly better than PC/SC.

Table 3. The performance of PC/SC and OCF on the PCT200 reader.
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When comparing the performance of PC/SC and OCF on the PCT reader,
i.e. Table 3, the situation becomes more complicated. A closer observation
will reveal that the performance of both implementations (Sm@rtCafé and
GemXpresso) under OCF is influenced by the extremely slow performance
of the "Connect" and "Send_0_Get_X" functions. Specifically for the
"Send_0_Get_X" functions, the results are unreasonable and indicate that
probably these operations are not handled properly from within the OCF
driver of the PCT reader. Therefore, for the sake of completeness and clarity
we decided to include the performance of the "Send_0_Get_X" functions in
Table 3, but do not take them into account when reaching into certain
conclusions.

The performance of PC/SC on the PCT reader for the Sm@rtCafé
implementation is on average 16.9% faster compared with the one in OCF.
But, this is heavily influenced by the large “Connect” and “Disconnect”
figures of the OCF implementation. If the influence of these two functions is
removed then PC/SC maintains a marginal lead of 0.2%.

Similarly, the performance of  PC/SC for  the  GemXpresso
implementation on the PCT reader is on average 8.8% faster than the
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corresponding of OCF. An interesting observation is that when the influence
of the “Connect” and “Disconnect” figures of the OCF implementation are
eliminated then OCF gains a 9.5% lead over PC/SC.

Another interesting observation, by looking in table 2, is that OCF on the
GCR reader demonstrates an overall lower standard deviation, for both smart
card implementations, when compared with the corresponding one of
PC/SC. This implies that OCF appears to be more stable and produces fewer
variations in the measurements. For OCF on the PCT reader, i.e. table 3, the
situation is exactly the opposite as the standard deviations are significantly
larger when compared with the corresponding ones from PC/SC. The latter
observation should be considered of minor importance when taking into
account the unreasonable performance of OCF on the PCT reader.

From the figures in both tables we can see that the “Connect” and
“Disconnect” figures for OCF are relatively large compared with the
corresponding of PC/SC. These delays can be possibly explained on the
design of OCF. An interesting observation is that when OCF attempts to
establish connection with the reader there is increased hard disk activity as
OCF searches for certain Java classes. Therefore, carefully setting the
classpath of the testing platform will potentially result in small performance
improvements. The slow connect and disconnect figures can be possibly
explained by the fact that OCF does not constantly occupy the serial port as
is the case with PC/SC.

At this stage we have to be very careful with the above observations as
they are really based on the aforementioned specific implementations. In
order to obtain a clearer picture on what are the actual issues involved
around the performance of each technology, it is recommended that the
reader carefully examines the timings in each table and for each individual
function. In that way any potential influence to the overall result by each
individual function is removed.

4.2 Further Discussion of the Results

When comparing the performance of the Sm@rtCafé implementation
under PC/SC in the two different readers we realise that the GCR
implementation appears to perform on average better.

When comparing the GemXpresso implementations in the two available
readers and under PC/SC we observe that on average the GCR
implementation is faster than the PCT. On the other hand the corresponding
standard deviation of the GemXpresso and Sm@rtCafé implementation on
the PCT reader is lower. For both smart  card implementations under PC/SC
it appears that application selection takes place faster in the GCR reader.
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to inefficient APDU handling either at the corresponding card reader or at
the PC/SC driver level or even due to differences in the actual smart card
microprocessors.

It is worth mentioning that both the “Connect” and “Disconnect” figures
are extremely small, this can be possible explained by the fact that in PC/SC
there is constant traffic in the serial port. Therefore, connecting and
disconnecting to/from that card happens almost immediately. Overall, the
GemXpresso implementation under PC/SC on the GCR reader maintains a
marginal lead. The fact that both smart card implementations demonstrate
slower measurements in the PCT reader can be explained, at this stage, due

When comparing the performance of the Sm@rtCafé implementation
under OCF we realise that the GCR implementation is significantly faster.
When comparing the performance of GemXpresso implementation under
OCF we observe that the GCR implementation is once more relatively faster
compared with the PCT implementation

Both smart card implementations under OCF on the PCT reader
demonstrate notably large figures for the “Connect and” “Select” functions
along with unreasonably large standard deviations when compared with the
corresponding ones on the GCR reader. This indicates that probably the OCF
driver for the PCT reader is not properly implemented.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR
FURTHER RESEARCH

20-450ms and on average it takes around 160ms. This figure is equivalent
with sending 10 bytes to the card or sending 10 bytes and also getting 10

When checking the typical smart card cryptographic algorithm figures
from Table 1 we can see that, a typical cryptographic operation ranges from

bytes as a response. Analogous conclusions can be drawn when taking into
account the fact that the performance of different smart card cryptographic
algorithms is comparable with sending or receiving a number of bytes
to/from the smart card.

Up to recently, a lot of the discussion about smart cards concentrated on
improving the performance of the smart card cryptographic functions. The
end-result was tiny improvements in order of a couple of tens of
milliseconds for a cryptographic function that could be used once or twice
within a smart card application. It is clear that more effort should be placed
on improving the smart card communication API, as it appears to be more
extensively used during the execution of a smart card application, than just
concentrating on improving the performance of the smart card cryptographic
algorithms.
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We have to bear in mind that the PC/SC terminal application was
developed in Java. If it was developed in C++ or Visual Basic, non-
interpreted languages, then it could be the case that the overall execution
time is improved. On the other hand the portability issue will be eliminated,
as the terminal application will be closely tied in with the underling
development platform.

Further work is actually required in order to obtain more results with the
latest versions of the smart card reader drivers and APIs (particularly the
new version of OCF 1.2). It would also be helpful to obtain more results
when testing the proposed functionality with the native smart card readers in
order to explore the actual benefits from sacrificing speed against
interoperability.

Another important factor which significantly reduces the overall smart
card application performance, and has not yet received the necessary
attention, is the size of the communication buffer, i.e. the APDU buffer.
More effort should be placed in order to increase the size of the buffer
especially in the light of the multi applications smart cards and the high
probability of large packets of information travelling towards the card, e.g.
applications to be downloaded. For example with an APDU buffer of 512
bytes an application will be downloaded in significantly less time and with
less APDU exchanges compared to a 256 byte buffer.

A final remark is that it is not easy to talk about absolute timings and
performance measurements when smart card communication is involved.
Improving the performance of smart card cryptographic functions [24,25]
used to be the area that received the most attention. As demonstrated by this
paper increasing emphasis should also be placed in additional areas.
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Abstract To overcome the difficulties of correct secure systems design, we propose formal
modelling using the object-oriented modelling language UML. Specifically, we
consider the problem of accountability through auditing.

We explain our method at the example of a part of the Common Electronic
Purse Specifications (CEPS), a candidate for an international electronic purse
standard, indicate possible vulnerabilities and present concrete security advice
on that system.

1. INTRODUCTION

Designing secure systems correctly is difficult. Many flaws have been found
in proposed security-critical systems and protocols, sometimes years after their
publication (e.g. [Low96]). This motivates using formal concepts and tools
developed for systems design to ensure fulfillment of security requirements.

In this work we concentrate on accountability and the enforcement of audit
policy, which provides the requirements for record keeping.

The Unified Modeling Language (UML) [RJB99] is an industry standard
language for specifying software systems. Following [Jür01c], we use a sim-
plified formal core of UML (for which [Jü01c] gave an extension with security

* Supported by the Studienstiftung des deutschen Volkes and the Computing Laboratory.
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primitives called UMLsec) extended to model and investigate a security-critical
part of the Common Electronic Purse Specifications (CEPS) [CEP00]. CEPS
is a candidate for a globally interoperable electronic purse standard and is sup-
ported by organisations (including Visa International) representing 90 percent
of the world’s electronic purse cards, making its security an important goal.

A more general aim of this line of research started in [Jür01c, Jür01d] is to use
UML to encapsulate knowledge on prudent security engineering and thereby
make it available to developers not specialized in security.

In the following subsection we present some background information and
refer to related work. In Section 3, we give an overview over the Common
Electronic Purse Specifications, specify the part under consideration, explain
the security threat model and give results. We end with a conclusion and indicate
further planned work.

1.1. SECURITY-ASSURANCE USING FORMAL
MODELLING

There has been extensive research in using formal models to verify secure
systems. A few examples are [BAN89, Low96, Pau98, Jür00, AJ01, Jür01a,
WW01], for an overview wrt. security protocols cf. [GSG99, RSG+ 01]. How-
ever, auditing does not seem to have been considered extensively.

An overview on payment systems is given in [AJSW00]. Smart card proto-
cols  have been invest igated using formal logic in [ABKL93].
[BCG + 00] considers secure information flow between applets in a multi-appli-
cation smart-card. A different part of the CEPS is investigated in [JW01] using

While many case-studies consider security protocols from the academic lit-
erature (usually presented in a much more tractable form), a notable example of
a verification of a smart-card payment system used in practice can be found in
[And99]. Also, [SCW00] gives a detailed, formal proof of a Smartcard product
for electronic commerce.

Object-oriented systems offer a very suitable framework for considering
security due to their encapsulation and modularisation principles [Eck95, Bd-
VFS98, Sam00]. In [OvS94] the authors formulate a taxonomy for security in
object-oiented databases. An object-oriented data flow model for smart card
security is given in [GHdJF96].

2. MODELLING OBJECT-ORIENTED SECURITY
We use a simplified fragment of the visual modeling language UML (the

industry-standard in object-oriented modelling), following [Jür01c].

the CASE-tool AUTO FO C U S.
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UML consists of several diagram types describing different views on a sys-
tem. Here we concentrate on using the UML notation to specify security re-
quirements on auditing mechanisms of a system.

We use the following two kinds of diagrams:

Class diagrams define the static structure of the system: classes with attributes
and operations/signals and relationships between classes. We use them
to specify how the objects may communicate.

Statechart diagrams give the dynamic behaviour of an individual object: in-
put events may cause state in change or (output) actions.

Below we will define the (simplified) abstract syntax for these two kinds of
diagrams (on which the formal reasoning relies). Later we will also use the
usual diagrammatic notation for readability.

We define the data type Exp of cryptographic messages that can be ex-
changed between objects. We assume a set D of basic data values. The set
Exp contains the expressions defined inductively by the grammar

E ::=

x

Enc( K , E )
Dec ( K , E )
Mac ( K, E )
Ver ( K, E)

d
K

( E1, . . . ,En )

expression
data value (d ∈ D)
key ( K ∈ ∈ Keys )
variable (x ∈ Var )
concatenation
encryption (K ∈ Keys ∪ Var )
decryption (K ∈ Keys ∪ Var )
MAC (K  ∈ Keys ∪ Var )
verify MAC (K  ∈ Keys ∪ Var )

The part of the CEPS considered here uses symmetric encryption. As usual, we
assume the equations Dec( K, Enc ( K, E )) = E and Ver( K, Mac ( K, E )) = E
and assume that no equations except those following from these hold.

2.1. CLASS DIAGRAMS

We first give the definition for class models.
An attribute specification A = (att_name, att_type) is given by a name

att_name and a type att_tags.
An operation specification O = (op_name, Arguments op_type) is given

by a name op_name, a set of Arguments, and the type op_type of the return
value. Note that the set of arguments may be empty, and that the return type
may be the empty type Ø denoting absence of a return value. An argument
A = (arg_name, arg_type) is given by its name arg_name and its type arg_type.

A signal specification is just like an operation specification, except that there
is no return type.
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An interface I = (int_name, Operations, Signals) is given by a name
ink_name and sets of operation names Operations and signal names Signals
specifying the operations and signals that can be called resp. sent through it.

A class model C = (class_name, Stereotypes, AttSpecs, OpSpecs,
SigSpecs, Interfaces) is given by a name class_name, a set of Stereotypes (for
our present purposes, this may be empty or contain the stereotype « l o g»), a set
of attribute specifications AttSpecs, a set of operation specifications OpSpecs,
a set of signal specifications SigSpecs and a set of class interfaces Interfaces.

A class diagram D = (Cls, Dependencies) is then given by a set Cls of class
models and a set of Dependencies. A dependency is a tuple (client, supplier,
interface, stereotype) consisting of class names client and supplier (signifying
that client depends on supplier), an interface name interface (giving the interface
of the class supplier through which client accesses supplier; if the access is
direct this field contains the client name) and a stereotype which for our present
purposes will be «send». We require that the names of the class models are
mutually distinct.

In the diagrammatic notation (cf. Figure 1), a class model is represented
by a rectangle with three compartments giving its name, its attributes and its
operations (since all values are of type Exp, the type information is omitted in
the diagrams given in this paper for readability).

The concurrenctly executed objects communicate asynchronously by ex-
changing signals, possibly with arguments. Dependency arrows marked with
«send» from a class C to a class C' indicate that (an object instance of) C
may send a signal to (an object of) C'. If the arrow points to an interface of
C' (represented by a circle attached to the class rectangle), C may only use the
signal listed in the corresponding interface specification (the respective rectan-
gle marked «inter face»). For example, in Figure 1 Card may send the signal
CLog with arguments dt, lda, m, nt, bal, s2 to CardLog, and Issuer may send
RespL with arguments ceps, iss, lda, s2 to LSAM (but not the other signals
offered by the LSAM, since they are reserved for Card).

2.2. STATECHART DIAGRAMS

We fix a set Var of (typed) variables x, y, z, . . . used in statechart diagrams.
We define the notion of a statechart diagram for a given class model C: A

statechart diagram S = (States, init_state, Transitions) is given by a set of
States (that includes the initial state init_state) and a set of Transitions.

A statechart transition t = (source, event, guard, Actions, target) is given
by a source state, an operation term op_term, a guard, a list of Actions and
a target state. Here an event is the name of an operation or signal with a
list of distinct variables as arguments that is assumed to be well-typed (e.g.
op(x, y, z)). Let the set Assignments consist of all partial functions that assign
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to each variable and each attribute of the class C a value of its type (partiality
arises from the fact that variables may be undefined). A guard is a function
g : Assigments → Bool evaluating each assignment to a boolean value. An
action can be either to assign a value v to an attribute a (written a := v ) ,  t o
call an operation op resp. to send a signal sig with values v , . . . , v  (written1 n

op(v , . . . , v ) resp. sig(v , . . . , v )), or to return values v , . . ,v
sponse to an earlier call of the operation op (written return

1 n 1 as a re-n 1
(

n
v , . . . , v )). Inop 1 n

each case, the values can be constants, variables or attributes (and need to be
well-typed). In the case of output actions (calling an operation or sending a
signal) we include the types of the arguments (and possibly of the return value).

To formally reason about statecharts, [Jür01c] gives a formal behavioural
semantics (which has to be omitted here).

In the diagrammatic notation (cf. e.g. Figure 2), the states in a statechart are
represented by rectangles, where the initial state has an ingoing transition from
the start marker (a full circle). As specified in the abstract syntax, the transitions
between states can carry three kinds of information as labels:

Events are names of operations provided by the class together with argument
variables (e.g. RespI(ic, cep, ex, nt, s1) in Figure 2). If another object
sends a signal, the corresponding transition is triggered, and the variables
are bound to the arguments given. If a variable has already been assigned
a value at an earlier point in the execution of the state machine, the
transition is only executed if the two values match (i. e. an implicit equality
conditional is enforced).

Guards are conditionals written in square brackets (e.g.
[Ver(KI , s2) = (bal, cep, , iss, nt, s1) Λ . . .] in Figure 3). A transition
can only be triggered if all labeling guards are fulfilled. Sometimes a
guard involves a variable that has not been assigned a value before (e.g. as
an argument of an input event). Since in our behavioural formal semantics
we implicitly quantify over free variables, this means that the equation
assigns the corresponding value to the free variable and to make this clear
we write the equation then as “:=” (but formally there is no difference to
the usual “=”). An example is [ml := Mac(r, (ic, cep, nt, lda, m, s1))]
in Figure 2. Note that this is different from an action that assigns a value
to an attribute; the variables here are local to the statechart diagram and
are merely syntactic means for describing the object behaviour.

Actions are names of operations provided by other classes, written with a
preceding backslash and including arguments (e.g. \Init(dt, lda, m)
in Figure 2). If a transition is fired, all labeling actions are executed,
which means that the objects supplying the operations are called with the
respective arguments.
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E.g., in Figure 4, the transition from Init to Load is fired when the signal Load is
sent and certain validity conditions are fulfilled. Then in turn the signal RespL
is sent.

2.3. MODELLING SYSTEMS

We model a system S by a class diagram D and a set of statechart diagrams
S, one for each object. In general, we also use deployment diagrams e.g. to
distinguish secure from insecure communication links [Jür01c]. We omit these
here because all links between the participants in the CEPS load transaction
considered below are insecure.

We briefly sketch how to formally interpret such system models (for more
details cf. [Jür01c]). When interpreting a system model S, each operation, say
op, communicating along an insecure dependency is replaced by an operation
op_out (for actions) resp. op_in (for events). An adversary A is a state machine
with actions op_in and events op_out (for each operation op in S communicating
insecurely). We only consider adversaries that are computationally bounded in
the sense that they can encrypt or decrypt messages only when in possession of
the relevant key (for a formalisation of this concept cf. [Jür01b]).

Output values are buffered without preserving the order of messages (i. e.
buffers are multi-sets). Values without specified transition in an object are
ignored. In both these assumptions we follow the usual UML point of view.

Histories are sequences of states of all state machines corresponding to the
objects, and buffer contents (where the state machines for the specified objects
are derived from the statechart diagrams as defined in [Jür01c]).

Given a system model S and an adversary A, the execution of S in presence
of A is given as the set of possible histories.

A history  is a possible history if

� in its first component all states are initial states and the buffer is empty,
and if

� for each n ≥ 0 and each class model C ∈ Cls ∪  {A} that changes state
at time n, there is a transition t C ,n from its state at n to its state at n + 1
such that for given n the multiset of (input) events εn corresponding to
the transitions (tC,n  : C ∈ Cls} is contained in the buffer content Bn  at
n and Bn + 1 = (Bn  \ ε n ) ∪  An  (for the multiset An of (output) actions
fired by the transitions {t C,n : C ∈ Cls}).

2.4. AUDITING

We incorporate auditing in our framework by specifying a subset Audit ⊆ Cls
of class models used to store the audit data.
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For completeness we give the following general definition of secure auditing.
Note that the definition only applies to the situation where all the objects in the
system model are honest. Thus in the considerations on CEPS below we need
more specific notions of secure auditing.

Definition 1 A system model S provides secure auditing if, in presence of any
adversary, the corresponding attribute values of all audit objects coincide when
all objects have reached a final state.

Note that here we do not consider the question whether an object may be
kept from reaching its final state.

3. CEPS

We give an overview over the Common Electronic Purse Specifications.
Stored value smart cards (“electronic purses”) have been proposed to allow

cash-free point-of-sale (POS) transactions offering more fraud protection than
credit cards: Their built-in chip can perform cryptographic operations which
allows transaction-bound authentication (while credit card numbers are valid
until the card is stopped, enabling  misuse). The card contains an account balance
that is adjusted when loading the card or purchasing goods.

The Common Electronic Purse Specifications (CEPS) define requirements
for a globally interoperable electronic purse scheme providing accountability
and auditability. The specifications outline overall system security, certification
and migration. For more detail on the functionality of CEPS cf. [CEP00].

Here we consider a central part of CEPS, the (unlinked, cash-based) load
transaction, which allows the cardholder to load electronic value onto a card
in exchange for cash at a load device belonging to the load acquirer. The
participants involved in the transaction protocol are the customer’s card, the
load device and the card issuer. The load device contains a Load Security
Application Module (LSAM) that is used to store and process data (and is
assumed to be tamper-resistant). During the transaction, the account balance
in the card is incremented, and the amount is logged in the LSAM and sent to
the issuer for later financial settlement between the load acquirer and the card
issuer.

3.1. SPECIFICATION OF CEPS LOAD
TRANSACTION

We give a specification of the CEPS load transaction (slightly simplified by
leaving out security-irrelevant details, and also leaving out details needed for
exception processing and declined loads). Load transactions in CEPS are on-
line transactions using symmetric cryptography for authentication. We only
consider unlinked load (where the cardholder pays cash into a (possibly unat-
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Figure 1 Class diagram for Load transaction

Figure 2 Statechart for LSAM

tended) loading machine and receives a corresponding credit on the card) since
linked load (where funds are transfered e.g. from a bank account) offer fewer
possibilities for fraud [CEP00, Funct. Req. p. 12]. We use class diagram and
statechart diagrams introduced above.

First, we give the involved classes and their dependencies in the class diagram
in Figure 1. For the participants of the protocol, we have the classes Card,
LSAM, and Issuer. Also, each of the three classes has an associated class used
for logging transaction data (marked with the stereotype 〈〈 log 〉〉 ).

We specify the behaviour of the classes Card, LSAM, and Issuer using UML
statecharts in the remaining figures.
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Figure 3 Statechart for card

The LSAM (Figure 2) initiates the transaction after the CEP card is inserted
into the load device, by sending the “Init for load” message Init with arguments
the transaction date and time dt, the load device identifier lda and the transac-
tion amount m (which is the amount of cash paid into the load device by the card
holder that is supposed to be loaded onto the card). Whenever the card (Figure 3)
receives this message after being inserted into the load device, it sends back the
“Init for load response” message Respl to the LSAM, with arguments the card
issuer identifier ic (as stored on the card), the card identifier cep, the balance
(prior to load) bal, the card expiration date ex, the card’s transaction number nt
unique to the transaction, and the card MAC s1. s1 consists of the values ex,
bal, dt, cep, ic, lda, m and nt, all of which are signed with the key K C

–1  shared
between a particular card and the corresponding card issuer. The LSAM then
sends to the issuer the “load request” message Load with arguments bal, ex, dt,
cep, ic, lda, m, nt, rn, s1, Enc(K L I , r ), and ml. rn is the reference number
assigned by the LSAM to the transaction. Enc(K LI , r) is the encryption of a
random number r generated by LSAM under a key KLI shared between the
LSAM and the issuer. ml is the MAC of the following data using the fresh key
r generated by the LSAM: ic, cep, nt, lda, m, and s1. The issuer (Figure 4)
checks if ic is a valid issuer identifier, cep a valid card identifier and the expi-
ration date ex has not been exceeded. The issuer verifies if s1 is a valid MAC
generated from the values ex, bal, dt, cep, ic, lda, m and nt with the key K C I
(i. e. if Ver(KCI , s1) = (bal, ex, dt, cep, ic, lda, m, nt)). The issuer retrieves r
from Enc(KL I  , r) (using the key KL I shared between the LSAM and the issuer,
i.e. r := D e c(KLI  , R)) and checks if ml is a valid MAC of the values ic, cep, nt,
lda, m, and s1 using the key r, i. e. if Ver(ml, r) = (ic, cep, nt, lda, m, s1, hc) .
Lastly, the issuer checks that the key KLI  is actually shared with the LSAM
named lda (we write this as Shared(KLI ) = lda assuming a function Shared
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Figure 4 Statechart for Issuer

which assigns LSAMs to keys). If all these checks succeed (which in Figure 4
are abbreviated by the conditional Issuercheck), the issuer sends the “respond
to load” message RespL with arguments cep, ic, lda, rn, and s2 to the LSAM.
s2 consists of the following values, signed with the key KCI : bal, cep, iss, nt,
and s1.

Next, the LSAM sends the “credit for load” message Credit with argument
s2 to the card. Finally, the card (on successful verification of s2) answers by
sending the “response to credit for load” message RespC with argument s3 back
to the LSAM. s3 consists of the following values, signed with the key KCI : bal ,
dt, cep, ic, nt, lda, m, and nt. The card also sends the logging message CLog
to the object CardLog, with arguments dt, lda, m, nt, bal, and s2. Finally, the
LSAM sends to the issuer the “transaction completion message” Comp with
arguments cep, ic, lda, m, and nt. Also, the LSAM sends the logging message
LLog to the object LSAMLog, with arguments dt, cep, iss, m, nt, and bal.
On receipt of the messsage Comp from the LSAM (and provided the contained
values match the corresponding values communicated earlier), the issuer sends
the logging message ILog to the object IssuerLog, with arguments dt, cep, lda,
m, nt, and bal.

The logging objects simply take the arguments of their operations and update
their attributes accordingly.

3.2. SECURITY THREAT MODEL

We consider the threat scenario  for the load transaction and derive audit
security conditions. The general assumption is that the card, the LSAM and
the security module of the card issuer are tamper-resistant (in particular that the
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contained secret keys cannot be retrieved). The protocol can be attacked e.g.
by inserting adapters or relays between the LSAM and the card loading device
or by intercepting the communication with the card issuer.

We concentrate on the load acquirer as a possible attacker of the transaction.
The cardholder could try to attack the protocol by interrupting it e.g. by pulling
out the card (thus one needs to make sure that money is not returned to the
cardholder after the card has been loaded) or could try to duplicate the loaded
money by loading it on two cards simultaneously using an adapter (at an unat-
tended load device). We do not consider these kinds of attacks here. Also, the
card issuer is not so interesting as an attacker since she controls the settlement
scheme that is performed after the transactions, so the cardholder and the load
acquirer have to trust her to some degree anyway (and my disputes would have
to be settled in court).

Given the participants of the protocol, the load acquirer can attack either the
cardholder, or another load acquirer, or the card issuer, with the goal either to
keep the amount paid by the cardholder (and not have to pass it on to the card
issuer), or to credit a card owned by the load acquirer himself without having
to pay any money to the card issuer.

We consider attacks against the cardholder. Smart cards can not commu-
nicate directly with the cardholder. Thus there is the usual threat that a load
device (possibly belonging to a corrupt load acquirer) is manipulated so that the
transaction is performed as if the cardholder had only paid part of the amount
that was actually paid, or so that the transaction is not performed at all. Then the
load acquirer would not have to pay the amount to the card issuer. However, we
assume that the cardholder can verify after the transaction if the correct amount
has been loaded (possibly using a portable card reader), and that a complaint
settlement scheme settles any disputes arising from such  attacks. The correct
functioning of the settlement scheme relies on the fact that the cardholder should
only be lead to believe (e.g. when checking the card with a portable card reader)
that a certain amount has been correctly loaded if he is later able to prove this
using the card – otherwise the load acquirer could first credit the card with the
correct amount, but later in the settlement process claim that the cardholder
tried to fake the transaction. Thus we have to check the following audit security
condition on the attributes of CardLog after Card has reached its final state:

Correct amount: s2 and s1 verify correctly (say Ver(KCI , CardLog. s2) =
(bal', cep', iss', nt', s1') and Ver (KC I, s 1') =

(bal" , ex" , dt" , cep", ic", lda" , m" , nt " ) for some values bal', bal",. . .) ,
and additionally we have CardLog. m = m" (i. e. the correct amount is
logged).

A load acquirer could also try to attack the protocol in order to masquerade
as another load acquirer for the purpose of the settlement process, in order not
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to pay the amount paid in by the cardholder to the card issuer. To prevent this,
we need to ensure the following audit security condition:

No masquerade: We have Shared( K LI , IssuerLog.lda).

ml is supposed to provide a guarantee that the load acquirer owes the trans-
action amount to the card issuer [CEP00, Funct.spec. ,6.6.1.6]. To be able to
make use of this guarantee, the card issuer needs to be able to show that her
possession of the guarantee implies that the load acquirer owes her the amount
(and that the card issuer could not just produce ml himself). Thus we have the
audit functionality condition

Acquirer guarantee functionality: If

IssuerLog.ml = Mac( IssuerLog.r,(ic', cep', nt', lda', m', s1', hl '))

then the LSAM lda' has received m'.

Also, we would like to ensure that this guarantee is always given, i. e. that
the following audit security condition (the converse of the above functionality
condition) is fulfilled:

Acquirer guarantee security: If the state machines of card and card issuer
have reached the final state and CardLog. m =  m' then

IssuerLog.ml = M a c(IssurerLog. r,(ic', cep', nt', lda', m' s1', hl '))

Note that the precondition that card and card issuer have reached their final
states is necessary. In particular, if the load device simply takes the inserted
cash without taking any further action, the cardholder has no proof of this (but
this is the usual risk taken at automatic purchase machines), and if the LDA
does not complete its last action, exception processing on the side of the card
issuer would have to be followed (not considered here).

3 3. . RESULTS

Theorem 1 Acquirer guarantee functionality is not provided in the proposed
scheme.

The reason for this is that the security of the data elements in ml are only
protected by the random value r, which in turn is communicated encryted under
the secret key KL I shared between load acquirer and card issuer. This means
that the card issuer would in principle be capable of manufacturing  ml and r
herself. Therefore possession of ml does not suffice for the issuer to be able to
prove that the load acquirer manufactured ml.

This is not a serious threat since one would expect that in practical situations
any dispute arising from this could be resolved in a settlement process. However,
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the CEPS explicitely postulate this requirement. This should either be clarified,
or the data element ml be changed to involve a signature with a private key of
the load acquirer.

Theorem 2 The audit security conditions Correct amount, No Masquerade,
and Acquirer guarantee security are fulfilled.

The formal proof of this theorem has to be omitted for space limitations and will
be included in the long version of the paper. The proof proceeds inductively
along the lines of ideas in [Pau98] and uses results in [Jür01b, Jür01a]. Here
we can only give some informal remarks:

Correct amount: Essentially, one has to show that the key KCI shared be-
tween the card and the card issuer established end-to-end security be-
tween card and issuer.

No masquerade: This amounts to showing that the load device identifier, as
stored in the issuer log, corrsponds to the load device with which the
issuer shares the key KLI .

Acquirer guarantee security: Here one has to show that the integrity of the
information passed between card and card issuer is preserved.

4 . CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We investigated the security of the currently developed Common Electronic
Purse Specifications (CEPS) using the object-oriented modelling language UML.
Benefits of our approach include the possibility to investigate security in the
context of general system development. Since security violations often oc-
cur at the boundaries between security mechanisms (such as protocols) and
the general system [And94], this is very helpful. We choose UML among the
various object-oriented modelling languages since it is the current de-facto in-
dustry standard and thus many developers will be able to take advantage of an
extension of UML by security primitives.

Apart from these methodological benefits, this work delivers concrete results
on the security of the payment systems that are to be developed and fielded
according to the CEPS. Our investigation exhibited a weakness arising from the
fact that the card issuer does not obtain a sound proof of transaction from the
load acquirer. As usual, the positive results given here should not be interpreted
as proving the CEPS secure (as well-known, such a proof is impossible).

Due to space constraints we could only consider one part of the CEP speci-
fications, the other parts are left for further work. Since UML offers a variety
of modelling mechanisms with varying degrees of abstraction, considering a
large part of a system seems relatively feasible. It may also be interesting to
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consider  reevaluation  of security after system changes. Also, we will extend
this approach beyond reasoning about accountability.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A major security concern in every cryptosystem is the protection of secret
keys from exposure. If the adversary appropriates the secret keys of a user in
an encryption scheme, then the adversary can decrypt all ciphertexts intended
for that user and confidentiality is lost. For a signature scheme, the adversary
can masquerade as the legitimate user.

The problem of key exposure is critical in open environments such as the
Internet, where every computer node is a potential victim of hackers. Thus, there
is a need to adopt mechanisms  that minimize the consequences of key exposure.
So far, these mechanisms generally rely on secret distributed computation [9,
14, 15, 17, 22, 29], periodical key updating and key revocation [2, 5, 11, 20,
23, 25, 27].

Gunther [20] was the first to propose an encryption key updating mechanism
that protects the confidentiality of all encrypted messages prior to key exposure.
With this mechanism all encrypted material is protected from key exposure after
the keys are updated. This property was called forward secrecy. With forward
secrecy, disclosure of long-term secret keying material does not compromise
the secrecy of earlier encrypted material [ 11, 20].

A solution that establishes forward secrecy in the context of real-time mul-
ticasting over large dynamic groups was proposed by McGrew and Sherman
in [27]. Burmester, Desmedt and Seberry [5] proposed an escrow system with
forward secrecy. There are also solutions that address the key exposure problem
for digital signatures. Herzberg et al [22] consider threshold signature schemes
(see also [9]) in which the users update their shares proactively. These schemes
offer forward security, however the distribution of shares and the distributed
computation required to compute signatures make them rather inefficient (cƒ.
the discussion in [2]). Bellare and Miner [2] proposed efficient digital signa-
tures with forward security, but their security can only be proven in the Random
Oracle Model [3]. Recently, Krawczyk [25] proposed a solution that can be
used with any signature scheme. In this paper we shall adopt the term forward
security both for encryption and signatures.

There is an inherent weakness in forward security that follows from the fact
that the definition does not specify what happens after an intrusion, when the
secret information has been exposed to the adversary, and until its detection,
when the public key is revoked. During this period the security of the system
is compromised. For example, suppose that the adversary (e.g. a hacker) has
appropriated the secret keys of Alice during the session te but the intrusion
has not been detected (Fig. 1). The adversary will be able to update the stolen
keys in the same way as Alice and then generate secret keys for the sessions
t , until the intrusion is detected. This means that cryptographicallye + 1 , . . . ,  td
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Figure 1 Forward Security

processed data after key exposure is not protected. All forward secure schemes
in the literature [2,5,20,25] are vulnerable during this period. They only offer
protection for sessions prior to key exposure.

Organization. In this paper we analyze forward security and consider a new
threat in which the adversary appropriates all the secret keying material of a user
without being detected. In Section 2 we consider the notion of strong forward
security, in which cryptographically processed data is protected not only during
the periods prior to key exposure but also during the periods after key exposure.
In Section 3 we show how strong forward security can be achieved with any
public key cryptosystem and in Section 4 we propose a strong forward secure
key escrow/recovery scheme which is based on the ElGamal cryptosystem. We
conclude in Section 5.

2 . FROM FORWARD SECURITY TO STRONG
FORWARD SECURITY

Suppose that Alice uses a forward secure cryptosystem and that the adversary
has appropriated (all) her secret keying material during session te – see Figure 1.
The adversary will not be able to obtain the keys for earlier sessions t , butj < t e

will be able to update the key of session t in the same way as Alice, to get keyse

for sessions t , when the intrusion is detected. With thee + 1 , . . . , until session t d
encryption scheme in [5], the updating is deterministic so the adversary will
generate an identical key to Alice’s, and thus decrypt all ciphertexts intended
for Alice. A similar argument applies to the signature schemes in [2, 25].
In this case the adversary can forge Alice’s signatures. With the encryption
scheme in [20], which uses randomized updating, the adversary will generate
a different key. However the adversary can prove that this key is “genuine”,
since the adversary has also appropriated the long term authentication keys of
Alice.

Regardless of whether the updating mechanism is deterministic or random-
ized, all cryptographically processed data is at risk during the period between
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Figure 2 Strong Forward Security

key exposure and its detection. Protection from intrusions in which all the
secret keying material of Alice is stolen can only be achieved by using non-
cryptographic means. However, with randomized key updating this task should
be easier, because Alice’s updated key will be different from the key generated
by the intruder (with high probability).

Definition. A system is strongly forward secure if disclosure of secret keying
material does not compromise the security of the system for sessions both prior
to exposure (t j < te ) and after exposure (t j > te ) – see Figure 2.

A practical but expensive solution. Strong forward security can be achieved
with any public key cryptosystem by using threshold cryptography [9, 16, 17].
For this purpose the secret key is shared among several entities, which jointly
execute the cryptographic application. The shares are then proactively up-
dated [ 15, 23, 22]. Strong forward security is clearly achieved, provided that
the threshold is sufficiently large.

With such schemes each application (encryption or digital signature) requires
a distributed computation and therefore may be quite costly (as noted in [2]).
Furthermore, the distribution of shares may be costly.

Our solution. Our goal is to achieve strong forward security in a practical and
affordable way. The user must be able to certify new session keys with minimum
cost, without out-of-band authentication. Furthermore, this should not involve
costly distributed computations for each application (encryption or signature).
For this purpose we combine randomized key updating with certification.

If a hacker appropriates the secret keying material of a legitimate user and
then tries to certify an updated stolen key, then two valid public keys corresponding
to the same user will be submitted for certification: the legitimate key and an
alias key. The intrusion will be detected and thus the cryptographic security
will only be compromised during the session of the intrusion.
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3. A BASIC SOLUTION FOR ANY PUBLIC KEY
CRYPTOSYSTEM

Based on our discussion above we can make any public key cryptosystem
strongly forward secure. First let us consider digital signatures.

Suppose that the public/secret key pair of Alice for session t, is (P K A , t ,  S K )A ,t
and that Cert ( IDA , PK A,t ) is a certificate for it, issued by the Certifying Au-
thority CA, where I DA is a unique identifier of
Alice. For the next session, Alice selects a random public/secret key pair
(PK A,t+1 , SK A, t+1 ), and digitally signs it together with IDA , using her pre-
vious key: sig  ) . Alice then sends this together with herS K A , t  ( IDA  , PK A,t +1
old certificate Cert(ID ) to the CA, which verifies Alice’s signatureA , PK A,t

using the old key P K A,t . If this is correct, the CA sends Alice a new certificate
C e r t ( I DA , PK A,t +1 ).

If an intruder appropriates (all) the secret keys of Alice during the session t
(and in particular S KA,t ) and if the intruder submits an updated public key to
the CA for certification, then two public keys will be submitted, both on behalf
of Alice. If this happens the CA will revoke (all) the public keys of Alice.

A similar approach can be used for public key encryption. In this case
however Alice needs two pairs of public keys, one for encryption and the other
to authenticate her encryption key.

This basic scheme achieves strong forward security and is as secure as the
underlying cryptosystem. Furthermore, it is very efficient. In particular, the
certification of the public keys in each session does not require out-of-band
methods. In addition, the size of keys and of the signatures does not expand as
the keys are updated. However, we have a linear expansion in the number of
certificates.

Remark 1. Although the protection of strong forward security is obvious in
the case of encryption, one could argue that in the context of digital signatures
it does not offer any additional protection to forward security. Consider for
example the case when Bob has appropriated Alice’s signing key. Then, even
though Bob will not be able to update the stolen key without being detected,
he could indirectly bypass the security of the system for future sessions. For
example, he could sign postdated checks on behalf of Alice.

However, there are cases when strong forward security makes sense in the
context of signatures. For example, when the lifetime of the signing key also
restricts the scope of the signed message. This would make postdated checks
(for later sessions) invalid.

Remark 2: “Imprisonment” attack. The proposed solution assumes that
the attacker and the legitimate user have access to a Certifying Authority CA
to update keys. This forces the attacker to “publish" the fact that a key has
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been exposed. If the attacker can somehow prevent the legitimate user from
accessing the CA, then the attacker can impersonate the user for as long as he
can confine the user. There seems to be no cryptographic way to handle such
attacks.

4. AN ELGAMAL KEY ESCROW SCHEME WITH
STRONG FORWARD SECURITY

The solution proposed above is not satisfactory for key escrow because the
updated keys must be distributed among escrow agents (an excellent survey of
key escrow systems is given by Denning and Branstad in [8]). The following
scheme reduces the cost of key distribution and key updating by having the
escrow agents regulate the timing process for key updating.

For simplicity, we describe a basic 2-out-of-2 key escrow scheme with escrow
agents EA1 , EA 2 , a in which the Law Enforcement Agency LEA also acts as a
Certifying Authority. The escrow agents and the LEA are trusted to adhere to
the protocol.

Each user, say Alice, during setup, chooses a long-term secret key and shares
this among the escrow agents in a verifiable way. Then, at the beginning of each
session t the escrow agents select a time-control identifier ht . This is broadcast
by the LEA and will be used by all the users of the system for key updating. In
particular, Alice will update her private key SKt –1 to S Kt by using her long-
term secret key, some randomness and the time-control identifier ht . After each
updating, Alice and the escrow agents delete all information that might be useful
to an adversary who may attempt to recover previous keys. Additionally, Alice
updates her public key to PKt , and proves to the LEA in zero-knowledge [19]
that this has been properly constructed. The LEA then certifies the updated
public key PK t .

A hacker who succeeds in appropriating Alice’s secret keying material may
attempt to update the stolen session key and to get the updated key certified by
the LEA. However, Alice will also submit her updated key for certification. The
two keys are different (with overwhelming probability). The LEA will notice
that different keys corresponding to the same user are submitted for certification,
and thus detect the intrusion and revoke all the public keys of Alice.

p of order q with generator g
For simplicity, and when there is no ambiguity, we drop the modulus operators.

The Diffie-Hellman [10] operator DH is defined by DH (ga , gb ) = g ab.
Given the numbers ga and gb, the problem of computing DH (ga, gb ) is called

Background. We use an ElGamal encryption scheme [12]. Let r, q, p be large
primes with q = 2r + 1, p = 2 q + 1, and let H be a subgroup of Z *q of order
r with generator h, and G be a subgroup of Z * .

Also, we write a ∈ R A to indicate that the element a is chosen randomly with
uniform distribution from the set A.
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the Diffie-Hellman problem. The problem of deciding whether
for a given z ∈ Zp , is called the Decision Diffie-Hellman DDH problem [10].

Setup. Alice chooses a long term private key and computes y A =
g x A . Alice gives her long term public key to the LEA,
authenticates it by non-cryptographic (out-of-band) means, and gets a certificate
Cer t( IDA , PK A). Then,

1 Alice chooses shares and Alice gives the
shares x1 , x2 privately to the escrow agents EA1 , EA2 , respectively.

2 The escrow agents check that If not, Alice is
reported to the LEA.

Key updating (session t = 1, 2, . . . ). Agents EA

using the Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol [10]. The agents send h
the LEA which publishes it. This number identifies the session t, and is used by
all the users of the system. It represents the randomness of the escrow agents
in the key updating procedure and is the same for all users. The agents then
discard the exponents 
Then:

1 Alice chooses a number computes h rA,t and sends this to
the LEA. Alice also computes the Diffie-Hellman key

1 , EA 2 choose numbers r1 , t ,
respectively, and jointly construct in a secure way by

rt to

r1 , t–1  and r2 , t – 1 of the previous session (when t > 1).

2 Alice updates her secret key for session t to She
then computes and sends to the LEA her public ses-
sion key Alice then proves in zero

knowledge (see the Appendix) that where
DL (g xA ) is the discrete logarithm of g x A . If the proof is correct, the
LEA certifies the updated public key and issues Alice with a certificate
C e r t ( IDA , PK A,t ). Then Alice discards rA,t and the previous session
key.

all ciphertexts intended for Alice during session t. Then the LEA will wiretap
the communication of Alice. Let be an ElGamal encryption
of a message m sent to Alice during this session. The LEA will send gk and
h rA,t to the escrow agents. The agents first compute the Diffie-Hellman key

and then the factor They send ( yA,t )k

to the LEA for decryption.

Theorem 1 If the Decision Diffie-Hellman problem is hard then the proposed
escrow scheme has strong forward security.

Getting an escrowed key. Assume that a court order has been issued to decrypt

z = DH (g , g ),a b
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Proof. Suppose that there is a polynomial time algorithm A that breaks the
proposed escrow scheme. Let be an input for the Decision
Diffie-Hellman problem. We shall use A to break the DDH problem.

Choose at random a secret key and let be the long-
term public key. Next, prepare a history of ciphertext-message pairs (c, m)
for A, for earlier sessions j, by choosing at random and

and take
Give to A: and instead of the public (session)

key a history of ciphertext-message pairs and the “ciphertext”:
Let the output of A be m'. If m' = m then the decision is that

z = h ab, else z ≠ h .ab

Remark 3. The interactive zero knowledge proof in Step 2 of the key updating
can be replaced by a signature, using the Fiat–Shamir heuristic [13], which
requires a hash function. However it should be noted that if we use such
signatures then the security of the scheme can only be proven in the Random
Oracle Model [3].

Remark 4. In Section 2 we considered a solution involving the distribution
of the secret keys via secret sharing in a proactive way. In our protocol above
we also distribute the keys and use an updating mechanism similar to proactive
mechanisms. However, our encryptions do not require a distributed computa-
tion.

Remark 5. The escrow agents are safe repositories for the long-term secret
keys of all the users of the system. In our protocol the agents also generate a
random number hr t . This number is for a specific time period and is the same
for all the users of the system. In the next session a new random number is
chosen and the old one is discarded. Observe that the addition or the removal
of a user from the system does not affect the functionality of the agents.

Remark 6. The ElGamal escrow scheme described above can easily be modi-
fied to get a Key Recovery scheme by replacing the LEA and the escrow agents
with a Data Recovery Agency and recovery agents respectively. Observe that if
the keys to be recovered encrypt archived data, then there is no point in adopting
a Key Recovery scheme with forward secrecy, as observed in [1]. Consequently,
the proposed scheme can only be used to recover encrypted traffic.

Generalizations

1 It is easy to see how to generalize this scheme to a t-out-of- l key escrow
scheme. Robustness can be achieved by using the approach in [ 16, 17].
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Furthermore, our scheme can be easily modified to prevent subliminal
channel attacks, as described in [24].

2 It is well known that the ElGamal encryption scheme is not semantically
secure [18]. To extend our scheme to a semantically secure scheme we
can use the Cramer-Shoup extension of ElGamal [7].

5. CONCLUSION

Forward security protects cryptographically processed data prior to key exposure.
However in many applications it is difficult to detect intrusions. Indeed, hack-
ers will not necessarily use the appropriated keys until this is expedient or
profitable. It is therefore important to consider mechanisms, which also protect
cryptographically processed data after an intrusion. Strong forward security
offers such protection.
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Appendix

Let

primes,
g a generator of a generator of and

mod p}.

An interactive zero-knowledge proof of membership in L

Input:

Repeat l times (l = Θ  (log p)):

1 The Prover chooses computes u = ka mod q,
v = c + t mod r, and then sends to the Verifier:

2 The Verifier sends to the Prover a bit query e ∈ {0,1}.

3 The Prover sends to the Verifier:

(u, v), if e = 0
(k , t) , if e = 1.

Verification: The Verifier checks that:

when e = 0,

when e = 1,

The Verifier accepts (that x ∈ L) if the verification is satisfied for all k rounds.

Proof of correctness

Completeness: If x ∈ L then the Verifier will always accept.

Soundness: If the Verifier accepts with non-negligible probability
(≥ 1/ poly (log p)), then the Prover must answer correctly both queries e = 0,
e = 1 for some triple X, Y, Z. Therefore,
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It follows that x ∈ L.

Simulation (zero-knowledge):

when e = 0, choose random u, v and construct X, Y, Z as in Step 1;

when e = 1, choose random k, t and construct
and Z = h c ht .
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Abstract

Keywords:

A secret sharing scheme is a method for sharing a secret among a set P of n
participants. The secret is encoded into n pieces called shares each of which is
given to a distinct participant. Certain qualified subsets of participants can recover
the secret by pooling together their information, whereas forbidden subsets of
participants have no information on the secret. The specification of the qualified
sets and the forbidden sets is called access structure.

A special kind of secret sharing schemes are visual cryptography schemes
(VCSs), that is, schemes where the secret to share is an image and the shares
consist of xeroxed transparencies which are stacked to recover the shared image.

In this paper we analyze the relationship between secret sharing schemes and
VCSs, focusing our attention on the amount of randomness required to generate
the shares. We show how to transform a secret sharing scheme for a given access
structure into a VCS for the same access structure while preserving the random-
ness of the original scheme. An important consequence of this transformation
is that lower bounds on the randomness of visual cryptography schemes apply
to general secret sharing schemes. Our randomness preserving transformation
has also been applied to derive a new upper bound on the randomness of (k, n)-
threshold VCSs which dramatically improves on the previously known bounds.
All VCSs obtained by applying our randomness preserving transformation allow
a perfect reconstruction of black pixels.

Cryptography, Randomness, Secret Sharing, Visual Cryptography.

Introduction

A secret sharing scheme is a method for sharing a secret among a set P
of n participants. The secret is encoded into n pieces called shares each of
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which is given to a distinct participant. Certain qualified subsets of participants
can recover the secret by pooling together their information, whereas forbidden
subsets of participants have no information on the secret. The specification of all
qualified and forbidden subsets of participants constitutes an access structure.

Secret sharing schemes are especially useful in situations which require that
several people cooperate in order to start an important action such as opening
a bank vault or a safety deposit box, or launching a missile.

Shamir [14] and Blakley [5] have been the first to introduce secret sha-
ring schemes. In particular, they considered (k, n)-threshold schemes, that is
scheme where only subsets of P of size larger than or equal to a fixed integer k
can reconstruct the secret. Ito, Saito, and Nishizeki [11] showed how to realize
a secret sharing scheme for any access structure. Later, Benaloh and Leichter
[4] proposed a simpler and more efficient way to realize secret sharing schemes.
Other general techniques handling arbitrary access structures can be found in
[12, 17].

An important issue in the implementation of secret sharing schemes is the
amount of randomness required for generating the shares. Blundo et al. [7] have
been the first to analyze the randomness of secret sharing schemes. Random bits
are a natural computational resource which must be taken into account when
designing cryptographic algorithms. Considerable effort has been devoted to
reduce the number of bits used by probabilistic algorithms (see for example
[10]) and to analyze the amount of randomness required in order to achieve a
given performance. Motivated by the fact that “truly” random bits are hard to
generate, it has also been investigated the possibility of using imperfect source
of randomness in randomized algorithms [19]. In spite of the considerable effort
devoted to analyzing the incidence of randomness in several areas of computer
science, very few results have been obtained to quantify the amount of random
bits required to solve classes of problems.

A special kind of secret sharing schemes are visual cryptography schemes.
A visual cryptography scheme (VCS) is a method to secretly share an image
among a given group of participants. A VCS for a set P of n participants encodes
a secret image into n shadow images which constitute the shares given to the
n participants. The shares given to participants in X ⊆ P are xeroxed onto
transparencies. If X is qualified then the participants in X can visually recover
the secret image by stacking their transparencies without any cryptography
knowledge and without performing any cryptographic computation.

In this paper we analyze the relationship between secret sharing schemes
and visual cryptography schemes, with a special concern for the amount of
randomness required to generate the shares. In this paper we only consider
VCSs for black and white images. Visual cryptography schemes for black and
white images have been defined by Naor and Shamir in [13]. They analyzed
(k, n)-threshold visual cryptography schemes. Ateniese at al. [1,2] extended
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the model by Naor and Shamir to general access structures. Since in a VCS an
image is encoded pixel by pixel, then a VCS for black and white images is a
special case of secret sharing scheme for a set of secrets of size two. We refer
to such a secret sharing scheme with the term of Binary Secret Sharing Scheme
(BSS). It follows that lower bounds on the randomness of BSSs apply also to
VCSs. In this paper we prove that the converse implication holds as well, thus
shading a new light on the study of secret sharing schemes. In other words, we
prove that the number of random bits needed to secretly share a pixel is the same
as that needed to share any secret chosen in a set of size two. Indeed, given a
BSS Σ for an access structure Γ , we show how to construct a VCS for Γ with
the same randomness as Σ. Such construction technique will be also applied to
derive a new upper bound on the randomness of (k, n)-threshold VCSs. This
upper bound dramatically improves on all previously known upper bounds and
it is very close to the best known lower bound [9].

1. THE MODEL

Let P = {1, . . . , n } be a set of elements called participants, and let 2P

denote the set of all subsets of P. Let Γ Qual ⊆ 2 P and ΓForb  ⊆ 2  , where
Γ Qual ∩ Γ  Forb  = ∅ . We refer to members ΓQ u al as qualified sets and we call
members of Γ Forb  forbidden sets. The pair Γ = ( ΓQual , ΓForb) is called the
access structure of the scheme.

Let Γ0  consist of all the minimal qualified sets:

A participant p ∈ P is an essential participant if there exists a set X ⊆ P
such that X ∪ {p} ∈ Γ Q u a l  but X ∉ Γ Qual . A non-essential participant does
not need to participate “actively” in the reconstruction of the secret, since the
information she has is not needed by any set in P in order to recover the shared
image. In any secret sharing scheme having non-essential participants, these
participants do not require any information in their shares.

In the case where ΓQual  is monotone increasing, Γ Forb is monotone decreas-
ing, and ΓQual  ∪ ΓForb  = 2P , the access structure is said to be strong, and Γ0 is
termed a basis. In a strong access structure,

and we say  that ΓQ u al is the closure of Γ0 .
In the following we formally define secret sharing schemes for a strong

access structure (ΓQual , ΓForb ). Indeed, in traditional secret sharing schemes
the access structures are always assumed to be strong.

A secret sharing scheme Σ for a set of secrets S = {s 0 , . . . , sh – 1} on a set
P of participants for the strong access structure (ΓQual , ΓForb ) is a method to

P
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secretly share a secret chosen in S among the members of P in such a way
that only subsets of participants which are in  ΓQ u a l 

can recover the secret.
The secret sharing scheme Σ consists of h collections of distribution functions
C0 , . . . , Ch– 1 . A distribution function ƒ ∈ Ci , i = 0,…, h – 1, is a function
which associates to each participant p ∈ P a share. When the secret to share is
s , i = 0, . . . ,  h – 1, the dealer randomly chooses a distribution function ƒ ∈  Ci 

and assigns to each p ∈  P the share ƒ(p).

Definition 1 Let (Γ , Γ ) be a strong access structure on a set P of par-Qua l For b

ticipants. The collections of distribution functions C0 , . . . , C h –1 realize a secret
sharing scheme for a set of secrets of size h if the following conditions hold:

1. Any subset X ⊆ P of participants qualified to recover the secret can
compute the secret.
Formally, if   X  ∈  ΓQual

, then it is {(p, ƒ (p))}p ∈ X ≠{( p, g(p ))} , for
all ƒ ∈ C C with  i,  j  ∈  0, . . ., – 1 } and  i  ≠    j.i and g ∈ j  { h

2. Any subset X ⊆ P of participants non-qualified to recover the secret has
no information on the secret value.
Formally, if X = {p , . . . ,p } ∈ Γ  , then for any possible choicev1 va  Fo r b
sh v1  . . . , sh of the shares given to participants p , . . . , pv , it resultsva v1 a

f o r  a n y  i, j ∈ {0, . . . , h – 1} .

The first property is related to the reconstruction of the secret. It states that
the for any pair of distinct secrets s and s , the group of shares assigned to ai j

qualified group of participants when the encoded secret is si is different from
that assigned to the same group of participants when the encoded secret is s .

j

The second property is called security, since it implies that, even by inspect-
ing all their shares, a forbidden set of participants cannot gain any information
on the shared secret.

Notice that in the previous definition C , i = 0 ,…, h – 1, is a multiset ofi

distribution functions, therefore we allow a function to appear more than once
in Ci, i = 0, . . . ,h – 1. Moreover, the sizes of the collections C0 , . . . , Ch –1 do
not need to be the same.

The randomness of a secret sharing scheme represents the number of random
bits used by the dealer to share a secret among the participants. Let Σ be a secret
sharing scheme for a set of h secrets s0 , . . . , sh – 1 realized by the collections
C ,..., C , For i = 0,. . . , h – 1, let p i denote the probability that the shared– 1
secret is s

0 h

i . The randomness of Σ has been defined by Blundo et al. [7] as

i

p ∈ X 
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where p = (p0 , ...,  p h –1 ). Let Γ = (ΓQual , Γ Forb ) be a given access structure.
In accordance with [7], the dealer’s randomness for the access structure Γ is
defined as

where A denotes the set of all h-tuple of collections C0 , . . . , C h – 1 realizing a
secret sharing scheme for Γ for the set of secrets {s0, . . . , sh – 1}, and I is the set
of all probability vectors of length h with non-zero entries. Indeed, we assume
that the secret have non-zero probability of being any of s0, . . . , s h – 1. In [7]
the above definition has been proved to be equivalent to the following

The above definition implies that, given h function collections C0  , . . . , Ch – 1

realizing a secret sharing scheme for a set of h secrets for the access structure Γ ,
we are mainly concerned with the quantity log(min{|C0 |, . . . , |Ch –  1 |}). Hence,
we define the randomness  R (C0 , ... , Ch –  1 ) of a secret sharing scheme for a set
of h secrets realized by C0 ,. . . , Ch –  1 as

(1)

1.1. VISUAL CRYPTOGRAPHY SCHEMES

We assume that the image to be encoded consists of a collection of black
and white pixels. The image is encoded pixel by pixel. A pixel is encoded
into n pixels which constitute the shares for the n participants associated with
that pixel. For each participant the shares associated with the pixels of the
whole secret image are xeroxed onto a transparency which constitutes the share
assigned to that participant. The participants of a qualified set can visually
recover the secret image by stacking their transparencies.

As an example, consider the image representing the acronym “SEC2001”.

SEC2001
The two shares generated by a (2, 2)-threshold VCS are given below.
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Share of participant 2

The following is the image obtained by stacking the shares of both participants

Each of the n shares associated with a single pixel is a collection of m
black and white subpixels. The resulting structure can be described by an
n × m boolean matrix S = [s i j] where s i j = 1 iff the j-th subpixel in the i-th
transparency is black. Therefore the grey level of the combined shares, obtained
by stacking the transparencies i1 , . . . , i s is proportional to the Hamming weight
w(V ) of the m -entry vector V = O R(Ri1 , . . . , Ri s), where Ri 1 , . . . , Ri s are
the rows of S associated with the transparencies we stack. This grey level is
interpreted by the visual system of the users as black or as white according with
some rule of contrast.

Definition 2 Let (Γ Qual , Γ Forb) be an access structure on a set of n participants.
Two collections (multisets) of n × m boolean matrices and constitute a
visual cryptography scheme (ΓQual , Γ Forb)-VCS  if there exist a value α(m) and
a collection satisfying:

1 Any (qualified) set X = {i1 , i2 , . . . , i p} ∈ Γ Qual can recover the shared
image by stacking their transparencies.
Formally, for any M ∈ , the “or” V of rows i1, i 2, . . . , i p satisfies
w (V) ≤ t X – α (m) · m; whereas, for any M ∈ it results that
w (V ) ≥ t X .

2 Any (forbidden) set X = {i 1 ,  i 2, . . . , ip} ∈ Γ Forb has no information on
the shared image.
Formally, the two collections of p × m matrices obtained by restricting the
n  ×  m matrices of and to rows i1 , i2 , . . . , i p are indistinguishable, in
the sense that they contain the same matrices with the same frequencies.
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Each pixel of the original image will be encoded into n pixels, each of which
consists of m subpixels. To share a white (black, resp.) pixel, the dealer
randomly chooses one of the matrices in 0 ( 1 resp.) and distributes row i to
participant i.

The first property of Definition 2 is related to the contrast of the image.
It states that when a qualified set of users stack their transparencies they can
correctly recover the shared image. Observe that this property implies Property
1. of Definition 1. The value α (m) is called relative difference, the number
α(m) · m is referred to as the contrast of the image, the set is
called the set of thresholds, and tX is the threshold associated to X ∈ Γ Qual. We
want the contrast to be as large as possible and at least one, that is, α (m) ≥ 1 /
m. The second property, as well as Property 2. of Defination 1, is related to the
security of the scheme.

The model of visual cryptography we consider is the same as that described
in [1,2]. This model is a generalization of the one proposed in [13], since with
each set X ∈ Γ Qual we associate a (possibly) different threshold t X . Further,
the access structure is not required to be strong in our model.

Notice that if a set of participants X is a superset of a qualified set X', then
they can recover the shared image by considering only the shares of the set X'.
This does not in itself rule out the possibility that stacking all the transparencies
of the participants in X does not reveal any information about the shared image.

In accordance with definition (1), the randomness R( ) of a visual
cryptography scheme realized by and is given by

The randomness of a VCS represents the number of random bits per pixel
required by the VCS to share a secret image.

2. A RANDOMNESS PRESERVING
TRANSFORMATION FROM BSSs
TO VCSs

In this section we will show how to transform a BSS for a strong access
structure Γ into a VCS for Γ with the same randomness as the original BSS.

Let and be two function collections
realizing a BSS for an access structure on the set of participants P = { 1, . . . , n) .
Two tables, T0 and T 1, will be used to represent the shares assigned to each
participant by the distribution functions of C0 and C1 . For any b ∈ { 0, 1}, i =
1, . . . , n and j = 1,... , c b , it is . A share will be symbolically
represented by a literal indexed with the associated participant. For a given
participant i ∈ (1, . . . , n}, distinct literals indexed with i denote distinct shares.
Notice that Property 1. of Definition 1 implies that if we restrict T0 and T1 to
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the rows corresponding to a set X ∈ Γ Qual, we  obtain two  tables having  no
common column. Moreover, Property 2. of Definition 1 implies that if we
restrict T 0and T1 to the rows corresponding to a set X ∈ Γ Forb , we obtain two
tables whose multisets of columns are indistinguishable, in the sense that they
contain the same columns with the same frequencies.

The following example illustrates the randomness preserving transformation.
For any n-row matrix M and any set X ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, we will denote with
M [X] the matrix obtained by restricting M to the rows with indices in X. The
rows appear in M [X ] in the same order they appear in M.

The initial BSS
Let us consider the strong access structure  Γ on the set of participants {1, 2, 3, 4}
with basis Γ0 = {{1, 3, 4}, {1, 2}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}}. Let us assume that C0  =

and be two collections af distribution
functions realizing a BSS for Γ and that the shares assigned to each participant
by the distribution functions of C0  and C1 be given by the following two tables

Construction of the Matrix collections  0 and 1 

We associate to each function ƒb , j = 1, 2, 3, 4 and b ∈j
{0, 1}, a 4 × 4 matrix

M b
j . For j = 1, 2, 3, 4, and b = 0, 1, we construct the matrix M b

j  as follows.
For any i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and l = 1, 2, 3, 4, we set the i-th entry of the l-th column
of  M b

j equal to

The matrices resulting from the above construction for our running example
are:

The reader can quickly verify by a simple inspection of the collections
and that the above construction yields

a VCS for the access structure (ΓQual , Γ Forb) .
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In the following we describe an algorithm which transforms an arbitrary
BSS for a given access structure into a VCS for the same access structure. Let
C0  = {ƒ c
functions realizing a BSS for a given strong access structure

1
0 , . . . ,  ƒ 0

c0} and C1 = {ƒ1
1 , . . . ,  ƒ 1

1} be two collections of distribution
Γ  . The input of the

algorithm consists of the two tables T0  and T1 representing the shares assigned
to each participant by the distribution functions  of C  and C0 1 .

Generate-VCS(T0, T1)
n ← number of rows of T 0
c  ← number of columns of T0 0
c1 ← number of columns of T1

for b ← 0 to 1
for j ← 1 to c b

for i ← 1 to n
for l ← 1 to c0

if ƒb 0
j (i) = ƒl (i )

then Mb
j [i, l] ← 0

else M b
j [i, l] ← 1

output

Figure 1 A randomness  preserving transformation from a BSS to a VCS

The proof of the following theorem, which has been omitted due to space
constraints, can be found in the journal version of the present paper.

Theorem 3 Let C0  = {ƒ1, . . . , ƒc0} and C1 = {ƒ1 , . . . ‚ ƒc1} realize a BSS for
a sting access structure Γ on the set of n participants P = {1, . . . , n}. The
algorithm described in Figure 1 generates a VCS on P for Γ with pixel expansion
equal to  |C0 | = c 0, contrast equal to one, and having the same randomness as
the original BSS.

Notice that by replacing each matrix M in the VCS of Theorem 3 with the matrix
obtained by concatenating h copies of M, we obtain a VCS with contrast h and
pixel expansion h · |C0 | .

2.1. LOWER BOUNDS ON THE RANDOMNESS OF
SECRET SHARING SCHEMES

Since visual cryptography schemes are a particular kind of binary secret
sharing schemes, then any lower bound on the randomness of BSSs for a given
access structure Γ is a lower bound on the randomness of any VCS for the
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same access structure. Theorem 3 shows that the reverse implication holds
as well, that is, any lower bound on the randomness of VCSs for the strong
access structure Γ is also a lower bound on the randomness of any BSS for Γ.
It follows that the techniques introduced in [8, 9] to derive lower bounds on
the randomness of VCSs apply also to BSSs and consequently to secret sharing
schemes for any set of secrets. In particular, the following lower bound [9] on
the randomness of (k , n )-threshold VCS extends to any (k, n)-threshold secret
sharing scheme:

(k – 1) log(n – k + 2). (2)

In [7] it has been proved that a (k, n)-threshold secret sharing scheme for a set
of s secrets has randomness at least (k – 1) log s . For set of secrets of size
s > n, Shamir [14] has provided a scheme which achieves this bound. Then,
one has that the following theorem holds.

Theorem 4 For n ≥ k ≥ 2, the randomness of any ( k ,n)-threshold secret
sharing scheme for a set of s secrets is at least (k–1) max{log s, log(n–k+2)}.

2 . 2 . VCSs WITH PERFECT RECONSTRUCTION OF
BLACK PIXELS

An important property of the VCSs obtained by applying the transformation
of Figure 1 is that for any X = {i1 ,i 2 , … ,ip  } ∈ Γ  Qualand any M ∈
the “or” V of rows i1, i2 , … , ip consists of an all-one vector. VCSs with this
property generate high quality images since they allow a perfect reconstruction
of black pixels (see [6] for bounds on the pixel expansion of such VCSs). Given
any VCS for the strong access structure Γ, we can construct a VCS with perfect
reconstruction of black pixels for the same access structure as follows. We
construct the distribution function collections C

0
 and C 1 corresponding to the

given VCS. Then, we apply the transformation of Figure 1 to obtain a VCS
for Γ with perfect reconstruction of black pixels. By replacing each matrix
M ∈  with the matrix obtained by concatenating h copies of M, we
obtain two matrix collections realizing a VCS with contrast h and with perfect
reconstruction of black pixels. Hence, one has that the following theorem holds.

Theorem 5 Let and be two matrix collections realizing a VCS for the
strong access structure Γ. Then, for any arbitrary h ≥ 1, there exists a VCS
for Γ with perfect reconstruction of black pixels, having pixel expansion equal
to h · |  |, contrast equal to h, and the same randomness as the original VCS.

The following example illustrates the above theorem.

Example 6 Let us consider the strong access structure Γ on the set of partic-
ipants {1,2,3,4} with basis Γ 0  = {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}, {3, 4}}. The
following matrix collections realize a VCS for Γ.
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The distribution function collections associated with this VCS are represented
by the following two tables. For i = 1,2,3,4, the shares for participant i are
denoted by a literal indexed with i. For a fixed index i, distinct literals indicates
distinct  shares.

133

Now we apply the randomness preserving transformation of Figure 1 to obtain
a VCS for Γ with perfect reconstruction of the black pixels.

By concatenating h copies of each matrix in the above collections and
we obtain a VCS with contrast h. ∆

3. A NEW UPPER BOUND ON THE RANDOMNESS
OF (k , n)-THRESHOLD VCSs

In this section we provide a construction for (k, n)-threshold VCSs which
improves on the randomness of all previously known VCSs and is very close to
lower bound (2). The idea of the construction consists of applying Theorem 3 to
Shamir’s (k, n)-threshold secret sharing scheme [14]. Shamir’s scheme shares
a secret s, uniformly chosen in GF(2r ), among a set of n < 2 r participants. To
share a secret s, the dealer uniformly and independently chooses k – 1 elements

in GF(2 r) and then constructs the polynomial p(x) = s +

easy to see that if at least k participants join together then they can interpolate
The share assigned to participant i is p( i). It is

the polynomial p(x) and calculate the secret s = f(0), whereas any set of
less than k participants has no information on the secret. The dealer uses
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(k – 1)r random bits to choose the coefficients a1 , a2 , … , a k–1. The collection
of distribution functions associated to a secret s ∈ GF(2r ) is C s =  {p(x) =

Given a Shamir’s secret sharing scheme to share a secret s ∈ GF( 2 r ) among
a set of n participants, with n < 2r , we can obtain a (k,n)-threshold BSS ∑
as follows. Below, we will assume w.l.o.g. that the binary secret be chosen in
{ 0, 1}. We assume that all secrets in GF(2r ) \ { 0, 1} be chosen with probability
0 and that the secrets 0 and 1 occur with probability each. To share a secret
s ∈  {0, 1}, the dealer uniformly chooses a polynomial p(x) in Cs  = {p(x) =

and
for  i = 1,. . . , n, distributes to participant i the share p( i). By applying the
randomness preserving transformation of Figure 1 to ∑ we obtain a VCS with
randomness (k – 1)r. We can increase the contrast of the resulting VCS by
replacing each matrix with h concatenated copies of that matrix. Since it must
be 2r > n, then r can be as small as log (n + 1). Hence, the following theorem
holds.

Theorem 7 For any n ≥ k ≥ 2 and h ≥ 1, there exists a ( k,n)-threshold
VCS with pixel expansion h · 2 , contrast h, and randomness

Table 1 summarizes some known upper bounds on the randomness of (k, n )-
threshold VCSs. Notice that the bound of Theorem 7 greatly improves on
all other bounds. Indeed, all other bounds, except that of Corollary 2 of [9]
which holds only for constant values of the threshold k, are exponential in k.
Moreover, the upper bound of Theorem 7 is very close to lower bound (2).

Table 1 Upper bounds on the randomness of (k, n)-threshold VCSs.
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3.1. MINIMUM RANDOMNESS (k, k)-THRESHOLD
VCSs

In this section we show how to obtain a minimum randomness (k, k)-threshold
VCS using the following well known construction for minimum randomness
(k, k)-threshold BSSs (see for example [16]). To share a secret s ∈ {0, 1}
the dealer randomly chooses k – 1 random bits b1 , . . . , b k –1 and computes
bk = s ⊕ b1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ b k – 1, where “⊕ ” denotes the “xor” operator. For
i = 1, . . . , k, the share for participant i is bi . It is easy to see that if k par-
ticipants join together then they can recover the secret s by calculating the
“xor” of their shares, whereas less than k participants have no information on
s. The randomness of this BSS is k – 1. Hence, by applying the randomness
preserving construction we obtain a VCS with pixel expansion 2k – 1 , contrast 1
and randomness  k – 1. By concatenating  h  copies of each matrix in the result-
ing VCS we obtain a minimum  randomness  (k, k)-threshold VCS with pixel
expansion  h · 2 k –1 and contrast h.

The following example shows a (3,3)-threshold VCS obtained by applying
the above construction.

Example 8 A minimum randomness (3,3)-threshold VCS with contrast h = 1.

It is interesting to notice that the minimum randomness (k, k)-threshold
VCS obtained in this section is also obtainable by using the construction for
minimum randomness (k, k)-threshold VCSs provided in [9]. We recall that in
[9] it has been shown that any (k, k)-threshold VCS with contrast h has pixel
expansion larger than or equal to h. 2k – 1  and that, for any value of the contrast
h, our construction is the only one providing a (k, k)-threshold VCS with both
minimum randomness and pixel expansion h · 2k –1 .

4 . CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have provided a technique to transform a BSS into a VCS
having the same randomness, thus proving that BSSs and VCSs are equivalent
with respect to the randomness. Another consequence of our result is that any
lower bound on the randomness of VCSs applies also to secret sharing schemes
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for any set of secrets. A nice property of the VCSs obtained by applying our
randomness preserving transformation is that they allow a perfect reconstruction
of black pixels.

Our randomness preserving transformation has also been used to obtain
a construction for (k, n)-threshold VCSs whose randomness is significantly
smaller than the randomness of all previously known (k, n)-threshold VCSs
and is very close to the known lower bound. An interesting open problem
would be to further reduce the gap between the lower bound and the upper
bound on the randomness of these VCSs.
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Key words:

Abstract:
electronic document existed at a certain point in time and that it has not been
modified since then. Different time-stamping schemes have already been
proposed. Most of them use the concept of trusted Time-Stamping Authority
(TSA). A TSA is in charge of time-stamping documents and delivering a time-
stamping certificate for each time-stamped document. The purpose of this
paper is to propose a new time-stamping scheme using a Local Time-stamping
System (LTS). The main idea can be summarised as follows: digests of the
documents to be time-stamped are sent to a Local Time-stamping System
(LTS). The LTS accumulates the digests into a round value using a round-

Time-Stamping is a cryptographic technique which allows us to prove that an

Verification protocol, Digital Notary Services
Time-stamping protocols, Time-Stamping Authority, One Way Accumulator,

based protocol. The round value is then time-stamped by a trusted and official
TSA. We show how this time-stamping scheme could be useful for an
organisation such as a digital library or a company.

1. INTRODUCTION

Like traditional paper documents, electronic documents need to be dated.
However, electronic documents are easy to alter and forge. A date appended
to a document can easily be replaced or modified by anybody having access
to the document via a word processor.

Time-Stamping is a cryptographic technique which allows us to certify
that an electronic document existed at a certain point in time and that it has
not been modified since then. The first time-stamping protocol was proposed
in [HS91]. A survey of the existing time-stamping protocols and of their
security can be found in [MQ97][Pal98][Qal99][BLLV98][BLS00]. Most of
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– Using a well known one-way¹ collision-free² hashing function h, Alice

–

–

–

In most countries digital time-stamps and digital signatures have not
received a legal value yet. Consequently, companies selling digital notary
services and pretending to have the authority to time-stamp documents, have
actually not been granted any official and legal authority. However, there is
no doubt that in the near future, digitally signing and digitally time-stamping
an electronic document will have the same legal force (and maybe more)
than dating and signing a traditional paper document. At the same time,
companies which will be officially and legally entitled to sell digital notary
services will be clearly identified and organised. Most probably, they will
integrate the internet Public Key Infrastructure (see [AT99] for an
introduction to PKI and see [Aal00] for integrating TSA’s to PKI). We,
therefore, predict that the need for digitally signing and time-stamping
electronic documents will then increase rapidly.

modified since then. For this, the verifier must use the verification
protocol associated with

the existing time-stamping schemes use the concept of trusted Time-
Stamping Authority (TSA). A TSA offers digital notary services that is, a
TSA is able to securely time-stamp an electronic document. For example, If
Alice wants to time-stamp a document d then she must proceed as follows:

first computes a fingerprint (also called a digest) of the original
document d.
Alice sends the digest to the TSA. Notice that for confidentiality reasons
document d is not sent to the TSA.
The TSA sends back Alice a time-stamping certificate Td which has been
constructed with a particular time-stamping protocol.
Alice can later present d and T

d
to a verifier who needs to know when d

was time-stamped, and who needs to make sure that d has not been

the time-stamping protocol which was used.

Now, let us consider an entity such as a company. The managers of the
company may decide to time-stamp most of the electronic documents which
are issued or received by the company. For this, they might ask each
employee producing or receiving a given electronic document to contact a
trusted and official TSA in order to have the document time-stamped.
However, this scheme has some disadvantages:
– It is difficult to know which documents are time-stamped and which

documents are not.
– It is expensive. The TSA will charge the company for each time-stamped

document.

¹ one-way means that no portion of the original document can be reconstructed from the
digest

² collision-free means that it is infeasible to find x and x’ satisfying h( x  ) = h( x’)
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In section 2 of this paper, we introduce the concept of LTS and we
describe our 2-level time-stamping protocol as well as the corresponding
verification protocol. In section 3, we present some possible solutions to
manage time-stamped documents. In section 4, we discuss some security
aspects. Section 5 concludes this paper.

– Documents cannot be time-stamped at a high rate.

– Documents sent to the TSA by the employees might be personal
documents which do not belong to the company.

The purpose of this paper is to propose a two-level time-stamping
scheme using a Local Time-stamping System (LTS) and a trusted TSA. The
main idea can be summarised as follows: if a particular employee has a
document to time-stamp then this employee sends a digest of the document
to the LTS. All the digests received by the LTS within a single round r are
combined in order to produce the round value of the round r. This round
value is then sent to a trusted TSA in order to be time-stamped.

2. LOCAL TIME-STAMPING SYSTEM

2.1 Principle

Our LTS uses a round-based protocol. A round has a certain duration
which must be chosen by the administrator of the time-stamping system. It
can be one second, one minute, one hour, one day. The smallest the round
duration is, the better is the accuracy of the time-stamps. Documents which
are time-stamped during the same round are all time-stamped with the same
date and time by the TSA.

Behind the concept of LTS (Local Time-stamping System) there is a
group of users. These users may be users working together in a particular
organisation, for instance a company. As we have seen in the previous
section, it is not realistic and efficient to ask an employee to contact a trusted
TSA each time this employee has to time-stamp a document, especially if the
company needs to have a high number of documents time-stamped everyday.
The solution for this company is to install an LTS. In this section we
describe the basic characteristics of such an LTS.

Let us assume that m documents d1, d2 , . . . dm  are to be time-stamped during
round r. Their corresponding digests y1 ,y 2 ... ym are submitted to the LTS.
These digests are combined in order to produce a single round value z which
is called the round value of the round r (see next section 2.2). Once z has
been calculated, it is sent to a distant trusted TSA. This TSA securely time-
stamps z and returns a time-stamping certificate for z, Cert TSA(z). This
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2.2 Protocol

participated in the construction of z.

Regarding this topic, let us mention that in [BHS92] it is shown that
time-stamping a digitally signed document extends the life-time of the
digital signature.

Some of the advantages of having a LTS are the followings:
– Documents can be produced at a high rate. There is no (theoretical)

limitation on the number of documents which can be time-stamped
within a particular round.

– The company is charged for a single certificate per round, without regard
to the number of documents to be time-stamped during one round.

– The company has the possibility to control the time-stamping operations
precisely. It can fix who has the right to time-stamp what. Auditing the
time-stamping operations becomes easy.
Notice that we did not mention whether the documents which are time-

stamped are digitally signed or not (see [RSA78] for a presentation of digital
signatures). This is because there is absolutely no difference between time-
stamping a signed document and time-stamping an unsigned document. If a
document which is signed has to be time-stamped then the digest which is
sent to the LTS is computed from the document with its signature appended
to it.

certificate consists of z , an announced date and time, and a secure time-
stamp. The LTS can verify (with the verification protocol associated with the
time-stamping protocol used by the TSA) that the announced date and time
match the date and time included in the time-stamp. The LTS then produces
a time-stamping certificate for each document d i (with 1 ≤ i ≤ m ). This time-
stamping certificate CertLTS (di ) consists of yi , z, CertT S A(z) and everything
needed to prove that y i

Later, if a verifier wants to check the time-stamp of a given time-stamped
document then he must be provided with the document and the
corresponding time-stamping certificate. The verifier must hash the
document and verify that the digest he obtains is equal to the digest included
in the certificate. If they are equal then it proves that the document has not
been modified since it was time-stamped. Then, the verifier checks whether
the digest participated in the construction of the round value which is
included in the certificate. Finally, the verifier checks the time-stamping
certificate for the round value.

Firstly we must say that the protocol used by the LTS is not a time-
stamping protocol. It is a protocol which aims at securely constructing a
single global time-stamping request from several local time-stamping
requests. The global request is then submitted to the trusted TSA. The
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A one-way accumulator is a one-way function owa which is quasi-
commutative. This means  that if one starts with an initial value x0 and a set of
values y1 , y2 ...  yn then the accumulated hash

protocol we have chosen for the LTS was first proposed in [BM94]. It uses a 
one-way accumulator.

z = owa(owa(...owa(owa(x0 ,y1 ),y 2)...yn - 1) ,y n )

would be unchanged if the order of the yi were permuted. Consequently,

if zi  = owa (owa (...owa (owa  (x0 , y1 ) , y2 )  ...y i-1 ,),yi + 1)...yn - 1) , yn ) then z =
owa ( zi , y i ).

Proving that yi participated in the construction of z means verifying that

One can refer to [BM94] in order to know more about accumulators.
Knowing this, we can now present the protocol of our LTS. The protocol

uses the modular exponentiation as a one-way accumulator:
Let y1 , y2 ...ym be the digests of the documents d1,d2 , . . . dm to be time-

stamped during round r.
yi  = h (di ) with h being a well known one-way collision-free hashing

function. See [MOS97] for a presentation of such functions.
Let x0  be an initial value. Let n= pq with p and q being two safe primes

(see [BM94] for the definition of a safe prime).
Let z be the round value of the round. z is computed as follows:

z = owa(z i ,yi).

The round value z is sent to the TSA for being time-stamped. The time-
stamping certificate CertT SA (z) is returned by the TSA.

For each digest yj  the partial round value zj is computed by the LTS.

mod n.

Finally, the time-stamping certificate Cert L S T (dj) for the document d j i s
produced by the LTS.
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In our paper, since we do not use accumulators for time-stamping, this
trapdoor problem is not of our concern. We only use an accumulator for
securely computing the round value which is time-stamped by the TSA.
Using a one-way accumulator has the advantage of providing us with a very
simple verification protocol.

Note also that in [BM94], one-way accumulators are presented as a
solution for time-stamping documents. Therefore, the TSA could also use a
one-way accumulator. However, it has been shown that there is no efficient
construction of accumulators without trapdoor (see [San99]).

Note that the time-stamp is produced by the TSA. Presenting the scheme
used by the TSA is irrelevant in this paper. However, we can mention that
the scheme used by the TSA may be the scheme defined in [BLLV98] and
later refined in [BLS00]. Indeed this scheme seems to be the most reliable of
all the existing time-stamping schemes.

2.3 Verification protocol

A verifier who needs to check the time-stamp of document dj  must be
provided with the pair (dj , CertL T S(dj)). The verifier must check whether

?
1. h(d j ) = yj (has the document been modified since it was time-

stamped ?)

2. z y j
j

mod n =
?

z (did the document participate to the construction of z ?)

3. Finally the verifier must check Cert
T S A

(z) with the verification
protocol corresponding to the time-stamping protocol used by the TSA.

3. MANAGING TIME-STAMPED DOCUMENTS

In the previous section, we did not mention anything about the
management of the time-stamping certificates and the time-stamped
documents. In this section we suggest two basic solutions for managing
time-stamped documents efficiently.
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3.1 Centralised management

Centralised management can be used by entities like digital libraries, e-
print or e-publishers. Here, documents to be time-stamped are also
documents to be published.

Instead of sending the digests, the users send the documents to the LTS.
The LTS computes the digests itself3 , and securely stores the time-stamping
certificates and the time-stamped documents. Notice that documents sent by
the users may be encrypted for confidentiality reasons using Secure Socket
Layer.

Figure 1 represents the design of a digital library. Users of the library can
submit their documents for time-stamping and publishing. The time-
stamping certificates are stored in a Time-stamps Directory whereas the
documents themselves are published in a Documents Directory. Anybody
downloading a published document may also ask for the corresponding time-
stamping certificate in order to verify the authenticity of the document.
Notice that, the LTS may return a copy of Cert LTS ( dj ) to the user who
submitted dj . This copy serves as an acknowledgement and has only an
informational purpose.

Figure 1. Centralised management of time-stamped documents

3  The LTS could directly use the document to compute the round value. However, since a
digital document is big, the computation would be too slow. Therefore, it is better to hash
each document before computing the round value.
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3.2 Distributed management

Distributed management can be used by entities like companies. Here
documents are time-stamped for internal management reasons. Users send
the digests of the documents to the LTS. The LTS, in return, provides them
with the time-stamping certificates. The documents and their corresponding
time-stamping certificates are locally managed by each user.

Figure 2 represents the design of a company where each user actually
acts on behalf of a particular department of the company. Time-stamped
documents and their corresponding certificates are locally retained and
managed at the departmental level.

Figure 2. Distributed management of time-stamped documents
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4. SECURITY

A Two-level Time-Stamping System

4.1 Security of the LTS

In the protocol used by the LTS, a round value is only used to securely
accumulate several document digests in order to,
– centralise the time-stamping requests,
– pay for only one certificate,
– enable time-stamping at a high rate.

Since the LTS does not time-stamp the documents, it cannot backdate a
document. Therefore, the only concern of the participants to the LTS should
be to verify that the LTS cannot discard their requests or delay the execution
of their requests. Notice that this potential problem, which is called a denial
of service, is not specific to our LTS. All existing time-stamping systems
cannot be trusted regarding this aspect.

In [Qal99], Quisquater et al. have designed a time-stamping system using
an accumulator. However, their aim was to build a trusted system for a TSA.
In order to make their system trusted, Quisquater et al. have proposed to link
and accumulate the successive round values into a “big round value” which
is regularly published into a widely witnessed media (like a daily
newspaper). The verification protocol of [Qal99] includes steps 1 and 2 of
our verification protocol but it also includes one more step: the verifier of a
time-stamp must be provided with the round values belonging to the
corresponding big round. By linking and accumulating these round values,
the verifier can then reconstruct the corresponding trusted big round value.
This technique ensures that, after a big round value has been published at a
certain date, forging a time-stamp indicating an earlier date is impossible.
With our LTS, we do not need to publish any round value. Indeed each
round value is time-stamped by a TSA that we assume completely trusted
and recognised as having a legal force.

The only real problem that we see might be the following: suppose the
LTS sends two round values z1 and z 2  successively to the TSA. Due to some
network congestion round value z 2  reaches the TSA before round value z1 .
This may be possible especially if the round duration is short. Both round
values are certified but z

2
 receives a time-stamp indicating a date earlier than

the date included in the time-stamp of z1! This problem is actually a problem
common to all time-stamping systems. It comes from the fact that the time
which is taken into account for processing a request is not the time when the
request is sent, but the time when the request is received.
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4.2 User authentication

Basically, we can make the distinction between the following two types
of users:
– Users who have the right to use the LTS.
– Users who have the right to consult the time-stamped documents and

verify the time-stamps.
Users who have the right to consult the time-stamped documents and

verify the time-stamps can be everybody or a very restricted number of
people. This depends on whether the documents are public or whether they
are private. In the case of a digital library (see section 3.1), we can assume
that everybody has the right (for example through an anonymous access) to
consult the documents and their corresponding time-stamps. Now, in the
case of a company, it is clear that access to some of the documents will be
restricted.

Users who have the right to use the LTS have to be registered by the
LTS. The LTS must authenticate each user sending a time-stamping request.

5 . CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a practical local time-stamping system which
can serve as an intermediary between a group of users and an official and
trusted TSA. We described the advantages of implementing a LTS in an
organisation like a digital library or a company. However, further work
remains to be done:
– We have to study how to implement a LTS. In particular we must define

a policy for managing efficiently both the documents and the time-stamps
directories.

– We need to define a security policy for managing the users
authorisations. We must also propose a solution for implementing this
policy (through an LDAP server for example).
Finally let us note that the Achilles’ heel of our LTS is the TSA. Indeed

commercial companies like Surety [Sur] selling digital notary services have
not been granted any official authority to deliver time-stamping certificates.
Companies forming the embryo of the internet PKI also lack such an official
authority (see [ES00] for a discussion on this topic) and since, most
probably, official TSA’s will integrate the internet PKI, we must wait for a
while before we can really have a TSA having a legal force at our disposal.
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Abstract: The Cliques protocols are extensions of the Diffie-Hellman key exchange
protocol to a group setting. In this paper, we are analysing the A-GDH.2 suite
that is intended to allow a group to share an authenticated key and to perform
dynamic changes in the group constitution (adding and deleting members, ... ).
We are proposing an original method to analyze these protocols and are
presenting a number of unpublished flaws with respect to each of the main
security properties claimed in protocol definitions (key authentication, perfect
forward secrecy, resistance to known-keys attacks). Most of these flaws arise
from the fact that using a group setting does not allow to reason about security
properties in the same way as when only two (or three) parties are concerned.

1. INTRODUCTION

Within the scope of the CLIQUES project, five suites of group key
distribution protocols have been developed. In this paper, we are studying
the A-GDH.2 protocol suite [AST00]. The main A-GDH.2 protocol (that
will be referenced as the A-GDH.2 protocol in the rest of this paper) allows a
group of users to agree on a contributively generated key. The other
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protocols of the suite permit the addition of new members in the group (A-
GDH.2-MA), the removal of a member, the fusion of two groups, etc.

The analysis of these protocols raises a number of several problems that
have not (or not much) been studied in the literature: taking into account
low-level arithmetic properties, variable number of participants in the
protocols, re-use of values in several protocols, . . . Furthermore, the intended
security properties are not simple transpositions of those studied in the
context of two parties protocols.

In this paper, we are proposing a simple model that we will use to reason
about the A-GDH.2 protocol suite. The analysis we will perform with this
model will lead us to the pinpointing of several attacks against these
protocols. These attacks are typically performed by the intruder using the
computations performed by honest users to obtain some secrets at the cost of
the exclusion of a member from the group (which is computing a corrupted
key or not receiving some messages). This exclusion, that would be very
problematic in the case of two-parties protocols, has many chances to remain
unnoticed by the other members of the group, particularly when the group
size increases. It can also be interpreted as a network problem or as a
temporary absence, which will not prevent the other members to use the key
they computed.

This paper is organized as follows. First we will briefly define the A-
GDH.2 protocols. Then we will explain the main particularities they present
with respect to the usually analysed protocols and propose a model that we
will use to perform our analysis. This analysis will constitute the last part of
the text.

2. THE A-GDH.2 PROTOCOL SUITE

All protocols proposed within the scope of the CLIQUES project are
based on the difficulty of a single problem: the Diffie-Hellman decision
(DDH) problem (i.e. given a large integer p and knowing αa mod p and α b

mod p, it is difficult to compute αab mod p). All arithmetic throughout this
paper will be performed in a cyclic group G of prime order q which is a
subgroup of Z p for a prime p such that p = kq + 1 for small k ∈ N (e.g. k =
2). We assume that p, q and α are public and known by all users, and that
every user Mi shares (or is able to share) with each Mj a distinct secret Ki j.
For example, we can set K i j = F(α mod p) where xi is a secret long-term
exponent selected by every Mi and α 

xi (mod p) is the corresponding long-
term public key. We will now describe the two protocols studied in this
paper: the Key Generation and the Member Adding protocols (the other
protocols of the suite are not described in detail in the literature).
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2.1 The A-GDH.2 Protocol

Let M = {M1, ..., M n} be a set of users wishing to share a key Sn. The A-
GDH.2 protocol executes in n rounds. In the first stage (n – 1 rounds),
contributions are collected from individual group members and then, in the
second stage (n-th round), the group keying material is broadcast. The actual
protocol is as follows:

Initialization:
Let p be a prime integer and q a prime divisor of p -1. Let G be the unique
cyclic subgroup of Z p of order q, and let α be a generator of G.
Round i (0 < i < n) :
1. Mi selects r i ∈ Z *

q

2.

Round n:
1. Mn selects r n ∈ Z *

q

2.

Upon receipt of the above, every Mi computes the group key as:

The main security properties that this protocol is intended to provide are
the following:
–

–

–

Implicit Key Authentication: each Mi ∈ M is assured that no party Ma ∉
M can learn the key Sn(Mi) (i.e. Mi’s view of the key) unless helped by a
dishonest Mj ∈ M.
Perfect Forward Secrecy: the compromise of long-term key(s) cannot
result in the one of past session keys.
Resistance to Known-Keys Attacks: the compromise of a session key
cannot result in a passive adversary to compromise keys of other
sessions, nor in an active adversary to impersonate one of protocol’s
parties.
All these properties have to be fulfilled in the presence of an active

adversary who can insert, delay or delete messages.

2.2 The A-GDH.2-MA Protocol

Let M = {M1, . . . , Mn} be a set of users sharing a key Sn and assume that
M n + 1 is wishing to join the group. The A-GDH.2-MA protocol executes in 2
rounds: in the first one, Mn sends to M n + 1 a message computed from the one
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he broadcast in the last round of the A-DGH.2 protocol and from the old key
while in the second round, M n + 1 broadcast the new keying material to the
group. The actual protocol is as follows:

Upon receipt of the above, every Mi (Mn + 1 included) computes the new key as:

The security properties described for the A-GDH.2 protocol are intended
to be preserved after the executian of the A-GDH2.MA protocol.

3. A MODEL FOR THE ANALYSIS OF THE CLIQUE
PROTOCOLS

A number of methods were developed during the last few years for the
analysis of security protocols. Many of them are based on state-space
exploration: they usually proceed by defining an arbitrarily bounded system
and explore it hoping that if there is an error in the protocol, it can be
described by a behavior included in the considered state-space ([MCJ97],
[Low98], [DFG99], ...). However, several tools allow to obtain proofs for
unbounded systems at the cost of the interactive proof of several lemmas
[Mea96] or of the risk of receiving no answer for some protocols [Son99].
Other approaches are based on the use of logics ([SvO94], [Pau98], ... ).
They allow to obtain proofs for arbitrary size systems, but they often require
error-prone formalization steps and does not provide the same support in
pinpointing problems as the direct generation of counterexamples. Recently,
“manual” approaches were presented, allowing to obtain fine-grained proofs
for systems of any dimension, and even to analyze the interactions between
protocols that can be executed concurrently (see [THG99a] for example).

In order to make such proofs feasible, several simplifying assumptions
are typically stated: a very limited set of cryptographic primitives is

Round 1:
1. Mn selects ∈ Z*

q

2.

Round 2:
1. *M ∈ Zn + 1 selects r n + 1 q

2.
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considered (typically public-key and symmetric-key encryption), and these
primitives are usually idealized in such a way that they act as black-boxes
(ignoring law- level properties such as the multiplicative structure of RSA or
the characteristics of the chaining method used in symmetric-key encryption
for example).

The use of state-space exploration techniques in the study of group-
protocols seems very difficult due to their very essence : the number of
participants in an honest session of the protocol is basically unbounded, what
will intuitively result in dramatic state-space explosion problems. As we
know, the only successful analysis of group protocols have been performed
by theorem-proving approaches ([Pau97], [BS97]) which allow inductive
reasoning. However we recently learned that C. Meadows was performing
(independently of us) the analysis of the A-GDH.2 protocol, adapting her
NRL Protocol analyser by extending the power and scope of its theorem-
proving capabilities [Mea00].

Beyond the problem of the unbounded number of participants in the
protocols, the modelling of the A-GDH.2 protocols suite requires the
capturing of several low-level arithmetic properties: exponentiation,
commutativity, associativity, that are out of the scope of most of the works
encountered in the literature. Furthermore, the A-GDH.2 key generation
protocol is not intended to be used alone: there are several other protocols in
the suite (member addition, …) that use values computed during the key
generation protocol and can interfere with its security properties.

All these characteristics led us to try to adapt ideas presented in the
context of the strand space approach ([THG99b], …) in order to be able to
reason about protocols based on the Diffie-Hellman Decision problem. In the
following paragraphs, we will first introduce the modeling of the messages
that we are using, then we will describe the intruder capabilities and, finally,
we will show how the intended security properties can be verified and apply
our method for the analysis of the A-GDH.2 protocols.

3.1 Messages and Intruder’s Knowledge

The messages sent in the protocols proposed within the scope of the
CLIQUES project are constituted by the concatenation of elements of a
group G of prime order q that is a subgroup of Z p (p and q being large
prime integers). A particular element, that we will denote α , is a generator
of G and is shared by all users of the network (as well as the knowledge of
the characteristics of the group G ). All exchanged elements of G are
expressed as powers of α (mod  p ). It can then be checked that the
participants have to manipulate three types of elements:
– Random Numbers (ri )
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– Long-term Keys (Kij)
– Elements of G expressed as α raised at the power of a product of random

numbers and long-term keys. We will denote the set of all these product

as P (i.e. The only sent elements are the

ones of this type.
The behaviour of the honest participants is quite simple: they receive

elements of G, exponentiate them with random numbers and/or long-term
key (possibly inverted), and send them to other participants. The group-key
is obtained in the same manner, except that the result of the computations is
not sent but kept confidential.

It can be noticed that when a participant receives an element of G, he has
to accept it without being able to check anything concerning its constitution
or origin. Furthermore, in the key-generation protocol described above, the
completion of a protocol’s session does not implies for any Mi the presence
on the network of an other expected group member: the expected implicit
key-authentication property says that the key computed by Mi at the
reception of the broadcast of the n-th round of the protocol (key that we will
write Sn(M i)) can be known only by the participants to whom this message
was broadcast by Mn (if Mn actually sent this message).

The goal of an intruder is hence to possess a pair of elements of G related
between them in such a way that the second is equal to the result of the key-
computation operations of a honest Mi applied to the first element of the pair,
and there are n secret pairs corresponding to an execution of the protocol
between n parties.

As we said above, the key-computation operation is always a sequence of
exponentiations of a received element of G by some previously generated
random numbers or keys. In a scriptural view, these operations amount to
multiply an element of P by another (secret) element of P and to keep the
result confidential. We can then define a set R as the set of the ratios
between elements of P, and the goal of the intruder will be to obtain some
secret value of R.

More precisely, our model will deal with two sets of elements:
– The set E containing the random numbers ri and the long-term keys Kij
– The set R of the ratios between elements of P. This set is defined as

follows: given the set E and an injective function ƒ from E to R, (R,.) is
the commutative group of which the elements of Im(ƒ) the image of E in
R trough the ƒ-function) are the generators. In order to simplify the
notations, we will use the same letter to denote e ∈ E and ƒ(e) ∈ R.
Example : The pair will be represented by the element

The use of such a construction implies several hypothesis concerning the
elements of G. We have actually to assume that any element of G can only
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be computed in one way (excepted the permutations in the order of the
exponentiation of α and the possibility of exponentiation by an element of E
and by its invert successively). In particular, we assume that αx + y ≠ αz (with
x, y, z ∈ P ) and, more generally, that a secret cannot be computed by
combining elements of G (but only elements of E with elements of G). These
hypotheses seem quite plausible given that we work within a large group and
that the DDH problem is hard.

It can also be noticed that the use of the R-set implies another restriction
due to its very structure: it does not allow to capture the relation between
more than two elements of G. Once again, it does not seem to be a problem
if we notice that the relevant security properties always come down to the
impossibility of finding two elements of G presenting between them a
particular relation, so that the consideration of more complex relations
cannot be of any help to prove the correctness of the protocol. It could be
useful to use such extensions to discover more dangerous attacks that violate
more than one security property, but we are more interested in proving
correctness than in finding “optimal” attack sketches.

We are currently working on the development of a more rigorous
framework to express these hypothesis and determine the measure in which
they are idealization of the real capabilities of the intruder. We will now be
looking at the ways that the intruder can use to manipulate our two sets of
elements.

3.2 Intruder Capabilities

In [STW96], M. Steiner & al. showed that the problem of computing
from the view of the set of all where is a

proper subset of {x1 , x 2 ,  . . . , xn} was equivalent to the DDH problem. This
can be used to convince us that the combination of several elements of G
sent during a session of the protocol cannot be of any use in order to
compute a secret element (but we are not providing any proof of it at this
time).

The only computation that can be useful for the intruder will then be the
exponentiation of an element of G by a known element of E. If we note E1
and R 1 the subsets of elements of E and R (respectively) that are known by
the intruder, we can then transpose this remark as follows:

(1) If e ∈ E 1 and r ∈ R 1 then r.e ∈ R1 and r.e -1 ∈ R 1

There is another way for the intruder to obtain new elements of R : the
use of the computations executed by the honest users. As we said above, the
behavior of these users is quite simple: they receive elements of G and
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exponentiate them with some values of E. We will call such operations
services. More precisely, a service is a function s: G → G, α x → α p.x (x, p ∈
P), and we call S the set of the available services. Let us see how a service
can be described in term of growth of RI . If r ∈ R I , then the intruder
possesses two elements of G that can be written αx and α rx . If the intruder
sends α x  to an honest user performing the service s: s( α x )= α px , then he will
learn the element p-1.r ∈ R

rx
I . Conversely, if the intruder sends α to the user

that performs the same service, he will learn the element p.r ∈ RI . We can
then write our second rule for the increasing of the RI –set:

Nevertheless, we have to be careful in the use of this rule and impose
some restrictions in its application due to the fact that the honest users
provide several services in parallel and only once. This will be examined
more in the detail in the next section where we will propose a method to
determine if a ratio is secret or can be obtained by the intruder.

3.3 Proving Secrecy Properties

In the context of the Cliques protocols, the most general message
transformation provided by a user during a single round can be written as
follows:

This view can be used to express the rules limiting the composition of
services in the derivation of the set RI :
– The rule (2) can be used at most once for  each service. Furthermore, it

can only be used on an element of RI  that has been obtained previously.
– If two services and are performed

during the same round and take distinct inputs (i.e. are applied to distinct
α x i ), then they can be used on a single element r ∈ R I to produce the
following elements:  (but not

 nor )
– If two services and are performed

during the same round and take the same inputs (i.e. are applied to the
same αx i), then they can be used to produce the following elements:
p 1

-1 .p2  or p1.p2
-1 . It can be noticed that these elements are independent

from any previously known element of RI .
From these considerations, we can suggest a general scheme to obtain the

proof of the secrecy of a particular r ∈ R.
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1. Expression of the available services (S-set), of the atomic elements and
ratios initially known by the intruder (E1 and RI), and of the secret ratios
(let R S be this set).

2. Suppression of all elements corresponding to those of EI from the
expression of S, R 1 , and RS . This operation simplifies the problem and
does not change its solutions since:
– If e ∈ EI , every operation that uses the service s:

can be performed by using a service s ’: and by suitably
applying the (1)-rule.

– If e ∈ EI , and r.e a ∈ R I then r ∈ RI (anew by applying rule (1))
– If e ∈ E I and r.e a ∈  R S then the knowledge of r implies the one of r.ea

(for the same reason)
Example: if then the service s: is as useful as the

service s ’:
3. Writing of the linear system expressing the “balance” of the variables in

the construction of the secret from the services. This system contains one
variable per service and element of RI , one equation per element in E, and
the second term of each equation is the power of the corresponding
element in the studied secret. This system expresses that the only way to
compute the secret is to successively apply some services on a known
ratio. If this system is inconsistent, then the intended confidentiality
property is verified (in our model). If this is not the case, we have to
check the restrictions on the use of services described above. If it is
possible to find a solution of the system that meets all these constraints,
then an attack on the protocol can be derived.
We will now see how this scheme can be applied for the analysis of the

A-GDH.2 protocols suite.

4. ANALYSIS OF THE A-GDH.2 PROTOCOLS
SUITE

In the first paragraphs, we will concentrate our study on the properties of
the A-GDH.2 key generation protocol. Then, we will extend it by
considering the concurrent use of the A-GDH.2-MA protocol.

4.1. Analysis of the A-GDH.2 Key Generation Protocol

As described above, the first step in our analysis will be the description of the
protocol.

In the first round, the user M1 provides  r1 ∈ R I . From the second round to
the (n-1)-th round, the user Mi provides the service several
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times in parallel. For the simplicity, we will refer to the service
by the power it raises its input : ri (∈ S). During the n-th round,

M n provides the n -1 services: The secrets are the
following: for M i (1≤ i<n) and r n for M n .

Having so described the protocol, we will start our analysis by studying
the implicit key authentication property, then we will turn to the perfect
forward secrecy property, and finally to the resistance to known keys attacks
property.

4.1.1 Implicit Key Authentication

In the study of this property, we can assume that the EI -set is empty. If
we follow the analysis scheme proposed above, we have now to express the
linear system describing the “balance” of the variables of E. We will first
look at the secrecy of If we use the “s”-letter to denote the coefficient
of the variable indicating how many times the service s has to be used to
construct the secret, it can be written as follows:

It can be observed that the summing of the n-1 last equations provides an
inconsistency with the n-th equation. Hence, we can say that cannot be
obtained by using the two enrichment rules we defined and that Sn (M1 ) is
kept secret in our model as claimed in protocol’s definition. If we write this
system in the case of multiple sessions of the protocol (for which I is
excluded), it can be easily checked that this inconsistency is preserved. The
transposition of this result for the -secrets is straightforward and if we
transform the second members of these equations in order to prove the
secrecy of rn , we can easily obtain an inconsistency between the same
equations. We can then say that the Implicit Key Authentication property is
correct with respect to our model.

4.1.2 Perfect Forward Secrecy

In the study of this property, we will assume that EI contains all long
term keys Ki n. If we apply the transformation suggested as second step of our
proof-scheme, we can rewrite the set of services

and RS as For each secret ri , the resulting linear system
has a trivial solution: r i = 1. This solutions meets all restrictions described
above, and we can then assume that the perfect forward secrecy is somehow
suspicious.
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intruder will therefore replace the element of G intended to M
) will be computed

. The perfect forward secrecy property says that the compromising

(by exponentiating

. Hence M1 will be computing a wrong key: 
while all other members of the group will compute
Then, if K 1n is compromised, the intruder will be able to compute the key
S n (M n )  that is shared by all group-members except one (that he can isolate
from the rest of the network or that can have never been alive). This attack is
represented for a group of four members in Fig. 1. It seems to us that this is a
much more awkward scenario. The fact that this attack provides the key
computed by group-members others than Mn corresponds to the fact that it
exploits solutions of the type that are less trivial

i .

A scenario corresponding to an attack against M1 is as follows. The secret
is r1K1 n

–1 and the value of interest is r1 provided by M1 in the first round. The
1 in the

broadcast of the n-th round by a in such a way that Sn (M1

as
of long term keys cannot result in the one of session keys. But if K 1n is
compromised, the intruder will be able to compute

provided during the first round). Hopefully, this problem does not seem
very dangerous in the practice since S n (M 1) will be different of the keys
computed by the other members of the group. The scenario will be similar
for all the other M i (i<n), and it can be noticed that all these attacks can be
performed in parallel, which can be useful in some contexts. However, the
attack against Mn will be somewhat different. His secret is rn , and the useful
services are (each can be used). These services are
respectively applied to the n-1 first elements of the (n-1)-th round, and the
secret is computed from the last element of the same run. The intruder will
then proceed by substituting one of the n-1 first elements of this round with
the last element of the message. If we suppose that he substitutes the first
element, Mn will compute and broadcast

solutions of the system corresponding to the secret of M

Figure 1. Attack against the Perfect Forward Secrecy Property

4.1.3 Resistance to known-keys attacks

This property expresses that the compromising of session keys does not
allow a passive adversary to compromise keys of other sessions nor an active
adversary to impersonate one of the protocol parties. The part of this
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property concerning the passive adversary is studied in [AST00] and we will
focus on the second part.

However the authors claim that the resistance to an active adversary is
more dubious and suggest an attack that does not seem very useful in the
practice. The application of our method to the verification of this property is
as follows. We will assume two sessions of the protocol with the same
participants, and the random numbers generated by M during the first andi

second sessions of the protocol will be ri and r i’ respectively. Hence, we can
write that:

If we write the linear system corresponding to (1 ≤ i < n), we can
check that

and all other services unused is a solution. If i = 1, it is however
impossible to find an attack scheme since all these values are in R a n d1

cannot be successfully assembled. Nevertheless, for all others values of i, the
following attack is possible:
1. Let α

2. The intruder replaces then the term

3. In the second run of the protocol, the intruder replaces one of the inputs

4. In the broadcast of the second run of the protocol, the intruder finally

x  be one of the terms of the input of the i- th round of the first run of
the protocol. Mi  will therefore send 

with αx
. Hence S n (Mi)

will be equal to Since we study known-keys attacks, we will
assume that this value is compromised.

of the i-th round with  Mi will therefore send

replaces the term intended to Mi  with (obtained in the first step of
our scenario). Hence S'n (Mi) will be computed as that has been
obtained during the third step of our scenario.
At the end of this scenario, the intruder will possess a key that Mi

believes to be secret. However this key is unknown to the rest of the group
and the compromised key used is a malformed key which reduces the scope
of these attacks. However, if all malformed keys are available, the intruder
can perform this attack simultaneously against almost all members of the
group!
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We can now turn to the secrecy of r . If we look at the linear system
corresponding to this secret, we can find two types of solutions. The first is:

n

From these solutions, we can obtain the scenarios corresponding to the
attack proposed in [AST00]. The scope of these attacks is the same as the
one we just described.

However, another type of solution can be found:

For 1 ≤ i < n, it is possible to apply the following scenario:
1. In the inputs of the last round of the first session of the protocol, the 

intruder replaces with Hence, all elements of the
broadcast will be preserved except the one intended to M

i
 that will be

equal to Sn (Mn ) will hence be equal to  and shared by all
members of the group except Mi . In a context of known-key attacks, we
will assume that this key is compromised.

2 . In the inputs of the last round of the protocol second session, the intruder
will substitute with a n d with  Hence
Mn  will broadcast and compute Sn(Mn) =
This scenario is more dangerous since we assume the compromising of a

key that has been shared (and normally used) by all members of the group
except one. However, it allows to attack only M . Fig 2. represents thisn

scenario for i=1 and a group of four members.
Consequently, the resistance to known-key attacks seems problematic in

this protocol.

Figure 2. Attack against the Resistance to Known-Keys Property
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4.2 Consideration of the Use of the A-GDH.2-MA
Protocol

The key generation protocol (A-GDH.2) is not intended to be used alone:
it is often useful to enable the addition or deletion of group members after
the initial group creation and, in order to provide each of these services, we
will use new protocols. As we said above, the aim of the A-GDH.2-MA
protocol is the addition of a new member in the group. In this paragraph, we
will extend our analysis of the A-GDH.2 protocol by taking into account the
presence of the Member Adding protocol.

As a first step, we will study the Implicit Key Authentication property
and consider two sessions of the protocols: in the first session, the A-GDH.2
protocol is executed by M , . . . , M ; while in the second session a member isl n
added to this group. Following the same approach as above, we will first
write the sets E , R , R  and S that will be the union of those corresponding to

I I s
each of the two protocols sessions:

(A-GDH.2 Protocol)
(First round of A-GDH.2-MA)
(Last round of A-GDH.2-MA)

(A-GDH.2 Protocol)
(A-GDH.2-MA Protocol)

E  being empty, we can immediately study the linear systemI

corresponding to the secrets. This system is a little larger than the previous
but remains quite regular. If we solve it, we find that a number of secrets can
be compromised:  ( 1 ≤ i < n) can be obtained by combining the services
(or ratios in the case of and (1 ≤ i < n). The other secrets
can not be compromised in this scheme. The corresponding scenario is as
follows:
1 . M l , … , M  execute the key-generation protocol, but I intercepts then

broadcast of the n-th round.
2. I obtains that M  starts the A-GDH.2-MA protocol with some other usern

of the network, and eavesdrop the first message.
3. I sends the parts corresponding to the users Ml ,  ... , M n - 1  faking the

broadcast of the A-GDH.2 protocol.
When done, Ml ,  ... , Mn - l will share with the intruder the key  that

has been sent by M  as the last part of the first message of the A-GDH.2-MAn
protocol. The scheme corresponding to this attack in the case of the adding a
fourth member to the group is described in Fig. 3. Hence the Implicit Key
Authentication property seems to become problematic when we consider the
possibility of the use of the A-GDH.2-MA protocol in parallel with the A-
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GDH.2 protocol. This security property being compromised, it does not
seem useful to continue our analysis for the other properties.

Figure 3. Attack against the Implicit Key Authentication Property

5. CONCLUSION

Throughout this paper, we presented the first steps of the development of
a model for the analysis of the Cliques protocols. The reasoning in our
model led us to pinpoint a number of unpublished flaws in the A-GDH.2
protocols suite, emphasizing the necessity to be able to reason systematically
on security protocols, especially in contexts where active adversaries are to
be considered. The scope of these flaws is summarized in the following
Table.

Table 1. Summary of the Flaws
Protocols Considered Property Analysed Number of Members Flawed

A-GDH.2
A-GDH.2
A-GDH.2

A-GDH.2 and
A-GDH.2-MA

Implicit Key Authentication 0
Perfect Forward Secrecy n-1

Resistance to Known-Keys 1 (but parallel attacks possible)
Implicit Key Authentication n-1

We are currently working on defining more precisely the attacks
detectable (and those undetectable) with our model, on the incorporation of
our “machinery” in more general models, and on the construction of fixes on
the A-GDH.2 protocols that are secure from our model point of view.
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Abstract The emergence of the Internet has broken down geographic and organizational
boundaries, providing a virtual common workplace regardless  of the hetero-
geneity of participating organizations. Enterprise projects that used to be done
autonomously now span multiple organizations. While an inter-organizational
workflow, as one of several technologies supporting inter-organizational collab-
oration, provides an easy-to-use collaborative work environment for users, it also
increases the complexity of security maintenance and brings about security prob-
lems that were not considered before.  Unconventional collaborations among
businesses and organizations are formed to advance common goals. In this pa-
per, we address the security services to support inter-organizational collaborative
enterprises, which may span multiple organizations, and describe how we de-
velop a secure workflow system to satisfy the requirements by integrating with
existing, wellknown technologies. Although we apply our ideas to particular
technologies, such as workflows and RBAC, in this paper, we believe it is always
possible to apply our  approaches to other systems,  which support many users
from different organizations.

Keywords: Dynamic Collaboration, Information Security, Role-based Access Control (RBAC),
Workflow

1. INTRODUCTION
In the days before the ubiquitous Internet and its use across all industries,

collaborative  projects  were  planned  in  accordance  with  geographic and organi-
zational borders. The emergence of the Internet has broken down these bound-
aries, providing a virtual common workplace. Organizations can communicate
with suppliers and partners, and with customers more efficiently and effectively.
Enterprises that were autonomous now span multiple organizations, which may
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join or leave an enterprise project dynamically while the project is still under-
way.

Figure 1  An Example of Inter-Organizational Workflows

One technology that can satisfy this service is inter-organizational workflow.
We consider an inter-organizational workflow as a virtual enterprise in this
paper. Figure 1 shows an example of inter-organizational workflows, which
span multiple organizations to conduct their missions. In this example, one
workflow spans two organizations while the other workflow spans three organi-
zations. Once a workflow is designed, each task is conducted in a specific host
(machine) in a specific organization. The hosts are connected via the Internet
and may support multiple tasks for multiple enterprises (particularly, workflows
in this paper). Individual users conduct their human tasks by connecting to a
specific machine in a specific domain, while non-human tasks are executed
automatically on demand under the workflow policy.

While an inter-organizational workflow supports an easy-to-use collaborative
work environment for users, it also increases the complexity of security main-
tenance and causes new security problems that did not appear in autonomous
enterprises. For example, how can we control efficiently and securely who
is doing what and when? Unconventional collaborations among businesses
and organizations are formed to advance common goals. These collaborations
may quickly dissolve as individual objectives change (we call these dynamic
collaborations in this paper). Threats now lie in these essential connections
among participating organizations, which may be involved in multiple enter-
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prises across other organizations. Therefore, there is the need for new types
of security services for the common workplace, which provides a collaborative
work environment.

For a secure workflow, especially, if dynamic collaboration is necessary, we
need the following security services.

� Providing secure communication between components and users

� Separating security infrastructures between organizations and enterprises
(workflows)

� Providing different privileges to different users

� Validating enterprise (workflow) design

In this paper, we describe why we need to satisfy the above requirements for
a dynamic workflow system, and how we have implemented each in our system
by integrating with existing security technologies. Although we describe our
approaches within a workflow management system that we have developed, we
believe that the technologies we introduce in this paper can be easily applied to
other systems, which support many users, requiring security services between
components and users.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly
introduce the existing technologies that we use for our implementation, includ-
ing OrbWork, RBAC (Role-based Access Control), and SSL (Secure Socket
Layer). Section 3 describes the system architecture of our secure workflow
management system. In Section 4, we describe how we provide security ser-
vices to our workflow system for dynamic collaboration. Finally, Section 5
summarizes our implementation and concludes this paper.

2. RELATED WORK

2 1. . ORBWORK

Researchers at the University of Georgia developed a workflow enactment
service, OrbWork [10] in 1998. OrbWork is a single-level distributed workflow
engine that exploits CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture),
JAVA, and Web technologies. It does not have a central scheduler; rather it is
distributed with a scheduler per task. Each scheduler only knows its predeces-
sors and successors.
Basically, OrbWork consists of the following CORBA servers: task servers,
worklist servers, and data servers. Figure 2 shows how the OrbWork compo-
nents interact with each other. Each task server may contain more than one
task. Each task has three parts: task scheduler, task manager and the under-
lying component. The worklist server maintains the lists of pending work for
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Figure  2 Communications Among the OrbWork Components

human tasks. Data servers act as repositories for data that need to be accessed
by tasks. Since they are CORBA servers, they communicate with each other
through CORBA’s IIOP (Internet Inter-ORB Protocol).

The task and worklist servers are not only CORBA servers but also HTTP
(HyperText Transfer Protocol) servers. When a human operator has to interact
with the worklist server (e.g., human task), he can do so through HTTP. Also
when a human workflow manager needs to intervene in task servers for some
reason, he can do so through HTTP. Currently, the original OrbWork does not
provide security services among its components and between its components
and users.

2.2. ROLE-BASED ACCESS CONTROL

A large workflow system is usually designed to support many users. Some
users need to be temporarily involved in the workflow. A user may need to
have different access privileges based on his context, while other users may
need to have the same privilege. If we use the conventional identity-based
access control mechanism, it is very hard to determine and control which per-
missions should be authorized for what users, especially, in a large system. The
direct mapping between users and permissions is transitory and brings very
inefficient management. Therefore, we have decided to use Role-based Access
Control (RBAC [18]) for our secure workflow management system for dynamic
collaboration.
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Figure 3 A Simplified RBAC Model

In RBAC, a role is a semantic construct forming the basis of an access control
policy. System administrators can create roles, grant permissions to those roles,

RBAC has rapidly emerged in the 1990s as a technology for managing and
enforcing security in large-scale enterprise-wide systems. The basic notion of
RBAC is that permissions are associated with roles, and users are assigned to
appropriate roles thereby acquiring the roles’ permissions. Figure 3 shows a
simplified RBAC model. RBAC ensures that only authorized users are given
access to certain data or resources.

and then assign users to the roles on the basis of their specific job responsibilities
and policy.

RBAC separates the mapping between users and permissions through User-
Role Assignment (URA) and Permission-Role Assignment (PRA). Usually,
PRA is more stable (of course it can be changed if it is necessary) than URA,
because job responsibilities in an organization do not change frequently while
users’ job functions change quite often. The system makes access control
decisions based on the users roles instead of their identities. This provides an
efficient access control mechanism to the system and resolves the scalability
problem.

To implement the RBAC model on the Web, Park and Sandhu have identified
two different approaches for obtaining a user’s roles, especially, with respect to
user-pull and server-pull architectures [13]. Basically, there are three compo-
nents in both architectures: client, Web server, and role server. Clients connect
to Web servers via HTTP using browsers. The role server is maintained by an
administrator and assigns users to the roles in the domain. In the user-pull archi-
tecture, a user pulls his roles from the role server and then presents them to the
Web servers. In the server-pull architecture, each Web server pulls the user’s
roles from the role server as needed and uses them for RBAC. Comprehen-
sive descriptions and tradeoffs between the two different RBAC architectures
are discussed in [16]. In this paper, we apply those approaches to build our
secure workflow system, providing RBAC services in individual task servers
(described in Section 2.1). Detailed technologies (such as authentication, role
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transfer and protection, and verification) to support these architectures depend
on the applications and environments.

2.3. SECURE SOCKET LAYER (SSL) PROTOCOL

The SSL protocol [21] was introduced with the Netscape Navigator browser
in 1994, and rapidly became the predominant security protocol on the Web.
Since the protocol operates at the transport layer, any program that uses TCP
(Transmission Control Protocol) is ready to use SSL connections. The SSL
protocol provides a secure means for establishing encrypted communication
between Web servers and browsers. SSL also supports the authentication ser-
vice between servers and clients.

SSL uses X.509 [4] certificates. Server certificates provide a way for clients
to authenticate the identity of a server. The client uses the server’s public key
to negotiate a secure TCP connection with the server. Optionally, the server
can authenticate clients by verifying the contents of the clients’ certificates.

Even though SSL provides secure communications between servers and
clients, it cannot protect against end-system threats [14]. For instance, if a
user receives sensitive information from the server over a secure channel, it
does not mean that the information is saved securely in the user’s machine. In
other words, once the user receives the information from the server over the
secure channel, he is able to change the information or give it to other people,
because SSL does not support security services in the user’s end system. How-
ever, as we will see later in this paper, SSL can be used as part of our solution
to protect information in our implementation.

3 . SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE OF SECURE
WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

In this section, we describe the system architecture of our secure workflow
management system for dynamic collaboration based on our implementation.
There are five major components in the system: design tool, policy server,
runtime engine, monitor, and users. Figure 4 shows the components and their
relationships in the system. Detailed descriptions about the implementation of
this architecture are available in [7, 8].

The design tool allows workflow designers to design independent workflows
and express their global and local policies and constraints. Global policies and
constraints (e.g., User-Role Assignment (URA)) are transferred to the policy
server and applied to the whole system. “Global" can be translated from a whole
workflow (enterprise) to the whole system, which supports multiple workflows
(enterprises). Local policies and constraints (e.g., Permission-Role Assignment
(PRA)) are transferred and applied to only relevant tasks in the runtime engine
autonomously. Technically, it is always possible to enforce URA locally or
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Figure 4 System Architecture of Secure Workflow Management System

PRA globally. Furthermore, different workflows (enterprises) may have differ-
ent URAs and PRAs. However, we believe that our policy enforcement (global
URA and local PRA) is efficient for maintaining organizational consistency and
providing autonomy of tasks in the runtime engine. The design tool also vali-
dates if a workflow design is consistent and sound. After the designer finishes
workflow design, the design tool generates runtime codes and specifications for
the workflow that will be used in the runtime engine.

The policy server provides global policies and constraints to the other com-
ponents in the system. For instance, it enforces URA or resource management
for the whole system. A typical component in the policy server is a role server.
The role server provides role hierarchy and URA information to support RBAC
in the system. In the server-pull RBAC architecture (see Section 2.2), individual
task servers connect to the role server and pull the user’s roles on demand. In
the user-pull RBAC architecture (see Section 2.2), the user connects to this role
server and pulls his roles after proper authentication procedures (denoted by a
dotted line in Figure 4). Later, he uses those roles in the task servers in the run-
time engine to execute human tasks. Technically, a single user-credential can
be issued by the policy server and used for both authentication and authoriza-
tion in the runtime engine. For instance, the policy server can issue an X.509
certificate for the user including the user’s roles and public-key information.
Once the user pulls this certificate, he can use it to prove his identity and roles in
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the task servers. However, we do not claim that this kind of bundled certificate
is always good. Especially, if the lifetimes of a user’s role and public-key infor-
mation are different, or if different authorities must issue the role and identity
information, bundled certificate may not be a good solution. Instead, we can
use two different certificates to satisfy the above requirements. In this case, we
must support the binding of attributes (e.g., roles) and identification for each
user [15]. For instance, if Alice presents Bob’s roles with her authentication
information to the Web server, she must be rejected. It is important to note that
the policy server does not have local policies and constraints, which are defined
by the design tool and enforced by the individual tasks in the runtime engine.

The runtime engine consists of OrbWork (described in Section 2.1) compo-
nents (task servers, worklist servers, and data servers), PRA, and the information
generated by the design tool, such as runtime codes, specifications, local poli-
cies, and local constrains. It conducts the workflow tasks, including human
tasks and non-human tasks, using the OrbWork components in conjunction
with the runtime codes and specifications generated by the design tool. During
installation and execution, the runtime engine refers to the PRA, local policies
and constraints that it has, and the URA, global policies and constraints that the
policy server provides. The runtime engine also refers to the monitor to get the
transaction history and make a correct decision. It is important to note that the
runtime engine does not have global policies and constraints, which are defined
by the design tool and enforced by the policy server.

The monitor consists of a monitor server and client. The monitor server
receives event information from the runtime engine and records it in a file. The
monitor server has application-layer monitoring functions that provide event
information, based on its clients’ interests. Furthermore, the monitor server
provides the transaction history to the runtime engine (if it is necessary) so
that the runtime engine can make a correct decision that complies with the
policies and constraints based on the user’s previous transaction history [2].
Inter-organizational workflows may consist of several autonomous workflows.
Hence, there may be multiple monitor servers. In our implementation, there is
a monitor server per runtime engine. Each monitor server refers to the policy
server for its monitoring policy and constraints, and has its own database so
that it can record events from OrbWork and answer any query from OrbWork or
monitor clients. Monitor clients can register their topics of interests to monitor
servers. For example, one monitor client may be interested in all events in a
specific workflow while another monitor client may be interested in only events
that have to do with a specific task. The monitor server records clients’ interests
and dispatches only those events that each client is interested in.

In our system, users communicate with the runtime engine using Web browsers
via HTTP or HTTPS. Users are assigned to their roles in the policy server (par-
ticularly, role server) under the enterprise policy. When a user connects to
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the runtime engine using a Web browser, the runtime engine authenticates the
user by means of existing authentication mechanisms such as passwords, Ker-
beros [19], X.509, and so on. In the user-pull RBAC architecture, the user’s
role information is transferred to the runtime engine from the user’s machine
(assuming that the user pulled his roles from the role server before). In the
server-pull RBAC architecture, the runtime engine pulls the user’s role infor-
mation from the role server after it authenticates the user.

4 . SECURITY SERVICES FOR DYNAMIC
COLLABORATION

In Section 3, we describe the architecture of our secure workflow manage-
ment system. Each component in the system may be involved in multiple
workflows, which may span multiple organizations. This implies that the com-
plexity of security services for inter-organizational enterprises becomes higher
than fully in-house projects. In other words, if more organizations are partic-
ipating in the enterprise, then more efficient and strong security services are
required (sometimes even new security services are required). In this section,
we focus on the security services for a secure workflow management system
for dynamic collaboration and describe how we have provided those services
to our secure workflow systems.

4.1. SECURE COMMUNICATION

Basically, there are two different kinds of communications that we need to
protect in our system. Firstly, we need to protect the communications between
users and the OrbWork components. Secondly, we need to protect the com-
munications among the OrbWork components. There may be many possible
technologies and implementations to satisfy those requirements. Since one of
our strategies in this work is the maximum use of available COTS security
solutions with the minimum modification of the system components, we have
decided to use a standard technology, SSL (described in Section 2.3), for our
purposes.

The runtime engine (OrbWork) supports both HTTP and IIOP. The former
supports the communications between the OrbWork components and users via
their Web browsers. The latter supports the communications among the Orb-
Work components in CORBA, where all objects access other objects or services
via Object Request Brokers (ORBs). By integrating an SSL (we used Phaos’
SSLava [20] in our implementation) package with OrbWork, we provide HTTPS
for the secure communications between users and the OrbWork components,
and SSL-IIOP for the secure communications among the OrbWork components
in CORBA. We do not describe other alternative security technologies, such as
IPSEC [6], SECIOP (Secure Inter-ORB Protocol) using SPKM (Simple Public-
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Key Mechanism [1]), Kerberos [19], or SESAME (Secure European System for
Applications in a Multivendor Environment [ 12]), or DCE-CIOP (Distributed
Computing Environment - Common Inter-ORB Protocol) using DCE [17], in
detail in this paper, since we believe HTTPS and SSL-IIOP are simple and
adequate solutions for our purposes.

4.2. SEPARATING SECURITY INFRASTRUCTURES
FOR ORGANIZATIONS AND ENTERPRISES

When several organizations are involved in a large inter-organizational en-
terprise, especially, when dynamic collaboration is required, there are several
security issues that would not be considered in a static in-house project. First,
each organization has its own security infrastructure (e.g., organizational role hi-
erarchy), which is different from others including that of the inter-organizational
enterprise. If there is a direct assignment between an organizational role and
the permission for the inter-organizational enterprise, changes in an organi-
zation role hierarchy requires unexpected changes in PRA (Permission-Role
Assignment) for the enterprise. Second, the participating organizations may
change during the life cycle of the enterprise. For example, a new organiza-
tion may replace an old organization or there may be a merger or separation
among organizations. In this case, how can we assign or revoke users to or
from their job responsibilities (e.g., roles) for the enterprise efficiently? To
resolve the above problems, we could change the organization security infras-
tructure (e.g., role hierarchy in the above example) to fit the enterprise’s security
infrastructure whenever it is necessary. However, it is not sound for dynamic
collaboration to restructure each organization’s security infrastructure for a par-
ticular inter-organizational enterprise. Usually, the lifetime of an enterprise is
shorter than those of participating organizations. Furthermore, each organi-
zation may support several different enterprises with others. Therefore, we
should insulate the security infrastructures for participating organizations and
their inter-organizational enterprises.
To achieve this goal, we introduce a concept of role domain, which is a role
structure interface for an inter-organizational enterprise. Figure 5 shows two
different cases for managing security structures (role structures in this example)
for organizations and their inter-organizational enterprises. The relationship
between a role domain and the role structures of organizations is similar to an
interface in client-server interactions in a distributed environment. It is each
organization’s responsibility to map its own role structure to the enterprise’s
role domain. In this case, the role structures of participating organizations can
be managed independently and autonomously form those of the enterprises
as depicted in Figure 5(b). One organization may map its own role struc-
ture to multiple role domains in different ways if it is involved in different
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Figure 5 Managing Security Structures for Organizations and Enterprises

inter-organizational enterprises. The tasks in the individual enterprises require
specific roles in its enterprise’s role domain for their access control decisions
instead of the users’ roles in their organizations. Detailed descriptions for the
access control mechanisms, including fine-grained and context-based access
control with dynamic constraints, within the tasks are available in [9].

4.3. PROVIDING DIFFERENT PRIVILEGES TO
DIFFERENT USERS

Usually, a large collaborative enterprise spans several organizations, which
support a variety of tasks executed by many different users, and consist of
many different components, which may change dynamically. It is obvious that
individual users - who may belong to different organizations - should have
different privileges (roles in our case) for more secure and efficient enterprise
management. Therefore, we need to provide different privileges to different
users based on the users’ needs-to-do in the enterprise. For example, users
working on task T1 need to access the components (tasks) related to T1, but
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may not need to access (even know the existence of) the components that are
irrelevant to T1 or under the control of other enterprises.

Technically, we could control each user’s privileges by the conventional
identity-based access control mechanism. This could work for a small project,
where a smalI number of users are involved. However, for a large enterprise,
where many users from different organizations join and leave dynamically, the
identity-based access control mechanism is inefficient and becomes too com-
plicated to manage. Fortunately, individual users have common job functional-
ities (abstracted as roles in this paper) for the enterprise. Therefore, we devise a
strong and efficient mechanism to provide different privileges to different users
by integrating the RBAC model (described in Section 2.2) with our role domain
concept (described in Section 4.2), and enforce this mechanism in our system.

In our design tool (see Section 3), we provide a way to specify a required
role set (including role domain and roles) for each task in the following format,
where RDm is a specific role domain and Rmn is a specific role in the role
domain RDm .

Workflow designers specify the required role set for each task in the work-
flow design tool. This will be enforced by each task during the runtime. For
example, if task T1 has a required role set as follows.

[ {SchoolProject : (teacher ∨ instructor)} ∨ {CompanyProject : (manager
∧ staff)}]

A user who has the teacher, instructor, or senior roles (to teacher or instructor)
in the SchoolProject role domain, or the manager and staff, or senior roles (to
manager and staff) in the CompanyProject role domain is allowed to execute
the task T1 and access the components or other tasks related to T1. Basically,
the access control and the level of the services are based on the user’s assigned
roles in the enterprise’s role domain. The required role set does not consider
the user’s organization or identity.

4.4. DESIGN VALIDATION

Since several portions of a workflow design may be assembled to accom-
plish an enterprise level mission, it is important to validate that the overall
design is consistent and sound. We provide translators for converting an inter-
organizational workflow design into inputs to an existing Petri-net based analy-
sis tool, Woflan [22], and a model checking tool, Spin [3], so that the consistency
of the inter-organizational workflow design can be validated. Detailed mecha-
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nisms of design validation and related examples will be described in our future
publications.

5. IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY AND
CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have addressed the security services for a secure workflow
system to support dynamic collaboration; providing secure communications
between users and system components, separating security infrastructures for
organizations and their enterprises, providing different privileges to different
users, and validating workflow designs. We have convinced why we need these
services and described how we implemented them in our secure workflow man-
agement system. Although we have applied our ideas to particular technologies,
such as workflows and RBAC, in this paper, we believe it is always possible
to apply our approaches to other security systems, which support many users
from different organizations.

We have developed a GUI (Graphical User Interface)-based workflow design
tool (described in Section 3) in JAVA. The design tool is integrated with Woflan
and Spin for design validation. Currently, we are using modified OrbWork (see
Section 2.1) as our runtime engine, which uses IONA’s JAVA implementation
of Orbix ORBs (Object Request Brokers [ 11]) version 3 to support CORBA in
the system. To accommodate secure collaboration, OrbWork has to be extended
in two major areas. The first area is to support the extended workflow inter-
operability model (we call it cooperative processes model) that we introduced
in [ 8]. The second area is the incorporation of SSL that supports secure commu-
nications between clients and servers. We have integrated Phaos’ SSLava [20]
version 1.11 with OrbWork to provide secure communications. To support
monitor functions (described in Section 3) in the system, we use MS Access
via JDBC data access API [5] to store and provide transaction histories.
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Abstract

Keywords:

When people want to schedule a meeting, their agendas must be compared to
find a time suitable for all participants. At the same time, people want to keep
their agendas private. This paper presents several approaches which intend to
solve this contradiction. A custom-made protocol for secure meeting scheduling
and a protocol based on secure distributed computing are discussed. The security
properties and complexity of these protocols are compared. A trade-off between
trust and bandwidth requirements is shown to be possible by implementing the
protocols using mobile agents.

mobile agents, secure distributed computation, meeting scheduling

1. INTRODUCTION

When negotiating meetings, the participants look up, communicate and pro-
cess information about each other’s agendas trying to find a moment when
they are all free to attend the meeting. Due to the private nature of a person’s
schedule, as little as possible should be revealed to any other party during that
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negotiation. Ideally, only the result of the negotiation should be known to the
participants (and to the participants only), and any other information about the
users’ agendas should remain secret.

An easy solution for scheduling a meeting is to broadcast the schedules to all
participants, but this totally neglects the privacy of the participants’ agendas.
Another solution is to send all schedules to a trusted third party, but finding
one such single third party trusted by every participant, will be very difficult in
practice.

Some existing meeting scheduling applications, like for example “Yahoo!
Calendar”, define access levels for viewing and modifying agenda entries, and
define user groups to which these access levels are assigned. This is only
necessary because the comparison between schedules must be done by the users
themselves. Our approaches eliminate the need for managing access control,
as they are not based on users directly accessing each other’s agenda.

This paper presents more secure solutions. Their goal is for participants to
be able to negotiate a meeting whereby parties have no direct access to each
other’s agenda, whereby parties do not rely on another party for telling the final
result, and whereby no information about the agendas is revealed, but the final
result, i.e., the particular time the meeting can be scheduled, or the fact that the
meeting cannot be scheduled.

This paper builds on the work done in [6] and [3] and shows the trade-offs
that can be made in security, level of trust, and efficiency, when choosing a
particular negotiation protocol and a specific implementation approach.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a custom-made ne-
gotiation protocol. Section 3 presents an alternative approach based on secure
distributed computing. Both approaches are analyzed from a security and com-
plexity point of view. Section 4 discusses the use of mobile agents for secure
meeting scheduling, and presents the “agenTa” prototype implementation. We
conclude in Sect. 5.

2. USING A CUSTOM-MADE NEGOTIATION
PROTOCOL

2.1. DATA REPRESENTATION

There exists a representation which reduces the problem of deciding if the
meeting can be scheduled at a certain moment to a logical AND operation.

As shown in Fig. 1, an agenda will be represented as a bit string in the
following way: for each time slot in the schedule, there is one bit indicating
whether the negotiator can (1) or cannot (0) attend a meeting of the specified
length which would start at that time. The finer the granularity and the longer
the negotiation window, the more bits there will be in the representation.
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Figure 1 Conversion from agenda to representation

2.2. SCHEDULING MODEL

In our model, a meeting scheduling starts with an invitation phase. The ini-
tiator broadcasts to the invitees a set of negotiation parameters such as meeting
length, negotiation window (limited time span in which to attempt the meet-
ing scheduling) and a complete list of invitees. Each invitee broadcasts to all
others a reply indicating whether it will accept or decline the negotiation invi-
tation. Because broadcasts are used, no invitee can be mislead as to the set of
negotiators it will encounter in the second phase.

In the second phase, called negotiation, the negotiators try the time slots one
by one and attempt to schedule the meeting. For each time slot the negotia-
tion takes place according to the protocol outlined below. If the meeting was
successfully scheduled the negotiators move on to the third phase, otherwise
the next time slot is tried. After independently arriving to a result concerning a
certain time slot, each participant broadcasts the result to the others and checks
whether all results coincide. This allows for detection of partial failures and
attacks which try to mislead a subset of the negotiators.

In the third phase either the common result is presented to the users, or the
users are informed that no meeting can take place. If there is a common result,
users might confirm their commitment to the scheduled time on a separate
channel (e-mail, telephone), independently of the scheduling process.

2.3. SCHEDULING A MEETING
For the purpose of this subsection we will refer to the representation of an

agenda according to the description in the previous subsection as “schedule.”
Instead of comparing schedules, the negotiation should be based on com-

paring protected forms of the schedules. The schedules are protected in a way
which still allows scheduling to be performed by broadcasting the protected
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forms to all negotiators and letting them process the data without fear of the
unprotected form to be revealed.

The binary XOR operation between the schedule and a mask is a trans-
formation which still allows scheduling to be performed in the sense that the
(in)equality of two or more bits is preserved when they are all XORed with the
same mask.

If all negotiators know the mask, they are able to retrieve the original sched-
ules easily, by unmasking the broadcasted data. The solution is to let the mask
be a shared secret, that is, all negotiators will contribute when building it, but
it will not be revealed to any of them.

The negotiation protocol then goes as follows:

1 In step one of the negotiation protocol, each negotiator chooses a random
mask, and XORs it with its schedule. This random mask is actually a
partial mask. The shared secret will be the XOR of all partial masks, and
is called global mask. Even if only one negotiator keeps its partial mask
secret, the others cannot find the global mask solely using their partial
masks.

2 In step two of the protocol, all schedules visit all negotiators exactly one
time. At each visit they are masked with the partial mask of that particular
negotiator. In the end, all original schedules are thus masked with the
global mask, without the need for the negotiators to disclose their partial
mask. Since the schedule is first masked with its owner’s partial mask it
remains secret during its visits.

A negotiator must be unable to identify a protected schedule as represent-
ing its own schedule: otherwise performing XOR between the original
and the protected schedule reveals the global mask, allowing the nego-
tiator to retrieve all original schedules. Therefore during the trip to all
negotiators, the schedule must be forwarded randomly between the ne-
gotiators in order to make it impossible to trace. The schedule must have
attached a list of negotiators it hasn’t visited yet, decremented at each
forwarding, in order to prevent multiple maskings with the same partial
mask.

Note that for countering attempts to trace a schedule by attackers who
have a global view on the network, all communications should be en-
crypted.

3 In step three, all protected schedules are broadcasted. Each negotiator
looks independently for a time slot when all protected schedules have the
same value. That implies that the original schedules are identical, too, for
that time slot but does not provide any clue whether the negotiators are
free or busy for that time slot. The clue is provided by each negotiator’s
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schedule for that time slot. If the negotiator is free then, it means all
negotiators are free then and the meeting can be scheduled. For time
slots when some are busy and some are free, it is not possible to figure
out who are the busy ones and who are the free ones.

Note that our scheduling protocol does not specify any form of negotiator
authentication. This is however needed for linking the protocol messages to
their originators. Depending on the meeting application, the desired form of
authentication can be added to the protocol.

Figure 2 shows the negotiation protocol as performed by three parties. For
easy understanding of the protocol the schedules in the simulation are follow-
ing the same route and the maskings appear to be performed simultaneously
by the three negotiators. In reality the process is asynchronous (some negotia-
tors may be idle while others are masking) and routing is random (in the end
some negotiators may have nothing to broadcast while others may broadcast
several protected schedules). Another difference is that in reality only one bit is
processed at a time (otherwise an attack is possible, see following section). If
the meeting can be scheduled in the corresponding time slot the protocol stops,
otherwise the next time slot is processed.

2.4. SECURITY ANALYSIS

Our custom-made protocol does not require one single entity to be trusted.
It however does not completely protect the privacy of the participants’ agenda,
as attacks by both passive and active adversaries are possible.

Bad slots. There may be time slots for which all users are busy and therefore
all protected slots will be equal. By checking against the original schedule each
negotiator will avoid scheduling a meeting in that slot but it will also know
everybody else’s schedule for that slot (i.e., everybody is busy). Because they
constitute an infringement on all users’ privacy we call these slots bad slots.

Entropy attack. The reason for performing the negotiation one slot at a
time is to prevent the following attack. If the negotiation is done on sequences of
slots, when all the broadcasted masked schedules are received, it still is possible
for a party to recognize its original schedule. It can be done by testing all the
masks which transform the original schedule into one of the protected forms.
The correct global mask can be recognized by the fact that by unmasking the
other protected schedules with it, bit strings are obtained which have the entropy
expected from a schedule.

Negotiating one bit at a time, with fresh partial masks for each bit and stop-
ping when a meeting is scheduled counters this attack because each mask bit
and schedule bit have maximal entropy.
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Figure 2 Simulation for three negotiators

Number of parties. When only two parties are negotiating, each can de-
duce the schedule of the other based on their own schedule and the comparison
between the protected forms of the schedules. Besides that, the global mask
is straightforward to find because the original schedule can be linked to its
protected form. Also when only three or four parties are negotiating it is some-
times possible to find out the global mask by tracing back schedules. For five
or more participants the ability to trace a schedule along its route decreases as
the number of participants increases.

Dummy negotiators could be introduced to artificially increase the number
of parties, and thus to alleviate this problem. In a broadcasting communication
environment encrypted dummy messages could also be sent to make the real
schedules untraceable.

Rogue negotiators. Active adversaries could attack the protocol in various
ways.
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A simple denial of service attack can be mounted by negotiating based on
a fully busy schedule instead of declining the invitation. Since the protocol
relies on the negotiators consistently using their partial mask, the protocol has
unpredictable outcomes if a negotiator randomly changes its partial mask during
the negotiation of a time slot.

Goal-oriented misbehavior is also possible. A negotiator can wait to be the
last to broadcast the protected schedule(s) it has. This way it is able to detect first
when a meeting could take place. In that case it can broadcast a false protected
form, preventing the meeting from being scheduled. It knows everybody else’s
schedule for that time slot, while the others do not.

2.5. COMPLEXITY

For analyzing the complexity of the scheduling we count the messages that
are sent between the negotiators. In a distributed environment it is expected
that sending messages will be much more resource consuming than masking
or a comparison between bits. Since much of the processing is done in paral-
lel, bandwidth is more important. Remember that the negotiation protocol is
performed bit by bit.

Note that for n negotiators a broadcast is of complexity n – 1. When an
all-to-all broadcast is needed it has complexity n(n – 1).

The scheduling starts with a simple broadcast of the invitation. C1  = n – 1.
All negotiators (except for the initiator) must announce their position towards
the invitation. These broadcasts adds complexity C2  = (n – 1) (n – 1). For
getting masked, one bit must visit all negotiators and then be broadcasted:
2(n – 1). This happens to each negotiator’s bit in a round: C3 = 2n ( n – 1). 
If the number of bits in a schedule is l, after at most l rounds the protocol will
end. In the check phase of the scheduling, all negotiators broadcast their result
or the fact that no meeting could be scheduled to all others: C4 = n (n – 1).
Note that only positive results (i.e., a meeting is possible) are broadcasted. If
the result is negative, the agents automatically go to the next bit. If the result is
still negative after the last bit, it was not possible to schedule a meeting.

Therefore at most C = C 1 + C 2 + lC 3 + C4 = (1 + n – 1+2nl + n )(n – 1) =
(2 + 2l) n ( n – 1)  messages are sent. For example, for a scheduling window
of 3 eight-hour working days, granularity 1 hour ( l  = 24) and 5 participants
(n  = 5) this amounts to at most 1000 messages; for 10 participants in the same
conditions, there will be up to 4500 messages sent.
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3.   USING  SECURE DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING

3.1.  THE PROBLEM OF SECURE DISTRIBUTED
COMPUTING

Usually, the problem of Secure Distributed Computing (SDC) is stated as
follows. Let ƒ be a publicly known function taking n inputs, and suppose there
are n different parties, each holding their own private input xi ( i = 1 . . . n ) .
The n parties want to compute the value ƒ(x1 , . . . , xn ) without leaking any
information about their private inputs to the other parties (except of course the
information about xi  that is implicitly present in the function result). In descrip-
tions of solutions to the Secure Distributed Computing problem, the function
ƒ is usually encoded as a boolean circuit, and therefore Secure Distributed
Computing is also often referred to as secure circuit evaluation.

Over the past two decades, a fairly large variety of solutions (other than the
trivial one using a trusted third party) to the problem has been proposed. An
overview is given by Franklin [4] and more recently by Cramer [2].

3.2 HOW TO PERFORM GENERAL SECURE
DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING

The core problem of SDC is that we want to perform computations on hidden
data (using encryption, secret sharing or other techniques) without revealing the
data. One class of techniques to compute with encrypted data is based on homo-
morphic probabilistic encryption. An encryption technique is probabilistic if
the same cleartext can encrypt to many different ciphertexts under the same en-
cryption key. To work with encrypted bits, probabilistic encryption is essential,
otherwise only two ciphertexts (the encryption of a zero and the encryption of a
one) would be possible, and cryptanalysis would be fairly simple. An encryp-
tion technique is homomorphic if it satisfies at least one equation of the form
E ( x op y = E (x ) op' E (y) for some operations op and op' . A ho-
momorphic encryption scheme allows operations to be performed on encrypted
data, and hence is suitable for secure circuit evaluation.

In [5], Franklin and Haber present a protocol that evaluates a boolean circuit
on data encrypted with such a homomorphic probabilistic encryption scheme.
In order to support any number of participants, they use a group oriented en-
cryption scheme, i.e., an encryption scheme that allows anyone to encrypt, but
that needs the cooperation of all participants to decrypt. In the group oriented
encryption scheme used by Franklin and Haber, a bit b is encrypted for a group
of participants S ⊆  {1. . . n} as
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where N = pq, p and q are two primes such that p  ≡ q mod  4, and r ∈ R ZN .
K1 KnThe public key is given by [N, g, g mod N, . . . , g mod N ], while Ki

is the private key of the ith participant. This scheme has some additional
properties that are used in the protocol:

�

�

�

XOR-Homomorphic. Anyone can compute a joint encryption of the XOR
of two jointly encrypted bits. Indeed, if ES (b ) = [α , β ] and ES ( b') =
[α', β '], then ES (b ⊕ b') = [αα ' mod N, ββ'  mod  N ] .

Blindable. Given an encrypted bit, anyone can create a random ciphertext
that decrypts to the same bit. Indeed, if ES (b) = [ α , β ] and r ∈ R ZN ,
then [αgr mod N, mod N ] is a joint encryption of
the same bit.

Witnessable. Any participant can withdraw from a joint encryption by
providing the other participants with a single value. Indeed, if ES(b ) =
[α , β], it is easy to compute Di (ES (b)) from Wi ([α, β ]) = α  – Ki

mod N

First of all, the participants must agree on a value for N and g, choose a secret
key K i and broadcast g Ki mod N to form the public key. To start the actual
protocol, each participant broadcasts a joint encryption of his own input bits.
To evaluate an XOR-gate, everyone simply applies the XOR-homomorphism.
The encrypted output of a NOT-gate can be found by applying the XOR-
homomorphism with a default encryption of a one, e.g. [l, –1 mod N].

The encryption scheme is not AND-homomorphic, so the evaluation of an
AND-gate will be more troublesome. Suppose the encrypted input bits for
the AND-gate are û = E (u ) and = E(v). To compute a joint encryption

= E(w) = E (u Λ v), they proceed as follows:

= E c
1 Each participant i chooses random bits bi and ci and broadcasts =

E(bi ) and ( i ).

2 Each participant repeatedly applies the XOR-homomorphism to calculate
and

Each participant broadcasts decryption witnesses Wi ( û' ) and Wi

3 Everyone can now decrypt û' and By repeatedly applying the fact that
one can prove that

w1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ wn where

Each participant is able to compute a joint encryption of wi : he knows bi

and c (he chose them himself) and he received encryptionsi from the
other participants, so he can compute E(bi Λ cj ) as follows: if bi  = 0,
then bi Λ cj = 0, so any default encryption for a zero will do, e.g. [1, 1].
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Otherwise, if bi = 1, then bi ∧ c  = cj j , so is a valid substitution for
E (bi ∧ cj ).

E (u ∧ ci) and E (v ∧ bi ) can be computed in an analogous way. He uses
the XOR-homomorphism to combine all these terms, blinds the result
and broadcasts this as 

4 Each participant combines a n d ( j = 1 . . . n ), again using the
XOR-homomorphism, to form  = E (w ) .

When all gates in the circuit have been evaluated, every participant has a joint
encryption of the output bits. Finally, the participants broadcast decryption
witnesses for the output bits to reveal them.

3.3. SECURE MEETING SCHEDULING USING SDC

We already showed how to reduce the problem of scheduling a meeting for
n secret agendas to a series of logical AND operations on n secret bits. For
every time slot in the schedule, each negotiator has one secret input bit: a one
if he is available to start the meeting at that time, a zero if he isn’t. Because
the Secure Distributed Computing protocol we just discussed can only handle
binary gates, we implement the n -ary AND operation as a log2 ( n  -depth tree)
of binary AND-gates. The output bit of the circuit indicates if this slot is an
appropriate starting time for the meeting (1) or not (0).

3.4. SECURITY ANALYSIS

Franklin and Haber show that their protocol is provably secure against passive
adversaries (i.e., adversaries who follow the rules of the protocol, but who try
to learn as much information from the communication as possible), given that
ElGamal encryption with a composite modulus is secure. This means that
under the assumption of passive adversaries, complete privacy of all agendas is
guaranteed (except of course for the fact that everybody is available at the time
the meeting is scheduled). However, the proof Franklin and Haber give uses a
more complicated encryption scheme and they mention the one we used here
as an alternative. To the best of our knowledge, the security of this encryption
scheme is still an open problem.

The protocol is not provably secure against active adversaries (who can devi-
ate from the protocol). For example, a malicious participant can flip the output
of an AND gate by XORing his with the encryption of a one. For this
particular application however, the most obvious attacks don’t seem to give
rise to substantial information leaks. The SDC protocol presented by Chaum,
Damgård and van de Graaf in [1] provides provable security against active
adversaries at the cost of higher bandwidth requirements.
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3.5. COMPLEXITY

Let’s have a closer look at the message complexity of this protocol. The same
public and private keys can be used for every evaluation. This means that the
initiator’s invitation message can contain N and g (C1  = n – 1 messages), while
g Ki  can be wrapped together with the message that announces each participant’s
position towards the invitation (C2 = ( n – 1) (n – 1) messages).

The evaluation of a single AND gate consists of four phases, of which the first
three need an all-to-all broadcast (consuming n( n – 1) messages each) while
the last one doesn’t need any communication. Since the AND gates within one
level of the tree can be evaluated in parallel, the evaluation of the entire circuit
takes C3  =  log2( n )  · 3 n ( n – 1) messages. The broadcast of the encrypted
input bits of the circuit and the broadcast of decryption witnesses for the output
bit both take another C4  = n(n – 1) messages.

If l slot evaluations are needed before a suitable meeting time is found, the
total message complexity is given by C1  + C2  + l (C3  + 2C4 ) = n(n – 1) (1 +

l (2 + 3  log2 (n) )). If we consider the same example as we did in the previous
section (   = 24), this amounts to 5300 messages for 5 participants and 30330l
messages for 10 participants.

Before comparing this result to that of the custom-made protocol in the
previous section, we should notice that only the number of messages is taken
into account, not their size. As  |N | should be about 1024 bits to be secure, the
messages in the SDC protocol will be larger than the messages in the custom-
made protocol. However, since the maximum message length for 10 participants
is only 2.5 KB (which easily fits into a single IP packet), we considered the
number of transmitted messages more relevant than the number of bits that are
strictly needed.

It should also be noted that we do not take into account computation or
memory overhead for the protocols. The amount of computation and storage
needed for the SDC protocol is considerably higher than for the custom-made
protocol.

4 . USING MOBILE AGENTS

In this section, it will be shown how mobile agents can be used to reduce
the communication overhead of the two solutions for the agenda scheduling
problem. The basic idea is to use mobility to bring agents of the participants
closer together. Of course, a mobile agent needs to trust his execution platform
but we will show that the trust requirements are less strong than for a classical
trusted third party (TTP) solution for the meeting scheduling problem.

To compare the trust requirements of the different approaches, we use the
following simple trust model. We say a participant trusts an execution site if
it believes that: (1) the execution site will correctly execute any code sent to it
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by the participant; (2) the execution site will correctly (i.e., as expected by the
participant) handle any data sent to it by the participant. It also implies that the
execution site will maintain the privacy of the data or the code if this is expected
by the participant. If p trusts E, we denote this as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3 Notation for “p trusts E ”

To compare bandwidth requirements (for communication overhead), we
make the following simple distinction. High bandwidth is required to exe-
cute one of the discussed protocols. Low bandwidth suffices to transmit data or
agent code. Also intermittent connections (e.g. for devices that are sometimes
disconnected from the network) are considered low bandwidth. We assume
low bandwidth communication is available between any two parties. If high
bandwidth communication is possible between Ei and Ej , we denote this as
shown in Fig. 4.

i and EjFigure 4 Notation for high bandwidth connection between E

Based on these simple models of communication and trust, we compare three
options for implementing secure meeting scheduling.

4.1. A TRUSTED THIRD PARTY

The first, perhaps most straightforward option, is to use a globally trusted
third party. Every participant sends its agenda to the TTP who will compute
an appropriate meeting time and disseminate the result to the participants. Of
course, data must be sent to the TTP, through an authenticated and safe channel.
This can be accomplished via conventional cryptographic techniques.

It is clear that this approach has a very low communication overhead: the
data is only sent once to the TTP; later, every participant receives the result of
the computation. However, every participant should unconditionally trust the
TTP. For the case of 4 participants, the situation is as shown in Fig. 5.

It is not clear whether n distrustful participants will easily agree on one
single trustworthy third party. This requirement of one single globally trusted
execution site is the main disadvantage of this approach.
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Figure 5 Situation with 4 participants and a TTP.

4.2. CRYPTOGRAPHIC SECURE MEETING
SCHEDULING

The second option is the use of cryptographic techniques (as discussed in
previous sections) that make the use of a TTP superfluous.

The trust requirements are really minimal: every participant only trusts its
own execution site.

Although this option is very attractive, it should be clear from the previous
sections that the communication overhead might be too high to be practically
useful in a general networked environment. High bandwidth is required between
all of the participants. For the case of 4 participants, the situation can be
summarized as shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 6 Situation with 4 participants without a TTP.

4.3. USING MOBILE AGENTS

Finally, a third solution tries to combine the two previous options: the com-
munication overhead is remedied by introducing semi-trusted execution sites
and mobile agents.

In this approach, every participant pi sends its representative, agent ai , to
a trusted execution site Ej . The agent contains a copy of the agenda and is
capable of running a secure meeting scheduling protocol.

It is allowed that different participants send their agents to different sites.
The only restriction being that the sites should be located closely to each other,
i.e., should have high bandwidth communication between them.
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The amount of long distance communication is moderate: every participant
sends its agent to a remote site, and receives the result from its agent. The
agents use a cryptographic protocol, which unfortunately involves a high com-
munication overhead. However, since the agents are executing on sites that are
near each other, the overhead of the protocol is acceptable. For a situation with
4 participants, we could have the situation as depicted in Fig. 7.

Figure 7 Situation with 4 participants using mobile agents

No high bandwidth communication between the participants is necessary,
and there is no longer a need for one single trusted execution site.

4.4. CURRENT IMPLEMENTATION WITH AGLETS

“agenTa” is the name of our prototype implementation of a secure meeting
scheduling system. Currently it uses the custom-made protocol described in
this paper.

We have used the Aglets SDK 1.1 beta 3 [7], a mobile agents system devel-
opment kit which was released to the open source community by its creator,
IBM. The SDK contains an agent server, the API needed to write agents in Java
(called aglets), examples and documentation. The prototype implementation
of agenTa has around 3500 lines of Java code.

For the inter-agent communication KQML (Knowledge Query and Manip-
ulation Language) was chosen. KQML was developed at the University of
Baltimore Maryland County, and enhanced with security capabilities in [8].

In our implementation, each user’s scheduling application is modular, the
user interface, the agenda management and the negotiation being performed
by distinct intercommunicating aglets. Only the negotiator aglets of all users
take advantage of their mobility to gather on a host where they carry out the
negotiation protocol by local communication.

There are no language limitations for implementing the custom-made proto-
col. Communication relies on transmitting character strings. Therefore, agents
implemented with other agent platforms and in other programming languages
can take part in the negotiation, provided the platforms can interoperate.
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5. CONCLUSION

This paper has shown that there exist several techniques for secure meeting
scheduling. Moreover, a trade-off can be made between the level of security
that can be obtained, the degree of trust that is required, and the amount of
overhead that is caused by the protocol.

When a TTP is used, a meeting can be scheduled very efficiently. The
custom-made protocol has more overhead, but does not require trust in a third
party. An SDC protocol is more secure than our custom-made protocol, but it
is also much less efficient.

Using mobile agents when implementing any protocol can improve the effi-
ciency, while still avoiding the need for one single trusted entity.
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Abstract With the rise of global networks like the Internet the importance of workflow
systems is growing. However, security questions in such environments often only
address secure communication. Another important topic that is often ignored is
the separation of duties which is an important part of a company’s security policy
to prevent fraud. This paper introduces a prototype that supports the graphical
modeling and analysis of separation of duties in workflow environments. Security
officers can use this tool to design and analyze the security rules associated with
workflow specifications.

Keywords: Fraud Control, Separation of Duties, Workflow

1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that many computer related criminal activities are performed
by insiders [6]. One of the most prominent threats is fraud that is particularly
difficult to detect in computerized environments such as workflow systems.
Therefore it is of great importance to implement mechanisms to prevent such
illegal activities. Separation of duties (SoD) has been identified by many authors
as an efficient mechanism to prevent fraud within organizations [1, 2, 3, 20].
SoD guarantees that certain critical tasks can only be done by a collusion among
individuals. It is in particular useful when applied to dynamic processes such as
workflows. The physical and logical separation of tasks and of their performing
subjects can improve the prevention of fraudulent activities.

SoD has been in use long before the computer era. One prominent example
is the ‘four-eye-principle’ that is found in many environments such as health
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care. Another example: Most military systems require (at least) two persons to
launch a nuclear missile.

This paper introduces MASoD, a prototype supporting the graphical Mod-
eling and Analysis of SoD-rules in workflow environments. Workflows are
computer-understandable business processes whose modeling, administration,
and execution is supported by a software package called workflow management
system (WfMS). The effort associated with introducing a WfMS in an orga-
nization is tremendous. Especially (1) the implementation of the new system,
integration and interfacing with existing systems, and (2) the identification, re-
design and specification of the processes to be automated are time and resource
consuming. Concerning the second point, we share the view of Huang and
Atluri [9] who argue that security officers should utilize existing data when de-
signing security policies. Therefore, MASoD is capable of importing existing
workflow specifications, and provides users with organizational and process in-
formation to generate SoD-rules. Most workflow systems allow users to model
workflows graphically. In continuation of this practice, SoD should be mod-
eled in the same way. Also, in the past visual languages have proved to be
user-friendly.

The paper has the following structure: Section 2 discusses the background
topics of workflow management and SoD. A sample business process is in-
troduced in Section 3. While Section 4 focuses on the graphical modeling of
SoD-rules on top of existing workflow specifications, these rules are analyzed
in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper with a discussion and an outlook.

2 . BACKGROUND

2.1. WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT

Business processes represent an essential part of the commercial activity of
a company. Especially for frequent processes, support for automation is an
important topic. Workflow management is an emerging technology in the area
of applied computer science dealing with this issue. A WfMS is a software
system that supports the modeling, execution, and administration of business
processes. Defined in four words, a workflow is a computer-understandable
business process. Before a workflow can be executed it has to be described
in a way the WfMS is able to understand. This description is called workflow
specification and is done during the so-called build time of a WfMS. The most
important part of a WfMS is the workflow engine which is responsible for the
execution of the workflow during run time of the system when many instances
of a workflow are created according to the workflow specification [4, 7, 15].

WfMSs are especially useful for electronic workflows. An electronic work-
flow is a workflow whose data items are stored in an electronic form. In this
case the WfMS can manage and forward process-specific data items to the
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subjects. The main elements of a workflow specification are: (1) tasks, (2)
the control flow, and (3) subjects/roles — or more general the organizational
structure. The basic building blocks of a workflow are its tasks whose temporal
and logical order is given by the control flow. To describe a task, the activity
and the corresponding subjects have to be specified. Subjects can be associated
with persons, but also processes and computer programs such as the workflow
engine are possible subjects. A subject executes a task by creating new and/or
using already existing data items.

Prominent workflow specification languages are Petri Nets [ 16], State Charts
[23] and the Workflow Process Definition Language proposed by the Workflow
Management Coalition [24] — a non profit organization dealing with standard-
ization in workflow systems.

In the last few years, the role concept has proven to be very successful in
commercial settings. A role defines a group of human beings with a special
knowledge or skill. Usually, a specific role is tied to each task in a work-
flow. Doing this, the administration of users is simplified since subjects can
be added or removed without changing the workflow specification. In practice,
an important application of the role concept is security. Access rights are not
granted to single persons but to roles which simplifies and cheapens security
administration. This is called role based access control [ 14, 17].

2.2. SEPARATION OF DUTIES

Gligor et al. [8] define SoD as “a policy to ensure that failures of omission or
commission within an organization are caused only by collusion among indi-
viduals and, therefore, are riskier and less likely, and that chances of collusion
are minimized by assigning individuals of different skills or divergent interests
to separate tasks”. Clark and Wilson [5] stress the importance of SoD mech-
anisms in commercial settings. Within a business process context, SoD-rules
express task dependencies and should be part of a company’s security policy.
Only recently has the combination of workflow management and SoD found
considerable interest in the research community [1, 2, 22].

In a workflow context, SoD has to be divided and extended into static and dy-
namic SoD. Static SOD enforces certain rules during build time of the workflow
and is therefore applied to the workflow specification. In contrast, dynamic SoD
is enforced during run time. For the remainder of this paper we will concentrate
on dynamic SoD. Note that dynamic SoD is based on the history of a business
process and can therefore only be enforced during run time of a WfMS.

3. SAMPLE PROCESS

The last section introduced several concepts on an abstract level. This sec-
tion gives a sample business process that will be used for illustration purposes
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Figure 1 Sample organizational model. Six subjects and three roles are defined.

throughout the remainder of the paper. The business process deals with travel
expense reimbursement. The workflow consists of four tasks: in a first task
(submit), an employee applies for the reimbursement of his travel expenses by
filling out an application form. Two managers have to approve this report (tasks
approve 1 and approve 2). Finally, based on the approval of the managers, a sec-
retary will transfer the money to the employee’s bank account (pay). Figure 3
gives a visualization. A discussion of the Notation will follow in Section 4.2.
Note that the workflow engine creates an instance of this workflow for every
travel of an employee.

Formally, the set of roles encompasses the manager, secretary, and employee
role. Let the subjects of the company be Carpenter, Butcher, Snyder, Fisher, and
the brothers A. Smith and B. Smith. All six subjects are employees, Carpenter,
Butcher and B. Smith are managers, Fisher and Snyder are secretaries. Note
that every manager (or secretary) is an employee, too. The partial order of roles
builds up a so called role hierarchy. Figure 1 shows the subjects, roles, and the
role hierarchy as modeled with MASoD.

Now we are ready to give SoD examples. According to the process definition
different tasks are performed by different roles (the pay task by a secretary
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and the approve 1 task by a manager). This corresponds to static SoD-rules.
However, dynamic SoD is of greater interest for this paper. The following rules
are reasonable for this specific business process:

1 A manager should not be allowed to approve his/her own travel expense
claim.

2 B. Smith should not be allowed to approve the claim of his brother
A. Smith.

3 A secretary should not be allowed to transfer the refund of his/her own
travel expenses.

4 A manager should not be allowed to perform both approval tasks in the
same workflow instance.

These examples clearly state the need for a formal model for SoD that takes
into account the state of the underlying business process

4. MODELING OF SOD-RULES
Process and role definitions are modeled graphically in most workflow sys-

tems. Therefore, the modeling of SoD should also be done graphically. How-
ever, most of the existing SoD-languages are difficult to adapt for graphical
notations. Besides, those languages are not intuitive and designed for security
experts. We argue that the use of SoD depends on a simple language. There-
fore, we introduce SSoDL (Simple SoD Language) and show how to graphically
model SSoDL-rules in this section.

The modeling of SoD-rules requires the existence of organizational and pro-
cess models. Therefore, MASoD (our prototype) supports the modeling of
three different components:

� roles, subjects, and role hierarchy

� process

� SoD-rules

Note that the models should be created in the order indicated in the listing.
Section 4.1 will briefly discuss how MASoD handles organizational and

process models. However, the major focus is on the graphical modeling of
SoD-rules in Section 4.2.

For the comfort of the reader, Figure 2 gives a summary of all symbols used
for the three models supported by MASoD. All the symbols will be explained
in the following subsections.
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Figure 2   Symbols used in MASoD. Each row of the table represents a modeling component.
Each column is one or more symbols. A bullet indicates that the symbol(s) is/are used in the
modeling component.

4.1. GRAPHICAL MODELING OF ROLES AND
PROCESSES

MASoD is designed to import existing process definitions. If the tool is
used on a stand-alone basis, a workflow can also be specified graphically as an
EPC (Event-driven Process Chain)— a model that was introduced by Scheer
[21] and is frequently used in Europe, especially in German speaking countries.
EPCs are an important part of a more complex product family called ARIS that
allows for modeling all major components of a company.

We now discuss how the organizational structure is modeled using the MA-
SoD editor. Figure 1 shows the organizational definition corresponding to the
sample discussed in Section 3. Roles are represented as ellipses, subjects as
rectangles, and the role membership as lines connecting subjects with roles.
The role hierarchy is illustrated as roles connected with arrows. Six subjects
and three roles are defined. Carpenter, for instance, is assigned the manager
role. Because of the role hierarchy, Carpenter is an employee, too.

When the organizational model has been designed, the process modeling can
commence. Note that we use EPC terminology. Every workflow is identified
with one EPC. An EPC consists of an alternating chain of events and functions.
It starts and ends with an event. A function is used to model a task. Only
roles that have previously defined in the organizational model can be applied
to functions, not subjects. Graphically, a function is represented as a rounded
box, an event as a sexangle. One role has to be tied to each function which is
visualized through a connector. Arrows represent the control flow. Branchings
are modeled using AND, OR, and XOR nodes. Figure 3 gives the EPC according
to our example. Scheer [21] gives a more comprehensive introduction to EPCs.
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Figure 3 Sample process model with four tasks.

4.2. GRAPHICAL    SOD    MODELING 

The basis of our graphical model is SSoDL (Simple SoD Language) which
describes SoD-rules. These rules have the following form:

(1)

or
(2)

Rule (1) represents a delegation of duties. If subject sl has performed task
t1 , then subject s2  has to perform task t2 . Rule (2) represents a separation of
duties, if subject s1 has performed task t l , then subject s2 must not perform
task t2. An example from Section 3: (Butcher, approve l) (Butcher, approve
2).

Note that the legitimacy of a subject to perform a task is given by the role
membership of the subject, i.e. only subjects that are member of the role as-
sociated with task t l are allowed to perform task t l . In an EPC, for each task
there is exactly one role. Note also that sl = s 2 is possible, but that t l must
preceed t 2. The partial order of the tasks is given by the underlying EPC.

The rule that a manager should not do both approval tasks would result in 12
SoD-rules if rules could only be defined on a subject/task level, which would
be quite unsatisfactory in environments with a large number of subjects.
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Figure 4 Graphical modeling of the brother example.

Therefore, we introduce the ?-notation: For s1 and s2 in (1) and (2), a ? can
be inserted, (?, t l ) → ( s2 , t2 ) means that rules of type (1) are generated in the
MASoD analyzer (cf. Section 5) for all subjects that are member of the role
associated with task t1.

The ?-notation can also be used on both sides of (1) and (2). Example:
(?, t l ) (?, t2 ). In this case, subject/task rules of type (2) are generated for
all subjects who can perform task t1 and t2 . Note that this practice requires
a role hierarchy or the membership of subjects to multiple roles. An example
from Section 3: The two rules (?,submit) (?, approve 1) and (?,submit)
(?, approve 2) would prevent managers from approving their own travel claims.

We will now discuss how to model these rules graphically. The subject/task
tuples are illustrated as rectangles (subjects) and rounded boxes (tasks or func-
tions in EPC terminology). Note that MASoD only allows for subjects and tasks
which have previously been defined in the organizational and process model.
To represent subject/task tuples, subjects and tasks are connected to a square.
Separation and delegation arrows (→ and ) are used between two squares.
The graphical modeling is illustrated using the example rules 2 and 4 from the
sample business process. The first rule discussed is the brother example from
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Figure 5 Second graphical SoD example with ?-notation.

Section 3. If A. Smith has done the submit task, then B. Smith is not allowed to
do one of the approve tasks. Using the SSoDL syntax, this rule can be expressed
as:

(A. Smith, submit) (B. Smith, approve 1)
(A. Smith, submit) (B. Smith, approve 2)

A graphical model of this rule in the MASoD editor is shown in Figure 4. Note
the one-to-one relation between the SSoDL rules and the graphical notation. In
the fourth SoD example rule in Section 3, a manager is not allowed to do both
approve tasks. This can be expressed using the ?-notation:

(?, approve 1) (?, approve 2)
(?, approve 2) (?, approve 1)

Figure 5 shows the graphical modeling of this example. Note that the analyzer
is creating the following six rules by substituting the ?:

(Butcher, approve 1) (Butcher, approve 2)
(B. ˜Smith, approve 1) (B. ˜Smith, approve 2)
(Carpenter, approve 1) (Carpenter, approve 2)
(Butcher, approve 2) (Butcher, approve 1)
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(B.˜Smith, approve 2) (B.˜Smith, approve 1)
(Carpenter, approve 2) (Carpenter, approve 1)

5. SOD ANALYSIS

Section 4 introduced  SSoDL, a language for SoD, and its graphical modeling.
On the basis of this, we will now show how to analyze the resulting SoD-
rules. This section only gives an overview. The detailed description of the SoD
analysis including a comprehensive description of the Prolog program and the
analysis technique can be found in  [12].

The rules for each process are contained in a so-called Rule Base (RB). The
RB will only consist of rules as shown in (2). That means that the ?-notation
has to be removed (cf. Subsection 4.2) and that rules of type (1) have to be
transformed to rules of type (2) according to the following equivalence:

where S is the set of all subjects. For a discussion of the complexity of this
transformation see [12].

The analysis of the SoD-rules makes use of logical programming — to be
precise Prolog. As a preparation, the process model (EPC) is transformed into
a Petri net [ 10, 18]. The transformation step is well understood [13, 19]. The
Petri net representation can be seen as a formalized version of the EPC. Now,
the following steps are necessary:

� Transformation of the organizational structure into facts of the logical
program

� Transformation of the Petri net into facts of the logical program

� Transformation of the SSoDL-rules into facts of the logical program

After the transformations, MASoD checks if the rules are sound, i.e. if the
rules obey to the organizational and process structure. Example: the rule

(A. Smith, pay) → (Butcher, submit)

is not sound since A. Smith is not a secretary and the submit task precedes the
pay task. Given a sound rule-base, the program generates all valid execution
chains of the workflow. An execution chain consists of subject/task tuples that
represent the firing order of the underlying Petri net. If there is no contradiction
to the SoD rule-base, the execution chain is called valid. Examples from our
sample: Let L1, L2, L3 be three chains with
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L1 = [(Fisher, submit), (A. Smith, approve 1),
(Butcher, approve 2), (Snyder, pay)]

L2 = [(Fisher, submit), (Butcher, approve 1),
(Butcher, approve 2), (Fisher, pay)]

L3 = [(Fisher, submit), (Carpenter, approve 1),
(Butcher, approve 2), (Snyder, pay)]

L1 is no execution chain since A. Smith is no legitimate subject for one of the
approve tasks (a manager is needed). L2 is an execution chain but not SoD
valid since Fisher transfers his/her own travel expenses and Butcher does both
approval tasks. L3 is SoD valid.

The Prolog program generates 28 valid execution chains in our example:
1. [(A.Smith, submit), (Carpenter, approve 1),

(Butcher, approve 2), (Fisher, pay)]
2. [(A.Smith, submit) , (Carpenter, approve 1),

(Butcher, approve 2), (Snyder, pay)]
...

28. [(Snyder, submit), (Carpenter, approve 1),
(Butcher, approve 2), (Fisher, pay)]

A further analysis of these 28 valid execution chains yields the following:

�

A further analysis of the valid execution chains can be used to do ‘work-
load management’. In the example, the managers Carpenter and Butcher
have more work because of the ‘brother rule’ (cf. Table 1).

Every workflow requires four different persons for its execution. Without
the SoD-rules two persons would be sufficient (e.g. first three tasks by a
manager, last one by a secretary).

For every employee in the example, the travel expense workflow can be
finished. No workflow has to be canceled due to too restrictive SoD-rules.
Although this statement may seem obvious for the example, in a more
complex setting it is not.

�

�

� The analysis shows that the rule base of the example contains no contra-
dicting rules.

Technically, MASoD generates three files: the organizational, Petri Net and
SoD Prolog facts. Then, the Prolog program is called that reads the files,
processes them as input, and generates an output file. The data from the output
file is read into MASoD and is graphically displayed.
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N (s , t ) A.Smith B.Smith Carpenter Butcher Snyder Fisher

submit 4 4 4 4 4 4
approve 1 0 8 10 10 0 0
approve  2 0 8 10 10 0 0

pay 0 0 0 0 14 14

6. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Current surveys [6] show that fraudulent activities performed by insiders
are a tremendous threat for the commercial success of a company. Therefore,
appropriate counter-measures such as SoD have to be found and implemented.

The MASoD prototype supports the modeling of the organizational struc-
ture, processes, and SoD-rules. Our SoD-modeling provides a graphical, user-
friendly approach to define SoD-rules. Furthermore, these rules can be checked
for compliance with workflow specifications to prevent flaws during run time
of the system. We tried to keep the complexity of the rule language (SSoDL)
on a comprehensible level in order to provide a user-friendly graphical inter-
face. Therefore, the expressiveness of SSoDL is smaller in comparison to other
SoD-languages [ 1, 2, 3]. Nevertheless, our model catches most of the real-life
rules and is intuitive to use.

Future research will encompass the following issues:

� Extension of SSoDL (AND, XOR, and OR connectors)

�

real-life setting
Empirical test of the expressiveness and applicability of MASoD in a

� Better support of import and export facilities to and from other work-
flow specifications such as the Workflow Process Definition Language
proposed by the Workflow Management Coalition.

�

picture. The enforcement of SoD during run time, i.e. during the execu-
tion of workflow instances, is an important issue. Knorr [11] introduced
an architecture for a workflow system based on Petri nets. We plan to
use this architecture and enforce SoD based on SSoDL.

The modeling and analysis of SoD rules is only a small part of a larger
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Abstract:
model and protocol as developed in the Secure Multicast Group (SMuG) in the
IETF. The background reasoning from the Internet Key Exchange (IKE)
protocol perspective is explained, together with the notion of Security
Associations (SA) in the unicast case. This serves as a basis for a requirements
for Group SA for multicast. Finally, the definition and construction of a GSA

This work describes the Group Security Association (GSA) Management

is described.

There is significant interest in the networking industry and content
delivery network industry to use IP multicast a vehicle for data delivery to a
large audience. One major hindrance to the successful deployment of IP
multicast and other group-oriented communication protocols has been the
lack of security for both the content and the content-delivery infrastructure.
In particular, there has been increasing demand for secure solutions for the
1-to-Many type of group communications, as exemplified by the interest of
the cable television sector in using the Internet for content distribution and
by the recent emergence of the single-source paradigm in IP multicasting.

three related problem-areas. These three problems-areas correspond to

To this end, the IETF designated in mid-1998 the creation of the Secure
Multicast Group (SMuG) under the umbrella of the Internet Research Task
Force (IRTF) to research and develop protocols for multicast security. The
approach adopted was to address the issues surrounding multicast security in
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issues relating to the transformation of multicast data, group key
management and group security policy management.

Figure 1. Secure Multicast Group (SMuG) Framework [HCBD00]

A crucial component of group key management is that of the
management of Security Associations (SA). In the unicast world, SA
management for pair-wise communications has been addressed by the
ISAKMP framework [RFC2408], and has been embodied in the Internet Key
Exchange (IKE) protocol [RFC2409]. As understood by IKE, ISAKMP
(and more broadly, the IETF), the term “key management” incorporates the
wider aspects of keying material, including cryptographic keys, key
identities, and other parameters that support the establishment of common
(symmetric) keys and both ends of a unicast connection.

In the context of IP multicast, and the wider field of group
communications, the SA management model underlying ISAKMP/IKE is
insufficient due to the fact that a group has many members (Senders and
Receivers). In particular, the notion of SA negotiations is not applicable
since multi-party negotiations of SA parameters in multicast is impractical
and resource consuming for many multicast applications.
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The current paper describes work that has been on-going in SMuG since
mid-1998 [SMuG00]. Section 2 briefly touches on the Framework
developed in SMuG [HCBD00]. Section 3 describes the requirements of
key management in unicast sense, and extends it to the multicast situation.
Section 4 defines the notion of the Group SA and provides some examples,
whilst Section 5 concludes the paper with some remarks and future
directions.

2. BACKGROUND: SMUG FRAMEWORK

The Secure IP Multicast Framework and Building Blocks document
[HCBD00] describes a number of entities, which participate in the creation,
maintenance, and removal of secure multicast groups (Figure 1). Those that
are immediately of concern for group key management and membership
management are as follows:

Group Controller and Key Server (GCKS):
The GCKS entity embodies both the physical entity and functions of
the group controller and the key server. Although two families of
functions can be distinguished, namely membership management and
group key management, for simplicity both families of functions will
be provided by a single physical entity. For any given multicast
group, a “Main” or “Root” GCKS must be identified using methods
and mechanisms related to a group's initial definition/configuration.

Member (Receiver and Sender):
The member is the group member, defined for a particular instance of
group communications. The member entity can exist at different
layers (eg. user, host, process) and thus must be defined across the
group consistently and is best expressed through their corresponding
certificates.

Although not directly addressed in the current document, another entity
that is involved in group key management is the Remote GCKS. This is
expressed in the context of Distributed Designs in Figure 1. The Remote
GCKS expresses the scalability and inter-domain requirements of group key
management. A Remote GCKS is identical in functionality to the GCKS.
However, in terms of authorization level to perform the management of
group keys, a GCKS may possess a different relationship to another GCKS
within the same management regime. Examples include a peer relationship

•

•
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among a set of GCKS, and a hierarchical relationship where a Root GCKS is
defined and the other GCKS are subordinates of the Root.

3 . GROUP KEY MANAGEMENT: REQUIREMENTS
AND PROPERTIES

The requirements discussed in this section are for the most part not
original but come from a variety of sources. The Internet key management
literature is one source. Group key management must operate over packet
internetworks, particularly IP multicast internets. Thus group key
management has at least some of the properties of Internet key management.
Indeed, the very notion of "key management," as distinct from “key
exchange,” is taken from work done on IPsec. Thus, the Internet key
management requirements presented in this paper are gleaned from prior
work done on IP security, key management for packet networks, and
authenticated key exchange [RFC2409, RFC2412, RFC2408, RFC2407,
RFC2522, Kraw96, SDNS88, DVW92]. Our second source of requirements
is taken from previous work on multicast security [RFC2627, CP99, HH99a,
HCD99].

Group key management requires additional properties beyond those
found in the Internet key management work done to date. Group keying
material, for example, are not negotiated but sent to and shared by groups of
members, which must agree to common policies that are not negotiated
[CP99, HH99a]. Furthermore, the key exchange/distribution architecture is
not only peer-to-peer but also operates between key server and key client
[HCBD00]. The common and distinct properties of Internet key management
and group key management are the subject of this section.

Section 3.2 discusses group key management. Section 3.1 is an overview
of internet key management and its applicability to group key management.
In both sections we consider the needed properties of a group key
management protocol.

3.1 Internet Key Management and Key Determination

The “authenticated key exchange” (AKE) notion is basic to inter-net key
management and key determination protocols, which seek to thwart attacks
that may occur on an unsecured network. The types of attacks include man-
in-the-middle, connection-hijacking, and reflection/replay attacks, many of
which can be combated by mechanisms such as “direct authentication”,
which integrate authentication into the key exchange, as described in the
STS protocol [DVW92]. Messages that are exchanged as part of a “run”
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should be chained with authenticable information, including random data
that is contributed by each party in a two-party key exchange. This technique
helps ensure that messages received by a peer match what the other peer
sent. Work has been done, moreover, to formally prove AKE properties
based upon the matching of messages sent and received by peers in the
exchange [BR93]. When session keys are used to protect exchanges that
determine other session keys, “perfect forward secrecy” (PFS) can ensure
that “…disclosure of long-term secret keying material does not compromise
the secrecy of the exchanged keys from earlier runs” - so long as
authentication is linked to the key exchange [DVW92]. The PFS
requirement, however, entails the performance penalty of a Diffie-Hellman
exchange, which may not be appropriate for all applications.

The notion of a “selectable level of security” is also basic to key
management on internetworks, which are composed of diverse
communications  networks  and  host computers. In this environment, some
applications may trade-off  better security for reduced  communications  and
computing costs. The security choices depend upon application need as well
as the capabilities of the hosts and network devices. In order to support
heterogeneous network and host devices, Internet key management supports
multiple types of exchanges that can be composed in various ways; some
exchanges may support identity protection and provide PFS, for example,
while others may not [Kraw96]. To accommodate diversity, a versatile
approach supports  a  variety  of transforms and Diffie-Hellman groups, all of
which can be negotiated among communicating entities [RFC2412,
RFC2409]. Internet key management, moreover, supports a "forward
migration   path" in  the  protocol  so that new algorithms can be introduced, as
older methods need to be replaced [RFC2409, RFC2412, RFC2408,
Kraw96].

In fact, the key establishment procedure itself may need to be replaced
over time, and the Internet Security Architecture has a key management
framework, the Internet Security Association and Key Management Protocol
(ISAKMP), which defines an abstract set of exchanges, organized by modes
and phases to provide a selectable level of protection [RFC2408, Kraw96].
To provide a versatile solution for internet key management, ISAKMP
permits alternative authentication mechanisms in its exchanges and is
parameterized by a domain of interpretation (DOI) in which specific key
determination mechanisms are defined through the specification of the name
space, policy, specific payloads and, optionally, new exchanges. In this way,
ISAKMP is designed to be extended for alternative uses and to allow a
forward  migration of key exchange protocols and cryptographic transforms.
Although the flexibility of their approach may arguably result in more
complexity, which  may  in turn lead to weaker security, the ISAKMP authors
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recommend  the  use  of  ISAKMP  as  a single key management framework for
new uses such as group key management, as well as transport and
application  key management [RFC2408]. New uses can be realized through
the specification of a DOI.

Figure 2. A Security Association (SA) between two entities

ISAKMP achieves its versatility by being more abstract than a key
determination  protocol  since  it  manages security associations (SA) and not
just  keys. The  SA  abstraction  [RFC2408, RFC2401, RFC2522, SDNS88]
encapsulates  keys  and  information  about  keys,  such  as  key  lifetimes  and
cryptographic policies, so as to allow all significant aspects of the security to
be  modified  to  the  needs  of  the  application  and environment. In the current
Internet  Security  Architecture,  however,  SA  management  is  peer  to  peer  as
depicted in the Figure 2.

The  SA  is  defined  to  be  simplex  in  the  Internet  Security  Architecture
[RFC2401] and is identified by a Security Parameter Index (SPI) [RFC2401,
RFC2522]. SAs are established according to local policy [RFC2401,
SDNS88] using exchanges that are designed to protect against basic key
establishment attacks, such as man in the middle, connection hijacking,
replay/reflection, and  denial of service [RFC2408]. Although  the  first three
types  of  attacks  are  the subject of authenticated key exchange mechanisms,
protection against the denial-of-service attack uses a pairwise cookie
mechanism [RFC2522] between peer entities, which appears used in the
ISAKMP header for all exchanges [RFC2408, RFC2409].

Since we assume that group key management must operate across diverse
internetworks,  particularly  IP  multicast  networks,  then at least some of the
properties of Internet key management are required for group key
management. These  properties, broadly stated, are summarized in the points
below:

1. Protection against man-in-the-middle, connection-hijacking,
replay/reflection, and denial-of-service attacks.
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2. Selectable  level  of  security protection in key establishment, such as
alternative transforms, optional PFS and identity protection to
support heterogeneous internet applications and computers.

3. Alternative  authentication  mechanisms such as shared key, PKI, and
public key to support diverse trust models.

4. Forward  migration  path  for  new  security  mechanisms  such  as  new
cryptographic transforms and even new exchanges.

5. A  single  key management framework to support the establishment of
Security  Associations  according to the local policies of internet host
and intermediate systems.

We assume that these properties should be properties of group key
management as well. As discussed next, group key management has
additional needs beyond the five points summarized above.

3.2 Group Key Management

From  the  previous  section,  it  is  clear  that  many of the requirements and
design features of Internet key management are needed by group key
management. In  fact, many of the payloads, exchanges, and transformsfound
in  ISAKMP  and  IKE  may  be  suitable  for  group  key  management:  Many
group key management protocols and algorithms, moreover, such as GKMP,
LKH, OFT, GSAKMP, NARK  and  MARKS  assume  a  unique  key  for  a
member,  which  is  established  using  point-to-point  procedures  with  a   key
server [RFC2093, RFC2094, RFC2627, BMS99, HH99b, BF99, Bris99]. For
the  purposes  of  authenticating  a  potential  group  member  and  initializing  it
with  keys,  group-keying  material  must  be  “pulled”  by  an  individual  client
from  the  server.  Group  members  whose  computers  are  off-line  during  key
updates  also  must  pull  keying  material  to  be  re-initialized  (or  to  request  re-
initialization  by  the  GCKS)  in  a  secure,  probably  point-to-point  protocol.
Use  of  IKE  unchanged  (with  the  IPsec  DOI),  however,  is  out  of  the  question
owing  to  the  need  to  support  key  distribution  in  addition  to  exchange  (i.e.,  an
external key is given to the member by the GCKS), the need for policy
distribution rather than policy negotiation, and the use of multicast
communications  to  push  key  updates  to  promulgate  key  changes  needed  to
refresh  keys  that  reach  the  end  of  their  cryptographic  lifetime  and  to  replace
keys  resulting  from  changes  in  group  membership.  Several algorithms have
been  proposed  to  efficiently  accomplish  group  re-key  and  maintenance
[RFC2627,  BMS99,  HH99b,  Bris99].  A  versatile  group  key  management
building  block  will  support  a  variety  of  alternative   algorithms  to  offer  a
forward  migration  path  when  new  algorithms  are  developed  or  flaws  in
existing algorithms are uncovered.
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The  use  of  a  multicast  service  to  “push”  key  updates  and  other  control
messages  from  the  GCKS  to  members  relieves  the  GCKS  of  the  burden  of
contacting  each  member  individually  to  change  the  key  or  the  configuration
of  the  group  [CP99,  HH99a,  RFC2627,  BMS99,  HH99b].  In  this   way,   group
key  management  can  scale  to  very  large  numbers  of  members.  This  ability  to
deploy  multicast  itself  for  group  key  management  is  attractive  for  a  variety
of  applications.  This  property  may  be  superfluous  for  pure  pay-per-view
sessions  where  the  member  is  keyed  once  and never  again  for  duration  of  the
session. But for subscription sessions or sessions where keys must be
changed, a good multicast application design principles will protect the
GCKS  from being the target of periodic, and possibly synchronized, requests
from  large numbers of members attempting to pull keys.

Unlike large-scale subscription groups, short-lived, dynamic groups,
which  are  characterized  by  relatively  small numbers of members, may need
group key management to minimize the time it takes to create and add
members to a group. Thus, group key management must be able to
efficiently maintain very large, secure groups, to support large numbers of
members, while not precluding fast initialization, maintenance, and
destruction for smaller groups that engage in impromptu group
communications  [CP99,  RFC2627,  HH99b].  The  need  to  support  a  range  of
performance  and  scalability  needs  for  diverse  applications  is  very  much  a
goal  of  Internet  key  management  that  is  shared  by  group  key  management.

It is clear, however, that the security associations for group key
management  are  more  complex,  or  at  least  more  numerous, than  for  unicast
key  management.  Whereas  the  latter  establishes  a  key  management  SA  to
protect  application  SAs  (where  a  minimum  of  two  are  needed  to  key  an
Internet  application  process),   group key management requires at least three:
There  is  a  “pull”  SA  between  the  group  member  and  the  GCKS,  a  “push”  SA
between the GCKS and all the group members, and an SA to protect
application  data  from  sender-members  to  receiver-members.  In  fact,  each
sender  to  the  group  may  use  a  unique  key  for  their  data  and  use  a  separate
SA:  there  may  be  more  SAs  than  there  are  group  senders.

Group  key  management,  therefore,  uses  a  different  set  of  abstractions
than  ISAKMP  and  IKE.  The  abstractions  used,  however,  may  be  built  from
the  ISAKMP  abstractions:  in  our  approach,  the  Group  Security  Association
(GSA)  includes  the  attributes  of  the  Internet  Security  Architecture  SA,  which
is succinctly defined as the encapsulation of keys and policies [RFC2409] as
follows:

• a SA has selectors, such as source and destination transport
addresses.
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• a SA has properties, such as an security parameter index (SPI) or
cookie pair, and identities.

• a SA has cryptographic policy, such as the algorithms, modes, key
lifetimes, and key lengths used for authentication or confidentiality.

• a SA has keys, such as authentication, encryption and signing keys.

As is discussed in the next section, a GSA contains the SA attributes plus
some additional ones:

• a GSA has group policy attributes, such as the kind of signed
credential needed for group membership and whether the group will
be given new keys when a member is added (called "backward re-
key" below) or whether group members will be given new keys when
a member is removed from the group ("backward re-key").

• a GSA has SAs as attributes.

The final point, a GSA includes multiple SAs, is graphically depicted in
Figure 3 and discussed more fully in the next section.

The following list summarizes the desired properties of Internet group
key management:

1. The five properties of Internet key management as described in the
previous section.

2. Support for the IRTF Secure Multicast (SMuG) Reference
Framework, having a GCKS that controls access to the group of
sending and receiving members according to the group policy it
distributes

3. Support for IP multicast applications where there may be one or more
senders to the group who may each have a unique SA to the group or
who may each share a common SA to the group.

4. Support for both receiver-initiated “pull” of policy and keying
material in addition to server-initiated “push” using a variety of re-
key algorithms.

5. Selectable level of performance for group key management, which
permits tradeoffs in startup latency, re-initialization complexity,
message overhead, join latency, leave latency, and other security-
related performance such as transforms.

Group key management requires a protocol with the five properties listed
above. The protocol must be capable of establishing security relationships
that are not just peer-to-peer but also between GCKS and a group of
members (e.g., for re-key) and among sending and receiving members (e.g.,
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for data protection). This section suggested that these relationships might be
built upon group security associations, which in turn build upon the security
association concept of IPsec and ISAKMP/IKE, as described in the next
section.

4. GROUP SECURITY ASSOCIATION: REASONING
AND DEFINITION

4.1 Structure of a GSA: Reasoning

There are three categories of SAs aggregated into a GSA. We choose this
structure to better realize a GSA in our key management environment, the
SMUG Reference Framework [HCBD00]. There is a need to maintain SAs
between a Key Server and a group member (either a sender, a receiver or
both) and among members. In the SMUG Reference Framework, the Key
Server is called the “GCKS”, which is charged with access control to the
group keys, with policy distribution to client members or prospective
members, and with group key dissemination to sender and receiver client
members. This structure is common in many group key management
environments [HH99a,HH99b, CP99, RFC2627, BMS99, Bris99]. There are
two SAs established between the GCKS and the members Category-1,  or
SA1 and Category-2, or SA2), and there is an SA established among the
sending and receiving members (Category-3 or SA3) as shown in Figure 3.
The term SA1, SA2 and SA3 is used to simplify the following discussion.

The first category of SA (namely SA1 in Figure 3) is initiated by the
member to pull GSA information from the GCKS; this is how the member
requests to join the secure group or has its GSA keys re-initialized after
being disconnected from the group (e.g., when its host computer has been
turned off during re-key operations as described below). The GSA
information pulled down from the GCKS include the SA, keys and policy
used to secure the data transmission between sending and receiving
members; this is SA3 in Figure 3. Note that SA3 is a category of SA, and
this implies that there may be multiple SAs established between member
senders and member receivers - at least as an option. There may exist, for
example, a single SA of category SA3 in which all senders share common
keys and associated information. Alternatively, there may be one or more
SAs of category SA3 that are unique to the particular sender. An SA3
security association may be re-established or have its keys modified through
re-key operations, which occur over an SA of category SA2. Keys are
pushed through an SA of category SA2 to support subscription groups.
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Figure 3. GSA Structure

Thus, the aim is to use SA1 to initially securely download SA2 and SA3
from the GCKS to the members. SA2 is then used for control messages,
while SA3 for data messages. Included in the set of control messages is the
update or replacement of SA3. Thus, we say that SA2 is used to “update”
SA3, since it is anticipated that there will be far fewer use of SA2 compared
to SA3 (e.g. SA3 for voluminous streaming media data). Naturally, the
cryptographic policy for SA2 must specify strengths equal or stronger than
SA3. Two options (al least) are available for “updating” the SA2 in turn.
The SA2 can be updated through SA1 again (unicast) or the “old” SA2 can
be used to update to a “new” SA2. We have left this as an implementation
option, since the definition of a GSA must cater for a wide variety of
applications.

Note that for applications where key updates occur within the data stream
(protected using SA3), the GSA definition requires that SA2 be declared as
“null” (which is different from saying it is non-existent). This is also true for
group key management schemes that rely solely on point-to-point. Most
others combine unicast exchanges for initialization with multicast
distribution for re-key. In some cases, such as in a pure pay-per-session
(PPV) application, all of the SA information needed for the session may be
distributed at the time of registration or selection of a session (i.e. over an
SA1); re-key and re-initialization may not be necessary, so there is no SA2.
For subscription groups where keying material is changed as membership
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changes, an SA2 is needed to re-initialize an SA3. Hence, in summary, the
GSA concept sees the three Categories of SAs as being inseparable.

4.2 Definition of GSA

A GSA is defined to include an aggregate of three (3) categories of SAs.
The three categories of  SAs correspond to the three kinds of
communications, best seen from the point of view of the Receiver (Member).
Figure 3 depicts this concept:

• Category-1 SA:
a SA is required for (bi-directional) unicast communications

between the GCKS and a group member (be it a Sender or Receiver).
This SA is established only between the GCKS and a Member. In the
SMuG Reference Framework, the GCKS entity is charged with
access control to the group keys, with policy distribution to members
(or prospective members), and with group key dissemination to
Sender and Receiver members. This use of a (unicast) SA as a
starting point for key management is common in a number of group
key management environments [HH99a, HH99b, CP99, RFC2627,
BMS99, Bris99].

Note that this (unicast) SA is used to protect the other elements of
the GSA (such as the other following two categories of SAs), either
in a push or pull model. As such, this SA is crucial and is inseparable
from the other two SAs as the definition of a GSA.

From the perspective of one given GCKS, there are as many
unique Category-1 SAs as there are members (Senders and/or
Receivers) in the group. Thus there may be a scalability concern for
some applications, so a Category-l SA may be used on-demand
whereas Category-2 and Category-3 SAs are established at least for
the life of the sessions that they support.

• Category-2 SA:
a SA is required for the multicast transmission of key-

management/control messages (unidirectional) from the GCKS to all
group members. As such, this SA is known by the GCKS and by all
members of the group.

This SA is not negotiated, since all the group members must share
it. Thus, the GCKS must be the authentic source and act as the sole
point of contact for the group members to obtain this SA.

From the perspective of each participant in a group (GCKS and
all members), there is at least one (1) Category-2 SA for the group.
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Note that this allows for the possibility of the GCKS deploying
multiple Category-2 SA for other security management purposes.

• Category-3 SA:
one or more SAs are required for the multicast transmission of

data messages (unidirectional) from the Sender to other group
members. This SA is known by the GCKS and by all members of the
group.

Similarly, regardless of the number of instances of this third
category of SA, this SA is not negotiated. Rather, all group members
obtain it from the GCKS. The GCKS itself does not use this category
of SA since it is assumed that the GCKS does not transmit data
(content) messages.

From the perspective of the Receivers, there is at least one
Category-3 SAs for the member-sender (one or more) in the group.
This allows for the possibility of including group IDS (GID) in
transmission of data packets from the senders in the group.

There are a number of possibilities with respect to the number of
Category-3 SAs and the use of GIDs:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Each sender in the group could be assigned a unique
Category-3 SA, thereby resulting in each receiver having to
maintain as many Category-3 SA as there are senders in the
group.
The entire group deploys a single Category-3 SA for all
senders, together with the use of GIDs. Receivers would then
be able to filter based on the GIDs, whilst maintaining only
one Category-3 SA.
A combination of(i) and (ii) above.

4.3 Forward and Backward Rekey

The re-key operation is needed to ensure that messages sent to the group
cannot be accessed by a former member whose membership has been
revoked by the GCKS; some applications may also require that a member
who joins a group be denied access to messages that were sent to the group
prior to its membership [CP99, HH99a, BMS99]. We call the first case,
forward rekey, when a key change is prompted by a member leaving the
group. The latter is called backward rekey, when a re-key is caused by a new
member joining the group. Note that the terms “forward/backward secrecy”
and “forward/backward security” have been used interchangeably in the
literature [CP99, HH99a, BMS99, HH99b].
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5. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has described the Group Security Association (GSA)
Management model and protocol as developed in the Secure Multicast
Group (SMuG) in the IETF.

In order to progress to the point of worthy specifications and working
implementations, several questions, among others, must be answered:

• What framework should be used for the group key management
building block?

• How many of each category of SA should be allowed in a GSA?
• What transport should be used for Category-2 SA key management

control messages?

The first question asks whether the Internet key management framework,
ISAKMP, should be used or whether some invented framework should be
used to express, specify, and/or implement group key management.

The second question that must be answered is how many SAs of
Category-2 and Category-3 must the group key management framework
support? This issue has ramifications for how complex the framework will
be in terms of messages and payloads. Multiple Category-3 SAs, for
example, may be used to bundle keying material for multiple, related groups
such as for multimedia sessions [RFC 1889]. A related question concerns
GSA updates: are operations needed to modify existing SAs? Such
operations may be very complex and may entail changes to group policy,
which may have significant ramifications on access control. Re-key
algorithms such as LKH and OFT update SAs by modifying keys. Whereas
TLS supports operations to change the cipher, IKE requires that a new SA be
created and the old SA deleted as the means by which an SA is modified.

The third question is the transport to be used for Category-2 SA messages
which are multicast and which have reliability requirements. Should a
reliable multicast services be assumed? Should it be integrated into the
protocol? More consideration is needed on the effects of providing a
multicast key management services to groups of members, large and small,
static and dynamic.

These and other questions will be addressed in the near future in the
Secure Multicast Group (SMuG) in the IETF.
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Abstract Traditionally, research in secure group key agreement focuses on minimizing
the computational overhead for cryptographic operations, and minimizing the
communication overhead and the number of protocol rounds is of secondary
concern.

The dramatic increase in computation power that we witnessed during the
past years exposed network delay in WANs as the primary culprit for a negative
performance impact on key agreement protocols.

The majority of previously proposed protocols optimize the cryptographic
overhead of the protocol. However, high WAN delay negatively impacts their
efficiency.

The goal of this work is to construct a new protocol that trades off compu-
tation with communication efficiency. We resurrect a key agreement protocol
previously proposed by Steer et al. We extend it to handle dynamic groups and
network failures such as network partitions and merges. The resulting protocol
suite is provably secure against passive adversaries and provides key indepen-
dence, i.e. a passive adversary who knows any proper subset of group keys cannot
discover any other group key not included in the subset. Furthermore, the pro-
tocol is simple, fault-tolerant, and well-suited for high-delay wide area network.

Peer group key agreement, fault-tolerant protocolKeywords:
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1. INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of applications, protocols and services that rely on group
communication prompts the need for group-oriented security mechanisms (in
addition to the traditional requirements of fault-tolerance, scalability, and reli-
ability). Current group-oriented applications include IP telephony, video con-
ferencing, collaborative workspaces, interactive chats and multi-user games.
The security requirements of these applications are fairly typical, e.g., confi-
dentiality, data integrity, authentication and access control. These are achieved
through some form of group key management.

The peer nature of many group applications results in certain unique prop-
erties and requirements. First, every member in a peer group is both a sender
and a receiver. Second, peer groups tend to be small, with fewer than a hundred
members. Also, peer groups have no hierarchy and all members enjoy the same
status. Therefore, solutions that assign greater importance to some group mem-
bers are undesirable, since privileged members might behave maliciously; they
are also attractive targets of attacks. This essentially rules out the traditional
key distribution paradigm as it calls for higher trust in the group member who
generates and distributes keys. Finally, since all networks are prone to faults
and congestion, any subset of group members must be prepared to function as a
group in its own right. In other words, if a network partition splits the members
into multiple subgroups, each subgroup must quickly recover and continue to
function independently.

In the last two decades a lot of research has been conducted with the aim of
minimizing cryptographic overhead in security protocols. It has been long held
as an incontrovertible fact that heavy-weight computation – such as large num-
ber arithmetic which is the basis of many modern cryptographic algorithms –
is the greatest burden imposed by security protocols. We believe that, although
this has been the case in the past, rapid advances in computing have resulted in
drastic improvements in large-number arithmetic computations. For example,
three years ago, a top-of-the-line RISC workstation performed a 512-bit modu-
lar exponentiation in around 24 ms. Today, an 850 Mhz Pentium III PC (priced
at 1/5-th of the old RISC workstation) performs the same operation in under
1 ms.

In contrast, communication latency has not improved appreciably. Network
devices and communication lines have become significantly faster and cheaper.
However, the communication (especially via the Internet) has become both
accessible and affordable which resulted in drastic increase in the demand for
network bandwidth. Consequently, the explosion in the number of users and
their devices often causes network congestion and outages. Moreover, while
computation power and bandwidth are increasing, network delay is still faced
with a fundamental limit dictated by the speed of light.
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The bottleneck shift from computation to communication latency leads us
to start looking at cryptographic protocols in a different light: allowing more
liberal use of cryptographic operations while attempting to reduce the com-
munication overhead. The latter includes both round and message complexity.
Communication overhead is especially relevant in a peer group setting since
group members can be spread throughout a large network, e.g., the global In-
ternet.

We consider a protocol suggested by Steer et al. in 1988 [SSDW88], one of
the first group key agreement protocols. Their protocol is based on the Diffie-
Hellman key exchange and assumes the formation of a secure static group. We
extend their protocol to deal with dynamic groups and network failures. This
protocol – referred to as STR hereafter – was neglected due to its heavy com-
putation and communication requirements: O(n) communication rounds and
O(n) cryptographic operations are necessary to establish a shared key in a group
of n members. However, we extend STR and construct new communication-
efficient protocols that support dynamic groups. More concretely, we construct
an entire group key management protocol suite, that is particularly efficient in
a WAN environment where moderate to high network delays dominate. An
extended version of this paper that provides more detail of our algorithms and
security is available from the authors.

2. RELIABLE GROUP COMMUNICATION AND
GROUP KEY AGREEMENT

In this section, we set the stage for the rest of the paper with a brief overview of
the notable features of reliable group communication and group key agreement.

2.1. RELIABLE GROUP COMMUNICATION
SEMANTICS

Many modern collaborative and distributed applications require a reliable
group communication platform. Current reliable group communication toolkits
generally provide one (or both) of two strong group communication semantics:
Extended Virtual Synchrony (EVS) [MAMSA94] and View Synchrony (VS)
[FLS97]. Both semantics guarantee that: 1) group members see the same set
of messages between two sequential group membership events, and, 2) the
sender’s requested message order (e.g., FIFO, Causal, or Total) is preserved.
VS offers a stricter guarantee than EVS: Messages are delivered to all recipients
in the same membership as viewed by the sender application when it originally
sent the message. In the context of this paper we require the underlying group
communication to provide VS. However, we stress that VS is needed for the
sake of fault-tolerance and robustness; the security of our protocols is in no way
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affected by the lack of VS. More details on the interaction of key agreement
protocols and reliable group communication are addressed in [AAH+00].

2.2. COMMUNICATION DELAY

Due to the reliable group communication platform, network delay is am-
plified by the necessary acknowledgments between the group members. The
speed of light puts a lower bound on the minimum network delay. For example,
a laser pulse that travels through a fiber takes ≈ 10 ms between New York and
San Francisco, ≈ 21 ms between Paris and San Francisco, and ≈ 40 ms from
London to Sydney. In practice the networks today are slower than the lower
bound by about a factor of 4 (due to switching overhead, etc.).

To put this into perspective, an 850MHz Pentium III PC performs a single
512-bit  modular exponentiation (one of the most expensive, but most basic pub-
lic key primitives) in under 1 ms. Moreover, the speed of computers continue to
increase. Comparing this with the WAN  network  delay, it is clear that reducing
the number of communication rounds is much more important in the long run
for an efficient group key agreement scheme than reducing the computation
overhead.

2.3.  GROUP KEY AGREEMENT

A comprehensive group key agreement solution must handle adjustments to
group secrets subsequent to all membership change operations in the under-
lying group communication system. The following membership changes are
considered:
Join occurs when a prospective member wants to join a group.
Leave occurs when a member wants to leave (or is forced to leave) a group.
There might be different reasons for member deletion such as voluntary leave,
involuntary disconnect or forced expulsion.
Partition occurs when a group is split into smaller groups. A group partition
can take place for several reasons, two of which are fairly common:
� Network failure – this occurs when a network event causes disconnectivity
within the group. Consequently, a group is split into fragments.
� Explicit partition – this occurs when the application decides to split the group
into multiple components or simply exclude multiple members at once.
Merge occurs when two or more groups merge to form a single group:
� Network fault heal – this occurs when a network event causes previously
disconnected network partitions to reconnect.
� Explicit merge – this occurs when the application decides to merge multiple
pre-existing groups into a single group.

At first glance, events such as network partitions and fault heals might appear
infrequent and dealing with them might seem to be a purely academic exercise.
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In practice, however, such events are common owing to network misconfigu-
rations and router failures. In addition, in mobile ad hoc (and other wireless)
networks, partitions are both common and expected. Moser et al. present com-
pelling arguments in support of these claims [MAMSA94]. Hence, dealing with
group partitions and merges is a crucial component of group key agreement.

3. CRYPTOGRAPHIC PROPERTIES

In this section we summarize the desired properties for a secure group key
agreement protocol. Following the model of [KPT00], we define six such
properties:
� Weak Backward Secrecy guarantees that previously used group keys must
not be discovered by new group members.
� Weak Forward Secrecy guarantees that new keys must remain out of reach
of former group members.
� Group Key Secrecy guarantees that it is computationally infeasible for a
passive adversary to discover any group key.
� Forward  Secrecy  (Not  to  be  confused  with  Perfect  Forward  Secrecy  or  PFS)
guarantees  that a passive adversary who knows a contiguous subset of old group
keys cannot discover subsequent group keys.
� Backward  Secrecy  guarantees  that  a  passive  adversary  who  knows  a  contigu-
ous subset of group keys cannot discover preceding group keys.
� Key  Independence  guarantees  that  a  passive  adversary  who  knows  any  proper
subset of group keys cannot discover any other group key.

The relationship among the properties is intuitive. The first two (often typi-
cally called Forward and Backward Secrecy in the literature) are different from
the others in the sense that the adversary is assumed to be a current or a former
group member. The other properties additionally include the cases of inadver-
tently leaked or otherwise compromised group keys. Forward and Backward
Secrecy is a stronger condition than Weak Forward and Backward Secrecy. Ei-
ther of Backward or Forward Secrecy subsumes Group Key Secrecy and Key
Independence subsumes the rest. Finally, the combination of Backward and
Forward Secrecy yields Key Independence.

In this paper we do not assume key authentication as part of the group key
management protocols. All communication channels are public but authentic.
The latter means that all messages are digitally signed by the sender using
some sufficiently strong public key signature method such as DSA or RSA. All
receivers are required to verify signatures on all received messages. Since no
other long-term secrets or keys are used, we are not concerned with Perfect
Forward Secrecy (PFS) as it is achieved trivially.
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4 .  P R O T O C O L S

We now describe the protocols that make up the STR key management suite:
join, leave, merge, and partition. All protocols share a common framework
with the following features:
� Each group member contributes an equal share to the group key; this share
is kept secret by each group member.
� The group key is computed as a function of all current group members’
shares.
� As the group grows, new members’ shares are factored into the group key
while remaining members’ shares stay unchanged.
� As the group shrinks, departing members’ shares are removed from the new
group key and at least one remaining member changes its share.
� All protocol messages are signed by the sender, i.e., we assume an authenti-
cated broadcast channel.

Before describing the protocols in detail, we review the basic STR key agree-
ment protocol and the notation used in the rest of the paper.

4.1.  NOTATION

We use the following notation:

n, N
i, j
M i

r i

bri
k j

bk j

p
α

N 〈 j〉
IN〈 l 〉
LN 〈 i〉
T 〈 i 〉
B T 〈  i   〉 

number of protocol parties (group members)
group member indices: i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N}
i -th group member; i ∈ {1, . . . , N}
Mi’s session random (secret key of leaf node Mi)
Mi ’s blinded session random, i.e. αr i mod p
secret key shared among M

j

1 ... M j

blinded kj , i.e.  α k mod p
large prime number
exponentiation base

Tree-specific notation
Tree node j 
Internal tree node at level l
Leaf node associated with member Mi

Tree of member Mi

Tree of member Mi including all of its blinded keys

Figure 1 shows an example of an STR key tree. The tree has two types of
nodes: leaf and internal. Each leaf node is associated with a specific group
member. An internal node IN 〈 i 〉 always has two children: another (lower)
internal node IN and a leaf node LN 〈 i– 1 〉 〈 i+1 〉 . The exception is IN〈 1〉  which is
also a leaf node corresponding to M . (Note that, consequently, r1 1 = k 1.)
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Figure 1 Notation for STR

Each leaf node LN 〈 i 〉  has a session random  ri  chosen and kept secret by Mi.
The blinded version thereof is bri  = α r i mod p.

Every internal node IN 〈  j 〉 has an associated secret key kj  and a public blinded
key bk j = α kj  mod p. The secret key k i  ( i > 1) is the result of a Diffie-
Hellman key agreement between the node’s two children. (k1 is an exception
and is equivalent to r i .) k i (i > 1) is computed recursively as follows:

ki =  (bk i –1)r i  mod p = (br i )k i –1 mod p = α r i k i – 1 mode p if i > 1.

The group key in Figure 1 is the key associated with the root node:

We note that the root (group) key is never used directly for the purposes of
encryption, authentication or integrity. Instead, such sub-keys are derived from
the root key, e.g., by applying a cryptographically secure hash function to the
root key. All blinded keys bki are assumed to be public.

The basic key agreement protocol is as follows. We assume that all members
know the structure of the key tree and their initial position within the tree. (It
is simple to have an ordering that uniquely determines the location of each
member in a key tree.) Furthermore, each member knows its session random
and the blinded session randoms of all other members. The two members M1

and M 2 can first compute the group key corresponding to IN〈 2〉  . M 1 computes:

k2 =  (br2 ) r1 mod p = α r 1 r2 mod p, bk 2 = α k 2 mod p
k 3 =  (br 3)k 2 mod p, bk 3 = α k 3  mod p
. . .
k N  =  (br N )k N –1  mod p

Next, M 1 broadcasts all blinded keys bk i with 1 ≤ i ≤ N – 1.  Armed
with this message, every member then computes kN  as follows. (As mentioned
above, members M 1 and M 2 derive the group key without additional broad-
casts.) Any Mi  (with i > 2) knows its session random r i and bk i–1 from the
broadcast message. Hence, it can derive ki = bk mod p. It can then com- i– 1

pute all remaining keys recursively up to the group key from the public blinded
 
r i

session randoms: ki = bri + 1  k i  mod p (i  ≤  N).
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Following every membership change, all members independently update the
key tree. Since we assume that the underlying group communication system
provides view synchrony (see Section 2.1), all members who correctly exe-
cute the protocol recompute an identical key tree after any membership event.
The following fact describes the minimal requirement for a group member to
compute the group key:

Remark 1. If all members know all blinded session randoms of all other mem-
bers, there exist at least two members who can compute the group key.

Proof.  This follows directly from the recursive definition of the group key. In
other words, both M1  and M2  (the member at the lowest leaf nodes) can obtain
the group key by computing pairwise keys recursively and using blinded session
randoms of other members. ��

Remark 2. Any member can compute the group key, if it knows: 1) its own
secret share, 2) the blinded key of its sibling subtree, and, 3) blinded session
randoms of members higher in the tree.

Proof. This also follows from the definition of the group key. To compute the
group key, member Mi needs 1)  r i ,  2) bk i – 1 ,  and 3) br i + 1 , bri + 2  , ... ,br N . �

The protocols described below benefit from a special role (called sponsor)
assigned to a certain group member following each membership change. A
sponsor reduces communication overhead by performing "housekeeping" tasks
that vary depending on the type of membership change. The criteria for selecting
a sponsor varies as described below.

4.2. MEMBER JOIN PROTOCOL

We assume the group has n users ({M1 , . . . , M n }), when the group commu-
nication system announces the arrival of a new member. Both the new member
and the prior group receive this notification simultaneously. The new mem-
ber M n+1 broadcasts a join request message that contains its own blinded key
bk n+1 (which is the same as its blinded session random  brn+1 ) At the same
time, the current group’s sponsor (Mn ) computes a blinded version of the cur-
rent group key (bk n ) and sends the current tree BT 〈  n〉 to Mn +1 with all blinded
keys and blinded session randoms.

Next, each Mi  first increments n = n + 1 and creates a new root key node
IN 〈 n 〉 with two children: the root node IN  〈 n –1  〉 of the prior tree T 〈  i 〉 on the left
and the new leaf node LN 〈n corresponding to the new member on the right. 〉
Note that every member can compute the group key (see Remark 2):

All existing members only need the new member’s blinded session random
The new member needs the blinded group key of the prior group
In a join operation, the sponsor is always the topmost leaf node, i.e., the most

recent member in the current group.

� 

� 
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As described, the join protocol takes one communication round and two
cryptographic operations to compute the new group key (one before the message
exchange and one after.)

The join protocol provides backward secrecy since a new member is only
given a blinded key of the existing group. However, the protocol does not
provide key independence since knowledge of a group key used before the
join can be used to compute the group key used after the join. To remedy
the situation, we can modify the protocol to require the sponsor to change its
session random and the corresponding blinded value, br .n

4.3. MEMBER LEAVE PROTOCOL

We again have a group of n members when a member M ( d ≤ nd ) leaves
the group. If d > 1, the sponsor Ms is the leaf node directly below the leaving
member, i.e., M . Otherwise, the sponsor is Md– 1 2 . Upon hearing about the
leave event from the group communication system, each remaining member
updates its key tree by deleting the nodes LN d corresponding to M〈 〉 d and its
parent node IN 〈d 〉 . The nodes above the leaving node are also renumbered. The
former sibling IN 〈  of M is promoted to replace (former) Md –1 〉 d d ’s parent. The
sponsor Ms selects a new secret session random, computes all keys (and blinded
keys) up to the root, and broadcasts BT〈 s 〉 to the group. This information allows
all members to recompute the new group key.

In summary, the leave protocol takes one communication round and involves
a single broadcast. The cryptographic cost varies depending on two factors:
1) the position of the departed member, and 2) the position of the remaining
member who needs to compute the new key.

The total number of serial cryptographic operations in the leave protocol can
be expressed as (assuming n is the original group size):
� 2(n – d ) + 1 + ( n – d ) + 1 = 3n – 3d + 2 when d > 2
� 3n – 7 when d = 1,2

In the worst case, M or M1 2 leave the group. The cost for this leave operation
is equal to the leave of member M3, which is 3n – 7. The average leave cost
is 3n /2 + 2.

The leave protocol provides forward secrecy since a former member cannot
compute the new key owing to the sponsor’s changing the session random.
The protocol also provides key independence since knowledge of the new key
cannot be used to derive the previous keys; this is, again, due to the sponsor
refreshing its session random.

4.4. GROUP PARTITION PROTOCOL

A network fault can cause a partition of the group. To the remaining members,
this actually appears as a concurrent leave of multiple members. With a minor
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modification, the leave protocol can handle multiple leaving members in a single
round. The only difference is the sponsor selection. In case of a partition, the
sponsor is the leaf node directly below the lowest-numbered leaving member.
(If M 1 is the lowest-numbered leaving member, the sponsor is the lowest-
numbered surviving member.)

After deleting all leaving nodes, the sponsor Ms refreshes its session random
(key share), computes keys and blinded keys going up the tree – as in the plain
leave protocol – terminating with the computation of αk n – 1 mod p. It then
broadcasts the updated key tree BT 〈 s 〉 containing only blinded values. Each
member including Ms can now compute the group key.

The computation and communication complexity of the partition protocol is
identical to that of the leave protocol. The same holds for its security properties.

4.5. GROUP MERGE PROTOCOL

We now describe the STR merge protocol for two groups. (A more general
protocol for merging larger number of groups is a straight-forward extension.)
We assume that, as in the case of join, the communication system simultaneously
notifies all group members (in both groups) about the merge event. Moreover,
reliable group communication toolkits typically include a list of all members
that are about to merge in the merge notification. More specifically, we require
that each member be able to distinguish between the group it was in from the
group that it is merging with. This assumption is not unreasonable, e.g, it is
satisfied in SPREAD [AAH + 00].

It is natural to merge the smaller group onto the larger one, i.e., to place a
smaller tree directly on top of the larger one. If the two trees are of the same size,
we can use an unambiguous ordering to decide which group joins which. (For
example, compare the identifiers of the respective sponsors.) Consequently,
the lowest-numbered leaf of the smaller tree becomes the right child of a new
intermediate node. The left child of the new intermediate node is the root of
the larger tree. Since the respective trees are known a priori (before the key
management starts), all nodes can construct the new key tree before receiving
or computing any cryptographic information.

In the first round of the merge protocol, the two sponsors (topmost members
of each group) exchange their respective key trees containing all blinded keys.
The highest-numbered member of the larger tree becomes the sponsor of the
second round in the merge protocol. Using the blinded session randoms of
the other group, this sponsor computes every (key, blinded key) pair upto the
intermediate node just below the root node. It then broadcasts the key tree
with the blinded keys and blinded session randoms to the other members. All
members now have the complete set of blinded keys, which allows them to
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compute the new group key. In any case, the merge protocol runs in two
communication rounds.

5. ROBUSTNESS

5.1. PROTOCOL UNIFICATION

Although described separately in the preceding sections, the four STR oper-
ations: join, leave, merge and partition, actually represent different expression
of a single protocol. We justify this claim with an informal argument below.

Obviously, join and leave are special cases of merge and partition, respec-
tively. It is less clear that merge and partition can be collapsed into a single
protocol, because in either case, the key tree changes and the remaining group
members lack some number (sometimes none) of blinded keys or blinded ses-
sion randoms which prevents them from computing the new root key. When
a partition occurs, the remaining members reconstruct the tree where some
blinded keys are missing. In case of a merge, a shorter tree A is merged into a
taller tree B. Any member in B now can compute the group key since it knows
blinded session random of any member in A. The deepest member in A also
can compute the group key since it knows the blinded session random of any
other member in A and blinded group key of B. Using the broadcast message
any member now can compute the new group key.

We established that both partition and merge initially result in a new key tree
with a number of missing blinded keys. In case of merge, the missing blinded
keys can be distributed in two rounds. This is because a sponsor in both of A
and B broadcasts its own subtree including all blinded keys. Any member in
a given subtree can compute the new root key after receiving both broadcasts.
The case of partition is very similar except that the missing blinded keys and
the new group key can be distributed in one round.

This apparent similarity between partition and merge allows us to lump the
protocols stemming from all membership events into a single, unified protocol.
The following figure shows the pseudocode.

receive msg (msg type = membership event)
construct new tree
while there are missing blinded keys

if (I can compute any missing keys and I am the sponsor)
compute missing blinded keys
broadcast new blinded keys

endif
receive msg (msg type = broadcast)
update current tree

endwhile

The incentive for this is threefold. First, unification allows us to simplify
the implementation and minimize its size. Second, the overall security and
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correctness are easier to demonstrate with a single protocol. Third, we can now
claim that (with a slight modification) the STR protocol is self-stabilizing and
fault-tolerant as discussed below.

5.2. CASCADED EVENTS

Since network disruptions are random and unpredictable, it is natural to
consider the possibility of so-called cascaded membership events. In fact,
cascaded events and their impact on group protocols are often considered in
group communication literature, but, alas, frequently neglected in the security
literature. Furthermore, the probability of a cascaded event is much higher on
a wide area network. A cascaded event occurs when one membership change
occurs while another is being handled. For example, a partition can occur while
a prior partition is processed, resulting in a cascade of size two.

We claim that the STR partition protocol is self-stabilizing, i.e., robust against
cascaded network events. In general, self-stabilization is a very desirable feature
since lack thereof requires extensive and complicated protocol "coating" to
either 1) shield the protocol from cascaded events, or 2) harden it sufficiently
to make the protocol robust with respect to cascaded events (essentially, by
making it re-entrant). The latter is often very complicated and inefficient as
seen from [AKNR+ 01].

The pseudocode for the self-stabilizing protocol is shown as below.

receive msg (msg type = membership event)
construct new tree
while there are missing blinded keys

if (I can compute any missing keys and I am the sponsor)
compute missing blinded keys
broadcast new blinded keys

endif
receive msg
if (msg type = broadcast) update current tree
else (msg type = membership event) construct new tree

endwhile

Based on view synchrony discussed in Section 2, we provide an informal
proof that the above protocol terminates on any finite number of consecutive
cascaded events. Due to view synchrony, every member has the same member-
ship view. We can further assume that the ordering of members in the group
communication system is same as that of the key tree. By Remark 1, at least a
member, say Mi can compute the group key if all of the blinded session randoms
are known. All members can then compute the group key using the broadcast
message of the member Mi by Remark 2.

Hence, it is enough to show that at least one member knows every other
member’s session random, eventually. In the above pseudocode, the sponsor
is the node below the lowest node whose blinded session random is missing.
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Now, if a sponsor Ms cannot compute the group key since some of the blinded
keys are missing, it broadcasts the key tree which includes every blinded session
random and blinded keys Ms knows. Then the sponsor of the next round will
be the one who owns the missing blinded session random. Note that every
member will have strictly more blinded session randoms and blinded keys as
number of round increases. Hence, as cascaded events stabilize in the group
communication system, the STR protocol also terminates.

6. DISCUSSION

6.1. SECURITY

The STR protocol suite and the structure of its group key form a special case
of the TGDH key agreement recently presented in [KPT00]. (The latter de-
fines a more general tree-based Diffie-Hellman key agreement.) As such, STR
benefits from the provable security of TGDH protocols. Briefly, in [KPT00]
it is shown that group key secrecy is reducible to the Decision Diffie-Hellman
(DDH) problem [MvOV97].

However, the basic property of group key secrecy is not sufficient for the
security of the entire protocol suite. Recall the desired security properties
defined in Section 3. We will show that STR offers not only group key secrecy
but also weak forward and backward secrecy properties. Furthermore, we show
that STR can provide key independence by modifying the protocol slightly.

We now present an informal argument for weak forward and backward se-
crecy.

The group key secrecy property implies that the group key cannot be derived
from the blinded keys alone. At least one secret key K is needed to compute all
secret keys from K up to the root key. Hence, we need to show that the joining
member M cannot obtain any keys of the previous key tree. First, M picks its
secret share r, blinds it and broadcasts αr as part of its join request. Once M
receives all blinded keys on its co-path, it can compute all secret keys on its key
path. Clearly, all these keys will contain M’s contribution (r ); hence, they are
independent of previous secret keys on that path. Therefore, M cannot derive
any previous keys.

Similarly, we argue that STR provides weak forward secrecy. When a mem-
ber M leaves the group, the rightmost member of the subtree rooted at the
sibling node changes its secret share. Then, M’s leaf node is deleted and its
parent node is replaced with its sibling node. This operation causes M’s contri-
bution to be removed from each key on M’s former key path. Hence, M only
knows all blinded keys, and the group key secrecy property prevents M from
deriving the new group key.

As presented in Section 4, the STR protocols do not provide key indepen-
dence. This means that an active attacker who somehow acquires a group key
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used before an additive event (join or merge) can use the knowledge of that
key to compute a newer key used after such an event. The same does not hold
for subtractive events (leave and partition) since a sponsor always changes its
session random following each such event.

The join and merge protocols can be modified slightly to provide key inde-
pendence as explained in the join and merge protocol: Upon each join or merge
event, a sponsor (both sponsors, in case of a merge) changes its session random
and recomputes its blinded key before proceeding with the rest of the protocol.

This simple change results in key independence since each membership
change is followed by at least one session random change. (Of course, we
assume that individual members are honest and do not leak their session ran-
doms to the adversary. This behavior can be regarded as equivalent to revealing
the group key.)

6.2. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

This section compares the computation and communication of STR proto-
col to other recent group key agreement methods, Cliques GDH.2 [STW00],
Tree-Based Diffie-Hellman (TGDH) [KPT00], and Burmester/Desmedt (BD)
[BD94]. These protocols provide contributory group key agreement based on
different extensions of the two-party Diffie-Hellman key exchange. Moreover,
they all support dynamic membership operations.

We consider the following costs:
� Number of rounds: this affects serial communication delay. Total number of
messages: as the number of messages grows, the probability of message loss
or corruption is increased, and so is the delay.
� Number of unicasts and broadcasts: a broadcast is much more expensive
operation than a unicast, since it requires many acknowledgments within the
group communication system.
� Number of serial exponentiation: this is the main factor in the computation
overhead.
� Robustness: Lack of robustness requires additional measures to make the
secure group communication system robust against cascaded (nested) faults
and membership events.

Table 1 shows a comparison of the current approaches for group key manage-
ment. The bold text refers to a parameter that severely slows down the protocol
in a WAN deployment, for which STR is best suited.

In Cliques GDH.2 protocol, the number of new members k is considered,
since the merge cost depends on number of new members. The cost for TGDH
is the average value when the key tree is fully balanced. The partition or leave
cost for STR is computed on average, since it depends on the depth of the
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lowest-numbered leaving member node. For security reasons [STW00], BD
always has to restart anew upon every membership event.

Table 1 Protocol Comparison

As seen from the table, STR is minimal in communication on every mem-
bership event. We showed in Section 5 that robustness in the STR protocol is
not only easier to implement than in other protocols, but it also achieves higher
robustness to network partitions. Cliques GDH.2 is quite expensive protocol in
wide area network, since: 1) it is hard or very expensive to provide robustness
against cascaded events [AKNR+ 01] and 2) communication cost for merge in-
creases linearly as the number of new members does. In TGDH, the partition
protocol is expensive (relatively slow) which may cause more cascaded faults
and long delays to agree on a key. The cost of BD is mostly acceptable but
large number of simultaneous broadcast messages can be problematic over a
wide area network.
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Abstract:

Many access control requirements cannot be automated using traditional
mandatory access control (MAC) and discretionary access control (DAC)
security mechanisms. Examples include user-attribute-based access control
and owner-retained access control for handling specially marked data.
While several researchers have identified the need for access controls that
provide more flexibility than MAC and DAC, the proposed mechanisms for
implementing these controls have several shortcomings. In this paper, we
describe an access control mechanism that combines attribute certificates
with mobile policy to overcome these shortcomings. Attribute certificates
permit fine-grained authorisations based on user attributes, such as group
membership, rank, and role. Mobile policies allow application-specific
policies to move along with the object to other elements of the system.
Mobile policies are expressed using an extension to a high-level definition
language that we previously proposed in Reference [5].
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1. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, mandatory access control (MAC) and discretionary access
control (DAC) security mechanisms have been used for providing
information protection. MAC groups users and data based on classification
levels. Users can only access data that is classified at their level or lower.
Sharing of classified data with users who do not have the required
classification clearance is strictly prohibited. In comparison, DAC restricts
access to information based on the user’s identity and authorisations stating
the accesses each user can execute on the objects of the system.

Many access control requirements within the United States (U.S.)
Department of Defense (DoD) and the Intelligence Community cannot be
automated using traditional MAC and DAC mechanisms. In particular,
these communities need to enforce, within an automated system, the true
intent of access control requirements associated with special markings,
including dissemination controls and release markings, caveats, and
warnings [1-3,7,13]. Particular examples include user attribute-based
access control and owner-retained access control for handling specially
marked data [13].

Release markings such as Not Releasable to Foreign Nationals
(NOFORN) and Top Secret Releasable to Canada (TS REL CANADA) are
examples of user attribute-based access control. An object with the
NOFORN marking can only be released to an U.S. citizen. Similarly, an
object marked with TS REL CANADA can only be given to an individual
who has a TS clearance from either the U.S. or Canada.

Originator Controlled (ORCON) release represents an example of owner-
retained access control. Any object marked ORCON may be released to
users belonging to a specified list of organisations or users; any release to
others not on the list requires permission of the originator of the object.

While requirements such as REL XX and ORCON can be implemented
using MAC, the solution is cumbersome and, therefore, not an acceptable
general-purpose solution. The solutions proposed by others [1-3,13] also
have several shortcomings. We will elaborate on this topic in Sections 2 and
3.
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Some of the difficulties in carrying out the intent of the aforementioned
access control requirements are that a number of these markings are based
on user attributes, provisions are made for exceptions, information cannot
sometimes be released with the consent of the originator, and the
composition of labels when data with different markings are combined is not
straightforward.

control.

In this paper, we describe an alternative solution that combines attribute
certificates (ACs) with mobile policy. Public key certificates, also known as
identity certificates (ICs), allow the identities of the users to be mobile. A
user can prove his/her identity, for access control purposes, using his/her IC.
The advent of ACs extends ICs beyond identity-based authorisations. That
is, attribute certificates provide the capability of assigning attributes to users,
and, therefore, they are ideal for providing user attribute-based dissemination

Mobile policies allow access control rules to move with the objects to
which the policies apply. Enforcement can take place within any
trustworthy component of the system. We extend the high-level definition
language called Mobile Policy Language (MPL) (pronounced “maple”)
proposed by us [5] to specify policies such as NOFORN and ORCON. MPL
extends the traditional Structured Query Language (SQL) access control
commands to incorporate attribute certificate information as well as
provisions [10] that specify required actions to be taken during policy
enforcement.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes
some motivating examples, Section 3 describes solutions from previous
work, Section 4 describes ACs and MPL, Section 5 describes the mobile
policy framework, Section 6 shows how to apply MPL and attribute
certificates to address the examples from Section 2, and, finally, Section 7
provides conclusions and describes future work.

2. MOTIVATING EXAMPLES

In this section, we take several examples from [13] to illustrate the need
for flexible access control policies that go beyond traditional MAC and DAC
security mechanisms.

247
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Example 1 Release Markings: NOFORN is a marking used by the
DoD/Intelligence community to indicate that access to data requires U.S.
citizenship. It is another access control in addition to the restrictions
imposed by MAC. Exceptions are often made to the NOFORN control,
generally with the use of the REL markings. For example, if a document is
marked “NOFORN/REL CAN”, only U.S. and Canadian citizens can access
that document. One way to handle NOFORN data within a system’s MAC
controls is to define a compartment in the system for NOFORN data. This
compartment would be added to each user’s clearance credentials to give the
user access to NOFORN data. However, this action may lead to undesirable
results, as individuals would then become privy to all data marked with
NOFORN control rather than just selected data objects. Also, every time a
special-case release needs to be accommodated, a cumbersome process
involves adding new compartments and going through the process of
changing a user’s clearance.

Example 2 Originator Controlled: Another type of access control used
in the IC is ORCON. When ORCON is specified, only users or groups
specified by the originator of the data are allowed access. If any additional
users or organisations require access to the data, prior consent of the
originator is required. For example, suppose a user x from department X
releases an object O, marked with ORCON, to users in department Y. Any
copy of O made by any user y in department Y would be subject to the same
restrictions as object O. Object O (or its copy) is not releasable by users in
department Y to users in other departments without the permission of user x,
the originator.

Example 3 Label Composition: When two data objects with
NOFORN-REL or ORCON markings are combined, how does an automated
system combine these markings? For example, suppose object O1’s label
states that all government employees and non-government employees cited
in access control list A (ACL-A) are granted access to O1. Also suppose that
O2’s label states that all U.S. citizens and foreign nationals listed in ACL-B
are granted access to O2. We will call the object O3, which is the result of
combining O1  and O2.. The composite policy for O3 should state that for a
user to have access, the user would need to satisfy one of the following
requirements:

• A U.S. government employee with U.S. citizenship
• A U.S. government employee who is not a U.S. citizen and has been

given access on ACL-B
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• A U.S. citizen non-government employee who has been given access on
ACL-A

• A foreign national non-government employee who has been given
access on ACL-A and ACL-B

Traditional access control mechanisms based on MAC and DAC are not
adequate to automate the policies in these examples. We discuss other
solutions and their shortcomings in the next section.

3. PREVIOUS SOLUTIONS

In this section, we describe the solutions provided by McCollum et al.
[13] and Abrams et al. [1-3]. We also identify the shortcomings of their
solutions.

Since NOFORN and ORCON markings rely on the user’s attributes, not
just clearance level, and ORCON requires specifying an ACL, McCollum et
al. [13] introduced user attribute-based access control and Owner-Retained
Access Control (ORAC).

User attribute-based access control calls for associating attributes to
users. The following are examples of user attributes:

• NOFORN is an attribute that describes U.S. citizens
• CONTRACT is an attribute that describes a government employee
• NOCONTRACT is an attribute that describes a non-government

employee

To provide attribute-based access control, McCollum et al. [13] make
two assumptions: First, attributes must be assigned in data object labels.
Second, access control rules must specify those attributes required for
access. While this is a good paradigm, it stops short of discussing how
attribute-based access control would be implemented in a distributed
environment. Also, it does not provide a mechanism for handling caveats
and exceptions to general rules. Finally, it provides no solution to handle
exporting data objects from one system to another.

The solution in [13] defines ORAC to enforce ORCON. ORAC calls for
using ACLs to allow or explicitly deny access to data objects. The user who
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creates the data object is considered its owner and has the right to define an
ACL on the object. In contrast to DAC ACL, an ORAC ACL, with its
associated owner, propagates along with the data. For example, suppose
user x creates object1 with ACL-x. Suppose further that user y copies
object1 to produce object2 with ACL-y. Object2 will retain ACL-x in
addition to ACL-y.

When enforcing ORCON through ORAC, every time a subject wants to
give data access to a new subject who is not on the original ACL, the owner
of the data must explicitly approve the access. While this procedure is
required in some cases, in other instances the owner may wish to grant
another user the right to grant access to the object. Reference [13] suggests a
solution using a new parameter, owner privilege, which like other privileges
can be granted to a subject, and by doing so the owner relinquishes his/her
ownership of the data object to others. In this paper, we have another option,
called grant option, which allows an owner to give grant authority to others
for some, but not all, of the privileges on the objects.

Abrams et al. [1-3] built a prototype that had the ability to enforce an
open set of access control policies. For each policy, the prototype required
that a separate policy-specific module be added to the trusted computing
base (TCB) that can enforce the policy. This means that before an object is
exported to another component, one must ensure that the appropriate module
is available at that component.

4. ATTRIBUTE CERTIFICATES AND MOBILE
POLICY LANGUAGE

In this section, we begin with an overview of attribute certificates,
followed by a description of MPL. We include several examples to show
how our framework can incorporate ORCON and REL XX markings.

4.1 Attribute Certificates

In this paper, we assume that user attributes can be made available
through ACs [4, 5]. ACs are digital documents that contain a list of
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attributes, each of which is an ordered pair (Tag, Value), where Tag is an
identifier and Value is a text string.

Examples of attributes are the following:

• (group, NATO)
• (role, Treaty Negotiator)
• (rank, Major)
• (citizenship, Canada)

An AC, as described in [4], is a structure represented in Abstract Syntax
Notation 1 (ASN.1) just like an IC. However, an AC does not contain a
public key. An AC must be cryptographically linked to an IC and can be
used only in conjunction with this corresponding IC. This restriction is
necessary, since an AC cannot provide any information about a user’s
identity.

ACs provide several benefits. First, ACs can be managed, and
distributed, using deployed Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) systems.
Second, ACs allow user attributes to be mobile within the distributed system.

Directories provide an alternative to ACs for storing and disseminating
user attributes in a distributed computing environment. Like ACs,
directories can be used in conjunction with ICs. The following list describes
a likely scenario for using directories:

• User x authenticates to server S using his/her IC.
• Server S performs a directory lookup using Lightweight Directory

Access Protocol (LDAP) to locate user x’s attributes.
• Server S performs attribute-based access control to determine

access privileges.

4.2 Mobile Policy Language

MPL has three types of statements: G r a n t , D oNotGran t , a n d
MustGrant. Grant gives access to objects to other users. DoNotGrant
provides the ability to deny stated accesses to others. Finally, MustGrant is
a strong authorisation; it is used to ensure that stated authorisations would be
obeyed by the system and to resolve conflicting Grant and DoNotGrant
statements on a particular access [10-12].
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Definition 1 (Authorisation Rule): An authorisation rule is a rule of the
following form:

Grant <Access Type> on <Object>
to <Security Principal >
[with Grant Authority]
[with provision <Provisions> ]
where [<Security Principal> has attribute <(tag, value), …> |

<predicate>]

Authorisation rules allow grantors to give accesses to other security
principals. An access may be granted with Grant Authority, which permits
the grantee to further grant acquired rights to other users. Provisions [10]
specify required actions to be taken during the policy enforcement. Stated
access to an object is allowed after the conditions in the where clause have
been validated and the provisions have been applied. The term <predicate>
in the where clause is any condition that must be satisfied during the
evaluation of the access request.

Example 4: Consider the following authorisation rule:

Grant print on Balance_Sheet
to user
with Grant Authority
with provision Add notice “For Accounting Group Only”
where user has attribute (group, accounting group) and
(rank, manager of accounting group)

This rule states that a user can print the file Balance_Sheet if he/she is a
member of the accounting group and has the rank of an accounting group
manager. The notice “For Accounting Group Only” will be added to the
printed copy. Since the print permission has been given with grant authority,
a grantee can grant the print right to other users by issuing the following
command:

Grant print on Balance_Sheet
to Sue
with provision Add notice “For Accounting Group Only”
where Sue has attribute (group, accounting group)
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This statement says that Sue can print the Balance_Sheet as long as she is
a member of the accounting group. Sue cannot grant the print privilege to
others, however.

Definition 2 (Negative Authorisation Rule): A negative authorisation
rule is a rule of the following form:

DoNotGrant <Access Type> on <Object>
to <Subject>
[with provision <Provisions> ]
where [<Security Principal> has attribute <(tag, value), …>
| <predicate>]

Negative authorisation rules explicitly deny access to an object by certain
security principals. Some applications require explicit negative
authorisations.

Definition 3 (Strong Authorisation Rule): A strong authorisation rule
is a rule of the following form:

MustGrant <Access Type> on <Object>
to <Subject>
[with provision <Provisions> ]
where [<Security Principal> has attribute <(tag, value), …>
| <predicate>]

Strong authorisation rules facilitate the resolution of conflicting
authorisations by superseding decisions from other authorisation rules. We
illustrate this by an example.

Example 7: Consider the following authorisation rules:

Grant read on file1
to user1
with provision Add copyright notice
where user1 has attribute (group, accounts payable)

DoNotGrant read on file1
To user1
With provision Notify sysadmin
where user1 has attribute (rank, junior)
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Suppose further that Alice, who is both a member of the accounts
payable group and has rank junior, requests access to file1. The two
authorisation rules above are in conflict and, therefore, the system requires a
policy to resolve such conflicts.

One way to resolve such conflicts would be to have a default policy that
always gives denials precedence over positive grants whenever such
conflicts arise. In this case, Alice does not get access to file1. The strong
authorisation is more general because it can be used to give either the
positive authorisation or the negative authorisation precedence over the
conflicting authorisation. For example, we can insert a strong authorisation
as follows:

MustGrant read on file1
to user1
with provision Notify VP
where user1 has attribute (member, accounts payable group)
and (rank, junior)

In this case, Alice will get access to filel, but a notification will be sent
to theVP.

5. MOBILE POLICY FRAMEWORK

In our framework, we make the following assumptions about the
environment in which the mobile policy will execute:

•The data object and its associated policy are inseparable. That is,
whenever an object moves from one component (server) to another
component within the distributed computing environment, so does
the associated policy. In particular, if an object is copied, the
associated policy is copied as well. This requirement can be
fulfilled since servers that receive copies of data objects and mobile
policies are trusted to enforce the policies without altering or
separating them from the data objects. The disadvantage of this trust
model is that it increases the size of the Trusted Computing Base
(TCB), to include all servers that receive the data object and mobile
policy pair.
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•To convert policy declarations in MPL into executable form,
compilation of MPL to executable code is performed. The resulting
code is called a mobile policy module [4, 5]. We are currently
building a prototype that generates Java mobile policy modules. For
an initial implementation of mobile policy modules, we chose Java
servlets. Input to the servlets include requestor identity, attributes,
and request type (i.e., read/write/execute). The output is a binary
Grant or NoGrant. In addition, provisions are executed prior to
servlet termination.

•Associated policies for data objects contain two components. The first
component is the policy declaration, and the second component is
the mobile policy module. The policy declaration specifies the
policy using MPL statements. The twofold purpose of attaching the
policy declaration to the object is to allow the recipients to
understand the policy associated with the object and to permit
modifications of the policy by the recipients of the objects. If the
Grant statement in the authorisation rule contains the with Grant
Authority clause, the recipient can modify the policy declaration
and recompile it to generate a new mobile policy module to attach to
the data object. The owner of the object has the option of not
including the policy declaration; this is the indication to the recipient
that policy modifications are not allowed. Recipient compliance
with this requirement is insured since all recipients are part of the
TCB.

•When the object is accessed, the system guarantees that it will always
execute, and enforce, the associated policy.

•When an object O1 with policy P1  is copied to another object O2 , the
creator of O2 has the option of specifying new access control
requirements (call it P2 ) that will be enforced in addition to P1.
Therefore, the new policy for O 2 will be P1  AND P2 .

6. APPLYING THE MPL TO THE EXAMPLES

In this section, we revisit the examples from Section 2 and show how
MPL can be used to express the required policies.
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Example 1 Release Markings Continued: Using MPL, we can specify
the NOFORN/REL CAN marking as follows:

Grant read on Data_Object
to user1
where user1 has attribute (Citizenship, U.S.)
or (Citizenship, Canada)

Instead of defining labels that are associated with each data object, MPL
uses the attributes of the subjects. The policy we defined requires user
attributes (Citizenship, U.S.) or (Citizenship, Canada) to grant access.

Example 2 Originator Controlled Continued: Suppose Jeremy, from
Department A, creates a new data object, which we will call Object1.
Suppose further that Jeremy specifies the following access rules on Object1:

• Read access to everyone in department B
• Read and write access to Mary from Department B
• Jeremy requires that he must be consulted if any user, not in department

B, is to be granted access to Object1
The following Grant statements expresses this policy:

MustGrant read on Object1
to user1
where user1 has attribute (Department, B)

MustGrant read/write on Object1
to Mary

DoNotGrant read on Object1
to *
with provision Notify Jeremy

If Mary wants to give access to Object1 to a user from department C, say
Kelly, she must contact Jeremy and ask Jeremy to give access to Kelly.

If Mary copies Object1 to a new object, say Object2, Mary becomes the
owner of Object2. However, since Jeremy did not grant Mary Grant
Authority, Object2 carries over the access permissions of Object1 (as stated
in Section 5). Mary still cannot grant read access to Kelly because Kelly is
not included in Object1’s policy, as defined by Jeremy. Mary needs to
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notify Jeremy to include Kelly in his policy. If Jeremy agrees to allow
access to Kelly, he defines a new policy on Object1 as follows:

where Kelly has attribute (Department, Department C)

MustGrant read on Object1
to Kelly

Mary can exercise ORCON on Object 2 and add the requirement that she
be notified whenever Object2 is accessed by Kelley, as follows:

Grant read on Object2
to Kelly
with provision “Notify Mary”
where Kelly has attribute (Department, Department C)

Example 3 Label Composition Continued: In this example, two
objects, Object1 and Object2, are joined to produce Object3. The respective
policies of Object1 and Object 2 need to be combined so that the composite
policy for Object3 preserves access rules of the two parent objects.

Now let us review Object1’s policy, which states that all government
employees and those non-government employees who are in ACL-A are
granted access to Object1. This can be represented as follows:

Grant read on Object1
to *
where * has attribute (Employer_Type, Government)
or UserID ∈ ACL-A

Object2’s policy states that all U.S. citizens and those foreign nationals
who are in ACL-B are granted access to Object2. This can be represented as
follows:

Grant read on Object2
to *
where * has attribute (Citizenship, US) or UserID ∈ ACL-B

The composite policy on Object3 can be represented as follows:

Grant read on Object3
to *
where * {has attribute (Employer_Type, Government)
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and { has attribute (Citizenship, US) or UserID ∈ ACL-B}
or UserID ∈ ACL-A}

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we provided a flexible solution to security policy needs,
such as NOFORN and ORCON, using MPL. By using MPL, we see that
any kind of policy can be easily expressed. It is more expressive and
flexible than previously defined methods. Our language also gives various
options to enforce NOFORN/ORCON labels. It reduces the difficulty of
constantly changing the labels associated with data objects. This is
accomplished by using ACs. The SQL-like syntax of MPL makes it fairly
easy to implement and understand. The provision clause and the with Grant
Authority in MPL keeps owner control from being too restrictive.

One of the issues identified with the owner privilege approach [11] was
of storage and performance overhead. With MPL, storage is not an issue
because the policy is mobile and travels with the data; that is, it is not
centralised at one site.

The advantages MPL offers include providing an easy path to
implementation in a distributed environment using mobile code, providing a
powerful mechanism for handling caveats and exceptions to general rules
using provisions, and providing capabilities to handle exporting data objects
from one system to another along with the policies associated with them.

We are currently building a prototype to demonstrate how to implement
access control using mobile policies and ACs. Our prototype will include an
AC parser in order to generate attribute information in text form from ACs in
ASN.1 form, it will also include a policy module generator that will produce
Java mobile policy modules from MPL declarations, finally we will integrate
these modules into a web based demonstration.
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Abstract We present an approach to enforce access control at data archives that need to
make their data selectively available on the Web. The paper discusses protection
requirements and access control policies for regulating access to the stored data.
It presents a model for enforcing access control regulations and a related language
for expressing these regulations.

1. INTRODUCTION

Today’s society places great demand on the dissemination and sharing of
information. With the development and wide spread use of the Internet and
the World Wide Web, that allow for convenient electronic data storage and
distribution, organizations in the private and public sectors are more and more
required to make their data available to the outside world. An ever increasing
amount of data is today collected by statistical agencies and census bureaus
for analysis and subsequent distribution to the general public or to specific
organizations (e.g., research institutions, government offices). Data producers
can release the data produced directly, as in the case of national statistical
institutions, or exploit the mediation of archive institutions (data publishers)
that collect data from various sources for their subsequent distribution.

This data distribution process is clearly selective: data cannot just be re-
leased to anybody. Rather, specific data can usually be released only to specific
requesters or under specific conditions [2,8]. For instance, there are sensitive
data that can be released only to specific individuals and/or for specific purposes
(e.g., health data collected from hospitals and which must be made available to
health care institutions or related partners for research purposes). There are data
which are subject to embargoes and can be released to the general public only
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after a specific time; there are data that can be released only for non-commercial
purposes; and data which do not bear sensitivity, but whose release is subject to
payment. Many and many other examples can be mentioned, but these few can
already give an idea of the variety of protection requirements that may need to
be enforced. This situation calls for the need of powerful and flexible access
control systems able to capture and enforce the different requirements that the
data producers (or publishers) may need to enforce on the data access. While
flexible and expressive enough, the access control system should remain simple,
easy to manage, and efficient. In particular, we have identified the following
characteristics that the access control system should provide.

The model should support access restrictions based on the typical ab-
stractions used by data producers and publishers, which can define cat-
egorizations of users, purposes of use, types of operations, and data ob-
jects. These categories should be definable by the data publisher, and
hierarchical structures [8] should be supported.

The model on which the system is based should support restrictions based
on conditions on metadata describing (meta)properties of the stored data
and the users, which can be represented through profiles maintained at
the system.

The language to express access control rules should have a declarative
form. The use of a declarative language makes it easier the task of
specifying access restrictions and keeping control over them.

The language should be simple and expressive. It should be simple to
make the management task of specifying and maintaining the security
specifications easy, as well as keeping syntax checking time reasonable.
It should be expressive to make it possible to specify, in a flexible way, dif-
ferent protection requirements that may need to be imposed on different
data.

Last but not least, the language should be easy to use to nonspecialists in
the field. We could imagine that often, the people specifying the security
policies will be employees unfamiliar with procedural or logic-based lan-
guages. Therefore, while providing expressive power and unambiguity
of these paradigms, the language should however be based on a high-level
formulation of the access control rules, possibly close to natural language
formulation.

Although many access control models and systems have been proposed [11],
current proposals do not completely satisfy the characteristics above. For in-
stance, while most regulations by data producers/publishers make data release
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conditioned on the use that the recipient will do of the data, use-based re-
strictions are not supported by current access control systems. While more
recent logic-based authorization languages (e.g., [8]) could provide the expres-
sive power to capture these requirements (or be enriched for that), the resulting
system would be too complex to use and manage.

In this paper, we present an access control model regulating access to a data
archive together with a language for the specification of security requirements.
The language allows data publishers (in the case where data are being dis-
tributed by the producer directly, the publisher is the producer itself) to state to
whom, how, and under which conditions specific data can be accessed. While
expressive and flexible enough to capture the different protection requirements
that may need to be imposed on the data, the system remains simple and easy
to use.

2. DATA MANAGEMENT AT THE ARCHIVE

The data archive maintains data collected from the different producers for
their subsequent distribution. Besides these actual data, called datasets, the
archive also maintains a collection of metadata representing information asso-
ciated with datasets. We describe datasets and metadata in more details.

2.1. DATASETS
Datasets are data collected from the producers for distribution. Usually, they

represent statistical information organized via tables (tabular data) and can be
in the form of microdata, reporting information of individual respondents, or
macrodata, e.g., aggregates combining data of different respondents [6]. For
the purpose of this paper, we consider data to have already undergone the statis-
tical disclosure control necessary to sanitize data by removing explicit identities
of the data respondents, or the possibility of inferring them [7, 10]. Datasets can
be organized in abstractions defining groups of datasets that can be collectively
referred together with a given name. Groups can reflect the file system organiza-
tion in directories and/or orthogonal abstractions defined by grouping datasets
with common characteristics. Dataset groups need not be disjoint and can be
nested. Datasets with their groups define a partial order that introduces a hierar-
chy [8]. This hierarchy can be depicted as a directed acyclic graph whose nodes
are the datasets and groups thereof and an arc from node n1 to node n2 indicates
a direct (i.e., explicitly defined) membership of n1 in n 2. Figure 1 illustrates
an example of datasets hierarchy, where, for simplicity, the datasets leaves
are omitted. The hierarchy divides datasets into two groups: Free_Datasets
(reporting public data) and Restricted_Datasets (which cannot be made
available to the general public). In turn Restricted_Datasets are organized
in EU_Datasets (reporting statistics of countries within the European Com-
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Figure 1 An example of data and metadata hierarchies

munity) and Non-EU_Datasets (reporting statistics of other countries). In the
following, we assume the hierarchy to be rooted, meaning there is one element
to which all datasets belong. This assumption is not limiting (a dummy node to
which all elements belong can be assumed) and is common in many systems [8].

2.2. METADATA

Metadata represent data about data [1]. They are not part of the dataset
content; they provide additional contextual information on datasets that can be
provided to users and can help them in browsing through the system (searching
for specific data). For instance, metadata can report to which study a dataset is
referred, how and when it was obtained, by whom, and so on. Although several
standards have been proposed for interoperable metadata interchange in the
digital libraries domain (e.g., Z39.50, Dublin core, and RDF, [3]) few attempts
have been made at employing such standards for the description of statistical
information [5]. Rather, information retrieval techniques have been used to
extract general-purpose descriptors from available data. In our approach, no
assumption is made about metadata syntax and semantics; metadata are as-
sumed to be available in the form of textual or semistructured documents (e.g.,
XML [1] or DDI [12]). Generic XML-based semistructured documents natu-
rally support heterogeneous metadata formats as they have no fixed structure:
the structure can be absent, irregular, or incomplete. Intuitively, a semistruc-
tured document can be seen as a set of element properties, possibly nested
(element-subelement relationship). Whatever their form, metadata are, at a
practical level, files associated with datasets. Metadata are associated only
with specific datasets, and not with abstractions on them. Also, no hierarchy is
explicitly defined on metadata. However, the abstraction hierarchy defined on
the data reflects in an abstraction hierarchy on the corresponding metadata (see
Figure 1). We assume a bijective function META() that makes the association
between a dataset (or groups thereof) and its metadata (or groups thereof). For
instance, given a dataset dataset1,function META(dataset1) refers to the
metadata associated with it. Given a dataset group Free_Datasets, function
META(Free_Datasets) denotes the set of all metadata of the datasets in the
group. A metadata document can then be referenced either through its identi-
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associated.
For metadata browsing by users and (as we will see in Section 4) for the

evaluation of conditions that may determine whether or not a given access to
datasets can be allowed, it is useful to evaluate the content of metadata. For
instance, a user may require access to all datasets produced in the current year
(where year is a property in the metadata). The same property can be exploited
in the specification of security restrictions by a rule limiting access to datasets
produced in the current year to a restricted set of users. For semistructured
metadata, we support these features by allowing reference to fine-grained con-
tent at the level of properties. Properties (elements and attributes, in the XML
terminology) within a metadata document are referenced by means of path
expressions, stated in an appropriate language, for example XPath [14]. Basi-
cally, a path expression is a sequence of element names separated by character
/ (slash): l . Intuitively, semistructured documents can be seen as
trees, where each node represents an element or attribute of the considered doc-
ument and an edge between two nodes represents a containment relationship
between them. A path expression l on a document tree then repre-
sents all the attributes or elements named l that can be reached by descending
the document tree along the sequence of nodes named l . For
instance, path expression META(dataset1)/codeBook/stdyInfo/subject
identifies the elements (describing the topic of a study) within ele-
ment of element codebook in the metadata associated with dataset
dataset1. Path expressions may also include conditions associated with the
nodes of a path; in this case the path expression identifies the set of nodes that
satisfy all the conditions.

Conditions are distinguished from navigation specifications by enclosing
them within square brackets.

For instance, expression /codeBook//styInfo[./subject/keyword =
"private schools"] /sumDscr/ [./collDate = "2000-07-05"] identi-
fies the element of all the studies whose date of collection is July
5, 2000 and one of the salient aspects of the studies’s content is private
schools.

2.3. ACCESSING DATA

sumDscr

1 /l2 / … /ln

1 / l2 / … /ln

n

1 , l2 , … , l n – 1

subject
stdyInfo

fier or, via function META, through the identifier of the dataset with which it is

Datasets stored at the archive, and metadata associated with them, can be
accessed by users via different actions that can be executed on the datasets/
metadata. The specific actions supported by a server may vary depending on
the functionalities provided on specific kinds of datasets. Among the actions
supported, we can distinguish the following three categories (which can corre-
spond to a single action or groups of them):
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Browse to visualize and query metadata associated with datasets. With brows-
ing operation, users can walk through the metadata to choose the actual dataset
they are interested in.

Analyze-on-line to query datasets. On line analysis includes a set of pre-
defined operations that perform on-line calculations on selected data. Available
operations may vary depending on the kind of dataset under consideration, and
may include basic statistical methods such as: n-way cross tabs, breakdown
analysis, correlation, and regression [9].

Download to download data from the server. It allows users to save whole
datasets on their local machine to perform off-line analysis.

Further abstractions (or specializations) can be defined on actions, to allow
references to groups of actions via a single name. For instance, the three
categories of actions above can all be grouped in a set called access and thus
referred to as one. In this way, granting a user privilege access to a given
dataset will give the user the privilege of executing any action on it.

3. SUBJECT CHARACTERIZATION

We now discuss the characterization of subjects (data requestors) to the pur-
pose of enforcing restrictions on actions that they can execute on the datasets/
metadata.

3.1. REQUESTORS

Subjects are entities requesting access to data. The basic concept for the
characterization of a subject is the person presenting the request, which is
usually referred to as user. Users are human entities that can connect to the
system and make requests. Each user has associated an identifier (usually the
user’s login registered at the server), with which the user is referred to in the
system.

Although requests are actually typed in by a human user, the decision of
whether some data may or may not be released does not depend only on the
requesting user’s identity but also on the use that the user intends to do of
the data being requested, and that can be declared by the user at the time
of the request. As a matter of fact, from the analysis of traditional paper
world and electronic-based practices at the data archives consulted, it appears
clear that the use for which the data are being requested plays an important
role in the decision of whether the data can or cannot be released. Although
not supported in current access control systems, use-based access restrictions
appear to be one of the basic requirements that should be addressed in data
dissemination [13]. From an analysis of current practices, we have identified
two ways in which the use can be characterized: purpose and project. Purpose
is the reason for which data are being requested and will be used. Examples of
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purposes are: Research, Commercial, Teaching, or Personal interest.
A project is a named activity registered at the server, for which different users
can be subscribed, and which may have one or more purposes. As an example,
one or more organizations involved in a given research project can register
the project to the archive so that all users working on it (as specified by the
authority registering the project at the archive) can, in the execution of the
project’s activities, enjoy the project’s privileges for accessing data maintained
at the archive.

Accordingly, we characterize each subject making a request to the data pub-
lisher server with a triple 〈user, project, purpose〉 stating that user is requesting
an access for a given project and/or a given purpose. Access requests are then
characterized by the subject requesting access, the action requested, and the ob-
ject on which the action is requested. Some elements within the subject triple
may remain unspecified with respect to a given request. This is, for example,
the case of requests made by users who do not belong to any project or who do
not declare the purpose for which the data are being requested. Identity also
can remain unspecified, as in the case of anonymous requests.

Example 3.1 Examples of access requests are as follows.

� 〈 tom.smith,FASTER,research 〉 , download, dataset1
user tom. smith  requires to download dataset1 for research pur-
poses within the FASTER project.

� 〈 john.doe,-, commercial 〉, download, dataset1
user john. doe  requires to download dataset1 for commercial pur-
poses.

� 〈-,-,-〉 browse, meta dataset5
an anonymous user with undeclared project and purposes requires to
browse metadata meta dataset5.

3.2. SUBJECT ABSTRACTIONS AND PROFILING

Besides their identities or declared project and purpose (composing the re-
quest), subjects are characterized at the server by additional information, such
as membership in groups or satisfaction of given properties, which may affect
their ability to access data. We now discuss the definition and organization of
subject related information.

3.2.1 Subject abstractions. Abstractions allow the grouping of users,
projects, and purposes, respectively, with common characteristics, and ref-
erencing to the groups with a name. For instance, with respect to projects,
abstractions can group together all the projects registered by a given organi-
zation, all the projects sponsored by a national institution, or all the projects
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Figure 2 An example of user, project, and purpose hierarchies

with commercial goals. With respect to purposes, abstractions can correspond
to generalization/specialization relationships. For instance, pure research
and applied research can be seen as a specialization of research. With
reference to the user domain, abstractions allow the definition of groups, rep-
resenting named sets of users, as usually supported in current access control
systems [8, 11]. At a very high level, groups can distinguish the different
communities of users who may need access to a data archive, such as: aca-
demic community, policy making community, mass media community, and
commercial community [9]. Specializing these communities, we can obtain
finer grained or orthogonal classifications of the users. For instance, going
at a finer grain we can distinguish, within the academic community, groups
private_schools vs state_schools, or Faculty and Students. At an or-
thogonal level, we could also classify users based on other aspects such as their
citizenship (e.g., EU_citizens vs Non–EU_citizens ) .

Abstraction groups can be nested (i.e., groups can be defined as members
of other groups) and need not be disjoint (e.g., a user can belong to more
that one group). The membership relationship between abstraction groups
introduces then a hierarchy (partial order) on the domains of users, projects,
and purposes. Figure 2 illustrates an example of users, projects, and purpose
hierarchies, where, for simplicity, only the abstractions are depicted and leaf
nodes (corresponding to individual users, projects, and purposes) are omitted
instead.

3.2.2 Users and projects profiles. The data publisher server recognizes
only users and projects registered at the server. Each user and project is assigned
an identifier that allows the server to refer to the user (project, resp.). Besides
their identifiers, users and projects registered at the server usually have other
properties associated with them. For instance, a user may have properties such
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Figure 3 An example of user and project profiles

as name, address, and occupation; a project may have properties such as title,
abstract, and sponsor. To capture and reason about these properties we assume
each user and project is associated with a profile. Intuitively, profiles are to
users and projects what metadata are to datasets. Properties in profiles allow
the enforcement of access restrictions that traverse group boundaries.¹ To be
as general as possible, we view profiles as semistructured documents (XML
or RDF like [1]). The profile associated with a user (project, resp.) defines
the name and value of the properties that characterize the user (project, resp.).
The semistructured format of user and project profiles provides flexibility in the
definition of meta properties associated with subjects (e.g., certain properties
can be specified only for given classes of users). Figure 3 illustrates an example
of profile for users and projects.

4 . ACCESS CONTROL RULES AND ACU LANGUAGE

In the previous sections, we have discussed the form of access requests and
the organization of data and subject-related information at the server. We now
present the rules that establish access regulations for subjects to access data,
and a language for expressing them. We start by introducing the components
of the rules, we then give their format and semantics.

4.1. SPECIFICATION OF SUBJECT, OBJECTS, AND
CONDITIONS

The first step in the specification of access control rules is the characteri-
zation of the subjects, actions, and objects to which each rule applies, and of
possible conditions under which the specific access can be executed. Actions

¹ In principle, every property could be supported through groups, but this would require the definition of
as many groups as the cardinality of the property  domain, with a result that would be rather awkward and
impracticable.
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Figure 4 List of keywords and reserved identifiers of the ACU language

are characterized simply through the name of the operation or class of opera-
tions (in which case the rule applies to all operations in the class). Subjects
and objects can also be specified simply by stating an identifier, specifying a
given elementary value in the corresponding domain or a named abstraction
of values. To provide expressiveness and flexibility, our language also allows
the specification of subjects and objects through expressions, where each ex-
pression identifies a set of subjects (objects, respectively) that satisfy specific
properties. To make it possible in these expressions to refer to the user, project,
purpose, data, or metadata involved in the request being evaluated without need
of introducing variables in the language [8], we provide the reserved identifiers
listed in Figure 4. The appearance of one of such identifiers (e.g., user) in
an expression is intended to be replaced with the actual parameter of the re-
quest (e.g., user requesting access) in the evaluation at access control time. The
value is “undefined” in case no value has been declared. Object and subject
expressions can also use the keywords listed in Figure 4. The meaning of some
keywords is straightforward (e.g., AND, O R, and NOT are boolean operators,
and IN denotes membership in abstraction), the meaning of the others will be
clear in the following.

4.1.1 Object expressions. The specification of the objects to which a
rule applies is an object expression of the form

object-id  [W I T H  conditional-object-expression]

where:

� object-id is either the identifier of a dataset (or group of datasets) or of
a metadata document (or group thereof) together with an optional XPath
expression identifying portions of the document. Metadata document
can be identified explicitly via their identifier or, via function META, by
specifying the name of the datasets (or group thereof) with which they
are associated.

� conditional-object-expression is a boolean formula of conditions that can
evaluate membership of the object in groups, values of properties on
metadata, and so on.
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Example 4.1 The following are examples of object expressions.

� Free_Datasets WITH META(dataset)/producer=ACME
it denotes all datasets in the Free_Datasets class that are produced by
ACME (the producer is specified as a property in the associated metadata).

META(Restricted_Datasets)//question_text
it denotes element question_text within the metadata documents as-
sociated with datasets in the Restricted_Datasets group.

The use of abstractions, reserved identifiers, and path expressions to query
metadata provide a flexible and powerful means of identifying via a simple
expression a whole set of datasets/metadata, which will turn very convenient
in the specification of access rules [4]. In particular, given the reachness of the
metadata usually supported [9], expressions allow the specification of access
rules applicable only to datasets whose metadata satisfy some conditions. For
instance, it allows the enforcement of embargo restrictions, where only datasets
collected before a given year can be released.

4.1.2 Subject expressions. In an analogous way, subjects to which
a rule applies are specified as a subject expression in the form of a boolean
formula of terms that evaluate conditions on the user, project, and purpose of
the request. The rule will be applicable only to subjects that satisfy the given
conditions, where conditions can evaluate the user’s profile or its membership
in groups, the project’s profile or its membership in a group, and the purpose
value or its inclusion in an abstraction. We assume profiles to be referenced with
the identity of the corresponding users and projects. Single properties within
users and projects profiles are referenced with path expressions denoting the
path from the root to the property. For instance, FASTER/sponsor/address
indicates the address of the sponsor of the FASTER  project. Here, FASTER  is the
identity of the project (and therefore the identifier for the corresponding profile),
and sponsor/address the path name of the address property. Expressions
can make reference to the user, project, and purpose involved in the current
request via the reserved identifiers user, project, and purpose, respectively
(see Figure 4).

Example 4.2 Some examples of subject expressions are as follows.

� user/citizenship=EC (project/ sponsor=EC OR purpose IN
research)
it denotes requests made by users who are European citizens and intend
to use the data for research purposes or within an EC funded project.

� user IN NonCommercial – users AND purpose IN research
it denotes requests made by users belonging to group
NonCommercial – users that intend to use the data for research purposes.

AND 
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� user IN NonCommercial-users AND purpose IN research AND
project/sponsor=EC
it denotes requests made by users belonging to group
NonCommercial-users that intend to use the data for research
purposes within an EC funded project.

In the case of security constraints applicable to all users within a given group
or that request access for a given project or purpose (or group thereof), the
group, project, and/or purpose element can be explicitly factorized out of the
subject expression and isolated. The explicit reference to users/groups, projects,
and purposes allows the indexing of the ACU rules and consequently improves
performances in the access control.

Intuitively, a subject expression of the form

� user IN user-id AND project IN project-id AND purpose IN purpose-id
AND subject-expression

can be turned into an indexable expression of the form

� user-id OF project-id PROJECTS FOR purpose-id PURPOSES WITH sub-
ject expression

where the clauses “OF project-id PROJECTS”, “FOR purpose-id PURPOSES”,
and “WITH subject expression” are optional and can be omitted.

4.1.3 Conditions. Besides subjects, objects, and actions, access control
rules can specify conditions defining constraints that the rule requires be satisfy
for the request to be granted. Conditions evaluate membership of subjects
and objects into classes or properties in their profiles and associated metadata.
These are conditions similar to those appearing in subject and object conditional
expressions, but which may need to be stated separately (as it will be clear in
the next subsection).

4.2. ACCESS RULES

Our system supports two kinds of access rules: authorizations and restric-
tions.

Authorizations specify permissions for the access. They have the form

〈subjects 〉 CAN 〈actions 〉 〈 objects 〉 [IF 〈 conditions 〉]

where subjects, actions, and objects identify the requests to which the autho-
rization applies as discussed in the previous section, and conditions is a boolean
expression of conditions whose satisfaction authorizes the access. Note that
conditions can also be included in the expressions specifying the subjects and
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object for the rule. An access request is considered to be authorized if at least
one of the authorizations that applies to the request is satisfied.

Restrictions specify requirements that must be satisfied for an access to be
granted. They have the form

〈 subjects〉 CAN 〈 actions〉 〈 objects〉 ONLY IF 〈conditions 〉

where subjects, actions, and objects identify the requests to which the restric-
tion applies as discussed in the previous section, and conditions is a boolean
expression of conditions that every request to which the restriction applies must
satisfy; lack to satisfy any of the conditions in restrictions that apply to a given
request implies that the request will be denied. Unlike for authorizations, con-
ditions cannot be all incorporated in the subject and object expressions of the
rules as this would change the semantics of the restrictions. While conditions
appearing in the conditions field impose constraints that if not satisfied imply
that the access should be denied, conditions in the subject (object) expressions
simply limit the requests to which the restriction is applicable. As an exam-
ple, notice the difference between statements like “Users can access data1 only
if they are non-commercial and have signed an agreement” and “Users who
are non-commercial can access data1 only if they have signed an agreement”.
While the first rule prohibits access to commercial users, the second rule does
not.

Authorizations correspond to traditional (positive) rules usually enforced in
access control systems [11]. If multiple authorizations are applicable to a given
access request, the request can be granted only if at least the conditions in
one authorization are satisfied. Therefore, lack to satisfy the conditions in an
authorization applicable to a request simply makes the authorization ineffective;
but it does not imply that the access will be denied. Intuitively, this means that
different authorizations are considered as combined in OR.

The only support of authorizations (traditional open policy) would result
however limiting. As a matter of fact, by looking at the specifications of sev-
eral partners we noticed that often access restrictions are stated in a restrictive
form, rather than in the inclusive positive form just mentioned. By restrictive
form we mean rules that state conditions that must be satisfied for an access to be
granted and such that, if at least one condition is not satisfied, the access should
not be granted. For instance, a rule can state that “access to dataset1 can be
allowed only to citizens”. It is easy to see that such a restriction cannot be sim-
ply represented as an authorization stating that citizens are authorized. In fact,
while the single authorization brings the desidered behavior, its combination
with other authorizations may not, leading the only constraint to be not satisfied
anymore. The combined use of authorization and restrictions easily support
both requirements: restrictions specify requirements of the exclusive only if
form, while authorizations specify requirements in the traditional positive if
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form. Intuitively, restrictions play the same role as negative authorizations (de-
nials) supported by recent access control systems (a restriction is equivalent to
a negative authorization where the condition is negated). However, we decided
to introduce restrictions as their format appears to be closer to the intuitive for-
mulation of protection requirements in the policies examined. Restrictions are
also easier to understand because of the clear separation between subjects to
which a restriction applies on the one side and necessary conditions that these
subjects must satify on the other side (which, in traditional approaches, would
be collapsed into a single field).

As visible from the example below, the specification of authorizations and
restrictions while ensuring non-ambiguity and a clear semantics, results very
intuitive and close to the natural language formulation of the requirements.

Example 4.3 The following are examples of security requirements and corre-
sponding ACU rules enforcing them.

Rule 1) Everybody can access Free_Datasets.

•  Users CAN access Free_Datasets
Rule 2) Access to datasets not in Free_Datasets allowed only to UK citizens.

• Users CAN access data WITH NOT dataset IN Free_Datasets
ONLY IF user /citizenship=‘UK’

Rule 3) NonCommercial users can download Standard_Datasets if project is
Educational and its sponsor is a non-profit organization.

• NonCommercial-users OF Educational PROJECTS CAN download
Standard_Datasets IF project/sponsor=‘non-profit’

Rule 4) Users within NonCommercial projects who are employed as faculty
members can access Standard_Datasets.

• Users OF NonCommercial PROJECTS CAN download
Standard_Datasets IF user/title = ‘faculty’

4.3. ACCESS CONTROL ENFORCEMENT

The Access Control Unit (ACU) component mediates all the access requests
to datasets/metadata and evaluates them against the access rules. As already dis-
cussed in Section 3, each access request is characterized by three elements: the
subject that makes the request (composed of the triple 〈user,project,purpose〉),
the object on which the request is made, and the action that the subject wishes
to perform on the object. For each request received, the access control sys-
tem first determines all the rules that apply to the request, that is, the rules for
which the action field is equal or is an abstraction of the action in the request,
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and whose subject (object, respectively) expressions are satisfied by the subject
(object respectively) of the request. This rule collection process is followed
by a conditions packing and evaluation process as follows. All the conditions
appearing in the applicable rules are evaluated. According to the given seman-
tics, for the access to be granted all the (only if ) conditions in the restrictions
must be satisfied and the (if ) conditions of at least one authorization must be
satisfied. The system therefore evaluates the satisfaction of the resulting com-
bined condition, substituting true or false for conditions that can be evaluated
against profiles and metadata If the required conditions are satisfied the access
is granted, it is denied otherwise.

Example 4.4 Consider the access control rules in Example 4.3 and a request
by user Alice to download dataset1 for Commercial purpose within project
Al_Marketing. Suppose that dataset1 is  a Free_Datasets. The access will
be granted with no condition according to rule 1.
Consider now a request by user Bob to analyze on line dataset2 for
Research purpose within Educational project. Suppose dataset2 belongs
to Standard_Datasets. Authorizations 3 and 4 and restriction 2 apply to the
request. Accordingly, the access can be granted only if the conditions in the
restriction (user /citizenship=‘UK’)) and the conditions in at least one of the
authorizations (project/sponsor=‘non-profit’ or user/title = ‘faculty’) are sat-
isfied. Suppose that, according to the profile information, Bob is a UK citizen,
the sponsor of the project is a non-profit organization (conditions in rules 2
and 3 are true), and Bob is a student (condition in rule 4 is false). Restriction 2
and at least one authorization are satisfied and therefore access is granted.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a model to regulate access to data to be made available
for controlled distribution over the Web. The approach is based on a flexible
access control model based on a fully-declarative, simple, and expressive lan-
guage able to express the different protection requirements that may need to
be enforced. We are currently extending the language to the consideration of
dynamic conditions (e.g., sign agreements) and support of user-system dialog.
A prototype implementation is also being developed.
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Abstract: Measuring risk is not a simple task since it almost invariably includes an
analyst’s subjective judgment. Risk analysis often forces the analyst to
estimate or predict future events, which are uncertain. Therefore, we should
consider the uncertainties associated with judgments made by the analyst.
Hence in this article, we try to apply belief functions, which are used to
express and manipulate uncertainties. We use an evidential network to
combine answers and uncertainties from a checklist-based risk analysis. A
checklist method is still useful in that it is relatively easier and simpler than
other risk analysis methods. Furthermore, a checklist-based risk analysis can
be used in a baseline approach. To establish the measure of risk in a checklist-
based analysis, and the uncertainty that exists in this measurement, we suggest
the use of belief functions. An evidential network deployed in a checklist-
based risk analysis can also be applied to the self-assessment of BS7799
compliance when preparing for accredited certification against BS7799.

1. INTRODUCTION

Risk analysis is a useful tool for organisations in identifying possible
security holes in information systems and providing appropriate
countermeasures against them. Risk analysis is, by definition in ISO/IEC
TR13335-1 (1996), the process of identifying security risks, determining
their magnitude, and identifying areas that need safeguards. Risk analysis is
an essential tool for systematic management of information security as it is
used in identifying the potential risks and providing useful information to
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management for planning and organising security. Pfleeger (1997) argues
that there are several benefits of risk analysis such as improved awareness of
security, identification of assets, threats and vulnerabilities and improved
decision basis for security investment. However, he also points out that the
problems in risk analysis, such as imprecise inputs, too much focus on
numeric values, and users’ tendency to use the same inputs over several
years, are the factors that bring into doubt the value of risk analysis. These
problems are not just restricted to information security risk assessment, but
are equally valid in any complex and unstructured decision making situation.
Within risk management, risk analysis is regarded as the point where most
difficulty arises (Rainer, et al. 1991).

Besides the methodological difficulties in measuring risk, the other
concern is that formal risk analysis can be a time-consuming and expensive
process (Erwin1994). Formal risk analysis includes the identification and
valuation of assets, threats and vulnerabilities, as detailed in ISO/IEC TR
13335-3 (1997). However, it is equally true that risk analysis is critical for
preserving security and the benefits of a well-performed risk analysis far
outweigh any drawbacks (Ciechanowicz 1997). From the viewpoint of level
of detail and granularity of risk analysis, methods are mainly classified into
four categories (ISO/IEC TR 13335-2 1997): (1) baseline approach, (2)
informal approach, (3) detailed risk analysis and (4) combined approach. In
the baseline approach, a standard set of safeguards is applied to all
information systems so as to achieve a baseline level of protection. In an
informal approach, we conduct a pragmatic risk analysis on all systems by
exploiting the knowledge and experience of security professionals. Detailed
risk analysis refers to the detailed review of systems, which includes the
identification and valuation of assets, and assessment of the levels of threats
to those assets and associated vulnerabilities. The combined approach
balances the baseline and detailed approaches by applying detailed risk
analysis to important systems while protecting less important systems with a
baseline approach. ISO/IEC TR 13335-3 (1997) recommends the use of the
combined approach for efficient and effective allocation of organisational
resources for risk analysis.

2. CHECKLIST METHOD AND BASELINE
APPROACH

Owing to the critical role of risk analysis in security management, a
number of risk analysis methods have been developed since the early 1980s.
Examples include CRAMM (CCTA Risk Analysis and Management
Method, CCTA 1990), annualised loss expectancy (ALE), Courtney, the
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Livermore Risk Analysis Method (LRAM), Stochastic Dominance,
Checklist, and Fuzzy metrics. An overview of these methods is well
summarised in Rainer, et al. (1991).

In this article, our interest is in checklist-based risk analysis. Checklist
method (also known as a simple questionnaire method) uses a series of
questions to assess risk. There are a number of sources that provide security
checklists such as manuals from computer system vendors and publications
from security organisations. Examples are BS7799 part 1 & 2 (1999),
ISO/IEC TR 13335 Part 4 (1999), IT-Baseline Protection Manual (GISA
1997), and the NIST Handbook (1995). In these source materials, questions
and checklists are generally listed by either functional areas such as input,
processing and output, or asset types such as hardware, software and
personnel. Therefore, we need to convert these generic checklists to specific
questions tailored for risk analysis. The advantage of the checklist method is
its simplicity in identifying major weaknesses.

The baseline approach is a simple way of performing risk analysis as it
consists of (1) listing assets, (2) listing threats associated with each asset, (3)
listing vulnerabilities associated with a pair of [asset, threat], (4) identifying
existing controls for a triplet of [asset, threat, vulnerability], and (5)
collecting all the information and assessing the measure of risk in a simple
and pragmatic way (BS7799: Guide to Risk Assessment 1998). Once we
have established a set of checklists that assess the vulnerability associated
with each pair of asset and threat, the security review based on this set of
checklists can be used as a baseline approach. A typical question in such a
checklist may be ‘given threat j on asset i, is there countermeasure k against
threat j?’ The main difference between our suggested approach and the
BS7799 baseline approach is that we consider vulnerabilities and
countermeasures simultaneously by using predefined checklist questions
while BS7799 separates the identification of vulnerabilities and existing
countermeasures. The suggested approach provides a much simpler
evaluation by considering both vulnerabilities and corresponding
countermeasures simultaneously. Although the checklist method does not
provide the detailed insight found in a detailed risk analysis, it is still a
useful method in that it gives us an overview of the system’s security in a
reasonably short time period. Also, it is the only applicable method where
there is no risk analysis expertise or organisational resource such as budget
and time to perform a detailed risk analysis.

One concern in the checklist method is how to manipulate the gathered
answers so as to highlight areas that need management attention. Without a
highlighting capability, the output of checklist-based risk analysis will be a
lengthy list of answers to questions; such a list is of very limited use to
management and prevents quick decisions for improving security. The most
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common method for solving this problem is the use of a scoring method. In a
simple scoring method, one may consider the following scheme:

Let Ni be the number of threats associated with asset i and Nij be the
number of vulnerability checkpoints (or questions) for threat j
which is associated with asset i. Assign the vulnerability score Sijk

to each applicable vulnerability checkpoint. Assign
S ijk=0 where the checkpoint does not exist for a triplet (i,j,k ). Then the
measure of risk for asset i, denoted by Ri , can be calculated as follows:

This measure represents the normalised sum of total vulnerability score
associated with asset i. The normalisation is required as the number of
vulnerability checkpoints and the number of threats varies with the assets
and threats, respectively (each threat may have a different number of
vulnerability checkpoints and each asset may have a different number of
threats). The more advanced scoring method (i.e., the weighted average
method) may appear in various forms. Examples include the following two
equations.

If the weights (Vijk) that are specific to each threat j are assigned to each
vulnerability checkpoint, then Ri in the above example becomes:

If the weights (Vijk) that are specific to each threat j are assigned to each
vulnerability checkpoint, and the weights (Tij) that are specific to each asset i
are assigned to each threat j, then Ri  in the above example becomes:

3. UNCERTAINTY IN RISK ANALYSIS

Risk analysis must often rely on speculation, best guesses, incomplete
data, and many unproven assumptions (The NIST Handbook 1995). Any risk
measure based on the scoring method is sensitive to small changes in
weights as well as changes in scores. Therefore, the uncertainty issues about
scores and weights in the checklist method should be considered. According
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to the NIST Handbook (1995), there are two primary sources of uncertainty:
(1) a lack of confidence or precision in the risk analysis model or
methodology, and (2) a lack of sufficient information to determine the exact
value of the elements of the risk model. The correctness of the weight in the
checklist method is related to the former while the correctness of the score is
associated with the latter. Uncertainty is different from ambiguity; ambiguity
is generally handled by the fuzzy set theory in risk analysis. According to
Smets’ (1991) contrast between imprecision (ambiguity) and uncertainty,
imprecision covers cases where the value of a variable is given but not with
the required precision, whereas uncertainty covers cases where an agent can
construct a personal subjective opinion (belief) in a proposition that is not
definitively established. Let us look at the following example: ‘How much
financial loss is incurred from the disclosure of specific data?’ Assume that
the analyst is sure that it would be a large loss although he cannot express
the exact figure. In this case, the fuzzy theory can be applied. On the
contrary, assume he thinks that it could be a large amount but is not sure
about this because the actual loss might be much smaller than he expects.
This situation represents the uncertainty in the analyst’s opinion.

In this article, we will tackle the uncertainties associated with checklist
method scores by adopting plausibility as a measure of risk, while avoiding
the uncertainties associated with the weights by not considering them. In our
checklist-based risk analysis, each asset is evaluated from a security
preservation perspective by considering all the relevant controls. Non-
existence or failure of any control could result in insecurity. This implies that
all controls should be regarded as equally important in terms of the security
preservation (this does not mean that we presume all controls are equally
important when assessing the values of controls). With this strategy, we
avoid the problem of weight assignment. Plausibility is a term used in belief
functions (also known as Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence). Belief
function is a general tool for representing someone’s degree of belief in an
uncertain situation. In this article, plausibility represents the potential
insecurity after given evidence of security has been considered.

3.1 Evidential Network

In this article, the overall structure for measuring risk with uncertainty
follows the structure of Srivastava’s belief function formula (Srivastava and
Shafer 1992, Srivastava and Mock 2000). He has developed a special
network diagram to apply belief functions to various applications in the
accounting domain such as the calculation of audit risk (Srivastava and
Shafer 1992) and the WebTrust assurance service (Srivastava and Mock
2000). His model starts from building a network diagram called an evidential
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network. In the evidential network, a rounded rectangle represents a variable
and a proper rectangle represents evidence, which is connected to a variable
that it directly supports. A circle with ‘&’ implies that the variable on the left
of the ‘&’ is true if and only if the variables on the right of the ‘&’ are true.
Based on his model, we have applied the evidential network to a checklist-
based risk analysis, as shown in figure 1. Each variable in an evidential
network has a proposition. The proposition at the asset variable is ‘asset i is
secure’ Similarly, the proposition at the threat variable is ‘threat j will not be
realised’ and the proposition at the control variable is ‘control k has been
placed against threat j’ It is assumed that the threat will not be realised if all
corresponding controls function as intended. However, it does not mean that
perfect security can be achieved. Our checklist method corresponds to the
baseline approach, which is for baseline protection. The above propositions,
‘asset i is secure’ and ‘threat will not be realised’ imply that the risk will be
reduced to an acceptable level as specified by the baseline protection. If an
organisation feels that the checkpoints currently available for baseline
protection are not sufficient to meet its baseline security, it may add some
additional checkpoints at its own discretion. The proper rectangle ‘control’
represents the supporting evidence that the control, contributing to the
prevention of the threat realisation, has been placed.

Figure 1. Evidential network for checklist-based risk analysis

This evidential network represents a framework for the checklist method
mentioned earlier. The belief in the control corresponds to the score in the
checklist method. The degree of belief is a number (not a probability)
ranging from 0 to 1. High belief implies that there is strong evidential
support for the given proposition. The degree of belief is determined by an
analyst’s feeling with respect to the given evidence. For example, the analyst
feels that the control seems to be functioning as intended but he is not sure of
this for some reason (e.g. he did not perform substantive tests or surveillance
tests). He therefore decides to assign a medium level of belief to the
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proposition that the control has been placed. At the same time, he has found
a control malfunction such as the occasional bypass of the control. This
gives him some degree of belief in the negation of the proposition. From
these inputs to the ‘control’ rectangles, the plausibility of threat realisation
and the plausibility of overall insecurity are calculated. The rectangle
‘inherent risk’ represents the potential insecurity resulting from factors
beyond the scope of the security review. Examples of such factors are the
lack of security awareness, lack of quality security management, potential
security flaws and operational mistakes in new systems, and so on. These
factors are not listed in the checklist but could cause the insecurity of an
asset even if all the controls under review work properly. If the analyst feels
that the inherent risk surrounding the asset is high, he will assign a high
degree of belief to the negation of the proposition since risk is the opposite
concept of security.

3.2 Basic Background for Belief Function Approach¹

3.2.1 m-value

In evidence theory, traditional probabilities are replaced by the concept
of evidential support. The contrast is between the chance that a hypothesis is
true and the chance that the evidence proves that the hypothesis is true
(Laskey and Cohen 1986). A frame of discernment, denoted by Θ, represents
an exhaustive and mutually exclusive set of possible answers to a question.
Instead of using probability, evidence theory uses the function m (called
basic probability assignment) that assigns a number m(B) to each subset B of
Θ that satisfies:

a)  m(Ø)=0
b)   (B) ≥ 0 for all B⊆ Θ
c) ∑{m(B)| B⊆ Θ }=1

The way of assigning m-values in our model is by using a risk analyst’s
subjective judgment; this is the same as in Srivastava’s model. The frame of
discernment on the asset variable (ΘA) has two elements, a and its negation
(¬ a). Therefore there exist three m-values such as mA ({a}), m A ({¬ a}) and
mA ({a,¬ a}). For simplicity, we will write mA(a) and mA (¬ a) instead of
m A ({a}) and mA ({¬ a}). The subscript represents the name of variable to
which evidence is applied (‘A’ stands for the asset variable in this case). The

¹  A major part of this section is based on Srivastava and Shafer (1992).

m
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element ‘a’ represents, for example, the proposition that ‘asset i is secure’
and the element ‘¬ a’ represents the proposition that ‘asset i is NOT secure’.
The way of assigning m-values is as follows. Assume that an analyst feels
that the given evidence supports the proposition a with a medium level (say,
0.6) of support and he feels that there is no evidence supporting ¬ a. Thus, he
ass igns  mA( a)=0.6 and mA (¬  a )=0. mA({a ,¬a})=1–mA(a)–m A(¬ a )  represents
the ignorance (the amount committed to neither a nor ¬ a).

3.2.2 Belief and Plausibility

The total belief in a subset B of a frame Θ is defined as Bel (B)=∑ m (X)|
X⊆  B} for all B⊆ Θ , and the plausibility of B is defined as pl(B)=∑{m (X)|
B∩X≠Ø}=1–Bel( ¬  B). The value Bel(B) summarises all our reasons for
believing B under the given evidence, and the value pl(B) represents how
much we should believe B if all currently unknown facts (i.e., underlying
ignorance) were to support B. The difference is that Bel(B) quantifies the
total amount of justified supports given to B, while pl(B) quantifies the
maximum amount of potential supports that could be given to B. Similarly, it
can be shown that pl(¬ B)=1–Bel(B), which represents the degree to which
¬ B is plausible. In the evidential network in figure 1, every variable has only
two propositions and thus the frame on each variable has only two elements.
For example, Bel x)=m (x ) and BelX(¬ x)=m (¬ x) for a frame Θ = {x,¬ x }.
The plausibility of the negation of the statement has an important
interpretation as it represents the measure of risk in our risk analysis model;
how plausible is the occurrence of insecurity.

3.2.3 Dempster’s Rule of Combination

If m 1(B) and m2(B) are two m-values on the same frame Θ induced by
two independent evidential resources, then the combined m-value is
calculated according to Dempster’s rule (Shafer 1976) which is m(B)=

X1∩X2 =Ø}, a normalization constant. Normalization is required to satisfy
the axiom that the sum of m-values on a frame equals 1 where a conflict
(∑{m1(X1 )m2 (X2 )| X1 ∩ X2 =Ø}>0) exists. Dempster’s rule cannot be used
when k=0, in which case the two items are not combinable.

3.2.4 Belief Propagation: Forward Direction

In figure 1, the asset is linked with several threats and each threat is
linked with several relevant controls. To obtain m -values for the asset
variable, we need to calculate the m-values propagated from the input nodes

= B}, where k = 1 – ∑{m (X 1 )m2(X 2) |m1⊕ m2(B)=k-1 ∑{m1(X1)m2(X2)| X 1 ∩  X2     1

XX X X

{

(
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i.e., controls. The evidential network in figure 1 is an AND-tree, which
means that the proposition at the asset variable is true if and only if all the
propositions on threat variables are true. Likewise, the proposition at each
threat variable is true if and only if all the propositions at the controls
associated with the threat are true. First, let us consider the propagation of m-
values (from all the controls associated with threat x) to threat x . Assume
that there are N controls associated with threat x. Let mT xCy ( tx cy), mTx Cy (¬ tx cy)
and mTx Cy ({tx cy ,¬  tx cy}) be the m-values at control variable TxCy, obtained 
from the proper rectangle ‘Control TxCy’. These m -values are based on an
analyst’s opinion on the existence/status of control i. The propagated m -
values at threat x, denoted by mTx ← all C 's of Tx (θ Tx ) (where θ Tx ⊆ Θ Tx and θTx ≠Ø),
are calculated as follows:

The propagation from the threat variables to the asset variable is similar
to the above. Let P be the number of threats. The propagated m-values at the
asset variable, denoted by m θA ← all T ’s (θ A) (where A ⊆ ΘA  and θ A ≠Ø), are as
follows:

3.2.5 Measure of Risk

From equations 1, 2 and 3, we can obtain the m-values propagated from
the controls to the threats. These m-values are also propagated to the asset
variable and the results of this propagation are obtained from equations 4, 5
and 6. We apply Dempster’s rule to combine these propagated m-values with
the m-values (denoted by mA(θA), where θA ⊆ Θ A and  θ A ≠Ø) obtained from
the proper rectangle ‘inherent risk’. This yields the following m-values for
the asset variable:

The superscript ‘t’ indicates that these m -values are the resulting (total)
m-values after all evidence in the AND-tree has been considered. As
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mentioned above, the plausibility of the negation of the proposition at the
asset variable, plA (¬ a)=1–BelA (a), is the measure of risk in our model,
which represents the degree to which insecurity is plausible. The measure of
risk, plA(¬ a) is 1–mt

A (a) as BelA (a)= m t
 (a).

3.2.6 Belief Propagation: Backward Direction

The belief (m-values) is also propagated in the opposite direction (from
asset to each threat, and from each threat to relevant controls) as well as the
propagation mentioned above. We need to consider this propagation to
obtain the resulting m-values for threats and controls. It means that the m-
values obtained from the inherent risk node should be propagated to each
threat and to each control since this inherent risk affects the security status at
threat and control levels. We need to consider this propagation when we
want to obtain the marginal risk measures such as the plausibility of the
threat realisation and the plausibility of the control malfunction/failure.
These measures are not required for the calculation of the measure of risk at
asset level. However, it provides useful information to management (e.g.
which threat is likely to be realised and which control is likely not to be
guaranteed). The m-values propagated from the asset to threat x, denoted by
m Tx ← A  & all other T’s(θ Tx ) (where θ Tx⊆ ΘT x and θT x ≠Ø), are as follows:

where kx  is the normalization constant, which is given by kx =1–mA (a)⋅Cx,
where C x  is given by

Then, the resulting m-values at threat x are as follows:

Similarly, the m-values propagated from threat x to control y (that is
associated with threat x ), denoted by m T x C y ← T x & all other C ' s of T x (θ Tx C y ) where
θT x Cy⊆ ΘT x Cy and θTxCy≠Ø), are as follows:

A
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where kxy the normalization constant, which is given by kxy=1–m Tx ←A & all

other T' s(tx )⋅C xy , where Cx y  is given by

Then, the resulting m-values at control y that is associated with threat x
are as follows:

4. EXAMPLES

4.1 Security of Data Asset

In this section, we provide a numerical example to show how our risk
analysis method can be used. Our example is the security review of the
controls for securing a specific data asset. The review of security
preservation on a data asset requires an extensive review process because the
security of data asset could be affected by many sources of insecurity. For
example, an attacker could get access to the data asset by exploiting security
flaws in the operating system. However, the full simultaneous examination
of all the possible security holes that could affect the security of the data
asset is not efficient in the checklist method since it generates a very lengthy
list of questions for each asset. Therefore, some assumptions and omissions
are required to achieve quick and efficient reviews. The main purpose of the
baseline approach is to ensure that all identified assets are protected to a
baseline level. Once we assume that all the major vulnerabilities are
identified by relevant baseline security reviews, we can narrow down the
focus of our review. The review of the data asset in our example assumes
that other vulnerabilities have been examined in other review categories. For
example, unavailability of the data asset has been excluded as it is assumed
that this issue is to be examined by the reviews for unavailability of server,
client, network component and backup media. For simplicity, our example
includes only two threats with three controls per threat. The overall structure
of the example is shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2. The example network for data asset checklist

Assume that a risk analyst has reviewed the client application for the data
asset x against relevant controls, and provided the m-values for each control
as shown in table 1. The way of assigning m-values can be illustrated with
the following example. Consider that the analyst has found that well-defined
access control lists exist in the organisation but he is not sure whether they
preserve the principle of least privilege. Therefore, he assigned 0.6 as
support for the proposition that user privileges are managed. At the same
time, he assigned 0 as support for the negation of the proposition since he
did not find any evidence of bad user privilege management practices. These
values are shown in the first column (T1C1) in table 1.

Table 1. Input Values for Example
T1C1 T1C2 T1C 3 T2C1 T2C2 T2C3 Inherent Risk

support .6 . 5 .7 .9 .7 .7 .7
Neg. Support .O .3 .2 .O .2 .O .O

As for the input values for inherent risk, the analyst feels that there is top
management commitment to security and a mature security culture in the
organisation; these are positive factors for the proposition that the data asset
is protected from the viewpoint of user’s behaviour. He thus assigned 0.7
support for the proposition that the data asset x is protected. Excluding the
last column, the values in table 1 represent the m-values for mT i C j(ticj) and
m T i C j(¬ ticj) (i=1,2 and j =1,2,3). The values in the last column represent the
m-values for mA (a) and mA (¬ ). Based on these m-values provided by the
analyst, we can calculate all the m-values required for obtaining the measure
of risk; how plausible the insecurity of the data asset x is. The calculation
results are shown in table 2.

Table 2. Calculation Procedures for Measure of Risk

a
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The measure of risk in this example is 0.444. Table 2 also shows the final
m-values at threat and control variables after belief propagation in the
backward direction. The plausibility of the realisation of unauthorised access
is 0.386 whereas the plausibility of the realisation of fraud attempt is 0.273.
From these results, we can conclude that unauthorised access is more likely
to occur than a fraud attempt. As our evidential network diagram indicates,
the measure of risk is sensitive to the changes of m-values arising from the
inherent risk node. If the analyst is competent and has enough knowledge of
the organisation’s information system, consideration of the inherent risk
would provide a more precise reflection of organisational security issues.
Otherwise, it may produce the wrong result. Therefore, if he cannot provide
any opinion/answer to the question X in the checklist, he may leave the
question unanswered. In this case, mx (x)=mx (¬ x )=0 will be assigned, which
means mx ({x,¬ x})=1. This is equally applicable to the inherent risk node.
Another concern in using evidential reasoning is that this approach requires
more inputs than conventional checklist methods. If we assume that the
evidence is affirmative, i.e., the evidence supports a proposition and does not
support its negation, the number of inputs required may be reduced to the
levels found in the conventional checklist method. Obtaining risk measures
by evidential reasoning includes a tedious calculation process. Therefore, a
computerised facility for belief calculation should be embedded in the
checklist-based analysis tool.
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4.2 BS7799 Self-Assessment by Evidential Reasoning

The evidential network specified in this article can also be used for self-
assessment of BS7799 compliance without any major modification of the
network structure. Self-assessment refers to the assessment performed by an
organisation (internally) to check whether it is ready for a formal assessment
against the Accredited Certification Scheme for BS7799 Part 2. BS7799 Part
2 (1999) provides a summarised list of controls and control objectives in ten
assessment categories so that the controls specified by BS7799 can be
examined more clearly.

To apply BS7799 self-assessment, the asset variable in figure 1 should be
replaced by the variable ‘assessment category’, the threat variable should be
replaced by the variable ‘control objective’, and the control variable should
be replaced by the variable ‘control procedure’ that ensures the relevant
control objective. For example, BS7799 Part 2 specifies three control
objectives for physical and environmental security (Assessment Category 5).
One is to prevent unauthorised access, damage and interference to business
premises and information (Control Objective 5.1). Another is to prevent loss,
damage or compromise of assets and interruption to business activities
(Control Objective 5.2). The third is to prevent compromise or theft of
information and information processing facilities (Control Objective 5.3).
Each control objective is associated with several relevant controls. For
example, there are two controls for the Control Objective 5.3:

– Clear desk and clear screen policy: Organisations shall have and
implement a clear desk and a clear screen policy in order to reduce the
risks of unauthorised access, loss, and damage to information (Control
5.3.1)

– Removal of property: Equipment, information or software belonging to
the organisation shall not be removed without authorisation (Control
5.3.2).

The inherent risk node in figure 1 can also be used in the BS7799 self-
assessment structure since the concepts are still valid. The proposition at

requirements. The proposition at the control objective x.y is that the control
objective y belonging to the category x meets the requirements for the
certification. The proposition at the control x.y.z is that the control procedure
z belonging to the control objective x.y satisfies the control requirement for
the certification. The guidelines for assessing each control against BS7799
certification are provided in ‘BS7799: Preparing for BS7799 certification
(1999)’.

assessment category x is that category x satisfies the certification
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5. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have examined the applicability of evidential reasoning
in the risk analysis domain. Most risk analysis methods force the analyst to
provide subjective opinions in the course of the evaluation. Therefore, the
belief function approach can be an alternative to these conventional risk
analysis methods. Because evidential reasoning using AND-trees originated
from accounting domains such as audit risk assessment, it could be modified
to accommodate checklist-based risk analysis without much difficulty. Belief
functions can be used instead of the conventional approach based on
probability theory. The advantage of using belief functions is their ability to
deal with uncertainty. In probability theory, the sum of the probability of
event occurrence and the probability of its complement should be 1.
However, this restriction is relaxed in evidence theory by introducing the
concept of ignorance.

The major drawback of quantitative risk analysis methodologies is the
difficulty in estimating probabilities since quantitative methods rely heavily
on the accuracy of the estimates. Although evidence theory does not provide
a clear answer to this problem (since it still requires m-values, which are
regarded as meta probabilities over a probability that is to be estimated), it
may provide, to some extent, the relaxation in accuracy needed when
expressing uncertainty. The problem of qualitative risk analysis is that the
risk is often based on subjective judgment. Although detailed guidelines for
assigning qualitative values are provided in many qualitative methods, the
answers provided by analysts still rely on their own subjective opinions. This
problem can also be handled by evidence theory. In summary, evidence
theory offers a new way of thinking about risk analysis.
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Abstract: Open distributed systems operate in a networked global space where
parts are owned by - thus can be controlled by - the local system owner,
but most parts are shared globally. The system boundaries are fuzzy and
we can only count the system owner to control his/her assets at some
point of time. The generic system parts - those shared globally - are data
oriented. The specific system parts - those owned by the local system
owner - are information oriented. This fact should have impact on the
way we view assets when setting the right security requirements. Many
approaches focus only on the generic parts, i.e. to protect the data. They
thereby overlook the informational aspect of the asset, In order to find
these specific requirements, it is important to analyze the risks related to
information so that it can be protected in a satisfactory way. This paper
will describe how the problem can be solved by use of a risk analysis
approach with so called X-ification. X-ifying is a way of mating together
the best available experience with values appropriate for the local target
system X. X-ifying factors differ depending on if you look at assets from a
data or informational point of view. They also change in importance from
asset to asset, from industry to industry and from person to person.
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1. Introduction
Creating security and mutual trust in an open distributed environment,

like the Internet, where exchange of data is an emerging phenomenon are
essential but difficult to establish. Open distributed systems operate in a
networked global space where parts are owned by - thus can be controlled
by - the local system owner, but most parts are shared globally. The
system boundaries are fuzzy and we can only count the local system
owner to control his/her assets at some point of time. The generic
system parts - those shared globally where the local system owner does
not have control and where assets float around as uninterpreted bits and
bytes - are data oriented. The specific system parts - those owned by the
local system owner and where s/he has control and is in charge of media
where the asset resides - are information oriented. This fact should have
impact on the way we view assets when setting the right requirements for
security.
A common view in industry is that you can buy a black box with
technology which solves all your problems with security. “The majority
of defense dollars go for essential functions such as firewalls” [FOR98, p
4]. Many efforts aiming to protect assets in open distributed systems
focus on the generic parts, i.e. to protect the data. This is valid for
baseline security approaches such as the British Standard 7799, BS7799,
Code of Practice for Information Security Management [BS7799, SIS99],
and also for traditional first generation risk analysis methods which base
the risk assessment on statistics from before and then focus on selecting
countermeasures from an existing limited list of solutions [BAS93,
HAM96]. They thereby set a basic level of security for the data.
However they overlook the informational aspect of the asset, i.e. where
a piece of data is interpreted by a human being, i.e. put into context, and
turned into information that may need specific protection. In order to
find these specific requirements it is important to analyze the risks
related to information so that it can be protected in a satisfactory way,
considering also the costs that would entail.

The requirements for security differ from asset to asset, from industry to
industry FRI00b] and from person to person [JON99]. We call the
variations X-ifying factors [FRI00b]. X-ifying factors could be wise to
consider in a risk analysis. We can see that X-ifying factors also differ
depending on if you look at assets from a data or informational point of
view.

This paper will discuss the dilemma that asset’s informational values are
often overlooked when deciding the requirements for protection in an
open distributed system. It will describe an approach to overcome that
problem by utilizing risk analysis with so called X-ification. Furthermore
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it will describe how these X-ifying factors differ from industry to industry
and from person to person and how this impact the view of the asset
values.

2. Information needs specific protection, data needs
generic

System theory is a scaleable concept that gives a possibility to
integrate delimited parts into a whole system, where sub-systems play
together with relations and interactions. This is a base for a holistic
perspective. A holistic approach is recommended as an instrument to
structure the sub-systems into an integrated whole before the final
solution is put into reality. This is to avoid that piecemeal security
solutions are applied to isolated problem areas where no consideration is
given to the integration [YNG96, FIL99].

In efforts to control, humans may choose to either assume that the
reality is a system or could be looked upon as a system through the
learning process i.e. humans can learn how the concept of a system
reflects the real world. The control method in the first case could be
labeled systematic engineering or hard systems thinking. The second one
systemic or soft system thinking.

In soft systems thinking (the epistemological science) where we
explore intangible areas that are difficult to capture, perceived realities
are treated as problems and are solved in a systemic way. Soft systems
thinking focus on the need to synthesize and to use induction to create
value. It encourages an open living approach to open dynamic research
objects [YNG96, MAG99]. This gives a possibility to delimit into
subsystems, and to control when to move from a soft systems approach
to a hard system approach going systematic. In addition to the holistic
perspective a systemic approach is needed. When combining the systemic
with the holistic view, the approach brings some useful principles
[YNG96, p27]:

– Delimit the system of study from the environment,
– Define the existing environment,
– Define the inflow, throughflow, and outflow, and
– Structure the built-in control system so that it can deal with inner

and outer variety,

In hard systems thinking (the ontological science) perceived realities
are treated as existing systems and their problems are solved by
systematic methods [YNG96, MAG99]. Deduction and proofs based on
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exact rules of procedures are foundation for ontological science. A
systematic or synonymously methodical approach can be defined as an
orderly, regular procedure for obtaining an object.

[FIL99, p199] says “Information security is contextual in nature, and
difficult to view as a system in itself” and Information security is
contextual and not systemic” [FIL99, p187]. We agree that information
security is contextual but as opposite to [FIL99] we see that open
distributed emergent systems are well suited to be approached by soft
systems thinking, where the meaning of the data is related to a context
thus forming information.

The systemic view enables us to focus on our assets as information where
we can control them and set specific security requirements for them.
When dealing with parts that we do not control, we can still keep our
requirements for assets that were decided when we took the informational
view, but we have no control that the owner of the media where asset
travels/resides will meet our desired level of protection, unless we find a
way to totally encapsulate the asset. Similarly we will in our system host
assets that are owned by others, thus we see those assets as data or we
make our own interpretation of those asset’s values, however those
might not agree with the owner’s wish, unless very clearly specified. To
be able to set a basic level of security for hosted assets etc. it is
recommended to take a systematic approach (hard systems thinking).
Perhaps take help from a baseline security approaches such as the
BS7799.

Soft systems and hard systems thinking are complementary to each
other. The systematic and methodical view represents reality, stability,
and consistency while the systemic and amethodical [TRU00] view
represents interpretation, change and encourages innovation that leads to
adaptation.
While a systematic approach would encourage the risk analyst to find
patterns from the past to build future trends for incident risks and costs,
the systemic and amethodical approach would guide us to adapt the best
available experience.
The systematic approach is used in traditional approaches to security and
usually produces solutions for data. When combined with a systemic and
amethodical approach it is possible to also focus on information, thus
produce specific solutions for assets.
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3. How risk analysis with X-ification adds value
X-ifying is a way of mating together the best available experience with
data appropriate for the target system X [FRI99]. System X is an open
distributed system and X is the first system in its generation. X' is the
successor of system X. The customizing data can be an assessment of
asset attractiveness, actor capabilities, system and media vulnerabilities,
and business values. By utilizing X-ification capabilities, we can
compensate for errors and disbelief in estimates, non-existing or outdated
experience numbers. The X-ification considers the meaning of the data,
i.e. information, and adapts the best available previous experience
(statistics) to the local application area.

A risk, R, can be calculated as the product of probability, P, and cost,
C according to formula 1 [FRI00a]:

(1) R = P* C

The probability P and the cost C can each be compiled as the product
of various elements, according to formula 2 and 3:

(2) P ={(Capability_of_actor*Attractiveness_of_asset)*
Vulnerability_in_media_where asset_resides}*
Method_of_operation_used_to_force_the_system *

ojective_of_actor

(3) C =(Direct_loss_value * Cost_to_recover_repair) * Indirect_cost

The various parameters and operations in the formulas can in a more or
less extent be utilized when performing X-ification in a risk analysis. The
range of the X-ifying effect depends much on the usage. If we for
instance decide to use assessed values when calculating the first part of
probability for attack, i.e. {(Capability_of_actor *Attractiveness_of_asset) *
Vulnerability_in_media_where_asset_resides}, and if we then could find values
for the second part, i.e. {Method _of_operation_used_to_force_the_system *
Objective_of_actor}, that are based on prior experience, those could be used
as an index key where the index sums up to 1 (i.e. what is the distribution
if hit by an incident). With help of the index, linguistic variables and
fuzzy set theory, we can transform/calibrate the assessed probability
values into new. There are also other ways of consolidating
risk/probability values into one. In [VEN99] the consolidation of the risk
values was performed by calculating the average of risk values. The way
you do it, the importance and weight you give to different parameters,
will impact the result and the level of X-ification.
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This method of splitting a variable into two, one representing an assessed
value and one representing a statistical value (or best available experience
from the past), could be done for several elements in the formula,
depending on availability of values. We call it X-ification.

4.  X-ifying factors’ dependency on industry and
person

X-ifying factors are useful in risk analysis, especially when considering
information oriented aspects. The factors differ from industry to industry
and from person to person.

Different sectors and application areas have specific features that
would make it possible to use a generic model for risk analysis but apply
an X-ified factor. This requires the analyst to know what differs a specific
system from an average system. [FRI00b] looked at high level factors
with influence on security which were labeled X-ifying factors. The
research, performed in form of a survey, showed there exist characteristic
factors that differentiate between industry sectors. For instance, there are
more hackers in university environment, the security awareness is
generally higher in bank and finance sector, and the result of an incidence
within the healthcare sector could be disastrous with impact on human
lives, etc. Table 1 shows a summary of assessed values of X-ifying
factors/parameters for the selected industry sectors of bank&finance,
education, government, healthcare, IT&telecom, manufacturing,
sales&distribution. The assessed values, based on answers in the survey,
for an industry sector relative the average system and are given by
linguistic variables {l=low, m=medium, h=high}.

These characteristic areas could be translated into a weight in the risk
analysis algorithm in the following way, for example propose that for a
bank the direct cost should be weighted higher in the algorithm and
indirect cost would be weighted much higher than the average system,
while vulnerability level is lower due to high security awareness and well
developed systems. This varies then from a university where the direct
cost and indirect cost should be weighted a bit less than the average
system while the vulnerability level should be weighted higher than
average, due to low security awareness and a lot of hackers playing with
the system. The information could be utilized as a source of ideas when
X-ifying in a risk analysis and when bridging values from one industry to
another.
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Gover Health IT Manufact S&D
nment care &

Telco

1

m

X-ifying Bank Educ.
parameter & Fina

nce
Capability_of m h h l m l-m
_actor
Attractiveness h l-m h l-m m m
_of_asset
Vulnerability l h l-m m-h m m m-h
_in_media_
where_asset_
resides
Direct_loss_ h l m-h h m-h l-m l
value
Cost_to_recov m-h l m-h h m l l
er_repair
Indirect_cost h l h h m m m-h

Table 1: X-ifying parameters for industry sectors

A work to provide an understanding, verification, measurement, and
prioritization of users’ security requirements in a networked education
system was performed in form of a survey, a web based questionnaire,
divided into three parts investigating confidentiality, integrity, and
availability aspects. The survey was targeting different selected user
groups; teachers, students, system administrators. Each part of the survey
included a number of scenarios where each scenario related to an asset
(information) and which could afterwards be translated into a security
requirement for that specific asset [JON99]. The study showed that users
have high expectations on security in the selected system. Integrity of
the assets was estimated very high, whereas availability of systems and
assets was rated almost as important as integrity, and the confidentiality
aspect was also valued quite high.

The [JON99] study also showed that different users values assets
differently depending on how they are related to them. If the user can put
the asset/data into context it is valued higher than if the opposite shows.
If the asset is seen as data only, the user only requires it to have some
generic protection. X-ification can in this case add a contextual view of
data as well as the opposite, it can add a generic view of information.
Thus it balances the two views and ensures both aspects are considered
before a solution is selected and implemented.
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5. Practical experience of using X-ification
A generic method for performing security evaluations of open

distributed systems was developed in [FRI99]. The method was generic
enough to handle all types of systems, real as well as virtual (i.e.
emergent systems or system in a development stage). It enabled
successive evaluations, invited feedback from the past and adjusted
systems over time. One of the novel features of the method was the X-
ifying capability.

The method was tested on a networked reference system in the
education sector, but the method is general enough to handle other types
of systems, for instance X. The education system, called NED, was
evaluated twice, first in its virtual version, then in its real existence, i.e.
the first generation of its kind. In the test of the NED, the general
evaluation method was adjusted by "NED-ifying" our criteria. The NED-
ifying capability introduced both testability and context into results. The
method integrates thereby whatever objective and subjective data
available with the aim of making the best possible decision within limited
time and other resource constraints

During the first evaluation, NED was a virtual system and we did not
have any NED incident related data but used the best available statistics
from another system as an index thus blending it together with our own
assessments for probabilities. The second evaluation used recently
collected NED incident related data and we used that in a similar way, i.e.
as an index melting it together with assessments. The second evaluation
suggested to collect new incident data and limit the time span for the
index key to 6-12 months in order to let the experience base reflect
recent reality. In both cases the number of incidents used as experience
was small. The experience from collecting incident related numbers from
the NED system, supported also by previous studies like [BAS93] and
[HOW97], indicates that seemingly low incident numbers is a fact to live
with (during a six months period we managed to collect 12 incidents).
This is especially true if the time for collection is short. We find the
number of incidents sufficient to use as check and balance in the
NEDification provided reevaluations are repeated on a regular basis. If
not done so often, but still on a regular basis, the incident numbers will
increase, but then the experience will not be recent and a risk is that the
system has evolved much since starting collecting data. A suggestion
would then be to balance experience collected from systems, say X+ X'+
X" with recent data from X" and apply it for X"'.
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We used the knowledge of users' security requirements when
forecasting costs. We divided the cost into a direct cost and an indirect
cost. Furthermore the direct cost was split into a direct loss value and a
cost to recover and to repair. We let the opinion of the owner of assets
(teachers) reflect the direct loss values, we let the opinion of system
administrators reflect the cost to recover and to repair, and lastly we let
the end-users (students) decide the indirect cost values. We believe this
approach is very suitable to use in environments where the costs or other
impacts by tradition has not been estimated before (e.g. education sector)
or where consequences are difficult to quantify due to their non-financial
nature (e.g. health-care sector), although the approach is generic and
could be useful in all sectors.

All in all we experienced that the integration of whatever objective
and subjective data available was practical and helped us make the best
possible decision considering both the data as well as the informational
aspect of assets.

The method enabled the system to adjust to current reality over time
where protecting system measures that are hit by many incidents could be
replaced by new generations of protecting measures (this is excluding the
event of system hit by a very severe incident with a high-level of
damage, which will have impact on most of the protecting measures).
The protecting measures that are best suited to solve the problem will be
promoted to be used in the next version of the system.

7. Conclusions
A starting and essential point for creating security and mutual trust in

an open distributed environment is to set the security requirements
correctly for assets from the start and then monitor changes regularly.

In this paper we have discussed the importance of addressing both data
and informational  aspects  of  assets  when set t ing the securi ty
requirements and how this can be achieved by use of a risk analysis with
so called X-ification capability. Table 2 shows a brief comparison
between data and information.

considered in the risk analysis. The outcome of a risk analysis which uses

X-ifying factors differ depending on if you look at assets from a data
or informational point of view. They also change in importance from
asset to asset, from industry to industry and from person to person. It is
thus important to be aware of the differences between how assets are
viewed, as data or information. These differences should then be
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X-ification techniques will be a prioritized list of security requirements
which will balance a data and informational aspect of assets.

Data Information
Data is uninterpreted bits and bytes Information is data that is interpreted by

someone and put into context
Data has generic value Information has specific value varying

from person to person, and from industry
to industry

A methodical approach can be Methodical approach with amethodical
sufficient to decide generic security elements is required to decide specific
requirements with focus on media security requirements with focus on the
where data resides, e.g. baseline meaning of the data, e.g. risk analysis
security or early generation risk with X-ification
analysis methods
The media owner implements The information owner sets specific
generic and specific protection based requirements for protection
on requirements

Table 2: A comparison between data and information
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Abstract:

1. INTRODUCTION

There are two different areas of security that have been called the corporate
security and the information security. Both of these areas have been organized
in numerous ways. The lack of the common agreement of the security features
and components has caused conflicts between security officers and IT people.
Without a common structure it is also difficult to inspect and certify security.
In this paper some of the existing approaches are presented and compared.
This study is in a general level trying to find something one may call structure
or organization of the security features.
We then present a new model that combines the corporate security and the
information security. This model is based on the assets and security measures.
The measures are divided into six sections that may be easily organized in a
typical corporation.

There have been several ways to organize information security. A good
model is a tool to plan, educate and organize security. To be useful the
model has to fit its purpose. It has to be a good logical unit and help to
manage the whole area. These models have to change according the
development of the information technology, business logic and organization
structure.
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Security is a matter of culture, language and social environment
[Yngström]. To be effective in improving the security the methods have to
fit the local ways of thinking and organizing the work. The people also have
to understand what they are doing and why. The lack of awareness of the
users and managers is a problem that is very difficult to cover with technical
equipments [James].

The security has to be a part of the business processes of the organization
and people have a great role in these processes [Holbein]. The design of the
processes is often a remarkable part of the assets of the organization. The
documentation of these processes is often inadequate and lack of
documentation is a threat for a organization.

There have been conflicts between security authorities and other
managers in the organization. Security as a function covers so large area of
the functions of the organization that situation is impossible without any
restrictions. At the same time it is difficult to be sure that every aspects of
the security have been taken into account if the definition or if the area of the
security authorities has been reduced. Conflicts between security officers
and information security officers are also common. The corporate security
includes the information security and thus security officers tend to manage
that area also. In the same time many areas of the information security
belongs to the corporate security functions. So it is reasonable to assume that
information security officers set demands on these functions.

There are several ways to organize corporate and information security.
There might be a specific security department for the head of the security or
security functions may be among the other administrative functions. Besides
these alternatives the head of the information security may be also in the IT
department.

When designing a secure system there have to be a model of security
[Eckert]. Many of the models considered information security as computer
security or information system security [Rannenberg], [Eloff]. In the e-
commerce applications one has to take also other than technical aspects into
account [Labuschagne], [De Win].

In this paper several security/information security models are presented.
All the models are designed for specific purpose and that those purposes
naturally have their effects in the model. Every organization has to select the
model suitable for its needs and structure. The purpose of this paper is
however to present a new model that combines the best parts of these models
and specifically combine the corporate and information security into one
solid entity.
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2.1 The Finnish governmental policy
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The actual model described here is from the Finnish governmental order
about information security in the administration. This order was first time
given in 1992 [Fin92] and revised in 1998 [Fin98].

The protection measures are divided into eight sections: Administrative
security includes policies, principles, organization, duties, education and
monitoring. Personnel security tries to minimize personnel risks with
background checking, duties sharing, authorizations, personnel protection,
education and monitoring. Data security includes availability, integrity,
confidentiality and secure handling of the data. Physical security
(environmental security) means protecting equipments, data and computer
rooms from physical threats and damages. Hardware security includes all
the security measures implemented by computer hardware. Software
security includes all the security measures implemented by computer
software. Communications security includes all the security measures that
ensure availability, integrity and confidentiality of the information in the
communication networks. Operations security is a security of daily duties
(Figure 1).

2.2 ISO-model (BS7799)

The British Standard is based on PD 0003, a Code of practice for
information security management, developed by the Department of Trade
and Industry with the assistance of leading UK companies and organizations.
The guidance in this code of practice is intended to be as comprehensive as
possible. Not all controls described will be relevant to every situation. [ISO]

Security has to be embedded in the every day’s business processes, with
responsibilities for all people involved. The Code of Practice for Information
security Management gives one practical guidelines in designing,
implementing and assessing information security measures, in a technical,
physical and organizational sense.

The code of practice is divided into 10 sections as follows: Security
policy, security organization, classification and control, personnel
security, environmental security, network management, system access
control, system development and maintenance, business continuity
planning and compliance
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Besides these sections there are 10 key controls that are either essential
requirements or are considered to be fundamental building blocks for
information security.

2.3 CobiT-model

Information Systems Audit and Control Foundation has made CobiT to
help bridge the gaps between business risks, control needs and technical
issues. It provides good practices across a domain and process framework
and presents activities in manageable and logical structure. [COBIT]

To satisfy business objectives, information need to conform to certain
criterias, which CobiT refers to as business requirements for information.
There are quality requirements (quality, cost and delivery), fiduciary
requirements (effectiveness & efficiency of operation, reliability of
information and compliance with laws and regulations) and security
requirements (confidentiality, integrity and availability).

The CobiT framework consists of high-level Control Objectives and an
overall structure for their classification. There are three levels of IT efforts.
Starting at the bottom, there are activities and tasks needed to achieve the
measurable result. Processes are then defined one layer up as a series of
joined activities or tasks with natural control breaks. At the highest level,
processes are naturally grouped together into domains. Their natural
grouping is often confirmed as responsibility domains in an organizational
structure and is in line with the management cycle or life-cycle applicable to
IT processes.

The IT resources identified in CobiT are data, application systems,
technology, facilities and people.

The definitions of the four domains are:
Planning and Organization : This domain covers strategy and tactics,

and concerns the identification of the way IT can best contribute to the
achievements of the business objectives.

Acquisition and Implementation: To realized the IT strategy, IT
solutions need to be identified, developed or acquired as well as
implemented and integrated into business process.

Delivery and Support: This domain includes the actual processing of
data by application systems, often classified under application controls.

Monitoring : This domain addresses management’s oversight of the
organization’s control process and independent assurance provided by
internal and external audit (Figure 1) .
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2.4 The Finnish corporate security

The Confederation of Finnish Industry and Employers has made several
publications for the Finnish companies. A corporate security is one of the
areas of those publications. In these publications there are a model in which
corporate security is divided into several areas. This same model is also used
by the Lifelong Learning Institute Dipoli (Helsinki University of
Technology, HUT), in its education program for security managers.
[Pesonen]

The corporate security is divided into several different areas. This
dividing is based on the legislation of Finland that sets some security related
duties to companies. Typically there must be a person in the company who is
responsible to arrange these duties. Then there has to be a learning material
and a course for these persons and that creates a new area into the security
model (Figure 1).

Administrative security includes the security related legislation,
security standards, relationship with officials, recruiting (security related
matters) and PR (security related matters). Physical security includes
buildings and the security monitoring in these buildings. Most of the crime
preventing and monitoring activities in the building are part of physical
security. Fire prevention and shelters includes fire prevention in buildings,
fire extinguishers, fire detectors and shelter rooms for people Safety includes
safety in the work and the health services. Personnel security includes the
protection of own personnel and customers. Especially the key persons must
be protected also during travel and in abroad. Environmental protection
includes pollution prevention and the handling and storing of the dangerous
or hazard chemicals. Transportation security includes the crime prevention
during transportation and prevention of the road accidents. Security abroad
includes the local legislation, connections to the local authorities and all the
local actions. Emergency Supply includes sufficient facilities must be built
up and maintained to ensure the production and output of goods and services
in a wide spectrum of industries, in times of unusual conditions. [Supply
Act]. Information security includes handling of the printed material,
archiving, computer security, communication security and privacy
protection. Risk management includes methods to manage risks, security
analyses and insurances

There is not any connection to the goals of the organization and thus the
corporate security according this model may fulfill mainly requirements that
come outside the organization.
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3. ANALYZING THE CURRENT MODELS

3.1 Analyses of the models

All these security models described in the previous section have a
specific purpose they are made for. Therefore one can’t say they are wrong
or have problems. However, it is difficult to create a solid model based on
these models.

Figure 1. The current security models

The Finnish governmental policy for information security is old-
fashioned. It fits better in the time of mainframes than modern client-server
architecture where one can‘t make difference between hardware, software
and network.
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The BSI-standard is a list of useful measures to improve information
security and it makes very easy to qualify the level of the organization.
Dividing these measures to the sections is not made systematically and
therefore there is not any logical model of information security.

The Cobit-model has a strong live-cycle background. Every information
system has a designing-, implementation- and daily work -phase. Inside
these domains there are the processes where the actual security measures are.
Each process has a list of resources, requirements and information criterias it
fulfills. There are several points of view in these criteria and they are not
formed a simple model. One can make this approach better by simplifying it
more.

The Finnish corporate security –model is a model for a corporate security
as a whole. The information security is only a part of it. I have taken it into
this paper because I compare it with the model of pure information security
and try to combine these both. The problem of this model is that there is not
a proper connection between business needs and security. This model is
made to fulfill the requirements coming from outside the organization. There
is no coordination of these requirements and therefore there are many
conflicts.

3.2 Corporate security and information security

There may easily be conflicts between corporate security and the
information security if the responsibilities are not clear. One can ask if the
information security is a part of the corporate security or vice versa. There
have also been issues about whether the manager of the information security
should be in the computer department or security department.

If we look at both the Finnish models, one for the corporate security and
other for information security, we may notice that there are many common
elements. In the corporate security there is one section for information
security and in the information security there are several sections that exist
also in the corporate security.

This conflict is based on the fact that actually the information security as
a term is a combination of goal and measures. Basically the same conflict
exists in the protection of environment. Graphically we can try to modify the
original pie chart taking the information security out from the pie to the new
layer in the top of the pie.
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The basic principle in the new model is that there are assets, threats and
measures. The assets must be recognized and classified. The threats must be
found out and analyzed. The measures must find out to prevent the threats or
minimize the damages they caused.

4.1 The assets

There are four different types of assets: information, people, material and
goodwill. These are not totally independent each other because people might
actually be a storage of information and a pair of hands like a machine. If
people are considered this way however, it will cause damage to the
goodwill.

The value of the asset may come from several sources. It may be given
outside the organization, like in the legislation, or the item may be crucial for
the working process. Some items may have pure monetary value.

All the assets may be valuable by several ways. The confidentiality,
availability and integrity are not only properties of information but the
general classifying criteria. In a real life however, the availability is the most
important property of all the other assets than information. In this context
monetary value is same as the availability (to sell).

4.2 The measures

The measures are divided into six sections. They are
Security management is a link between business objects and security. In

this process the security level needed for business is decided and also what is
the risk an organization may take. The goals and the visions of the
organization have an immediate effect to the security level. This is also the
place to organize security functions in the organization.

Asset management is a process where the assets are found and
classified.

Physical security (environmental security) prevents any physical threats
that come from outside. There might be several security areas in the
organization and everything that leaves one area and go into another must go
through barrier of physical security. Normally physical security cannot help
against a threat that already is in the area, but there are some exceptions: fire
prevention systems work inside the perimeter and also the guard.

Personal security differs from the earlier models because it is not
protecting people. Personal security protects all the assets using methods that
affect people. In a recruiting situation one has to prevent the unsuitable

4. THE NEW MODEL
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people to be hired. The employees have to be capable and willing to work
secure manner.

Computer security includes all the security functions of normal
computers and communication. It might be implemented by software,
hardware or separate devices. If the computer is built into special system so
that it is invisible to the user or it is impossible to program, it is handled like
a system without a computer. For example a fire detecting system may have
a computer inside but because the computer can’t do anything else control
the system, it is not part of the computer security but physical security.

Work security connects security to the daily work. It is like a quality in
the work avoiding accidents that may damage the assets. The routines of the
work are planned so that there are no unnecessary losses.

Figure 2. The new model

In a typical situation there is a room as a single security area. Security
management has told what is the acceptable level of risk in this company.
Asset management has told which items in the room are valuable. Personal
security selects the people who are allowed to enter and educates them to
work properly. Physical security prevents others to enter. Work security
guarantees that the normal work of the allowed people do not cause any
damage to the assets. Computer security takes care of the electrical universe.
There might be connections to and from the room and computer security
watches these. In the room there might be another room with its own
security level and authorized people.

5. THE ADVANTAGES OF THE NEW MODEL

In this model there is clear solution between security and information
security. There is no information security. There are only several protecting
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methods that are applied to secure assets. Information is one of the assets
and is protected in a same way as the other assets are.

This model helps to avoid duplicate protecting systems. The existing
system may protect all the assets and there don’t have to be separate systems
for different assets.

The sections are as independent each other as possible. This avoids
conflicts between different parts of the organization.

The model is logical and easy to understand. That makes easy to describe
the elements of the security and teach them to others.

The measures are easy to organize. Security management is a part of
typical business management. Most of the decisions required are the same
that are made when decide the business goals and methods. Personal security
is a normal work of personal department like the computer security belongs
to the computer department.

The physical security is a concrete section of security. In many cases
there already is a security department managing these duties. However there
might also be a department taking care of buildings and some of the duties in
the physical security might have been there.

The work security is based on the normal hierarchy. A supervisor has to
be sure that subordinates work in a secure way. These standards have to be
essential part of any goal settings or orders. The work has also to be
organized in a secure way. The worker has to have time and resources to
finish the job without breaking the rules. The working procedures have to
contain checking points and inspections to guarantee the quality of the work.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper a new model is presented to organize security and
information security. In this model the both areas are combined into a
corporate security.

The assets are people, material, information and reputation. The value of
the asset may be based on the availability, confidentiality or integrity of the
asset. The classification principles may come from outside (legislation,
reputation) or inside the organization (production requirements).

The reputation might be considered as a special case that is based on the
compliance of the rules and regulations and might also achieve by adding the
assets on outside the organization, for example instead protecting the own
people only protect also the people in the neighborhood.

The protecting measurements are divided into four areas. This dividing is
based on the normal organization of the corporation. This makes security
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functions as a part of the normal work of the people that normally carry out
these tasks.

The model has been tested by using it some years in two nationwide
organizations. It has simplified the security organization and maked it easier
to write down security policy and requirements. One of these organizations
has a security department that has divided into several sections according the
functions. These sections coordinate the security functions in the other
departments (personnel, computer, real property) and line organization. The
other corporation has only a security manager that coordinates the security
work in the corporation. This manager sets the standards of the corporation
and consults the departments in the corporate headquarter and management
in the divisions.
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Abstract: Constant changes in the structure of the organization and the working
processes have forces security staff to reclassify and re-evaluate information
and information systems too often. In this paper we present one solution to
make it possible to use the previous data as much as possible and recalculate
the evaluation results automatically.
The solution is based on piercing the processes into parts of the block diagram
and then analyzing the classification of the each block. This procedure is
continued from top to down until there is no remarkable processes left. After
the top-down phase has been reached its end a second phase is started from
bottom to top. In this phase the reliability of each block is analyzed and the
results of one level is combined. This result is then passed to the upper level
and this procedure may continue until the top is reached.
In every level it is possible to have iterative loops if the requirements are not
met. It is usually easier to add parallel processes for assurance than improve
the reliability of the single component.

1. INTRODUCTION

The classification of computer systems have been described in a
qualitative way [Tryfonas] that promotes availability because it has attracted
the less attention than the other parts of CIA-model triplet (confidentiality
and integrity).
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There have also been papers that describe availability using the
techniques from availability engineering [Lyu]. Many of these assume
information systems as a single system or focuses on the reliability of the
software [Herrmann], [Leveson], [Kapur]. Information system is, however,
an information handling process that may require several attendants and
manipulating systems [Kiountouzis]. The information may have a working
flow that directs some parts of the information to one department and the rest
to another [Smith].

Availability in the information security differs from the reliability in
engineering in the sense that in the reliability engineering everything is
statistical. In the availability systems are often targets for the attacks and
therefore statistical approach is often useless. Information systems may be
considered as open systems [Leveson], as they communicate with their
environment in a flexible way. This kind of system is often unstable instead
of the stable systems where the communication with the world is reduced
and formal.

There are however several advantages to use numerical methods. There
must be some policies to establish the connection between numbers and the
real life but using numbers it is easier to use computers and automatic
procedures to handle the information. There are however few methods to
describe the other areas than availability with numerical methods [Jønsang].

The delegation and outsourcing have been became popular ways to
organize the work of the organization. This requires a proper way to pass the
classification of the information and procedures with the delegation. There
are often in the each level possibility to organize the work of its own. For the
verification there has to be a method to pass the result of the security analyze
to the superior level and summarize them.

2. NUMERICAL CLASSIFICATION METHOD

2.1 Top Down system classification

A classification is a part of business management. In a top level has to be
known which processes are the important ones for the organization. In a
highest level this may set the standards for the division of the organization
saying what is the meaning of the division to the company and what are the
remarkable products of the corporate.

In the next level the head of the division has to classify the business
processes that are essentials to achieve the goals of the division. This process
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may continue until the bottom level is reached or there is another termination
rule.

In the classification all the aspects of information has to be notified. In
approach like this the availability is a natural aspect but in the same time a
higher level has to determine the confidentiality and integrity class of the
information it gives to the lower level to be processed.

Figure 1. The classification process

The subordinates (lower level) get these classifications as an order. If
they like to receive the information they need, there must be proper security
methods to handle the information. In the same way a client (upper level)
sets the availability standards and requirements for the quality of the
information.

2.2 Bottom up system evaluation

The requirements are set from top to bottom. The results of the
evaluation processes go from bottom to top. In every level the results of its
subprocesses are combined and the result is then delivered to the superior
level.

In the lowest level the evaluation may check the reliability of certain
components or devices. In the upper levels the result of the evaluation is
typically information that is summarized from results of the subprocesses
and the subresults. This means that the hard work is done in the bottom
level. All the evaluation information in the upper level is already numerical
and easy to recalculate if needed.
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Figure 2. availability evaluation

In every level the results have to be compared with the classification. If
the results don’t meet the classification, there has to be an attempt to correct
situation. This may happen either requesting the lower level to make it’s
result better or adding redundancy by reorganizing the work flow and adding
some parallel subprocesses..

3. AVAILABILITY

In this paper availability is the probability that a process will produce its
result in the designed time. The scale is 0-100 where 0 means that process
will never succeed in time and 100 means totally always. We understand that
there are other possible definitions. Especially the delay is also important.
We have to assume that a process with high probability have also very short
delay those cases it misses the designed time.

The required classes and their limits are defined in the information
security policy of the company. One may for example define that there are
four classes: top important (100-80), important (80-60), useful (60-40) and
no requirements (40-0). In this definition a process that is classified as a top
important must succeed to produce it’s output in defined time four times out
of five. In the policy there might also be defined a lowest level for the
classification and evaluation. In the previous example the natural lower limit
is 40 because systems below this level are considered useless or at least there
are no requirements for systems below that.

In the classification procedure every piece of process gets an availability
requirement from its superior process. That is the goal this process has to
fulfill. This procedure takes automatically account of the business processes
because the requirements come from the top. That means the more important
a process is for business the higher requirements should be set for it.
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In the next step the process has to be analyzed and divided to the
subprocesses. These subprocesses may follow each other when they are said
to be in series or they may be alternatives when they are said to be parallel.
This analysis produces a block diagram where are the subprocesses and their
connections.

Each subprocesses must be classified. Each subprocess in a series must
have the same classification and that must be the same as is required for a
whole block. If there are subprocesses or blocks in parallel, they must have
classification where the original requirement is divided with a number of
parallel blocks. In some cases this automatic procedure is not practical. If
one of the parallel processes is the most profitable choice and the other are
the more expensive backups it is reasonable to set the higher requirements
for this alternative than the others.

When each subprocess has the classification, it is passed to the
subprocess that means the classification steps one level downwards. This
procedure is repeated until the classification of the subprocesses reach the
termination level that means the lower processes are not significant.

In the second phase the evaluation is performed from bottom to top. In
each level the availability of it’s subprocesses are measured using the same
scale as in the requirements. In the lowest level this may be the reliability of
the processing equipment and in the upper level it is the results of the lower
level.

The results are put in the block diagram that describes the process and the
evaluation of the process is summarized using the same formulas as in the
requirement phase. The result is the evaluated availability of the process and
is compared with the requirement. If the result does not meet the
requirement, corrective measures have to be started.

There are two ways of improving the availability. One can improve the
reliability of the subprocess or add parallel subprocesses. The improving
means that a new higher requirement is sent to the lower processes and those
have to make their arrangements to meet these new requirements. Adding
new parallel subprocesses means that the requirements for each parallel
subprocesses will be lower.

It is easy to see that it is overall much more easier to add some additional
procedures for the situation the main process is not available. The parallel
availability is much more efficient that trying make single process more
reliable.
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4. INTEGRITY

For the integrity the basic procedure is the same as for the availability.
Each level gets the requirements from the upper level, analyzes the graph of
its own functionality and makes a block diagram of it’s subprocesses. An
integrity requirement is then assigned to each of these subprocesses and
passed to the lower level.

After the termination point has been reached the evaluation starts and
produces an integrity level that is passed to the upper level. If the criteria do
not meet, the corrective measures will be started.

In this paper the integrity means the quality of the information. The
integrity is high if the information was correct in the beginning and the
correctness of the information was ensured during the processing so that it is
correct in the end of the processing. The integrity decreases always when the
original information is changed. If there is proper assurance for the changes
to be correct the integrity doesn’t decrease.

The classes and their definition are defined in the information security
policy of the organization. They might be for example high integrity (100-
70), normal integrity (70-40) and no requirements (40-0). There are no clear
correspondence between this number and the real life like in the availability
case.

In the block diagram subprocesses in series means steps that handles
information straightforward and in the parallel subprocesses the information
are cross-checked. Thus the serial coupling decreases the integrity and the
parallel coupling increases the integrity. The processes that are read-only
don’t change the integrity of the data.

5. CONFIDENTIALITY

For the confidentiality the basic procedure is the same as for the
availability and integrity. Each level gets the requirements from the upper
level, analyzes the graph of it’s own functionality and makes a block
diagram of it’s subprocesses. A confidentiality requirement is then assigned
to each of these subprocesses and passed to the lower level.

After the termination point has been reached the evaluation starts and
produces a confidentiality level that is passed to the upper level. If the
criteria do not meet, the corrective measures will be started.

In this paper the confidentiality means the secrecy of the information.
The requirements for the systems are based on the confidentiality of the
information the system processes. The secrecy is based on the fact how
much damage it is caused if the information is came public to unauthorized
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people. This amount of damage may be based on the loss of money or time
to correct the situation with new information.

The classes and their definition are defined in the information security
policy of the organization. They might be for example top secret (100-80),
secret (80-60), confidential (60-30) and unclassified (30-0).

When the block diagram is made one has to concentrate the information
that is required to pass to the subprocess as an input. If the subprocess
requires the information it has to be authorized to receive it. This
authorization is achieved by setting the confidentiality requirements for the
subprocess.

The confidentiality of the information may be decreased by dividing it
into pieces. The part of the information is often less confidential as the
whole information. There are two ways of decreasing the amount of the
information in one single point. One may decrease the amount of the
information, for example records in the database, or quality of the
information, for example fields in the database.

Figure 3. Confidentiality classification

In the block diagram subprocesses following each other means that they
use the same information and thus must have a same confidentiality
classification. If the information is the same that comes from the upper level,
the classification must be the same as the whole process classification. If the
information is divided into smaller units then the classification of the
subprocesses must correspond the amount of information they receive.

One has to notice that the classification process requires intelligence.
This means that somebody has to make the block diagram and set the
classification. After this work has been done it is possible to use the
information automatically by computers to recalculate the results. It is also
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possible to redefine one piece of diagram and recalculate the whole result
without any other changes.

6. THE ADVANTAGES OF THE NEW METHOD

The new model is designed for the modern business organization. An
upper part of the organization may assign goals to its subordinates and
delegate the decisions and resources needed to fulfill the goals to the
subordinates. This model clarifies the goals of the security function so that it
may also be delegated to the subordinate. The lower level may organize it’s
own processes in a way it can fulfill the requirements.

In this model the classification and evaluation of the security is hided in
the black boxes of the subprocesses. The upper level doesn’t have to know
how the results are achieved. It has to trust the lower level.

When the classification and the requirements are clear it is possible to
outsource the parts of the processes. The information and service level
between the organizations are clarified and classified.

The new model makes it possible to program all the processes and their
relationship into a database and automatically calculate the security level of
the organization. When the block diagrams are in the database, all the
modifications are local and the whole database can be easily recalculated.
The changes are local and they affect only local diagram. The changes of the
numerical values are summarized automatic.

The department level it is easy to manage the situation. The requirements
are defined in the upper level and the results of the evaluation are collected
from the lower level. Both requirements and results are in the common form
and there are defined functions to produce them.

7. CONCLUSION

The new organization structures causes problems for the classification
and evaluation processes because all the changes requires reclassification
and re-evaluation. The new method described in this article makes it possible
to reorganize the processes with local changes and automatic recalculation.

For the calculation the classification and the evaluation have to be
numerized. We present one possible methods for this. This classification and
evaluation are carried out in the basically same way. The exact numeral
values and their explanations have to be described in the security policy of
the corporation.
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The delegation and outsourcing of the processes are easy when the
interface is clear. The subordinate may arrange its work independently as
long as it meets the requirements.

The results of the evaluation may be improved using two methods. Either
one has to improve the reliability of the single component (device or
subprocess) or one has to decrease the importance of the component by
adding a parallel process for assurance. One level may add these parallel
processes independently from other parts of the organization.
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Abstract: With the proliferation of electronic information systems over the last two
decades, the integrity of the stored data and its uses have become an essential
component of effective organisational functioning. This digitised format, used
in input, output, processing, storage, and communication, has given those
wishing to deceive new opportunities. This paper examines the nature of
deception, and its potential as a new security risk in the information age.

1. INTRODUCTION

One major advantage of the digital media is the ability to easily manipulate
the bits that constitute its messages. It is also one of its major disadvantages.
For instance, Roberts and Webber (1999) trace the history of photographic
manipulation and clearly show the ease with which images can be changed
to give a totally different perspective. In the digital realm, this is sold as one
of the major advantages of computerised imagery. Photographic images,
which were always slanted versions of reality, cannot even be taken to be
that in today’s digitised world. Any component of the image can be changed
to reflect whatever is required. Barry (1997) demonstrates the power of
visual imagery and how subtle changes can disproportionately change the
meaning of an image. Brugioni (1999) illustrates that there is no shortage of
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government and private organisations as well as individuals only to willing
to apply photo-fakery. This is just as appropriate with simpler, conventional
text messages. It can be imagined the damage caused to an organisation if a
Web based employment advertisement phrase was changed from
“Applications from all ethnic groups welcome”, to “Applications from all
ethnic groups not welcome”. This, not so subtle change, could easily cause
the organisation involved an enormous amount of embarrassment with its
inherent use resources to rectify the situation. Contemporary organisations
with their reliance on information technology are vulnerable to deception. Of
course, this technology also provides an opportunity. Each person or group
can become a deceiver as well as being a victim of deception. Any
management regime needs to be fully aware of the potential for deception,
and its potential impacts on organisation decision making and operations.
Manipulating data to produce desired outcomes has been routinely practiced
since the dawn of history. Individuals and organisations choose data which
suits the image they want to be portrayed, soldiers camouflage weapons to
avoid detection, or disperse false information to conceal intentions. In simple
terms, the function of security is both to protect assets and avoid deception
from manipulated data.

2. PRINCIPLES OF DECEPTION

In this paper, deception is defined as the deliberate alteration of data or a
situation’s context to promote a desired outcome. Therefore, it does not
include self-delusion, or a person’s natural tendency to use mental model to
interpret things in an individual way. The definition places emphasis on a
second party being involved, where that person or organisation is
consciously trying to create deception.

To understand the fundamental of deception, it is necessary to define
data, information, and knowledge. Boisot’s (1998) model defines data as the
attribute of a ‘thing’ such as, its colour, shape, or its value. Knowledge is an
attribute of an ‘agent’ (usually this means a human, although it can be
argued that intelligent machines can have knowledge). Knowledge is a
product of experiences, education, age, gender, culture, and many of the
other factors that make up individuals. Thus, humans derive information by
using their knowledge to select appropriate data to provide them with
information. Hence to deceive, it is necessary to alter data by addition,
deletion, or modification and/or alter the context in which the data is
interpreted.
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Figure 1. Types of Deception

Bowyer (1982) classifies deception into two main types that of Level 1:
Hiding the real and Level 2: Showing the false. It should be pointed out that
‘showing the false’ also involves ‘hiding the real’. Figure 1 details the types
of deception. Whilst this paper is too short to go into each method of
creating an illusion by ‘feeding’ data to an unsuspecting person, the variety
of techniques to do can be left to the imagination. Also, there is the potential
to manipulate the context by which data is interpreted. Deception is an
option for both attacker and defender alike. This paper will consider both but
further discussion of Web based deception can be found in Hutchinson and
Warren (2000a, 2000b). It can be seen from figure 1 that for effective
deception an objective, a target, and a story are required. A method of
achieving the objective needs to be decided. As mentioned before, these can
be used by the security function or against it.

3. USING DECEPTION TO AID THE SECURITY
FUNCTION

Many technical deception systems are used by the security function to
deceive individuals in order to obtain information about their actions. These
on-line tools are used to deceive hackers into thinking they are attacking an
actual system, instead all their activities are being recorded. Some
commonly used approaches are:
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3.1 Honeypots

A honeypot is a ‘pretend’ server with the aim of tracking black-hats (an
unauthorized person trying to get access to a system (Spitzner, 2000a) in the
act of probing and compromising a system. The aim is to deceive the black-
hat into thinking they are attacking an actual real life server (software
examples include systems by Cohen (2000), and Network Associates
(2000)). The aim of the honeypot is to monitor the black hats by a number of
means (Spitzner, 2000a), they are:

• Tracking the honeypot firewall logs
• Analysis of honeyPot system logs to determine what the kernel and user

processes are doing.
• Using a sniffer on the firewall that ‘sniffs’ any traffic going to or from

the honeypot. The advantage of a sniffer is that it picks up all keystrokes
and screen captures.

• Using a tripwire on the honeypot. A tripwire tells the system
administrator what binaries have been altered on a compromised system
(such as a new account added to: /etc/passwd, or a trojaned binary).

The aim of the honeypot is to attract the black-hats, monitor them, let them
gain root access to the system, and then eventually log them off the system,
all without any suspicion being aroused. Once black-hats gain root access,
they are monitored for several days in order for the system administrator to
learn what they were doing. The biggest problem is how to limit the black-
hats offensive actions (Spitzner, 2000b).

This is done by using the honeypot firewall, and implementing a rule base
schema that allows access from the Internet to a honeypot’s firewall, but
limits outbound network traffic. It is important that the black-hat is allowed
enough outbound traffic so as not to arouse suspicion. The results of these
honeypot assessments are made public (http://project.honeynet.org/) so that
network administrators can access the information and ensure that they are
protected against common hacker attacks and techniques. The following
figure illustrates the output recorded by a hacker trying to attack a Honeypot.
(ibid).
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Figure 2: The output from a honeypot of a Hacker’s attack

The information obtained from the honeypot audits are forwarded to
CERT (http://www.cert.org/) for their assessment and also the system
administrators of the systems involved in the attack.

3.2 Honeynets

The work by Spiztner developed into expanding the honeypots into
honeynets. Spitzner (2000c) identified that the honeypots needed to be
expanded for the following reasons:

• to be able to determine attacks upon switches, routers and different
operating systems of a network

• generate information from several sources (for example, honeypots)
in order to provide information in greater detail.

• detect new attack patterns such as vulnerability scanning and how
black-hats progress from one system to another.

The result was grouping a number of honeypots together to form a
honeynet, so a black-hat would feel that they were gaining access to a much
large networked system. When in reality more of their actions and attack
strategies will be recorded.
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4. SPOOFING ATTACKS

Attackers also use deception. For instance, in a web spoofing attack, the
attacker creates an on-line environment within which a victim will be
deceived and disclose information such as passwords. The secret of web-
spoofing attacks is to create an environment in which the victim is misled
into thinking they are actually at the correct web-site and undertaking actual
transactions. To start an attack, the attacker must somehow lure the victim
into the attacker’s false on-line web site.

There are several ways to do this. An attacker could put a link from a
popular web page to a false web page. If the victim is using web-enabled
email, the attacker could email the victim a pointer to a false web site, or
even the contents of a page in a false web site. Also, the attacker could trick
a web search engine into indexing part of a false web site. The key to this
attack is for the attacker’s Web server to sit between the victim and the rest
of the web (Felten et al, 1997).

The attacker’s first trick is to rewrite all of the URL (Uniform Resource
Locators) on a web page so that they point to the attacker’s server rather than
to some real server. “Assuming the attacker’s server is on the machine
www.attacker.org, the attacker rewrites a URL by adding
http://www.attacker.org to the front of the URL. For example,
http://www.home.netscape.com becomes
http://www.attacker.org/http://home.netscape.com.” (from Felten et al, 1997,
p.3).

Figure 3: Examples of Web Spoofing Attack (from Felten et al, 1997)
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Figure 3 shows an example Web transaction during a Web spoofing
attack. The victim requests a Web page. The following steps occur:
(1) the victim’s browser requests the page from the attacker’s server;
(2) the attacker’s server requests the page from the real server; (3) the
real server provides the page to the attacker’s server; (4) the attacker’s
server rewrites the page; (5) the attacker’s server provides the
rewritten version to the victim.

Figure 4 illustrates a real life example of web-spoofing. This service is
offered by Anonymizer (http://www.anonymizer.com/) and offers
anonymous viewing of web pages by the use of web spoofing, in this
example the Web page of the Australian Broadcasting Corporation is
viewed by the Anonymizer server, the implication of this is that any
IP (Internet Protocol) logging tools would track
http://www.anonymizer.com/ but not http://www.abc.net.au which
would protect the privacy of a user.

Figure 4: Real Life Example of Web Spoofing
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5. BASIC DECEPTION

The basic way to mislead is to give false information as if it was true
information. With web-pages the most common method is to include META
Tags. These are comments lines within web-pages that represent the content
of the web pages such as ‘Research’, ‘University A’, teaching or they could
include META tags such as ‘Pokemon’, ‘Britney Spears’, or ‘Buffy the
Vampire Hunter’. This means that a search engine would wrongly list a web-
page as being about a particular subject when in fact it is not. The majority
of search engines rank web-sites by sending out a program called a spider, to
inspect a particular site. The spider reads the META tags, determines the
relevance of the web-pages information and keywords, and then ranks the
site according (Deitel et al, 2001). Because of the misuse of META tags
there is a growing trend among many search engines to scale down or
eliminate indexing META tags (Deitel et al, 2001). Figure 5 gives an
example of this where supposed information about ‘Pokemon’ is found in
the children’s pages of a white extremists web-site.

Figure 5: Pokemon Information found in a White Extremist Web-Site
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Figure 6: A successful hack of The Samaritans Web-site?

We are now facing a situation that web sites are very vulnerable to attack.
Of course to deceive, attacks must not be discovered. For example, the site
displayed Figure 6 has not obviously been attacked. The hack can only be
identified by the hack tag at the bottom of the web-site. In this example the
hacker has left the original web-site but only added a calling card. The
hacker could easily have changed some of the context of the web-site such as
the telephone number displayed or the web site links.

6. ETHICAL IMPLICATIONS

The ethical implications of deception are now becoming more important
with the growth of the Internet. The advent of the Internet has expanded the
amount of data available but has also decreased the reliability of much of it.
As Ulfelder (1997, p.75) says: “The are no editors or safeguards to ensure
that net information is fair or factual”. It is, in fact, a good medium for
propaganda because “Nobody is small on the Web” (Rapaport, 1997, p.101)
opportunities exist for getting viewpoints across from many. A single person
with a grudge against an organisation can weave a damaging image by
setting information into a specific context. Of course, organisations can do
likewise. Honey pots and honey nets they can be used to capture black hats
actions and method and an aid to improving security. On the other hand, the
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use of web-spoofing, misuse of META tags, and alteration of web-pages
could result in a situation that the content of web-pages could not be trusted
because there is no assurance that the information is true or false.

7. CONCLUSION

It is interesting that in a recent survey of Australian IT managers
(Hutchinson and Warren, 1999), 66% did not think there was any threat from
competitors attacking their systems in any way. This perception does not
bode well for the detection of acts of deception. Data integrity is an
extremely important component of information management, but it must not
just concentrate on internal processes of access and amendment rights.
Strategies to cope with deliberate and organised attacks of a subtle nature
need to be developed. Deception is one of these strategies.
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Abstract
Network security, and intrusion detection in particular, represents an area

of increased interest in security community over last several years. However,
the majority of work in this area has been concentrated upon implementation
of misuse detection systems for intrusion patterns monitoring among network
traffic. In anomaly detection the classification was mainly based on statistical
or sequential analysis of data often neglecting temporal events’ information as
well as existing relations between them. In this paper we consider an anomaly
detection problem as one of classification of user behavior in terms of incoming
multiple discrete sequences. We present an approach that allows creating and
maintaining user behavior profiles relying not only on sequential information
but taking into account temporal features, such as events’ lengths and possible
relations between them. We define a user profile as a number of predefined
classes of actions with accumulated temporal statistics for every class, and matrix
of possible relations between classes.

Keywords: Network Security, Intrusion Detection, Anomaly Detection, Online
Learning, User Profiling, User Recognition

1. INTRODUCTION

Our society is becoming increasingly dependent on the rapid access and
management of information. More information is being stored and processed
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on network-based computers. Increased connectivity not only provides access
to larger and varied resources of data more quickly than ever before, it also
provides an access path to the data from virtually anywhere on the network
(Power, 1995). Thus, there is a need to have means to protect computer systems
against abuse.

There are intrusion prevention and detection techniques used to protect com-
puter systems. The intrusion prevention techniques such as authentication and
authorization, safe programming, and information protection serve as a first line
of defense in computer systems. However, recently the amount of successful
intrusion incidents has grown quite high: even 99% of all major companies have
reported at least one major intrusion incident (Sundaram, 1998). Computer
systems tend to be more and more complicated introducing new weak points
that allows to exploit them in order to penetrate systems’ defenses. Hardware or
software failures, incorrect system administration increase intrusion’s chances
to be successful. Software bugs also represent a great danger, since software
designers are not learning from past mistakes, still reproducing "classical" pro-
gramming mistakes (such as buffer overflow in sendmail (Sendmail, 2000)).
In many cases, the security controls themselves introduce weaknesses. Thus,
it shows that the usage of intrusion prevention alone is not sufficient to reli-
ably defend computer system and there is a strong need to have another line of
defense, such as intrusion detection.

Intrusion detection is a security technology that attempts to reveal and isolate
intrusions against computer systems; therefore it is an important component of
security system. Intrusion detection systems (IDSs) use a number of generic
methods for monitoring of vulnerabilities’ exploitation. They are useful not
only in detecting successful breaches of security, but also in monitoring at-
tempts to breach security, which provides important information for timely
countermeasures. Thus, IDSs are useful even when a computer system has a
high degree of confidence (Kumar, 1995). The intrusion detection approaches
may be roughly divided into two main categories: misuse and anomaly detec-
tion systems (Smaha, 1993).

Misuse intrusion detection systems, for example (Kumar and Spafford, 1995)
and STAT (Ilgun and Kemmerer, 1995), detect intrusions that follow well-
known patterns of attack (or signatures) that exploit known software vulnera-
bilities. These misuse intrusion detection systems include encoded knowledge
about poor or unacceptable behavior and directly search for it (Smaha, 1993).

The intrusion detection systems of the second category (for example IDES
(Lunt et al., 1992)) are detecting abnormal behavior or use of computer re-
sources. They classify usual or acceptable behavior and report other irregular
behavior as potentially intrusive. Techniques used in anomaly detection are var-
ied. Some of them rely mainly on statistical approaches and result in systems
that have been used and tested extensively. Techniques based on prediction of
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future patterns of behavior utilizing already gathered patterns is an examples of
approaches tried in intrusion detection (Lane and Brodley, 1998).

In this paper we formulate an anomaly detection problem as one of user
behavior classification in terms of incoming multiple discrete sequences. Al-
though, here we focus on user-oriented anomaly detection. Monitoring multiple
streams of discrete events, such as GUI events, system call traces, keystrokes, a
system learns in order to classify (or recognize) user according to his behavior.
By developing our approach we aim to eliminate, as much as possible, manual
and ad hoc elements from the creation and manipulation of the user profiles by
introducing online learning. We develop an approach that allows creating and
maintaining users’ behavior profiles relying not only on sequential event infor-
mation but taking into account events’ lengths and possible relations between
them. Information about user "normal" behavior is accumulated in user profile.
We define it as a number of predefined classes of actions with accumulated tem-
poral statistics for every class, and matrix of possible relations between classes.
Every class contains a number of instances, i.e. a number of patterns that are
allowed for this class. In other words, an instance of a certain class contains
temporal information that is peculiar for a certain pattern. A relation matrix
describing possible relations between classes gives us possibility not only to
check the "normality" of each action in incoming sequence of events, but also
to check whether current relations between actions are "normal" for a certain
user.

In this paper we develop an approach to the problem of anomaly detection.
In particular, automatically matching encoded patterns against current event
streams in order to find deviations from normal behavior; and than decide
whether it intrusion or normal user behavior changes. Our approach is based
on the assumption that the user’s behavior includes regularities that can be
detected and coded as a number of patterns. The information derived from
these patterns could be used to detect the abnormal behavior and to learn the
intrusion detection system. It is a hitherto untried approach in the field of
anomaly detection.

A definition and description of temporal-probabilistic trees are given in Sec-
tion 2. In Section 3 we present an approach aimed to differentiate normal
behavior from abnormal by monitoring deviations between incoming events
and stored in profile. Finally, in Section 4 conclusions to this work are given.

2 . CLASS APPROACH TO USER PROFILE BUILDING

Traditionally, in anomaly detection, user profiles have been built by cal-
culating statistics for different characteristics, such as consumed resources,
command count, typing rate, command sequences, etc. (Lane and Brodley,
1998). In our approach we construct a user profile by defining classes or cases,
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which are used as a bricks in constructing a model of user behavior, and analyze
information inside classes basing on its context. We present an incoming infor-
mation as a set of temporal intervals that gives us possibility to apply Allen’s
algebra (Allen, 1983) to discover relations between temporal intervals and to
store them for further classification. In the following subsections we describe
definitions and basic concepts of our approach.

2.1. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC CONCEPTS

In this section we provide necessary definitions and describe basic concepts
of our approach. Here we consider a problem of user profile building as a
bringing to conformity events, provided by operating system log facilities, with
notions used to build a user behavioral model. Thus, the system may possibly
have several streams of discrete events such as GUI events, system call traces,
network packets, and keystrokes. It needs to automatically build a profile for
every user in order to recognize him in a future fitting current behavior into
behavioral model described in his profile. During this process, the system
should use as less as possible manual and ad hoc elements. In other words our
aim is not only to develop an approach for behavioral model description, but
also to automate all processes used for creation and manipulation of the user
profiles as much as possible.

At the beginning we introduce a layer structure of events (Seleznyov and
Puuronen, 1999a), which is a three levels used for describing incoming infor-
mation on different abstraction levels.

The term event 1 has been widely used within the temporal database area giv-
ing it different meanings. We define the event as a single indivisible occurrence
on the time axis. As can be seen from this definition that the type of a possible
occurrence is not defined. Therefore, we may conclude that the event meaning
may depend on source of the incoming information. In other words, applying
the concept of event on different types of source information we are going to
have different results. For example, for a GUI log an event may be represented
by a GUI message, for network packets it may be a header of a single packet,
etc. Applying our definition to the examples we can conclude that in these cases
a single record in a log file represents an event.

In order to describe an information abstraction way we define a notion of
layer that reflects different levels of information generalization. The higher
layer the more general and more descriptive the notions describing the user
behavior are. Thus, on the highest layer we describe the user behavior using
most general way not depending on a source where information is coming from.

In this work we are using an underlying assumption that a person’s interac-
tion with a computer consists of different activities that he performs in order
to achieve his goals. These activities consist of actions. Each action causes
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series of events in the operation system. Each user performs similar activities
which are expressed by repeated sets of actions and which differ on a per-user
basis. This gives the possibility to differentiate an intruder from a valid user
(Seleznyov and Puuronen, 1999a).

of which represents a single event on a different abstraction level (Seleznyov and
Layer is a concept generalization level of relations between occurrences, each

Puuronen, 1999b). At the lowest instant layer all occurrences are represented
as a time points (instants) on an underlying time axis. A single occurrence on
this layer is called an event. It is equivalent to a single line in the audit trail. An
event is described by a single instant relative to a particular user. Information
on this layer is source-dependent (for example, it depends on operating system
or logging facility used to collect it). Thus, same occurrence may be defined
differently on this layer.

On the interval or action layer events with their simple relations are described
and they form actions. The action is considered as a temporal interval, as for
example: LOGIN-LOGOUT. A relation defines a temporal relation between
two events as one of Allen’s point temporal relations (Allen, 1983) and has
a Name. The difference of any two-time points is likewise a rational number
(Kautz and Ladkin, 1991). There are three basic relations that are used to
represent relations of events: < - "less" relation, = - "equal" relation, and > -
"greater" relation.

The most complicated level is the activity layer, which is represented by
actions and relations between them. It describes them in a general source-
independent way. Because the actions are extended in time, different actions
may overlap in time and interact. One LOGIN-LOGOUT temporal interval, for
instance, includes dozens of mail check intervals. A single occurrence on this
level we call an activity. A Relation between two actions (temporal intervals)
is defined as one of Allen’s interval temporal relations (Allen, 1983).

These three layers are the way by which systems classify certain patterns
of change. No one is more correct than other, although some may be more
informative for certain circumstances. They are aimed to manage incoming in-
formation from multiple sources. For example, if system detects that a WWW
browser is active and it exchanges information using HTTP protocol then it may
conclude that user is browsing WWW pages in Internet. If the system observes
network packets’ headers it may come to the same conclusion when it detects
connection establishment between user workstation and some server on port 80
followed by an information exchange. It may come to a same conclusion when
observing some sequence of system messages between different modules of
an operating system. Therefore, our point is - by monitoring different sources
(sequences of events) it is possible to come to the same conclusions or, in other
words, build a string of user activities, which are source and platform inde-
pendent. And layer structure is aimed to make this transformation from event
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to activity layer, making possible to combine multiple strings from different
sources. Moreover, wide usage of I/O cashing introduced some uncertainty in
determining exact time points for a certain events. System read and write op-
erations may be delayed and appear later in system logs than the user actually
performed them. Getting confirmations from different sources the system is
able to reason about actual time the user has requested a certain operation2.

2.2. USER PROFILE

Above we have described a possible structure of information that may be
gathered from operation system. This structure is used for abstracting infor-
mation obtained from audit log files to more general - source or platform in-
dependent, giving it more meaning in context of person-computer interaction.
How to store and process the obtained information? Below we present a way
to construct user profiles using information obtained from different sources.

In contrast to definitions related to the structure of information layers, where
all notions were defined in a way that more general were given in terms of more
specific. For a user profile description we are going to move in a reverse direc-
tion. Hence, the structure of user profile definitions resembles an inheritance
mechanism in object-oriented programming languages. Thus, we go from gen-
eral to more specific, where more specific definition is formed by inheriting all
features of "parent" one and adding some additional value to it.

As a general concept we define action class which describes one of the
possible kind of action. It provides a formal description of an action without
providing any specific details. Action class contains descriptions of events
that start and end that action and possible events between them. Continuing
our previous example consider a hypothetic action class “Web browsing”. It
may be defined by Web browser activity interval. Also if we monitor network
packets we may define same action class by a long sequence of events. For
example, a request for connection establishment between some server and a
user workstation port 80 (handshake protocol) followed by some information
exchange and closing connection. As a matter of fact a number of all possible
actions is limited by operation system tools and additionally installed programs,
therefore, a number of action classes is finite and known beforehand.

An action class instance is an instance that describes a certain group of
actions that belong to the same action class and have similar temporal charac-
teristics. By similar temporal characteristics we imply temporal distances (time
lengths) that characterize actions. These distances must be distributed normally
in order to be grouped into a same instance. In figure 3.a it is possible to see
an example of an action class that contains three instances. These instances
described by three normal distributions each of which has own parameters - µ
and σ. Finally, every instance contains n - number of actions grouped in it.
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It is used for calculation of probability distribution of instances inside a single
action class.

As was mention before an action class instance is formed by a number of
actions with similar temporal parameters. Every action has information to
which action class it belongs and it represents a concrete happening. Since an
action has a beginning and an ending it is described by a temporal interval that
has length (action’s length).

Figure 1 Structure of information stored in user profiles.

In this section we presented a way to represent information about user actions
taking into account their temporal parameters. It describes user events by
forming actions, classifying them, and splitting them into instances of the same
action class. In figure 1 it is possible to see a structure that describes a part of
a user profile presented in this section.

2.3. RELATIONS BETWEEN ACTION CLASSES

Looking at previous work we may summarize that traditionally, in anomaly
detection, user profiles have been built basing on different characteristics, such
as consumed resources, command count, typing rate, command sequences,
etc. In these cases information analysis has been made using system log files,
command traces, and audit trails. In most cases the classification was based
on the sequence of events in time. However, the sequential data is not the only
information that is possible to get from a stream of discrete happenings. It
also contains some hidden information that is usually neglected: time relations
between events are not taken into account at all or only very little attention
is given to it. Sometimes time relations play a crucial role in attempting to
classify events, i.e. determining whether an event is a part of anomalous or
normal behavior. For instance, if an account has been under an IP spoof attack
(Phrack, 1996), it is easier to recognize it relying on time relations between
events, since the misuse activity appears as a continuation of the normal behavior
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within a single session. To be able to expose and later use of relations between
actions it is necessary to introduce additional concepts.

Relation class is a notion that describes one of all possible relations between
any two actions: Actioni and Actionj . It is defined as one of Allen’s interval
temporal relations (Allen, 1983) and it has a Name.

Name ∈ { before, after, meets, met – by, during, includes, overlaps,
overlapped – by, starts, started – by, finishes, finished – by, equals}

(1)
According to (Allen, 1983):

� given any interval, there exists another interval related to it by each of
the thirteen relationships;

�

the relations have a transitive behavior, e.g. if A is "before" B, and B
"meets" C then A is "before" C.

the relationships are mutually exclusive;

�

Relation class instance describes some set of relations that have similar
temporal characteristics and each of them belongs to the same relation class.
In other words, a relation instance has a Name and describes some distribution
of temporal parameters of relations grouped by this instance.

Relation is a relation (one of thirteen presented above) between two any
actions Action i and Actionj . It is characterized by a name and a temporal
distance between these actions. Thus, name is a qualitative parameter that
describes what kind of relation it is, and temporal distance is a quantitative
parameter that shows how strong the relation is or how much of it is possible
to find between two current actions.

What is a temporal distance in context of user behavior expressed by a se-
quence of actions? Below we consider all possible relations between actions
and define a notion of temporal distance for them. There are thirteen possible
relationships between two actions (Allen, 1983). In our approach we are not
using all of them. Since we have qualitative temporal characteristics we may de-
fine several basic relations, which with different temporal parameters produce
all possible relations. For example, if A1 : before A2 and temporal distance
(distance between end of A1 and beginning of A2) is zero then A1 : meets A2.

We define two relations as basic: "before", "during". Figure 2 shows them.
Below we define temporal distances t for basic relations.

∀ A1 : before A2, t (A1 : before A2) = A 2_begin – A1 _end (2)

If t (A1 : before A2) = 0 then we have case when A1 : meets A2. If
t (A1 : before A2) < 0 in terms of Allen’s temporal relations we may say that
A1 : overlaps A2.
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Figure 2 Basic relations.

∀ A1 : during A2, t ( A1 : during A2) = A 2_begin  – A1 _begin  (3)

As it is possible to see from figure 2 a position of the interval A1 relatively to
A 2 is defined by t' and t". If t' = 0 then this basic relation forms A1 : starts A2
relation. In case when t" = 0 we have A1 : finishes A2. When both t' = 0
and t" = 0 then A1 : equals A2. For our purposes we do not need to calculate
and store t". Since we have a relation Name, t' and A1 length we are always
able to reconstruct t" when we need it. That is why we defined the temporal
distance for a "during" relation as t'.

As we can see our two basic relations include all seven Allen’s relations 3.

Therefore, in order to create a user profile we transform incoming information
into vector of N classes with instances inside them. To take into account
important relations between actions we need to discover them and store their
temporal characteristics.

To represent relations between actions we use a square matrix N × N -
relational matrix. In every cell {i, j}, matrix holds relational classes that are
allowed between two classes i and j. Thus, cells i, j when j > i contain direct
relations for Ai and Aj, and cells i, j when j < i contain reverse ones.

Using the relational matrix we may check whether there is a certain relation
between any of two classes and if it fits into a certain relation instance.

3. DETECTING ABNORMAL BEHAVIOR

In this section we are going to discuss how to use described above action
and relation classes to discover abnormal behavior by monitoring deviations
between current user behavior and a model stored in profile. N action classes
and a relational matrix are considered as tools that describes the model of user
behavior. Every action class has one or more instances that represent some
user action characterized by statistic parameters of time distribution - mean and
standard deviation. Role of transactions’ description between actions fills the
relational matrix, every relation instance in which is characterized by same kind
of temporal parameters. These tools are used to classify user behavior. There-
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fore, deviations from current values of its sequential and temporal parameters
are considered as a consequence of abnormal behavior. To estimate the value
of deviation we introduce coefficient of reliability - r = . It is assigned to
every active user and shows probability that the user is someone who he claims
to be. During classification the system monitors deviations between expected or
predicted user behavior and current one. According to this deviations it calcu-
lates some penalty (negative) or encouragement (positive) value, which reduces
or increases the coefficient by ∆ r. At a root node the coefficient is assigned to
0.5 since there is no yet any evidence neither of distrust nor of trust. Therefore,
the coefficient of reliability has an ability to grow as well as diminish. If it is
crosses a certain threshold it means that there is a sequence of actions where
parameters of each action are not in admissible intervals. It is considered as a
case of abnormal behavior and thus, an alarm should be fired.

Coefficient ∆ r is calculated at the each step of classification. Each time the
system gets a new case for classification it needs to determine correct action
class and instance. Finding a correct class is relatively easy. Knowledge an
action’s name points to a certain class. After this it is necessary to find a correct
instance inside the class. Below we present our way to automatically determine
the instance, where the current action belongs, among several inside one class:

1 first it is necessary to determine a distribution where a new action belongs
- t ∈ [µ – 2σ; µ + 2σ];

2 if there are more then one interval found on step one, then we find
min |µ – t| among them;

3 if there are more then one instance with same temporal distances be-
tween them and a current action, we chose the one with smallest standard
deviation: min [σ].

In normal distribution 95% of all cases are lying in interval [µ – 2σ; µ + 2σ].
During first step we use this to determine where a new case belongs. If there
are some action instances that are overlapping each other and the new case is in
overlapping area we use step two and three to introduce additional restrictions
to find a right instance for the new case.

Below we consider calculations of the temporal-probabilistic characteristics
for an action instance. In order to save computer resources a system does not
need to keep a history of events, it needs only to have two parameters that
describe a distribution inside this instance. Therefore, if a new case comes
that supports a current instance we update its temporal parameters. For every
i node its mean and standard deviation calculated each time it being used for
classification:

(4)
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where n - number of cases in this instance;
t - temporal length of being classified action.

(5)

curve into three areas:

How we may use these temporal characteristics of action and relation in-
stances to detect abnormal behavior? Well, if we take one instance it contains
some distribution described by µ and σ. We separate all area outlined by this

of relation instances. In this case t is a temporal length of being classified
transition.

The same formulas may be applied for calculations of temporal parameters

�

Area beyond two σ. In this situation the value of penalty for the coefficient
of reliability should be calculated.

new case belongs to this instance, but it does not support it as much as in
previous case. Thus, the coefficient of reliability should not be changed.

Area between one and two σ - 27% of all area. When a new case gets
into this area it is a weak match. In other words, we have proofs that the

Area limited by one σ - 68% of all area. In case when a new case is in this
area we consider this case as a strong match that supports this instance.
Therefore, the coefficient of reliability should be "encouraged".

�

�

Below we present a formula for calculations of the coefficient of reliability
changes:

(6)

� how big difference is between predicted and current action lengths;

Coefficient of reliability change calculations are based on following assump-
tions:

v i - coefficient of security significance of the action (in other words, how much
danger improper usage of this action may cause); it is defined by system ad-
ministrator for a certain kind of action.

where c - coefficient that limits n and determines system’s sensitivity to devia-
tions;
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� how big difference is between predicted and current transition lengths;

� security significance of the current action;

� how big standard deviation a current action instance has;

� how big standard deviation a current relation transition has.

At the end of classification process if a coefficient of reliability r is lower
than a certain threshold an alarm is fired. The alarm may also be issued during
classification process when the coefficient of reliability diminishes very fast
below the threshold. In the figure 3 we may see an example of some class
"X" and a graphical representation of distribution of coefficient of reliability
changes inside this class.

Figure 3 Class "X": a) three instances of the action class; b) dynamic ∆ r changes inside this
action class.

In this section we presented an approach to expose regularities in user be-
havior. Using these regularities a user profile is built to monitor user’s current
behavior and detect anomalies in it. Basing on the amount of these anomalies
it is possible to decide whether the current user is the same user he claims to
be.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we proposed theoretical background for a new approach for
anomaly detection. This approach allows to create a profile for every user by
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automatically finding regularities in his behavior and then constantly update
these profiles. The main assumption behind this approach is that the behavior
of each user follows regularities that may be discovered and presented using a
limited number of action and relation classes.

The profiles are created by forming a vector of N action classes each of
which contains several instances. In other words, it contains several temporal
patterns of some action. Every profile also contains a matrix of relation classes
(they are similar to action classes but describe relations). This matrix allows us
to check whether a relation is valid between every two action classes.

Using described profiles a monitoring system evaluates every user action
according to its length and relations with previous and next actions. During
classifications a coefficient of reliability is changed. Basing on it a decision is
made whether the current behavior is normal or anomalous.

The presented in this paper approach has some advantages. It is relatively
simple and easy to visualize. It is quite fast since it does not require many
calculations. The user profile is represented by action and relation classes,
which are described by same temporal parameters, and thus, it is possible to
use same formulas to calculate and update actions’ temporal parameters as well
as relations’.

At every time point every class contains several instances and therefore, may
be described by some curve (as in figure 3a). To eliminate some calculations it is
possible not to describe every instance as a distribution of temporal parameters,
but a distribution of a coefficient of reliability change value (as in figure 3b).
It would not require calculations of this value at every step and thus, increases
classification speed.

The approach presented in this paper is interesting from theoretical point of
view. However, we are still in the initial stages of our research and further devel-
opment, numerous tests and evaluations with real implementation are needed
to verify the practical aspects of this approach.

Notes

1. In this paper we attempt to use all definitions and terms in accordance with (?) and (?).

2. Since we are using a user-oriented approach we are interesting in time when a user has requested a
certain action not when it actually has been performed by operation system.

3. Six reverse relations we do not take into account. Later we explain reasons for this.
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Abstract ADeLe is an attack description language designed to model a database of known
attack scenarios. As the descriptions might contain executable attack code, it
allows one to test the efficiency of given Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS).
Signatures can also be extracted from the descriptions to configure a particular
IDS.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this article, we introduce an attack description language, ADeLe, designed
for knowledge-based intrusion detection (also called misuse detection).

The primary goal of ADeLe is to combine all the knowledge available for a
given attack in one and only one readable and high-level description.

ADeLe is then to be used to model known attack scenarios in order to build

probes and detection engines of a given intrusion detection system (IDS) or to
an attack database. This database should then be used itself: to configure the

test the detection capabilities of a given IDS (by means of attack replay).
The ADeLe language has been developed simultaneously with the Lambda [2]

language within the Mirador 1 project, which may account for significant over-
laps between the two languages. Both languages allow the expression of the
attack code as well as rules for detection and correlation. However, Lambda
uses a declarative approach while ADeLe uses a more procedural approach.

1 Project funded by the DGA/CELAR/CASSI which is part of the French Ministry of Defense.
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This article is organized as follows: section 2 describes some related work
and presents the main characteristics of an attack description in ADeLe. Section
3 details the language itself. Section 4 summarizes and outlines future work.
Finally, an example of attack description in ADeLe is given in the appendix.

2. ADELE AND RELATED WORK

As attacks against computers and networks are becoming more frequent and
more sophisticated, there is a need for representing and sharing information
about these attacks [5]. A simple intrusion detection signature is far from
being sufficient to describe an attack. We also need to know what the exploited
vulnerability is, how the attack was performed, what are its consequences, and
how to react (automatically or not) in order to stop it.

To describe an attack completely, i.e. to describe every aspect, we need to
use several specific languages, with different purposes. References [17, 5] pro-
pose six different classes of such “attack languages”: exploit, event, detection,
correlation, reporting, and response. Exploit languages [14, 4, 2] are used to
describe the stages to be followed to perform an intrusion. Event languages
[15, 8, 1] describe the format of events used during the detection process. De-
tection languages [10, 12, 13, 5, 11, 2] allow the expression of the manifestation
of an attack in terms of occurences of events. Correlation languages [2] per-
mit analysis of alerts provided by several IDS in order to generate meta-alerts.
Reporting languages [6, 3] describe the format of alerts produced by the IDS.
Finally, response languages are used to express countermeasures to be taken
after detection of an attack.

In table 1, ADeLe and the previously referenced attack languages are orga-
nized into these classes. The majority of these languages specifically address
one aspect of the attack.

As we could not find any language allowing the description of all aspects
of an attack, we decided to create ADeLe while Cuppens and Ortalo were
creating Lambda [2]. So, ADeLe is directly concerned with four classes of
attack languages: exploit, detection, correlation and response. A description in
ADeLe thus contains three parts (as detection and correlation are merged). We
propose neither a report language, as we made the choice to use IDMEF [3] in
order to facilitate inter-operability between IDS, nor an event language, as the
notation we chose to designate fields within events (cf 3.2.1) is an intermediary
representation independant of the raw format.

ADeLe relies on a largely accepted intrusion detection framework, in which
we assume that there are probes and detection engines. Probes are located
in various places of the monitored environment delivering events. Detection
engines from particular IDS (host-based or network-based) deliver alerts. We
also assume that these alerts use the IDMEF format [3].
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Table 1 Examples of specific attack languages (non exhaustive list)

ADeLe is designed to allow attack descriptions which are: readable (XML-
like tags are used to encapsulate each part), comprehensive (it is possible to
represent every aspect of an attack, i.e. from the attacker’s and the defender’s
points of view, in only one description), generic (operators allow the exploit
part and the detection part to be generic to reduce the number of attacks present
in the database by having only one description for multiple variants of the same
attack), and modular (defining an attack composed of several attacks already
described is allowed and defining a meta-alert also).

ADeLe was proposed with the dual purpose of being able to configure and
also to test IDS. Indeed, an ADeLe description is not directly operational. It
contains information about attacks, but this information needs to be extracted
and transformed through several compilers² (or interpreters) performing the
configuration. Because an ADeLe description contains source code of the

²One compiler extracts everything defining what the interesting events are for a particular attack and transform
it to configure the concerned probes. Another compiler extracts the signature of the attack scenario in terms
of occurrence of events or alerts and thus allows configuration of the detection engine for a particular IDS.
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attack, we are also given the opportunity to constitute a database of executable
attacks. Given the appropriate interpreter (or compiler), it is possible to run
a complete database of attacks against intrusion detection systems. It allows
testing of the detection efficiency of those IDS in terms of false negative rate.

3. ATTACK DESCRIPTION IN ADELE
An attack description written in ADeLe is organized as presented in the

appendix. References to line numbers refer to the source code of the example
in the appendix.

An ADeLe description looks like a function in C with name and parameters
(cf line 1). The name is the one that will be reported in the alert when detection
has occurred. Possible typed parameters can follow, representing input and
output variables. They are used to make the exploit part re-usable. If one
describes in ADeLe a global attack scenario made of several smaller attacks, also
described in ADeLe, he/she just has to reference the name of these attacks with
the appropriate parameters. In most cases, input parameters refer to information
needed to launch the attack, and output parameters refer to information or an
access level gained by the attacker.

The body of the description is made up of three parts. We describe the
EXPLOIT part in 3.1. Then we detail the DETECTION part in 3.2. Finally, we
present the RESPONSE part in 3.3.

3.1. THE EXPLOIT PART

The first part of the attack description represents the attacker’s point of view.
It links together three aspects of the attack: the requirements for launching
it, its code (or its stage description), and the results gained by the attacker.
Thus, the exploit part is composed of three sub-parts: pre-condition, code, and
post-condition.

The <PRECOND> section. In this section, we can express the require-
ments for launching the attack. Most of the time, it is knowledge about the
vulnerabilities that must be present on the target. It can be specific to the target
(operating system, version of installed software…). It can also be something
more general, like the level of privilege (as defined in [9]) needed by the attacker
to launch a successful attack against the target³ (cf line 4).

The <ATTACK> section. This is the location of the source code of the
attack. We allow this code to be expressed in any language. We use a specific tag

³However, the attacker can launch a blind attack without ensuring that he has the required privileges. In this
case, the attack will probably fail.



to execute the code of the attack. It can be a general programming language
such as “C,” “ C++,” “Perl,” or specific exploit languages such as “Casl”[14] or
“Nasl”[4]. In the case where no source code is available, we can use a informal
textual description of the attack (“Text”).

We have begun to define a high-level scripting language adapted to exploit
code writing: “EDL” . It relies on classical scripting languages concepts: typed
data, variables, boolean expressions, mathematic operators, a few keywords to
ensure flow control, and libraries of functions. Those functions can be high-level
functions (e.g., commands used during a FTP connection) as well as low-level
functions (e.g., network packet generators).

To describe the actions defining an attack, we use these functions (cf line
13). The actions defining the attack are executed in the order where they appear,
except if there is application of an action operator.

Actions operators. In order to represent the variants of the same attack,
we introduce three operators: Non_ordered, One_among, and Subset_of. Use
of these operators allows us to reduce the database size because we describe a
single, but more generic, attack.

Actions (or groups of actions) can take place within the Non_ordered operator
(cf lines 16-29): they all have to be executed in any order. If, for a stage of the
attack, a choice can be made among actions (or groups of actions) equivalent in
terms of consequences, the One_among operator can be used (cf lines 41-50).
That represents the execution of only one of the actions of the set. To express
the execution of a subset of actions of cardinality C among a set of N actions
(1 ≤ C ≤ N), the Subset_of operator can be used. The execution order is
unspecified.

For execution, various strategies will have to be considered for the choice
of the variants of the attack (e.g., random choice of action, always the first
possibility…).

Types and operators. We allow the declaration of variables (of type String,
Integer, Boolean IPaddr…). We also define classical boolean operators (logical
operators, comparisons… ) and pattern matching in the character strings (key-
word IN).

Conditional blocks. The actions defined in the attack scenario produce
intermediate results which must first be tested to decide on the continuation of

IF (<boolean expression>){ <actions> } ELSE { <actions> }

4

(cf line 6) to identify the language used and to allow an appropriate interpreter
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the attack. It is defined as follows:

4Exploit Description Language.
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Iteration. To describe the repetition of actions, the “WHILE” iteration can
be used: WHILE (<boolean expression>){ <actions> }

A link between attack and detection.
The role of the <DETECT> part is to give indications about the way the attack
can be detected. As the events (or alerts) correspond to stages of the attack, it is
useful to establish a link between the actions and their detection. This is why,
at the time of the expression of the attack scenario, we associate events/alerts
with the actions or groups of actions observable by an IDS. In concrete terms,
we delimit the portion of the attack scenario which corresponds to a type of
event/alert in order to be able to name it for later reference in the <DETECT> part
(cf lines 12-14). If we are unable, for a given attack, to observe its intermediate
stages, we will define only one event that includes all the stages of the attack. In
certain cases, an action is observable (detectable) neither on the target network
nor on the target system (e.g., the attacker is cracking passwords on his/her
local machine). It will then be associated with no event.

The <POSTCOND> section. In this section, what has been obtained by
the attacker is expressed. Most of the time, it is an increased level of privilege (cf
line 62). It could also be disclosure of information, corruption of information,
denial of service, or theft of resources [7]. Moreover, as proposed by a reviewer,
these last goals could be refined in order to express more specific gains, which
could be subgoals in chain of attacks. For example, we could add changes in
configuration, impersonation, injection of false data, creation of a backdoor,
etc.

3.2. THE DETECTION PART

In this part, we propose a new high-level language to express the detection
of attacks. This language allow us to write basic signatures as well as complex
scenarios involving combination of known attacks. It is made possible because
events coming from the probes are handled in the same way as alerts from IDS.

There are three sections related to the detection. Section 3.2.1 details how
the detection itself is expressed. Section 3.2.2 deals with the confirmation of
the diagnosis of detection. And finally, Section 3.2.3 describes the emission of
an alert using the IDMEF format.

3.2.1 The <DETECT> section. This section is itself divided into
three subsections. The first one is used to name the events/alerts expected to
appear during the attack and to define their general types. In the second one,
we express the temporal correlation between those named events/alerts. In the
last one, we refine the characteristics of each event/alert and also the contextual
correlation between events/alerts belonging to the same attack.
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The <EVENTS> subsection. A name is given to each event/alert that
should be observable during the attack. At this stage of the description, we only
define the general types of those events/alerts. If possible, the names should
already be defined in the <ATTACK> section (cf 3.1).

We decided to use the IDMEF format [3] notation not only for alerts returned
by IDS, but also for events coming from the various probes. The prefix for alerts

and events is then one of the following: “Alert.,” “Network.,” “System.,”
or “Appli.” (cf lines 69-75).

However, as the IDMEF data model is designed only for alerts, we use a
similar hierarchical notation to allow access to the fields of events from the
probes, as explained in the <CONTEXT> subsection.

Once the events5The <ENCHAIN> subsection. are named, we express
their temporal relationships (except when the detection of the attack involved a
single event/alert). In this section, we define the global scenario of detection.
It can be seen as a temporal automaton in which transitions are fired when
expected events occur. The detection is achieved when the last event specified
in the scenario has occurred.

To describe the global scenario of detection (in only one expression), we use
any combination of the following operators (cf line 78):

- sequence: two events that should appear in sequence are separated by
a semicolon (whatever may be the number of events of different types
occurring in-between). For instance, the condition (E0 ; E1) is verified
for the following events flow: (E0 A B E1).

- unspecified order: when several events (or groups of events) must all
occur in the attack in an unspecified order, the operator
Non_ordered{<events>} can be used. It defines a temporal interval for
which the boundaries are the occurrences of the first and the last events.

- exclusive choice: to express that one among several events can be used
for one stage of the attack, we use the operator
One_among{<events>}. The condition is verified as soon as one (and
only one) event of the set has occurred.

- subset: to express that one or more events from a set should occur (in no
particular order), we use the operator Subset_of{<events>}.

- repetition: to express a series of n events of the same type, we use the
notation: E1 n .

- aliases: in the <EVENTS> subsection, we manipulate only occurrences of
general events. As soon as an event appears several times in the scenario,

5 In this subsection, we use the term events to designate both events and alerts.
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we cannot isolate a particular occurrence of this event. For instance,
E0 ; E1 ; E0 represents two different occurrences of E0. In order to
isolate a particular occurrence, we allow the declaration and assignment
of a variable. For example, to isolate the 7th occurrence of 10 similar
events, we write: (E1) 6 ; EVT1 :=E1; (E1) 3. This expression
can be considered as an alias definition for a particular event.

- non occurrence: to allow an IDS to invalidate the hypothesis that the
attack is in progress, we define an operator to express the fact that a
particular event should not occur during a specified interval of events.
Example: {E0 ; E1 ; E2} WITHOUT F. This example means that the
event F should not occur between events E0 and E2.

- time constraints: in addition to the global scenario, we can express
time constraints6 between events in order to invalidate the hypothesis
that the attack is still in progress. If we define multiple constraints, they
simultaneously apply to the detection scenario.
Example: (E2. Time. time – E1. Time. time) <= "2mn"

The <CONTEXT> subsection.
For readability’s sake, we chose to separate the temporal (<ENCHAIN>) and the

contextual (<CONTEXT>) aspects of a scenario.
A context rule is a constraint applied to occurrences of one or more pre-

viously defined events/alerts (or aliases). All the constraints must be satisfied
simultaneously 7 .

Constraints can be expressed on any field to filter only events/alerts that
should appear for a given attack. Some constraints apply on only one event;
they are used for configuration of the concerned probes. Other constraints link
up several events/alerts which belong to the same attack8 ; they are used to
configure the detection engines for a given IDS.

When alerts are linked by constraints, it is called alert correlation.

Notation of fields within events.
As said before, we designate the fields of events using the IDMEF nota-
tion whenever it is possible. Each kind of event (prefixed with “ Network, ”
“System ,” or “Appli ”) 9 should have at least the following fields:

- alertid: serial number for the event
- Time.*: time of the generation of the event

6 Most of the time, it is an explicit timeout.
7 Agreed that a constraint is only applicable when the concerned event/alert has occurred.
8 For instance, all events refer to the same target.
9 Fields within alerts are prefixed with “Alert”. Their notation is fully defined in [3].
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- Analyzer.ident: identifier for the probe which has produced the event

- Classification[0].name: name used to refer to that kind of event

- Target[0].*: fields containing information about the target of the event

- Source[0].*: fields containing information about the source of the event

However, because IDMEF was designed for alert purposes, we needed to
add specific fields for each kind of information source. Those additional fields
allow us to access low-level information contained in events.

The notation we use to access the fields of instantiated events is easily ex-
tensible if necessary. It is a high-level view of the events. It allows us to hide
the details of the raw format.

For example, to express interesting network events, we propose the following
hierarchical object notation for the fields (non exhaustive):

Network.Ip.Header.(version|tos|ttl|src|dst|…)
Network.Ip.Tcp.Header.(src|dst|seqnum|flags|…)

As system events are more platform-dependent, we define fields such as:

System.Bsm.(event|program|args|env|…)
System.Nt.(…)

Events from application logs are defined in the same way:

Appli.Apache.(…)
Appli.Wuftp.(…)

Following this notation for alerts and events, here are some examples of
constraints:

- comparison (==,<,>,<=,>=,!=) between a numeric field and a constant (cf
lines 81-82)

- one or more fields unified with a variable so that any new occurrence of
this variable represents the same value (cf lines 83-89)

- numeric field value included in a list of values or intervals (keyword IN)

- locating substrings expressed by regular expressions in a given field (key-
word MATCHES)

- alternatives in a constraint (logical OR)

3.2.2 The <CONFIRM> section. In this section, we express what
to do to verify that the attack, if successful, has produced the expected conse-
quences. This is a way to eliminate some false positives. To achieve this goal,
we define a few boolean functions10 :

10 This list is not exhaustive.
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Wrong_Hashes (<file name>): evaluates to true when the file has been
tampered with. It can be used for a Trojan Horse attack, in order to compare
the digests of the binaries (which are suspected to be corrupted) with the last
safe version.

File_Contains (<file name>, <regular expression>): evaluates to
true when the contents of the file match the given expression. It can be used
to test the contents of a file (possibly modified).

Unreachable_Machine(<IP address>): evaluates to true when the ma-
chine does not respond. It can be used when an attack is intended to crash the
target machine.

Depending on the results of the active checking for a given attack, we can
consider two cases:

- all the checks are positive, i.e. the attack was successful. An alert will
be reported.

- some checks are negative, i.e. it was just an attempt and the attack failed.
An alert with the appropriate Alert. impact field will be reported.

If, for a given attack, the proportion of failed (but detected) attacks over the
successful ones becomes significant (and the target is found vulnerable to the
attack), we would then suspect that the signature is leading to many false posi-
tives. The signature should then be reconsidered and improved.

3.2.3 The <REPORT> section. When the attack described in ADeLe
is detected, an alert has to be sent. For that, the appropriate fields of an alert in
the IDMEF format have to be filled. There are three kinds of values given to
the fields of the alert: It can be:

- constant values (cf lines 103-104)

- values generated at runtime (cf lines 99,101)

- values coming from the events/alerts which led to the detection (cf lines
107,109)

3.3. THE RESPONSE PART

To our knowledge, there is no publicly known language designed to express
automatic response in reaction to the detection of an attack. Automatic response
can be a dangerous feature and sometimes the cure is worse than the disease.
Indeed, as IP spoofing is common, the IP address of the supposed source of the
attack may differ from the actual source of the attack. In this case, automatic
reaction can lead to denial of services (DoS) because legitimate users can be
denied access to data, services, or machines. However, we think that it would
be useful to allow (even for a small number of attacks) expression of automatic
response. A few precautions can be taken to limit the risk of DOS. For instance,
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restrictions could apply only to external 11 IP addresses or to normal users, rather
than privileged users. We propose a (non-exhaustive) list of functions to be used
for automatic response.
A first method to prevent further attacks is to deny temporarily access to a
resource:

Close_Port(target_ip, "TCP" | "UDP" ,port_number) closes a port u-
sed for an attack1 2.

Black_List (source_ip) adds an IP address to a black list1 3.
In order to stop an attack in progress, more protective measures can be taken:

Reset_TCP_connection(source_ip,source_port,target_ip,
target_port) terminates an offending TCP communication.

Kill_Process(target_ip,user_name,process_id|"ALL") kills one
process (or all processes) from a particular user.

Shutdown_Machine(target_ip) shutdowns a machine remotely to ensure
data integrity.
A more general function executes any script in reaction to the attack:
Script_Exec(script_name).

Such functions can be used in an ADeLe description in the <RESPONSE>

part. Their parameters will then be either constants or values extracted from
events/alerts which led to the detection.

4. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

We presented in this article an attack description language. It has been de-
signed to be easily readable. It can express both the attacker’s and the defender’s
points of view. As the description of the attack contains (possibly executable)
exploit code, a database of attack descriptions written in ADeLe makes it pos-
sible to test the efficiency of some IDS. The signature of the attack can be
extracted from the description to allow configuration of probes and detection
engines from a given IDS. Automatic response after the detection of the attack
can be included in the description.

A preliminary version of a compiler from ADeLe to GA
SSA TA [11] exists

and allows us to write signatures directly in ADeLe. In the near future, we plan
to write compilers from ADeLe to other IDS.

11 Outside the monitored network.
12 Until the vulnerability has been corrected.
13 Used by a firewall.
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Appendix: An Example of Attack Description in ADeLe

The vulnerability exploited by the NFS_Mount attack is a bad configura-
tion of the access rights of partitions remotely mounted via the NFS protocol.
The attacker has initially a remote access level [9]. Thus the attacker can use
several commands (rpcinfo,showmount,finger ) to gather information about
the potential target. He tries to find a home directory which is exported by
the attacked system. If he finds such a home directory, he creates (on its local
machine) an account with the same login name as the user owner of the re-
mote exported home directory. Then, he mounts the remote partition via NFS
and modifies/creates a “.rhosts” file containing the string “++”, thus allowing
access to anybody from anywhere under this login. Finally, he can initiate a
connection to the remote machine with the "rlogin" command: he has obtained
a user access level [9].

This attack is described in ADeLe as follows:

1 Alert NFS_Mount (IN IPaddr targetip, OUT String account, OUT Connection cnx) {
2 <EXPLOIT>
3 <PRECOND>
4 Accesslevel == "REMOTE" #initial access level required
5 </PRECOND>

6 <ATTACK> <LANG> "EDL" </LANG>
7 String output; #gets everything displayed in the console
8 Integer ret_val; #exit code for the command
9 String rpc_services;
10 Integer ret_val0;
11 Connection shellhandler;

12 EVENT E0{
#Exec_shell_cmd(<shell_command>,<console_output>,<return_value>)

13 Exec_shell_cmd("rpcinfo -p "+targetip,rpc_services,ret_val0);
14 }
15 IF (ret_val0==0)&&("portmapper" IN rpc_services)&&("mountd" IN rpc_services){
16 Non_ordered{ #unspecified order!
17 [ Integer ret_val1;
18 String exported_partitions;
19 EVENT E1{
20 Exec_shell_cmd("showmount -e "+targetip,exported_partitions,ret_val1)

21 }
22 ]
23 [ Integer ret_val2;
24 String users_list;
25 EVENT E2{
26 Exec_shell_cmd("finger@"+targetip,users_list,ret_val2);
27 }
28 ]
29 }#Non_ordered
30 IF (ret_val1==0)&&(ret_val2==0){
31 String partition_found;
32 String user;

#Exists_exported_everyone(<input>,<partition_list>)
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33

34
35
36
37
38
39

IF Exists_exported_everyone(exported_partitions,partition_found)
#Cross_part_users(<partition_list>,<users_list>,<matching_user>)

&& Cross_partition_users(partition_found,users_list,user){
IF !Exists_local_user(user){

Add_local_user(user); #no observable event!
}
EVENT E3{

Exec_shell_cmd("mount -t nfs "+targetip+":/home/"+user+" /home/"+user,
output, ret_val)}

}
One_among{ #addition of "+ +" to the .rhosts file

[EVENT E4{
Exec_ shell _cmd("echo ’+ +’ >>˜ ''

}
+user+"/.rhosts",output,ret_val);
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40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

]
[EVENT E5{

Exec_ shell_ cmd("echo ’+ +’ >˜ " +user+" /.rhosts", output,ret_val);

}
]

} # O n e _ A m o n g
EVENT E6{

shellhandler: =Exec_cmd_shell("rlogin "+targetip+" -1 "+account,
output,ret_val);

}
#now we have "User" access level
account:=user;
CNX :=shellhandler;

}
}

}
</ATTACK>

61 <POSTCOND>
62 Accesslevel := "USER"
63 </POSTCOND>
64 </EXPLOIT>

65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

<DETECTION>
<DETECT>
<EVENTS>

#list of events types occuring during this attack (IDMEF notation)
E0 : Network.Classification[0].name == "rpcinfo -p"
E1 : Network.Classification[0].name == "showmount -e"
E2 : Network.Classification[0].name == "finger o''
E3 : Network.Classification[0].name == "mount home_directory"
E4 : System.Classification[0].name == "file append"
E5 : System.Classification[0].name == "file create"
E6 : Network.Classification[0].name == "rlogin"

</EVENTS>

77 <ENCHAIN>
78 E0 ; Non_ordered{E1 E2} ; E3 ; One_among{E4 E5} ; E6
79 </ENCHAIN>

80
81
82

<CONTEXT>
E4.File_Modified.name == ".rhosts"
E5.File_Created.name == ".rhosts"
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83 IPAddr X := E0.Target[0].Node.Address.address
84 E1.Target[0].Node.Address.address == X
85 E2.Target[0].Node.Address.address == X
86 E3.Target[0].Node.Address.address == X
87 E4.Target[0].Node.Address.address == X
88 E5.Target[0].Node.Address.address == X
89 E6.Target[0].Node.Address.address == X
90 </CONTEXT>
91 </DETECT>

92 <CONFIRM>
93 #File_Contains(<file>,<contents>)
94 File_Contains("/home/"+E6.Target[0] .User.name+"/.rhosts" , "+ +'');
95 </CONFIRM>

96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

<REPORT>
#construction of the returned alert here
Alert.version .-.- "1"
Alert.alertid := NewAlertid()
Alert.impact .-.- ''9''

Alert.Time.time := NewTime().
Alert.Analyzer.ident := "121212".
Alert.Classification[0].origin := "ADeLe''

Alert.Classification[0].name := "NFS_Mount".
Alert.Classification[0].url '' '':= 
Alert.Target[0].Node.Address.category := "2"
Alert.Target[0].Node.Address.address := E0.Target[0].Node.Address.address
Alert.Source[0].Node.Address.category := "2"
Alert.Source[0].Node.Address.address := E6.Source[0].Node.Address.address

</REPORT>
111 </DETECTION>

112 <RESPONSE>
113 </RESPONSE>
114 }
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Network-based intrusion has become a serious threat to today’s highly
networked information systems, yet the overwhelming majority of current
network security mechanisms are “passive” in response to network-based
attacks. In particular, tracing and detection of the source of network-based
intrusion has been left largely untouched in existing intrusion detection
mechanisms. The fact that intruders can log in through a series of hosts before
attacking the final target makes it extremely difficult to trace back the real
source of network-based intrusions.

In this paper, we apply active networking principles to address the problem of
tracing network-based intrusion with such chained connections, and propose a
novel intrusion response framework: Sleepy Watermark Tracing (SWT). SWT
is "sleepy" in that it does not introduce overhead when no intrusion is detected.
Yet it is "active" in that when an intrusion is detected, the target will inject a
watermark into the backward connection of the intrusion, and wake up and
collaborate with intermediate routers along the intrusion path. By integrating a
sleepy intrusion response scheme, a watermark correlation technique and an
active tracing protocol, SWT provides a highly efficient and accurate source
tracing on interactive intrusions through chained telnet or rlogin. Our

* This work has been supported by the Defense Advanced Projects Agency, administered by
AFOSR under contract F30602-99-1-0540
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prototype shows that SWT can trace back to the farthest trustworthy security
gateway to the origin of intrusion, within one keystroke by the intruder. With
its unique active tracing, SWT can even trace when intrusion connections are
idle.

1. INTRODUCTION

Network-based attacks have become a major concern to today’s highly
networked mission critical information system. Existing network security
mechanisms such as IDS, Firewall and IPSEC have not completely
addressed the problem of network-based attacks. They are “passive’’ in front
of network-based attacks and tend to be host-based. There is no automatic
network-wide response even when attacks are detected.

One major problem in building an effective response to network-based
attacks is the lack of source identification. Without effective source tracing,
the attacked victim is blind at defending network-based attacks, and no
effective intrusion countermeasures such as blocking and containing can be
implemented. Network-based attacks can not be effectively repelled or
eliminated until its source is known.

A complete solution to the problem of tracing network-based attacks is
complicated by different anonymity gaining techniques used by different
network-based attacks. For example, distributed denial-of-service (DDoS)
attacks are usually generated from multiple previously-compromised slave
machines, under control of a remote master machine. The unidirectional
flooding traffic from slave machines usually comes with a “spoofed” source
IP address, which makes it difficult to trace even the slave machines. For bi-
directional, interactive intrusions, one of the most widely used techniques to
conceal their true origin is to connect through “stepping stones”[11] : intruders
connect through a series of intermediate hosts before attacking the final
target. All these techniques are easy to implement and use, making source
tracing of network-based attacks among the hardest network security
problems

In this paper, we focus on the real-time tracing of interactive intrusions
that utilizes connection chains to disguise their source. A real-time solution
to this problem not only enables us to stop or deter network-based intrusion
near its source, but also helps to deter DDoS by better protecting hosts from
being compromised into slave machines. While there are several approaches
have been proposed to address the tracing problem of intrusion connection
chains, they are all passive and tend to be isolated, and their lack of real-time
network-wide coordination severely limits their practical use in real-time
tracing in the current Internet.
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On the other hand, active network[2, 9] is an emerging framework that
seeks to increase the programmability of computer networks and network
components. It enables user and application to dynamically control how
packets are handled. This customized packet processing opens new ways of
securing networks that was not available in traditional passive networks.

In this paper, we apply active networks principle to address the problem
of tracing network-based intrusion with chained connections, and present a
novel intrusion response framework: Sleepy Watermark Tracing (SWT).
SWT is “sleepy” in that it does not introduce any overhead when there is no
intrusion detected. Yet it is “active” in that when there is intrusion detected,
it will trigger and coordinate network-wide tracing at real-time. SWT
exploits the observations: 1) interactive intrusions with chained connections
are bi-directional and symmetric at the granularity of connections; 2)
application level contents are invariant across connection chains. By
“injecting” carefully designed watermarks into the backwards-response
traffic of the intrusion connection chain, SWT is able to trace through the
intrusion connection chains at real-time - within a single keystroke by the
intruder. Through its unique active tracing, SWT can trace through the
connection chain even when the intruder is silent. All these represent
substantial improvements over existing capabilities for tracing interactive
intrusions with a chained connection.

In the next section, we discuss the general tracing problem and give a
brief overview of existing tracing approaches. In section 3, we describe the
general Sleepy Watermark Tracing method. In section 4, we present the
SWT architecture, In section 5, we describe our prototype implementation of
SWT and experimental results. In section 6, we conclude with possible
future work.

2. TRACING PROBLEM AND APPROACHES

Given a series of computer hosts H1 , H2, … H n (n>2), when a person (or
a program) sequentially connects from Hi into H i+1 (i=1,2,..n-1), we refer to
the sequence of connections on <H1 , H2, … Hn > as a connection chain, or
chained connection. The tracing problem of a connection chain is, given Hn

of a connection chain, to identify Hn -1, … H1 .
Tracing the source of intrusion through a connection chain over the

Internet is a difficult problem. It requires network-wide collaboration among
hosts in the network, and yet some of the hosts may be compromised and not
trustworthy, As a network security mechanism, intrusion source tracing
should be based on trust of appropriate network resources, and be robust
against compromised hosts in the network. To trace back the chained
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connections through multiple hosts, effective correlation is needed at
intermediate nodes. Because network-based intrusion in today’s high-speed
network can be very short, correlation at intermediate nodes needs to be fast
and accurate. Additionally, to scale the tracing system to the Internet, the
tracing system should have minimum overhead while providing a fast
response to detected network-based intrusion.

In general, tracing approaches for a connection chain can be divided into
two categories: host-based and network-based, each of which can further be
classified into either active or passive. Table 1 provides a classification of
existing tracing approaches, as well as our proposed tracing mechanism.

Table 1. Classification of Existing Tracing Approaches and SWT
Passive Active

Host-based

Network-based

DIDS
CIS
Thumbprinting
Timing-based
Deviation-based

Caller ID

IDIP
SWT

Distributed Intrusion Detection System (DIDS) [7] developed at UC Davis
is a host-based tracing mechanism that attempts to keep track of all the users
in the network and account for all activities to network-wide intrusion
detection systems. Each monitored host in theDIDS domain collects audit
trails and sends audit abstracts to a centralized DIDS director for analysis.
While DIDS is capable of keeping track of all users moving around the
network through normal login within the DIDS domain, it seems not feasible
in large-scale network such as the Internet, because of its centralized
monitoring of network activities.

The Caller Identification System (CIS) [5] is another host-based tracing
mechanism. It eliminates centralized control by utilizing a truly distributed
model. Each host along the login chain keeps a record about its view of the
login chain so far. When the user from the n-1th host attempts to login into
the nth host, the nth host asks the n-1th host about its view of the login chain
of that user, which should be 1,2 … n-1 ideally. The nth host then queries
host n-1 to 1 about their views of the login chain and so on. Only when the
login chain information from all queried hosts matches, will the login be
granted at the nth host. While CIS attempts to maintain the integrity of login
chain by reviewing information from hosts along the login chain, it
introduces excessive overheard to the normal login process.

Caller ID, described by Stuart Staniford-Chen[3] ,  i s  y e t  a n o t h e r
interesting host-based approach that is said to be used by the Air Force.
Caller ID is controversial in that it actually utilizes the same break-in
technique used by intruders to break into the hosts along the connection
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chain reversibly. If the intruder from H0 connects through H1, H2 …Hn-1 to
the final target Hn , the network security personnel at Hn first breaks into Hn-1 ;
from there they can find out the intruder comes from Hn-2 , then they break
into Hn-2 and so on. Eventually they can find the origin of the intruder. One
compelling advantage of Caller ID is that it is scalable to the Internet. It is
also efficient in the sense that it introduces less overhead compared to DIDS
and CIS. But its manual approach makes it difficult to trace short intrusion in
today’s high-speed network. Besides it legal complications, Caller ID also
has the drawback that one must perform manual tracing on the host where
the intruder is active, which is easily-noticed by the intruder.

The fundamental problem with the host-based tracing approach is its trust
model. Host-based tracing places its trust upon the monitored hosts
themselves. In specific, it depends on the correlation of connections at every
host in the connection chain. If one host is compromised and is providing
misleading correlation information, the whole tracing system is fooled.
Because host-based tracing requires participation and trust of every host
involved in the network-based intrusion, it is very difficult to be applied in
the context of the public Internet.

Network-based tracing is the other category of tracing approaches.
Neither does it require the participation of monitored hosts, nor does it place
its trust on the monitored hosts. It is based on the property of network
connections: the application level content of chained connections is invariant
across the connection chain. In particular, the thumbprint [3] is a pioneering
correlation technique that utilizes a small quantity of information to
summarize connections. Ideally it can uniquely distinguish a connection
from unrelated connections and correlate those related connections in the
same connection chain. While thumbprinting can be useful even when only
part of the Internet implements it, it depends on clock synchronization to
match thumbprints of corresponding intervals of connections. It also is
vulnerable to retransmission variation. This severely limits its usefulness in
real-time tracing.

The timing-based scheme [11] by Zhang and Paxson is a novel network-
based correlation scheme for detecting stepping stones across the connection
chain. The correlation is based on the distinctive timing characteristics of
interactive traffic, rather than connection contents. It pioneered new ways of
correlating encrypted connections. It requires no clock synchronization and
it is robust against retransmission variation. However, because its timing
characteristics are defined over the entire duration of each connection to be
correlated, it is difficult to be used in real-time correlation.

The deviation-based approach [10] by Yoda and Etoh is another network-
based correlation scheme. It defines the minimum average delay gap
between the packet streams of two TCP connections as deviation. The
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deviation considers both timing characteristics and the TCP sequence
number, and it does not depend on the TCP payload. Similar to the timing-
based approach, the deviation-based approach does not require clock
synchronization and is robust against retransmission variations. However it
is difficult to be used in real-time correlation as the deviation is defined over
all the packets of a connection. Another drawback of deviation-based
approach is that it correlates only TCP connections.

One fundamental problem with passive network-based approaches is its
computational complexity. Because it passively monitors and compares
network traffic, it needs to record all the concurrent incoming and outgoing
connections even when there is no intrusion to trace. To correlate at any host
in the connection chain, it needs to match every concurrent incoming
connection with every concurrent outgoing connection at that host. That is,
for a host with m concurrent incoming connections and n concurrent
outgoing connections, the passive network-based correlation approach would
take O(m×n) comparisons, in addition to the O(m+n) scanning and recording
of concurrent connections.

On the other hand, the active network-based approach dynamically
controls how connections are correlated through customized packet
processing. It does not need to record all the concurrent incoming and
outgoing connections at any host in the connection chain. It does not need to
match each concurrent incoming connection with each concurrent outgoing
connection. For a host with m concurrent incoming connections and n
concurrent outgoing connections, the active network-based approach is able
to correlate within time dependent only on the number of connections being
actively traced, in addition to the O(m+n) scanning of concurrent
connections.

IDIP (Intrusion Identification and Isolation Protocol) [6]  is a proposal by
Boeing's Dynamic Cooperating Boundary Controllers Program that uses an
active approach to trace the incoming path and source of intrusion. In the
proposal, boundary controllers collaboratively locate and block the intruder
by exchanging intrusion detection information, namely, attack descriptions.
While it does not require any boundary controller to record any connections
for correlation, its intrusion tracing is closely coupled with intrusion
detection. The effectiveness of IDIP depends on the effectiveness of
intrusion identification through the attack description at each boundary
controller. Therefore IDIP requires each boundary controller to have the
same intrusion detection capability as the IDS at the intrusion target host. It
is questionable whether the intermediate boundary controller is able to
identify an intrusion based on a hard-coded attack description.
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3 . SLEEPY WATERMARK TRACING OVERVIEW

SWT is an active network-based tracing framework. It is "sleepy" in that
it does not introduce overhead when no intrusion is detected. Yet it is
"active" in that when an intrusion is detected, the target will inject a
watermark into the backward connection of the intrusion and “wakes up”
intermediate routers along the intrusion path.

By watermarking selected packets and processing them accordingly,
SWT provides many potential advantages over existing intrusion tracing
approaches. 1) SWT separate intrusion tracing from intrusion detection and
it does not require any node other than the intrusion target to have the
intrusion detection capability. 2) Unlike thumbprinting, timing-based and
deviation-based approaches, SWT does not need to record all the concurrent
incoming and outgoing connections at any node, and it does not require
matching each of the incoming connections with each of the outgoing
connections for correlation at any node. 3) SWT requires no clock
synchronization and is robust against retransmission variation. 4) SWT
traces only when needed. 5) So far the most compelling advantage of SWT
is its correlation accuracy and efficiency. By using watermarks, SWT can
trace the intrusion connection chain to its origin within a single keystroke of
the intruder. With its unique active tracing, SWT can trace the intrusion
connection chain back to its origin even when the intruder is is inactive. 6)
We have found that SWT can be implemented efficiently. It does not
introduce any noticeable overhead to routers, and it only requires a few
network server applications at the intrusion target host to be modified to
inject watermarks.

In the remainder of this section, we describe the SWT model concepts
and assumptions.

3.1 Basic SWT Concepts

In order to keep track of network-based intrusions to hosts, it is desirable
to monitor hosts through the nearest router or gateways. This is termed a
Guardian Gateway. We define the Incoming Guardian Gateway of host H as
the nearest router that forwards incoming traffic to H and the Outgoing
Guardian Gateway of host H as the nearest router that forwards outgoing
traffic from H. It is possible that one host has more than one incoming or
outgoing guardian gateway. We define the union of incoming and outgoing
guardian gateways of a host as its Guardian Gateway Set (e.g., { G Win1 ,
GWin2 , GWout1  ,  GWout2 } in Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Guardian Gateway Set

For any guardian gateway set G, we define those hosts as Guarded Host
of G whose guardian gateway set is a subset of G. For a host H, while the
traffic between H and its directly-connected neighbour hosts does not pass
through any gateways, the traffic between H and any non-directly-connected
hosts must pass through its guardian gateway set.

Figure 2: Tracing Model

We further define a leap as one connection step between hosts within a
connection chain (e.g., <Hi , H i+1 > in Figure 2). One leap may consist of
multiple hops (or links in the physical network) and the two guardian
gateways of the two end hosts. A leap can be specified by a 5-tuple
consisting of

<protocol number, source ip address, source port number, destination ip
address, destination port number>

Now the tracing problem of chained intrusion is defined as discovering
and sequencing the guardian gateways of those hosts in the intrusion path, or
(equivalently) as finding the leaps along the intrusion path.
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3.2 Basic SWT Assumptions

We have identified the following assumptions that motivate and constrain
our design:

Intrusions are interactive and bidirectional,
Routers are trust worthy and hosts are not trust worthy,
Each host has a single SWT guardian gateway and
There is no link-to-link encryption.
The first two assumptions represent our assessments of the nature of the

intrusions. Here we refer to intrusions as those attacks aiming to gain
unauthorized access, rather than denial of service attacks. A study of CERT
security incidents [4]  indicates that almost all security incidents, especially
unauthorized access incidents, happened at computer hosts rather than
routers or gateways. Therefore we believe our assumption to trust routers
will cover most intrusion cases. In case there are indeed compromised
routers involved in intrusion, the compromised router will be effectively
indistinguishable from an attacker. The compromised router needs to be
addressed first, before the tracing of the intrusion can go any further. In this
case SWT can still trace to the farthest trustworthy guardian gateway.

The assumption of each host having a single SWT guardian gateway is
only for simplifying the presentation of the SWT architecture. In case some
host has multiple SWT guardian gateways, the guardian gateway set will be
used in SWT tracing.

The final assumption represents the inherent limitation of any tracing
based on network content. We believe that correlation of encrypted
connections in real-time is still an open problem.

4. SLEEPY WATERMARK TRACING
ARCHITECTURE

In general, the Sleepy Watermark Tracing Architecture consists of two
complementing parties, namely, the SWT guarded host and the S W T
guardian gateway. The SWT guarded host is the host that supports and thus
is protected by SWT. The SWT guardian gateway supports SWT. In our
trust model, each SWT guarded host has a unique SWT guardian gateway,
and it maintains a pointer to its SWT guardian gateway. Each SWT guardian
gateway may guard one or more SWT guarded hosts and it maintains the list
of its SWT guarded hosts.

IDS and watermark-enabled applications at a SWT guarded host are
SWT supporting components. In particular, IDS refers to an application level
interface to any Intrusion Detection System ; this is the ultimate initiator of
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SWT tracing. It interacts with SWT subsystem within SWT guarded host
and triggers active watermark tracing once it detects an intrusion. Watermark
enabled applications are those network service applications (such as telnetd,
rlogind) that have been modified to inject arbitrary watermarks upon request.

The core of Sleepy Watermark Tracing consists of three interacting
components: Sleepy Intrusion Response (SIR), Watermark Correlation
(WMC) and Active Tracing (AT). In particular, Sleepy Intrusion Response
accepts tracing requests from IDS, coordinates active tracing and keeps track
of tracing information of intrusions. Watermark Correlation correlates
incoming and outgoing connections through watermarks. Active Tracing
coordinates different parties in the network to collaboratively trace the
incoming path and source of intrusions.

Figure 3: SWT Architecture

These three components work tightly together across SWT hosts and
SWT guarded gateways. In specific, SIR and AT form the SWT subsystem
within a SWT guarded host. Upon request from IDS, SIR coordinates a
WM- enabled application and the AT module to initiate active tracing from
the SWT guarded host to SWT guardian gateways. At the SWT gateway, the
AT module receives tracing requests and provides watermarks to the WMC
module. This module in turn provides AT module information about the
next-leap SWT guardian gateway by correlating incoming and outgoing
connections. Once the SWT guardian gateway finds next leap information
about an intrusion connection chain, AT will send trace information to the
original host that initiated the whole tracing and notify the next leap SWT
guardian gateway to start watermark tracing.
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4.1 Sleepy Intrusion Response

SIR controls and coordinates overall SWT intrusion tracing. It is in a
SWT guarded host and it interacts with IDS and WM-enabled applications in
the same host. To achieve high efficiency, SIR introduces “sleepiness” into
SWT. By default, the SWT system is inactive and in sleep mode. When IDS
detects an intrusion, it triggers SWT tracing by notifying SIR with
appropriate connection information. Upon request from IDS, SIR first
registers the intrusion connection as active for a configurable period of time,
if it is not active already. Then SIR triggers active tracing on its guardian
gateway by sending out trace notification; Finally SIR notifies the WM-
enabled application that terminates the intrusion connection to start injecting
the requested watermark. SIR also keeps track of tracing information of
intrusions returned by the SWT guardian gateway, and upon request from
IDS, SIR will provide tracing information on any specific active intrusion. If
within a timeout period there is no trace information returned from the SWT
guardian gateways, or further trace notification from IDS on an active
intrusion connection, that intrusion response component will become
inactive (“fall asleep”).

4.2 Watermark and Watermark-Enabled Applications

Conceptually, a watermark is a small piece of information that can be
used to uniquely identify a connection. Ideally, a watermark should be easy
to embed and retrieve and yet be invisible to normal users of network
applications. In order to be used for correlation, a watermark must be able to
traverse multiple connections and remain invariant (we assume that there is
no encryption involved in the connections). Therefore, watermark belongs to
the application layer and is application-specific.

One challenge in generating watermark is how to make watermarks
invisible to end-users. For text based network applications such as telnet and
rlogin, this is in many ways similar to hiding data in text [1] , which is much
more difficult than hiding data in pictures or sounds. The open space method
is one of the major methods of data hiding in text files through manipulating
white space. In particular, inserting spaces at the end of each line of text file
will not be noticed by readers. But for network applications such as telnet
and rlogin, simply inserting spaces will change the cursor position, and it is
likely to be noticed by end users. Fortunately, the text being transferred to
network applications is not necessarily the same as that being displayed. For
example, the string

“See meabc\b\b\b \b”
transferred to telnet or rlogin will be displayed as the string
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“See me”
We define a virtual null string of a network application as a string that

appears null to end users of the network application. For instance,
“abc\b\b\b \b” is a virtual null string of telnet and rlogin. Therefore by
using virtual null strings, we can make watermarks invisible to such network
applications.

In order to achieve high confidence of correlation, it is desirable to have
the probability of collision of randomly generated watermarks as low as

possible. For n > 1 sites, assume each site independently generates a equi-
probable random integer number between 1 and m, where m >>  n; let P(m,
n) be the probability such that those n random numbers are different from
each other. Then we have:

When m > n2 , we have:

Therefore, given n = 2 32 , having m ≥ 273  will make P(m, n) > 0.999.
That means having 73 random bits in watermarks is sufficient to cover the
whole IPv4 address space such that the probability of collision of generated
watermarks is less than 0.1%.

Because the watermark is application specific, it needs to be injected into
backward traffic through the application itself. Watermark-enabled
applications are those network server applications (such as telnetd, rlogind)
that have been modified to be able to “inject” requested watermark into their
response traffic upon request. A watermark-enabled application processes
two messages from SIR : WM-Start and WM-End, where WM-Start notifies
watermark-enabled application to start injecting the enclosed watermark for
specified times, and WM-End notifies the watermark-enabled application to
stop injecting the watermark.

4.3 Watermark Correlation

In order to trace back along the intrusion connection chain, a mechanism
is needed to find and match adjacent connections that belong to the same
connection chain. We refer to this adjacent connection matching mechanism
as correlation. According to the SWT tracing model, the hosts along the
intrusion connection chain are not trustworthy, therefore, SWT is designed
to correlate at SWT guardian gateways. Because the forward and backward
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traffic of intrusion connection chain is symmetric at the granularity of leaps,
watermarks along the backward traffic could be used for correlation at SWT
guardian gateways.

By referencing its SWT guarded hosts, the through traffic of a SWT
guardian gateway can be divided into two classes: guarded and bypassing
(Figure 4). We define guarded traffic of a SWT guardian gateway as the
traffic that either terminates at or originates from one of the SWT guardian
gateway’s guarded hosts, and bypassing traffic as all other traffic. It is
obvious that the SWT guardian gateway needs to scan only the guarded
traffic for possible correlation. We further define an incoming leap of a SWT
guardian gateway as the connection that terminates at one of the gateway’s
guarded hosts, and an outgoing leap of a SWT guardian gateway as the
connection that originates from one of the gateway’s guarded hosts (Figure
4). Thus correlation at SWT guardian gateway can be modeled as matching
an outgoing leap with an incoming leap.

Figure 4: Guardian Gateway Correlation

One challenge of correlation at the SWT guardian gateway is that there
may be multiple incoming and outgoing leaps through a single SWT
guardian gateway. For a SWT guardian gateway with m incoming and n
outgoing leaps, there are m×n combinations of possible matches after those
m+n leaps have been scanned. In specific, after m incoming leaps have been
scanned, each of the n outgoing leaps scanned has m possible matches for
correlation. Therefore exhaustive matching through multiple SWT guardian
gateways would be complex and computationally expensive. To solve the
connection matching combination explosion problem and achieve real-time
response, SWT introduces the watermark as its basis for correlation.

With an identifying watermark injected to backward traffic of the
intrusion connection chain, correlation at an intermediate SWT guardian
gateways is simplified to scanning incoming and outgoing leaps and
matching those with the same watermark. Specifically, when a SWT
guardian gateway scans incoming leaps, it registers any leap that has a
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registered watermark. When it scans outgoing leaps, it matches watermarked
outgoing leaps with the incoming leap with same watermark.

The following observations can be made about watermark correlation:
• The accuracy of correlation is purely based on the uniqueness of the

watermark, which is ultimately determined by SIR at the intrusion
target host. This makes it possible to get very high confidence of
correlation from tracing even a single watermarked packet.

• While the watermark is application specific, watermark correlation is
generic. It has linear computation complexity across chained
connections and requires no clock synchronization. Therefore it gives
real-time response.

5. PROTOTYPE EXPERIMENTS

As a proof of concept, we have implemented a SWT prototype on
FreeBSD 4.0. The prototype includes a SWT guarded host, SWT guardian
gateways and a watermark-enabled application all running on the FreeBSD
platforms.

We have performed two functional experiments on tracing a telnet
connection chain: A ⇒ B ⇒ C ⇒ D, where A is the source of intrusion and
D is the final intrusion target. The first is to trace the intrusion source while
the intruder is active. Our SWT prototype demonstrates the capability of
real-time tracing of a single watermarked packet: SIR at host D gets all the
trace information back to intrusion source A within one key stroke from
intruder at A. The second experiment is to trace the intrusion source while
the intruder is inactive or silent. By actively sending back a watermark from
watermark-enabled telnetd, our SWT prototype also gets all the trace
information lead to the intrusion source A. As we have expected, for each
watermarked packet, SWT triggers one GWTraceOn message travel from D
⇒ C ⇒ B ⇒ A, and two GWTraceInfo messages from C and B respectively.

To quantify the overheads incurred due to SWT itself, we have measured
latency of SWT gateways with four different configurations:

• FreeBSD kernel IP forwarding without SWT;
• SWT configured to bypass traffic;
• divert socket IP forwarding without SWT;
• SWT configured to scan traffic.
The latency measurements were performed on a three node testbed

configured in a straight line topology. The gateway at intermediate node was
a 233Hz Pentium PC with 32 MB RAM, 512KB cache, and two Netgear
FA310TX 10/100 fast Ethernet adapters, running FreeBSD 4.0.
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Figure 5: Latency of SWT Gateway

Figure 5 shows that the latency of FreeBSD kernel IP forwarding is about
78 µs, independent of packet sizes. It takes about 83 µs for the SWT gateway
to bypass and forward IP packets of various sizes. The 5 µs latency
difference comes from IPFW rule matching in the FreeBSD kernel. The
latency of divert socket IP forwarding ranges from 186 µs to 239 µ s
depending on the size of IP packets. The 103 µs to 156 µ s overhead for
divert socket forwarding over kernel forwarding includes: (1) overhead for
two context switches for data reading and writing; (2) overhead for data
copy in and out of user space; (3) overhead for dispatching system calls.
Compared with divert socket IP forwarding, SWT scanning takes about 50
µs more time to forward IP packets of various sizes. This indicates that the
SWT gateway latency overhead due to SWT itself is about 50 µs.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have argued that network-wide, active intrusion
response is needed in order to trace today’s increasingly sophisticated
network-based intrusions, which most likely utilize chained connections to
hide their origin. We have presented SWT as an active network-based
intrusion response framework and have shown that watermark can be used to
construct highly accurate and efficient correlation for tracing chained
intrusion connections. Our prototype shows that SWT is able to trace back to
the trustworthy SWT guardian gateway that is closest to the source of
intrusion chain, within single keystroke of the intruder. By actively injecting
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watermark back to the intrusion connection, it is able to trace even when the
intruder is silent.

By integration of Sleepy Intrusion Response, Watermark Correlation and
Active Tracing, SWT provides highly effective, real-time and network-wide
tracing of intrusions with chained connections. It is efficient, robust and
scalable and it only requires some of the edge routers to participate tracing.
Our experiment shows that SWT’s own impact on a gateway’s processing
delay is only about 50 µs.

These results lead us to conclude that active network technology can
indeed provide better and yet practical solutions to some of the most difficult
network security problems. It is our hope that SWT could be a building
block for more active network security mechanisms such as dynamic
perimeter defense, and dynamic intrusion blocking and containment.
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Software piracy has been considered one of the biggest problems of this
industry since computers became popular. Solutions for this problem based in
tamperproof hardware tokens have been introduced in the literature. All these
solutions depend on two premises: (a) the physical security of the tamperproof
device and (b) the difficulty to analyze and modify the software in order to
bypass the check of the presence of the token. The experience demonstrates
that the first premise is reasonable (and inevitable). The second one, however,
is not realistic because the analysis of the executable code is always possible.
Moreover, the techniques used to obstruct the analysis are not helpful to
discourage an attacker with usual resources. This paper presents a robust
software protection scheme based in the use of smart cards and cryptographic
techniques. The security of this new scheme is only dependent on the first
premise because code analysis and modification are not useful to break this
scheme.

1. INTRODUCTION

Software protection is a complex problem; consequently there are several
fields of research concerning difierent aspects of the problem. Some of the
most important goals related to software protection are:

Intellectual property protection. The objective is to link the
software with information about it’s author. Among the
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techniques used for this purpose the most popular is
watermarking [CoTh99].
Protection against function analysis in mobile environments. The
objective in this case is to prevent a malicious host from
discovering the purpose of a software agent and modify its
behavior. Techniques like code obfuscation or function hiding
[LoMo99] are used, sometimes complemented by the use of
hardware tokens [Fünf99].
Protection against illegal copy and use of software. The
objective is to guarantee that only authorized users can run the
software. Our work is mainly aimed to solve this problem.

Every year software industry has to face a cost of several billion dollars
due to software piracy. In 1999, the global piracy rate for PC business
software applications was 36 percent with an estimate cost of $12 billion. As
soon as computers started to became popular unauthorized copying of
software started to be considered an important problem [Kent80].
Development of computer communications brought the growth of BBS
services distributing pirated software. Today, other circumstances like the
advances in code analysis tools and the popularity of Internet creates new
opportunities to steal software. Some of the money lost because of the
software piracy is included in the cost of legal software and therefore pirate
copies are partially paid by the legal users.

On the other side, legal protection tools like trade secrets, copyright,
patents and trademaks, are not adapted for the protection of software. Some

Most of the software that is produced today has either weak protection
mechanisms (serial numbers, user/password, etc.) or no protection
mechanisms at all. This lack of protection is essentially derived from the
user resistance to accept protection mechanisms that are inconvenient and
inefficient. In Bruce Schneier words: “The problem with bad security is that
it looks just like good security”. Many commercial software protection tools
claim to achieve total security with software techniques. Most of these tools
are snake oil 1. Theoretic approaches to the formalization of the problem have
demonstrated that a solution that is exclusively based in software is
unfeasible [Gold97].

1 Taken from the Snake-Oil FAQ: The term is used in many fields to denote something sold
without consideration of its quality or its ability to fulfil its vendor's claims. This term
originally applied to elixirs sold in travelling medicine shows. The salesmen would claim
their elixir would cure just about any ailment that a potential customer could have.
Listening to the claims made by some crypto vendors, “snake oil”' is a surprisingly apt
name.
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authors have proposed the creation of new specific legal protection means
for software products [Samu95].

An important related aspect is license management, that has to be capable
of covering a wide range of situations and conditions while being easy and
convenient for the final user.

Based on some advances of the general information security technology,
we have developed a low cost software protection and license management
scheme that is secure, flexible and convenient for the users. This scheme,
avoids two of the most common attacks to software protection mechanisms:
multiple installation from a single legal license and production of
unprotected (pirated) copies of the software.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the most
relevant related work. Section 3 introduces the new scheme. In section 4 we
analyze implementation details. Other applications of this scheme are
presented in section 5 and finally, section 6 summarizes the conclusions and
presents ongoing research and future work.

2. RELATED WORK

In this section we will briefly review some proposals for software
protection and license management, considering aspects like security,
convenience and practical applicability.

One of the simplest and most popular protection mechanisms consists in
a password or key check that enables installation of the software. If the
check fails the software is not installed or it works in demo mode with
restricted functionality. This mechanism is very popular in shareware. The
password (or key) validation function is, evidently, included in the software.
Therefore, it is possible to find it using reverse engineering. As a
consequence it is frequent that key generation programs are produced by
dishonest users and also that authentic passwords are published in certain
Internet sites.

Sometimes the software is personalized to be used in one computer, for
example, extracting information from some of the hardware devices (hard
disk, network adapter, etc.) or from the operating system configuration.
During its execution, the protected software checks that the computer is the
one it was personalized for. This check, as the previous ones, can be
bypassed. Also, this mechanism is inconvenient for the users because
changes in the hardware or in the operating system may result in the need to
get a new license and reinstall the software.

Self modifying code, and code obfuscation [CoTh00] are used in some
software protection schemes. These techniques provide short term protection
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and can be used in situations where software life is short (for example for
agents and applets). Some of these techniques have been developed for a
very special kind of software: virus [FHS97].

A very interesting approach is represented by function hiding techniques.
In [SaTs98] the authors present an scheme that allows evaluation of
encrypted functions. The idea is to establish an homomorphism between the
space of cleartext data and the space of data enciphered by some
cryptosystem. The objective is to evaluate some function on some data
without revealing them. This process can be expressed this way: Let P be the
domain of cleartext data and Q the domain of encrypted data. Let
ƒ : P → P be a function that the user wants to evaluate on some x ∈ P , and
let e : P → Q and d : Q → P be respectively the encryption and decryption
functions of some cryptosystem. Then, under certain conditions on the
original function ƒ, it is possible to find a function ƒ' : Q → Q such that
∀ x ∈ P ƒ(e(x))  =  e (ƒ(x)) or, using an alternative of the previous expression
∀ x ∈  P d(ƒ(e(x))) = ƒ(x) . This property is useful because it allows a piece
of software to store e(x) and implement ƒ' in order to compute ƒ'(e(x))
without revealing ƒ, x or ƒ(x). Unfortunately this property only holds for
certain families of functions (polynomial functions in this case).

Among the proposed solutions that rely on some hardware component,
one of the most popular consists in the use of hardware tokens that are
difficult to duplicate, which are connected through some communications
port to the computer running the software. The protected software checks the
presence of the token and refuses to run if the check fails. Examples of this
kind of systems are hardware keys or dongles. These systems usually have
the problem of the incompatibility between tokens of different applications.
When the tokens are smart cards, as it is expected that the computer will
include just one card reader, the user must continuously change the card, a
problem known as card juggling that represents a serious inconvenience.

The check of the presence can be done in different ways; the simplest is
to read a value from the communications port, but, commonly, to avoid that
the interception of the communication in that port allows the attacker to
replicate the token, the software will send a value (called challenge) that the
token has to process, the software can predict the result that the token must
send back. In any case, whatever the check is, it is not hard to bypass this
protection, as the access to the communications port or the reader are easily
found in the executable code. The check can then be bypassed obtaining a
completely functional copy of the software as figure 1 shows. This process
can even be automated by specially designed programs called “patches”.

Sometimes the software is distributed encrypted and the token is used to
decrypt it before it runs on the computer. The problem is that, when the
software is decrypted, it is stored in the RAM memory of the user’s (and
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potential pirate) computer. There are different techniques that the pirate can
use then to recover the software (for example producing a core dump).

One of the first proposals to use smart cards for software protection is
presented in [ScPi84]. Protective technologies commercializes a tool that is
based in those ideas and that share certain similarities with the initial scheme
presented in the introduction of the section 3.

More recently, Aura and Gollman presented in [AuGo99] an interesting
scheme based on smart cards and digital certificates that solves the card
juggling problem and provides mechanisms for license management and
transfer. In addition, a compilation of countermeasures against attacks are
reviewed. Unfortunately, as their proposal is focused on the check of the
presence of the smart card, it is vulnerable to the code modification attacks
described above.

original code bypassed code

Fig. 1. Code modification to bypass the check of the presence of the token.

From the study of the problem it is concluded that to obtain a provable
secure protection scheme we must have a tamperproof processor that
contains and executes the protected software [HePi87]. A variation of this
scheme is the distribution of encrypted code that the tamperproof processor
decrypts and executes [Be94].
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PROTECTION SCHEME
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE NEW SOFTWARE

As it is usual in other fields of information security, in software
protection there are no completely secure solutions. The objective of a
software protection scheme is to make the attack to the scheme difficult
enough to discourage dishonest users.

The new scheme is based, as others, in a tamperproof processor. The
popularization of smart cards and their evolution in storage and processing
capacity have lead us to consider them the most appropriate choice for our
scheme. However, our design does not depend on this technology and,
consequently, our solution can be implemented using any similar hardware
token (for example, some hardware keys and some tokens that integrate
smart card and reader functionalities).

A secure software protection scheme can be designed using just smart
card technology. In this scheme some sections of the software to be
protected can be substituted by functionally equivalent sections to be
processed in the smart card. In this way, the protected software is divided
and will not work unless it cooperates with the right card. Code modification
attacks will not succeed in this case. In fact, the only possible attack is to
analyze the data transmitted to and from the card trying to guess the
functions that the card performs. If we include enough functions, with
enough importance in the main code, and enough complexity, the attack
described could become impractical.

This scheme needs one card per application and the quantity and
complexity of the protected functions are limited by the capacity of the card.
Moreover, this scheme does not allow the distribution of the protected
software using Internet because the cards must be distributed with the
software. With the purpose of avoiding the aforementioned problems we will
introduce the cryptography as the second building block of our software
protection scheme.

3.1 Fundamentals of the new scheme

Figure 2 shows the first scheme that we elaborated. We will use it to
illustrate the final scheme. The figure shows that several sections of the
original code are substituted by their equivalent for the card during the
production phase. These new sections are encrypted with the public key of
the card using an asymmetric cryptosystem [RSA78] during the
personalization phase and are kept encrypted so only the card that has the
matching private key will be able to decrypt and execute those protected
sections. The cards now have to store a key pair, but the protected software
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sections do not reside on the cards. The key pair must be generated in the
card and the private key must never be transmitted outside the card. The
original code sections are substituted by calls to a function that transmits
their equivalent protected sections (e.g. “B”), including code and data, to the
card, where they are decrypted and executed. When finished, the card sends
back the results.

Assuming that the encryption algorithm is secure, the attack to the system
must be based in the analysis of the input and output data (and possibly the
running time) of the card functions. However, we must emphasize that now
the card only stores one function at a time and therefore we can use more
complex functions because all the capacity of the card is now available for
each single function. Moreover, this scheme allows the card to execute any
number of protected functions. The dishonest user will need to discover all
of the protected functions to be able to break this protection scheme.

Production phase Personalization phase

Fig. 2. Code transform in our first software protection scheme.

An alternative attack could consist in the substitution of some of the
authentic protected sections by other fake sections produced by the dishonest
user (for example such a false section could try to send back the contents of
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the card). This attack can be considered a kind of “Trojan horse”. To avoid
these attacks we must authenticate the code before its execution [DDB89].

To summarize, this first scheme allows a single card to be used to protect
many applications, increases the complexity of the protected functions,
allows the card to execute any number of those functions and enables the
distribution of the software through Internet.

But, in spite of the advantages mentioned, some aspects like efficiency
and robustness of the scheme need to be improved. The use of an
asymmetric cryptosystem introduces a high computational cost. Also the
lack of a code authentication mechanism opens a dangerous attack line. On
the other hand, this first scheme does not take into account some desirable
features like license transfer or expressive authorization. Also, the need to
include a personalization phase is not adequate for some distribution models.
We want the software to be freely distributed, although to run it the user will
need to get a license.

The final scheme is shown in figure 3. In this case the production phase
includes the encryption of the protected sections (wich include code and
data) with a symmetric cryptosystem.
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Fig. 3. Code transform and license production.

In the authorization phase (equivalent to the personalization phase of the
previous scheme), a new license is produced containing the random
symmetric key used to encrypt the protected sections, information about
conditions of use (i.e. time limits, number of executions, etc.), the
identification of the software (ID, version number, etc.) and finally the
identification of the license. All this information is encrypted with the card
public key. When the license is received by the client it is stored in the card.

The functionality of the previous scheme is maintained in this new one,
but the efficiency is improved because decryption of the protected sections is
now much faster. The definition of the license structure permits a high
degree of flexibility. Furthermore, as each application has its own key, we
can manage them individually.

We previously mentioned the necessity to authenticate the code to be
executed by the card to avoid certain attacks. In this scheme, because the
protected sections are encrypted using a symmetric key that is kept inside the
card, it is impossible for a dishonest user to produce false sections. However,
if the license was to be transmitted using an insecure channel, a man-in-the-
middle attack could be carried out, but as we will show in the next section,
the software producer will require a certificate of the card public key that the
dishonest user will not be able to forge.

3.2 License management

3.2.1 Sale

Because the license for the user (containing the key to decrypt the
protected sections) is encrypted with the card public key, it is essential to
avoid that the corresponding private key is known outside the card. To
achieve this objective the most practical solution is to use special smart cards
produced for this purpose. These cards will contain a key pair and some
support software. A certificate of the public key of the card is signed by the
card manufacturer to guarantee the authenticity of the keys.

To buy a protected application, the client sends a request containing the
certificate of the public key of his card and a random number to the software
producer. The producer verifies the validity of the certificate and, in case the
validation succeeds, produces a new license, encrypts the license and the
random number using the public key received and sends it to the client card.
The card verifies that the license matches the request (i.e. the random
number is correct) and stores it. The producer also stores all the licenses in a
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database to be able to generate new licenses for the client when needed
(theft, destruction of the card, etc.). If a request for an already generated
license is received, the producer will prepare a new license for the client
with no extra cost. This new license will include a different serial number
(this number is part of the identification of the license). The software
application is distributed and copied freely, with no additional protection.

3.2.2 Transfer

One of the features that we have considered important (introduced in
[AuGo99]) is license transfer. License transfer could be used to delegate the
right to use some software application to another user or simply to store your
license in a new card. Our scheme introduces the possibility of selective
license transfer.

Our license transfer scheme has been designed to avoid using certificate
chains because of the overhead in communication, storage and processing
they introduce. Another goal was to avoid storing public keys of external
entities in the smart cards.

The protocol to transfer a license is divided in two phases: delegation
(steps 1 to 3) and recover (steps 4 to 6). We call this protocol direct transfer
opposed to the scheduled transfer which is used mainly for recovery
purposes. The protocol is as follows:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The user selects which license (or licenses) are going to be
transferred from the source card. Notice that, opposite to other
systems, our scheme does not oblige the user to transfer all the
licenses in the source card (which we consider to be a serious
limitation). In the rest of this protocol we will assume that we are
transferring one specific license.
The public key certificate of the destination card is sent to the source
card.
The source card creates a certificate delegating the license to the
public key of the destination card, destroys its own license and
finally sends the delegation certificate to the destination card.
The destination card requests a new license to the software producer.
This request includes the delegation certificate received from the
source card and the destination card public key certificate.
The software producer verifies both certificates and generates a new
license for the destination card if the verification succeeds. The
license database is updated accordingly.
The destination card decrypts and stores the new license.
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Suppose now, that the protocol described above is interrupted
(accidentally or intentionally to attack the protection scheme). For instance,
if the protocol is aborted after step 3, the destination card would possess the
delegation certificate but not the new license. The source card has already
destroyed its license but it can request a new copy from the software
producer and get a new valid license. Afterwards, using the delegation
certificate that has stored, the destination card can also get a new license.
This attack could be used to replicate any number of licenses.

To prevent this attack, a serial number, different for each new copy of the
license produced, is included in the license (see section 3.2.1). In the
scenario depicted above, when the source card requests the new copy after
aborting the protocol, the software producer generates a new license (with a
different serial number) that is sent to the card and stored in the database.
Later, when the destination card attempts to use the delegation certificate to
get a new license, the request will be denied.

If the protocol is aborted during the step 3 (for instance, extracting the
card from the reader) it may occur that the source card have destroyed its
license and the delegation certificate has not been sent to the destination
card. In this situation the source card can still request a new license.

The inclusion of the software producer in the transfer protocol may seem
inconvenient but if the producer is not included, the source card would need
to verify the public key certificate of the destination card which, in turn,
would increase the complexity of the protocol and also would introduce
weaknesses in the protection scheme.

3.2.3 Recovery

Providing efficient and convenient solutions to the problems that the
protection scheme may introduce is considered very important for user
acceptance. In any scheme that uses some kind of hardware components it is
essential to prevent the consequences of failure in those components. In our
scheme licenses are linked to smart cards based on the fact that the private
key is not known outside the card. Consequently, in case of card failure it
will be impossible to run the software. For this contingency, the user must
take some prevention measures. As the price of the cards is small, it seems
reasonable to prepare a replacement card to be used in case of failure of the
main card. The preventive process requires the execution of the delegation
phase of the scheduled transfer protocol for all the licenses in the card. In
case of failure of the main card, the protocol would continue on the recover
phase. At the end of the protocol the replacement card will possess the same
licenses as the main card.
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The difference between the direct transfer protocol and the scheduled
transfer protocol is the inclusion of the date (or other parameter like number
of executions) when the transfer will take place. This date is included in the
delegation certificate. Steps 3 and 4 of the direct transfer protocol are
replaced by this sequence in the scheduled transfer protocol:

3'. The source card creates a certificate delegating the license to the
public key of the destination card on date D and sends it to the
destination card. The source card will not delegate that license again
to any other card until date D.

4'. Later two different situations can arise:
° If the user wants to keep using the main card the replacement

card must destroy the delegation certificate and send a new
scheduled transfer request before date D. In this case the source
card will accept the request.

° Otherwise, on date D:
� Source card will destroy its own license.
� As in the direct transfer case, both cards can request a

new license to the software producer but only the first
will be accepted.

3.2.4 License expiration

The licenses are always kept protected because they are either encrypted
or stored in the smart card. Therefore, the card software, which is
trustworthy, can destroy licenses when they expire (we can use different
parameters like number of executions, time of use, etc.), the software can
even warn the user when the expiration is about to happen. One of the
parameters most used in software licenses is the expiration date. To include
this parameter it would be interesting to have an internal clock in the cards.
Some manufacturers have announced cards including this feature.

4. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Today, smart card technology offers features that not so many years ago
corresponded to personal computers [CDHP00]. However, compared to the
processing power of the host computers, each access to the smart card
introduces important delays. As our scheme requires the transmission of a
considerable amount of code and data to and from the card, it is important to
take into consideration the efficiency of the protection scheme.

The amount of data and code transmitted determines the magnitude of the
delay introduced. On the other side, since the main attack to the protection
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scheme is based in the analysis of the functions performed by the card, the
protection scheme will be more secure as the functions grow in size and
complexity.

Consequently, it is necessary to find a balance between security and
speed. Fortunately, in this case, this balance is possible and it is not difficult
to obtain security and speed measures that satisfy both the software producer
and the client. A detailed description and study of the efficiency of the
protection scheme is included in [LMP00].

The scheme has been designed and the tests carried out using smart cards
with symmetric and asymmetric cryptographic capabilities. An
implementation that uses smart cards that have only symmetric
cryptographic capabilities is possible, but the changes that need to be
introduced in the scheme, together with the low prices of the cards with both
types of cryptosystems, do not justify the use of cheaper cards.

4.1 Functions executed by the smart cards

This is an essential characteristic because the security of the system is
based on the difficulty to guess the functions that the card executes from the
analysis of the input and output data and the execution time [Hohl98].

If we know that the function performed by the card represents a straight
line then we just need to run the function two times with different input data
to discover it. In contrast, functions like one-way hashes [Pren00] or digital
signatures [RSA78] are not vulnerable to these attacks. In most software
applications this type of functions is not used frequently, but the functions
that appear in most software applications have an advantage: they have more
input and output data.

To make it difficult for the pirate to analyze the functions we include
false (dummy) input and output data that are not used for the computation of
the function, although it is transformed to confuse the attacker. Another
technique that is very effective to obstruct the analysis is to mix the
processing of several functions with the intention that the result of each call
to the card depends on the input data of the previous calls and even on
results of previous calls that have not been send back as results but stored in
the card memory.

4.2 Card readers

One of the most common kind of software piracy takes place inside the
organization of a legal client of the software by the use of multiple copies of
a legally acquired software application. In our scheme this attack could be
carried out making several computers share a card reader.
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This problem has been considered in previous schemes, but the most
common solution is to make the software have direct access to the card
reader. This solution introduces countless problems and computational costs
in the protected software because it must manage different situations and
hardware features that are usually managed by the operating system.

In our scheme, to prevent this attack we have designed a solution based
on the last technique described in section 4.1. The system “chains” the calls
to the card so any incorrect sequence of calls (produced if several computers
share a card reader) will result in the software producing erroneous results.

5. OTHER APPLICATIONS

The scheme introduced can be useful in other environments, in fact it was
devised from a previous work on information commerce over Internet
[Mana00]. As an example of the different possibilities of this scheme we will
explain briefly how it can be used for information commerce in applications
like online newspapers [Const97] or digital libraries [KLK97].

For this application each user must possess a special smart card (with a
key pair and our base software), a card reader and a web browser that can
access the card (i.e. with a special plug-in) .

To gain access to some information the client sends a request to the
information provider, including the public key certificate of the client’s card.
This step might implicate some negotiation of the conditions of the trade.
The information provider, using the applet generator described in [Mana00]
generates a specific applet to fulfill the request and a license for the client’s
card. This applet includes protected sections that have to be executed by the
card using the license. Because the card software is trustworthy we are able
to control aspects like number of executions and, what is more, we can
include an electronic purse to pay for the information accessed.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

We have described a robust software protection scheme based in the use
of smart cards and cryptographic techniques. Related schemes based in
tamperproof hardware tokens that have been proposed in the literature have
been analyzed concluding that all of them are based in the check of the
presence of the token and are therefore vulnerable to code modification
attacks. Considering that the new scheme is not based in that check, code
modification is not a potential attack. We have shown the different protocols
for the management of licenses and analyzed the security of the scheme and
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the importance of the implementation details. Finally, we have also
introduced possible alternative applications of the scheme. Hence, we can
conclude that the advantages of the presented scheme are robustness against
different attacks (bypassing the check, code substitution and attacks to the
license management protocols), confidence for the user, efficient use of the
computational resources of the smart cards, free distribution and copy of the
software, selective license transfer, control of the expiration of the licenses
and applicability in distributed computing environments.

Tools to produce protected software automatically from unprotected
executable programs, applet protection and payment integration are under
development. We are studying the possibilities that the combination of
function hiding techniques with our scheme could open.

Finally we are studying the security achieved by the different families of
functions that can be executed in the cards to obtain a measure of the
protection achieved in some particular software application.
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Abstract: Digital signatures are a key technology for many Internet-based commercial
and administrative applications and, therefore, an increasingly popular target
of attacks. Due to their strong cryptographic properties an attacker is more
likely to subvert them with malicious software, ie Trojan horse programs. We
show that by fusing two techniques, our WORM-supported reliable input
method and the Intelligent Adjunct model of the Trusted Computing Platform
Alliance, we can achieve a high degree of protection from Trojan horse
programs during the process of creating digital signatures. Existing software
products immediately benefit from our results. Moreover, we examine three
ways of storing and executing the signing software with respect to its
susceptibility to Trojan horse programs and identify the most suitable
combination.

1. INTRODUCTION

Digital signatures are recognised by the industry, the government and the
administration, to name just a few, to be the driving technology for the
provision of a wide spectrum of Internet-based services. The permanent
success of business-to-consumer e-commerce, e-government, e-
administration – one is tempted to say e-everything in view of the recent
developments – depends, by and large, on the acceptance of these services
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by a substantial number of ordinary private end-users. This will only come if
the services are equipped with a sufficient level of security.

Confidentiality of a communication over the Internet is enforced by
encryption algorithms. The digital signature ensures its integrity and the
identification of the communicating parties or, to be more precise, the digital
signature either confirms the integrity of a document and the claimed
identity of its sender or uncovers a discrepancy or a lack of correspondence.
By their definition, digital signatures employ cryptographic algorithms,
usually a hash-function and a public-key system.

The cryptographic algorithms used today are strong in the sense that the
computing power necessary to forge a digital signature or to break
confidentiality is unavailable to any individual, party or even institution.
Since this claim is backed by both theoretical and practical results, an
adversary easily recognises that an attack on the cryptographic algorithms is
of little avail. Though as such highly positive, for this setting to be invincible
one assumes that the adversary has access only to the data travelling over the
Internet and, in particular, has no access to the computers of the
communicating parties.

While no user would deliberately start a malicious program on her PC,
the history of attacks based on viruses, worms, Trojan horses and other
rouge programs convincingly demonstrates that an attacker can have various
ways to start an attack on the user’s PC. The Internet is also a perfect means
for distributing such programs. Trojan horse programs often come
camouflaged as a nice utility, which offers the user some useful function
and, at the same time, performs malicious functions in the background. The
user just needs to down-load and install it. Whereas an organisation or a
company can establish a security policy that minimises such threats, the end-
user at home, ie, the envisaged group of digital signature holders, will
consider down-loading and running programs, plug-ins etc. from the Internet
a normal operation – or at least their children do so.

The threat posed by Trojan horse programs is real. In their
comprehensive investigation of current issues related to electronic commerce
Lacoste et al (2000)¹ state:

In spite of sufficiently secure existing algorithms, the technical
possibility of obtaining signatures in an underhanded way, aided by such
mechanisms as Trojan horse attacks, cannot be ignored. Such attacks
might result in an unpredictably high damage for the key holder,
especially if he cannot prove that an attack has happened. Hundreds or
thousands of transactions can be made within a short time by an attack.
[. . .] This means: A software solution for digital signatures might be

¹ Cf Lacoste et al (2000), pp 233.
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completely correct and nevertheless cannot prevent malicious Trojan
horse attacks.

This statement goes in line with our observation. The digital signature is
expected to gain the same level of validity as the human manual signature
does any time soon. Due to its universal usability, eg, it can be used for
buying a car, casting a ballot in a vote or changing the registration of a car
over the Internet, it will be a popular target for attacks. And since the
cryptographic algorithms cannot be broken, Trojan horses are likely to
subvert the process of digitally signing documents.

We present some of the current approaches of dealing with Trojan horses,
or generally, with untrustworthy programs in the subsequent section. One
can observe there two extreme views. It is either assumed that all programs
on the PC are trustworthy or that any program can be untrustworthy. We
believe that, for practical purposes, both are unrealistic. On the one hand,
there can always be one untrustworthy program on a PC, on the other, some
kinds of programs are more likely to be untrustworthy than others due to the
effort on the attacker’s side. To give an example, it is much more difficult
and complex for an attacker to replace a system internal driver than to write
a trendy utility.

On these grounds we have decided to examine the combination of two
techniques for strengthening the defence against attacks by Trojan horses on
digital signatures. Firstly, the Trusted Computing Platform Alliance, a group
of almost 150 companies, including major industry players, promotes an
Intelligent Adjunct model presented by Balacheff et al (2000). It aims to
ensure that a computer’s key components, including major parts of the
operating system, are checked for their integrity before being used. This
check does not guarantee the absence of Trojan horses, but, if passed, it
guarantees that these components have not been modified in an unauthorised
manner. Thus, if we can take that the official hardware and system software
vendors do not implant malicious functions in their products, then the
checked part of the PC constitutes a trusted software subset. Therefore, if all
components involved in the creation and verification of a digital signature
can use this trusted subset to check their own integrity, then some attacks by
Trojan horses can be prevented and some detected. The group of remaining
attacks becomes significantly smaller and significantly harder to assemble
and to put in place innocuously. Thus, secondly, we propose the inclusion of
an inexpensive software WORM medium, which ensures a reliable, ie,
unmodified input to the signing software.

Moreover, we address three scenarios of storing and executing the
signing software:
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– signing software installed on the local hard disk and executed as a regular
program

– storage on smart card, execution in secure JVM
– storage and execution on smart card, employing intelligent adjunct

technology
We show that, together with our previous findings, the use of a JavaCard

as secure software storage and the intelligent adjunct technology we gain
higher security and platform-independence.

2. PREVIOUS AND RELATED WORKS

Currently there are three different approaches to facilitate the use of
digital signatures in insecure environments. We refer to them as ‘secure
hardware’, ‘mental arithmetic’, and ‘secure software’.

While the first two approaches yield a provably high strength against
Trojan horse attacks they are expensive, difficult to use, and not flexible in
regard to the data that they are able to sign. The latter ‘secure software'
approach usually disregards Trojan horse attacks in current implementations.
Nearly all surveyed products did not bother to include protective measures
against malicious processes on the same computer. On top they are difficult
to use and inflexible. All three existing approaches force the signatory to
explicitly review the data that is going to be signed before it is processed.
The user must do this even if she just finished working with it in her
application software. This sharply reduces the ease-of-use.

On the Cardis 2000 conference on smart card research and advanced
applications Balacheff et al. proposed a technology to use smart cards in a
partly secure environment. Their paper combined an ‘Intelligent Adjunct
Model’ with a ‘Trusted Computing Platform’ approach pursued by some 150
hardware and software manufacturers. We show that a combination of the
‘secure software’ approach and Balacheff’s ‘Intelligent Adjuncts’ on a
‘Trusted Computing Platform’ can be used to protect the creation of digital
signatures against Trojan horse programs on a computer.

2.1 Using secure hardware devices

This approach is favoured by most academic institutions and pursued by
Cryptovision GmbH of Germany. They propose a device that comprises a
liquid crystal display (LCD), a smart card reader, and a certified circuit
board that contains the operating logic for the signing device; costs are
estimated to be less than five thousand Euro each. The flow of information is
shown in the sketch.
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The computer is used as the provider of the information that shall be
signed. Since the computer is assumed as completely insecure the signing
device does not get the correct data if this has been manipulated by a Trojan
horse on the computer. The signing device and the signature smart card are
the only trustworthy components in the eye of the user. So the user has to
review the data the signing device received to verify that it is the data she
indeed wants to sign.

The data is displayed in a standardized way, eg, rich text format or
common word processor file formats without advanced options. This implies
that the presentation on the signing device does not always match the
presentation on the signatory’s computer. The receiver of the signed data
may need the same signing device or a software viewer that displays the data
like the signing device does. The signatory either confirms or rejects the
presentation. After confirmation the data is sent to the signature smart card
that actually computes the signature. The signature is then being transmitted
through the signing device to the user’s computer.

A Trojan horse that modifies the data
before it reaches the signature smart card
is detected by the user because she will
note any modification of the data. Since
the presentation and confirmation take
place on a trustworthy device the signature
is computed for exactly the data the
signatory wants to get signed. The weakest
component in this approach is a lazy user
who does not review the data for reasons
of convenience.

Drawbacks of the system are the small (and fixed) number of accepted
file formats, the restriction to data that can be displayed on an LCD (eg, no
audio data), the high costs that exceed the price for most personal computers,
the high expenditure to roll out updates, and the reduced ease-of-use that
diminishes the understanding and the support by the prospective users.

2.2 Neglecting arithmetically-challenged users

To avoid the high costs of additional hardware on the signatory’s side T.
Stabell-Kulø introduced an approach that forces the signatory to compute
simple cryptographical operations by mental arithmetic. The user’s computer
is regarded as completely insecure and thus can not be trusted. A Trojan
horse can alter every communication between the user and components
connected to the computer. So Stabell-Kulø proposes to introduce an ‘On-
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line Verification Service’ and a 'Public Server’ to the PKI, and a One-Time-
Pad and a substitution table for the user.

A signature computed by the smart card is sent to the (trusted) On-line
Verification Service. This service verifies that the signature matches the data
for which it was computed. It then encrypts the data by applying the
substitution table and the One-Time-Pad and transmits this encrypted
information through the insecure computer to the user; the signature is sent
to the Public Server and marked as ‘not yet released’. The signatory applies
the One-Time-Pad and the substitution table to the encrypted information
and retrieves the decrypted data. She compares if the decrypted data matches
the data she wanted to sign. Decryption is done without the untrustworthy
computer and takes approximately one minute for 15 characters if the user is
a computer science student; otherwise the decryption rate averages 7.5
characters per minute. We did not find a signing method that has a lower
ease-of-use. If the user agrees with the signed data she sends a release
command to the Public Server that involves the use of a hash value.

While the advantage of obtaining a
reliably computed signature in an insecure
environment is not bad, the drawbacks are
clearly disenchanting: the volume that can
be signed is very low, the approach is not
suitable for arithmetically-challenged
people, you have to produce and securely
distribute One-Time-Pads and substitution
tables, and you have to introduce an On-
line-Verification-Service and a Public
Server to the Public Key Infrastructure.

2.3 Implementing ‘secure’ software

This is the most common approach found in commercial products that are
already being shipped to customers. We found that even leading companies
disregard the threats posed by Trojan horses. One of the presumed market
leaders was vulnerable to basic attacks. When asked why they did not use
protection against Trojan horses they responded that it lies in the
responsibility of the user to avoid the execution of untrustworthy processes
on her computer. That is simply not suitable for a product used by
inexperienced people.

The user works with an application software and at some point decides to
sign the data. The data is then transmitted from the application software to
the signing software, displayed for confirmation by the signatory, and finally
sent to the signature smart card that computes the signature.
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In most implementations a Trojan horse program has many interfaces it
can attack: inside the application software as active document content,
between the application software and the signing software, the signing
software itself can be a target as well as the device driver between signing
software and smart card.

The signing software displays the data that is going to be signed in a
s tandard ized  way  and
p r o m p t s  t h e  u s e r  f o r
confirmation. All but a
few manufacturers assume
that Trojan horses will not
attack their software or
explicitly put the
responsibility for a Trojan
horse-free environment in
the signatory’s domain.

In contrast to the first
two approaches this is a
low-cost approach without
additional hardware
devices or PKI
components. However, it
still has a low ease-of-use
since the data has to be
reviewed once more even

if the user has worked with it for a long time in the application software.
And no company has made efforts to effectively block Trojan horse attacks
on a conceptual basis.

2.4 Intelligent Adjunct model

In the Intelligent Adjunct model, the adjunct (ie, the smart card) is given
control over off-card resources. The card can use all the resources, like
peripheral components, the terminal it is connected to can use. Unlike former
models that viewed the smart card as a passive component, in the Intelligent
Adjunct approach a smart card can initiate transactions.

Connections to peripheral components are channelled through an
Intelligent Adjunct service provider. This provider can be integrated in
existing standards, eg, the PC/SC standard for accessing smart cards and
terminals on the Microsoft Windows platform. Details of the implementation
of the Intelligent Adjunct model are provided by Balacheff et al.
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2.5 Trusted PC platform

The Trusted Computing Platform Alliance is an industry work group
focused on enhancing trust and security on computer platforms. They have
developed a specification for verifying the integrity of computer
components. The goal is to build secure software applications on top of a
verified computing base without the need of additional expensive hardware.

Starting from a hardware module that is resistant against software
attacks, the components involved in the boot process of a computer are
verified whether their integrity is untouched. The results of these
measurements can be reliably retrieved by software that needs certain
components to be trustworthy.

At the time this paper was written the Trusted Computing Platform
Alliance had almost 150 member companies, including major industry
players.

3. PROTECTING THE INTEGRITY OF THE
SIGNING PROCESS

We combine the secure software approach with the Trusted PC platform.
A negligence of the current secure software implementations is the lack of a
check whether the peripheral components that are used can be trusted. We
check the integrity of these components employing the integrity measures of
the Trusted PC platform initiative. Thus we can rely on a safe input and
output assuming that our PC’s components do not include a Trojan horse on
time of delivery by the clearly identified manufacturer who provides the
integrity metrics.

We will elaborate on three scenarios regarding the storage of the signing
software. The first scenario is the classic implementation found on
computers today; the software is installed on the PC and stored on its local
hard disk. The second scenario involves a Java virtual machine (JVM) that
receives the code of the signing software from the smart card. This reduces
the need of the smart card to verify the integrity of the installed signing
software. It only needs to establish trust in the operating system which can
include the JVM as a part. Our third scenario eliminates the need of a trusted
JVM in the operating system. The signing software is executed on the smart
card itself and communicates with the user by use of the intelligent adjunct
model.
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3.1 Verifying integrity of vital components

The Trusted Computing Platform Alliance (TCPA) proposes to introduce
a so-called Trusted Platform Module (TPM) to a PC. It is a hardware
component that can not be subverted by software attacks. It acts as the root
of the integrity verification process.

When the computer is turned on the TPM verifies that the PC’s BIOS
conforms to the TCPA specification and thus can be trusted. The BIOS then
verifies the operating system loader, the operating system loader verifies the
operating system, the operating system verifies its JVM and so on. While the
verification of the integrity of the operating system poses a challenge still
not solved we are confident that this task will be addressed by the TCPA’s
member Microsoft.

Software running on a system with a TPM can request the results of
integrity measurements to decide which components it will trust. As long as
the path from the TPM to the software consists of TCPA-compliant
components the software can rely on a trusted computing platform. This
does not imply that the platform is free of Trojan horse programs. But it
provides the means to identify the manufacturer of a Trojan horse since
modifications of third parties can be detected.

3.2 Secure execution of the signing software

The signing software is usually installed on the signatory’s computer
once and onwards executed by loading it from the local hard disk. To avoid a
Trojan horse attack on the signing software we have to check the integrity of
the installed software before execution. We propose to store the software on
the signature smart card itself. Since the functionality of the software can be
kept limited we believe it would be feasible even with today’s smart cards’
capabilities. The software would be loaded to the operating system’s JVM
after its integrity has been verified by the card.

A third way would be to execute the signing software on the card itself.
Suppose the signature smart card is a JavaCard we already have a trusted
JVM available on the card. With the intelligent adjunct model the card gains
access to the components needed to interact with the user. The card has
previously established trust in the components by issuing a challenge to the
TPM to check integrity of the components it is going to use.

Theoretically, a fourth way comes into mind. The signing software could
be stored on the local hard disk and be executed in the signature smart card.
We do not see advantages in this approach in contrast to storing the software
on the card. If we have to load it to the card’s JVM anyway, we prefer to
store it on the card.
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3.3 Trusted input

In the same way that one usually does not sign a blank piece of paper and
let someone fill in the text at a later date, without having control, we do this
on a computer system. The document that will be signed is being worked on
with some application software, eg, a word processor. This application
software may not be trustworthy and may represent a Trojan horse program.
A big help for a Trojan horse is the labelling of the document as ‘to be
signed’. Thus it is identified and becomes an interesting target for
modification by an attacker.

We withhold this information from a potential Trojan horse by not
allowing a direct connection of application and signing software. It may
seem convenient to just click ‘sign’ in your application software, but it
reveals the purpose of the document you work with. Instead, every
application software has a standard ‘save work’ function that stores a
document for further processing without determining the exact purpose. A
document could be opened by the same user with the same application or a
different one, by another user on another machine, it could be stored on
backup media. In order to not risk being detected a Trojan horse program
must abstain from altering a document that is just saved. Thereby we get an
unmodified document that we now will transfer unmodified to the signing
software.

This approach works with attackers who want to modify specific
documents and benefit directly from the signatory signing these data. The
assumption does not hold for attackers with the sole aim of vandalism. Here
it would be useful to verify the file’s contents with a secure viewer, hardened
against Trojan horse programs. We state below that the file is protected
against modifications after saving and hence can not be altered by a Trojan
horse program then.

Our method to ensure a reliable transfer to the signing software is not
complicated. We use a WORM medium (Write Once Read Multiple). This
medium does not allow modifications of a file after the file is closed. The
file can only be read but not modified or deleted. A WORM can be
implemented and details on the implementation are presented in an earlier
paper (Cremers et. al. (2001)). For reasons of cost-efficiency we prefer a
SWORM (=Software WORM), that does not require additional hardware. In
the Trusted PC concept we hide the implementation and give the intelligent
adjunct access to this secure storage.

Once we have stored the document to be signed in the SWORM as a
trusted source we can use it to apply the signature to it. Some signature laws
require that the user must be provided with another possibility to display the
data the signature is applied to immediately before the signature creation.
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This is perfectly possible with our solution. The presentation of the data can
be done by opening the read-only file with the application software or by
using a different software with the single purpose of displaying documents
before signing.

The signing software opens the file stored on the SWORM and sends it to
the signature smart card using a cryptographically-secured channel. The
smart card is tamper-resistant and computes the signature for the data sent to
it with the secret signing key of the signatory. To prove that the signatory is
present the card usually requires a PIN input from the user. A secure input
can be achieved by using a cheap smart card reader with an attached
dedicated keyboard (eg, Cherry G81-8015).

3.4 Reliable presentation of signed data

We have stated that the data that is signed has no semantics in itself. A
signed paper document can be interpreted by the parties involved and by a
third party, eg, a court. You have a fixed presentation that is not altered by
the way you look at it. In computer systems we have to use application
software to give the data a meaning. The same binary data will be interpreted
more or less different by different software products. While the same binary
data has been signed by the smart card the interpretation of the signed
document can be different at the site of the receiver without modifying the
signed document itself.

A Trojan horse that is transferred with the signed document as active
document content, eg, a macro, can alter the presentation on the receiver’s
computer. So the receiver may have an otherwise Trojan-free system but will
nevertheless get a presentation not intended by the signatory. The simplest
solution would be to disable active document contents at all. But this may
reduce flexibility way too much.

There are two ways we propose to tackle this problem. The first way is a
softer approach than just disabling active content. It should be possible to
restrict the actions of active contents. So the receiver of a signed document
should be able to determine which actions active content could perform on
the document that would not alter the semantics. This requires cooperation
of application software manufacturers regarding these options for their
products. Today you can usually choose between allowing a macro to
perform all actions or none.

The other more promising method employs that a computer is a
deterministic machine. So it is in principle capable of presenting the signed
document in the same way as it has been on the signatory’s computer. This
can be done without cooperation of the application software manufacturers.
The idea is to build a “sandbox’ around the application that presents the
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signed document. This sandbox sets all environment parameters that can be
determined by active document content inside the application software and
be used against a deterministic presentation. The environment parameters are
collected at the signatory’s computer and include user name, computer
name, network address, application software parameters etc. All parameters
are included in an enhanced signature of the document so they can be
evaluated by the sandbox on the receiver’s computer. The same parameters
will lead to the same presentation. This sandbox approach is especially
suitable for the verification step.

Sandbox software products already exist. Those tools usually focus on
limiting the capabilities of potentially malicious programs by denying access
to resources. They could be modified to simulate an environment similar to
the one in which the signing took place.

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF A SECURE SIGNING
METHOD IN SOFTWARE

Our method identifies components of the computer for which we have
verified integrity and thus trust them to behave in the expected manner.

The document the user is going to sign is prepared in application
software we do not trust. We transfer the document with a standard operation
to a SWORM medium so a Trojan horse will not attempt to alter the data
before it is signed. Transfer from the SWORM to the signature smart card to
compute the signature can be achieved by one of three techniques depending
on the place of storage and execution of the responsible signing software.
Traditionally, software stored on a hard disk is used, but we encourage the
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use of software stored as a Java application on the signature smart card. The
software is then loaded to a verified JVM on the PC or executed in the card’s
JVM, communicating by Intelligent Adjunct technology with the outside
world.

4.1 Trusted PC components

In the Trusted Computing Platform approach there is a path starting at the
TPM along which the integrity of the components is verified. For our
method this path must lead from the TPM to the operating system and must
include input and output peripheral components, the SWORM medium, and
the Intelligent Adjunct service provider.

The application software the user runs to create and modify her
documents does not have to be TCPA-compliant. We avoid Trojan horse
interference by reducing crucial information for an attacker and securing an
early input as described in sections 4.4 and 4.6. Vandalism is still possible to
a certain extent.

4.2 Intelligent Adjunct functions

The Intelligent Adjunct service provider (IASP) coordinates
communication between the signature smart card and off-card resources. An
IASP will usually be part of the operating system and thus its integrity will
have been verified. If it is not part of the operating system, its manufacturer
has to provide TCPA-compliant integrity information.

Components that are addressed by way of the IASP are the Trusted
Platform Module, input and output devices, the SWORM medium, and the
JVM of the operating system.

4.3 Signing software stored on signature JavaCard

Obviating the need of secure storage of signature software on a
signatory’s computer is clearly an advantage. Even with TCPA technology
the software manufacturer has to provide TCPA-compliant integrity
information with each software update. By use of a JavaCard as secure
software storage we gain higher security and platform-independence.
Execution of the software occurs on a verified JVM and the application uses
only components of which the integrity has been verified beforehand.

The signature smart card manufacturer can provide the signatory with a
platform-independent solution for signing digital documents. The application
is integrated on a single smart card and can be used with every terminal that
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implements the proposed methods, regardless whether it is the user’s own
computer or a public signing terminal.

As long as current signature smart cards are not capable of executing the
signature smart card in their own on-card JVM, the software has to be
transferred to the (verifiably trustworthy) JVM on the terminal’s side.

4.4 Early unchangeable input for signature creation

The proposed use of a SWORM is central to our concept since it is now
possible and feasible to keep the input for the signature fixed at a very early
stage. In contrast to other approaches we get the input at the earliest time
possible before a Trojan horse even knows that the document will be signed
and thus become interesting.

To achieve a high level of security, the implementation of the SWORM
should look like a non-SWORM medium. This prevents active document
content from testing if the target of a standard ‘save work’ command is a
SWORM medium

Details on how we implement the SWORM medium can be found in an
earlier paper (Cremers et. al. (2001)).

4.5 Exact data labelling for deterministic presentation

The proposed sandbox method requires that we gather as much input
parameters for a deterministic presentation as possible. Since we do not rely
on cooperation with the application software manufacturers we have to pick
up the parameters at various places.

We think that the following parameters must be included with the
signature to make a possible Trojan horse on the receiver’s side believe it is
executed on the signatory’s machine. These parameters are the document
format, the application used for working with the document, the version of
the application, the parameters for the application (stored in the Windows
system registry or in a configuration file), the size and colour depth of the
Windows desktop, available fonts on the system, information about the
origin and integrity of the fonts, the user name, the machine name, the
network address, number and labels of storage media, serial numbers of the
machine and application.

The sandbox is built around the application used to present the signed
document. Since not every program is capable of being run reliably in a
sandbox it may prove necessary to disable active document content entirely
on the system in those situations.

Current sandbox software products operate on a simple allow/deny-basis
for access to information and computing resources. They have to be
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enhanced to provide applications with (misleading) information about the
environment in which applications are executed.

4.6 Reducing valuable information for corrupt
participants

We rise the risk of detection for a Trojan horse by withholding
information it needs for a successful attack. The document is transferred to
the SWORM medium without determining the purpose of the transfer. A
Trojan horse that modifies the document anyway when it is saved takes a
high risk in being detected. By definition, a Trojan horse program has to
keep its existence a secret, so it will not risk being detected. Otherwise the
origin of it could be traced and the attacker be held liable in a court. So even
if a Trojan horse resides on the signatory’s system it is not able to catch the
right time to interfere with the signing process.

The reduction in information for an attacker is enforced by a user policy.
A signatory is advised not to use seamlessly-integrated plug-ins in her
application to trigger a signing process. Instead it is necessary to direct the
output of the application to the SWORM and making it look like a standard
and not suspicious action.

5 . CONCLUSION

Trojan horse programs (THP), ie, programs with additional hidden, often
malicious, functions, are more and more popular forms of attack. On the one
hand, high-level macro programming languages in many office applications
make it easy even for inexperienced attackers to write, hide and distribute a
THP. On the other, the emerging digital signatures are likely to become a
favourite target of attacks. The owner of a digital signature can face
considerable damage if a THP is able to sign a document the user did not
intend to.

By identifying components of the signatory’s computer of which we can
check integrity we assemble a trusted computing base. We use this base to
execute the signing software in a safe environment.

First of all the signatory determines the data that she wants to sign in the
application software way ahead of the actual computation of the signature. It
is not necessary to perform an additional presentation of the data in the
signing software. Second the transfer of the data through the signing
software to the signature smart card is secured by the Trusted PC platform.
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Third the solution can be achieved without additional expensive hardware,
thus lowering the financial burden of security.

Active document contents still pose a special problem if a user is not
willing or able to disable their execution. To ensure that a document is
displayed identically on both the sender’s and receiver’s display, both parties
must run the same document processing program with the same profile, ie,
the same command-line parameters, options etc. Thus, in addition to a
document and its signature, the sender must include the name, version and
used profile of her document processing program, which the receiver must
use to view the document. This is supported by using a sandbox approach in
the signature verification step.

In conclusion, we have shown that the threat of Trojan horse programs
attacking a document’s integrity can be averted with only a few measures,
which – compared with previous approaches – retain a system’s flexibility
and incur only minor inconveniences on its usability.
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This paper presents a case of application of an interpretive framework, which
intends to formally integrate information systems security concerns within the
information system’s lifecycle. Aspects that are not normally taken under
consideration, such as the involved stakeholders, the development approach
and their implication to security issues, are introduced in such a way to benefit
and empower the IS security design process. In the case presented here, the
framework is used to extract a powerful process model description focusing on
security concerns, so as to enlighten the work of the security designer
significantly earlier before the use of risk analysis and the construct of a
security plan or policy.

1. INTRODUCTION

New forms of communicating and trading require a robust and secure

technical infrastructure in order to be performed and be fully exploited. In

modern organisations assets can often be found in the form of data stored,

processed and transmitted by information technology (IT) facilities, in the

form of products, systems or applications; such data is a critical resource that

* Supported in part through YPER97 programme by the Hellenic Ministry of Development.
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enables organisations to succeed in their mission. Stakeholders of those

assets often require that dissemination and modification of any such

information representations are properly controlled, as organisations or

individuals have a reasonable expectation that their data remain private, be

available to them as needed, and not be subject to unauthorized

modification; this might stem from organisational requirements (company’s

regulations, organizational policies) or environmental necessity (market

trends, data protection acts). Thus, there is an expectation from IT

management to facilitate the identification and implementation of security

controls to ensure that data are protected against potential threats.

Traditionally, such security controls come up as a risk analysis (RA) result.

This is a particularly effort-consuming process and it is usually performed

after the information system’s (IS) development. When applying such a

practice, an “instance” (model) of the existing IS needs to be extracted, a fact

that requires study of the system’s structure and processes and constant

contact with experienced users and designers. From this picture security

specialists shall try to evaluate the organizational information assets, whilst

at the same time they must validate each assessment with the system’s

stakeholders.

There are many RA approaches for system’s security, most of which

based upon the scientific paradigm, and are applicable along with similar

development approaches. For example Downs, Clare and Coe (1992) study

the relation between the CCTA Risk Analysis and Management Method

(CRAMM) and the SSADM development methodology. They say that the

former has been designed in a way that could be exploited in every

development project that uses SSADM-like rationale. The technique that

they imply is quite simple and has to do with the enrichment of the system’s

requirements (“Requirements Catalogue”), with the security requirements

regarding the organizational assets, as they emerged through CRAMM’s

Stage-1. Further studies address this topic and present in detail the

SSADM/CRAMM interface (Baskerville, 1993).

On the other hand, modern technology solutions are procured and

developed in ways that they make extensive use of existing commodity IT

products (i.e. hardware, operating systems, middleware, general-purpose

applications, ERP systems, communication services etc.). Several developers
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and users of IT solutions lack the knowledge, expertise, or resources which

are necessary in order to judge whether they may trust the security level of

their IT components. In addition, traditional RA techniques are not

particularly successful when facing such requirements that stem from the

way contemporary systems are developed.

In this context, modern information systems should perform their

functions whilst ensuring information protection against hazards such as

unwanted or unwarranted dissemination, alteration, or loss. The existing

definitions for information security as the protection of confidentiality-

integrity-availability, or IT security as the protection of the computational

infrastructure, do not take under consideration “soft” factors within an IS,

such as the human account, legislation, market requirements etc. There is a

need for a comprehensive, systemic approach capable to resolve IS security

issues, taking into account such important factors that cannot be traced

through traditional practices. In the light of that assumption, the integration

of systems security with modern IS development practices could be used to

prevent and mitigate the previous or similar hazards. In the complex context

of an IS, combining people, information, software, hardware and procedures,

information technology security cannot ensure by itself the security of the

entire system. IS security is indeed a broader term, containing all principles,

regulations, methodologies, techniques and tools we establish and use to

protect an IS, or any of its parts, from potential threats.

This paper validates a conceptual framework capable of resolving

security problems within systems development; we briefly summarize the

systemic approaches for IS security (section 2), we present an interpretive

framework constructed to exploit such approaches and empower the IS

security design (section 3), we introduce our research method (section 4)

and eventually the case under study (section 5).

2. A BRIEF SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH

As an IS introduces managerial problems to the lifecycle of an

organization, IS security problems should therefore be considered to be

managerial and therefore be approached through problem solving
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techniques. Successful resolution is the procedure where a carefully

designed and planned change takes place within an organizational context

and becomes the body of relation between the present reality (problematic

situation) with the desired ending (designed situation). Mumford (1998)

sustains that action research is the most suitable way of resolving managerial

problems, as the production of good theory cannot be done in isolation and

without the involvement of the researcher to the organizational problems.

Kiountouzis and Kokolakis (1996) argue that regarding information systems

development there is a constant transformation of the analyst’s way of

thinking from the systemic to the systematic paradigm and vice versa, as like

walking onto a Moebius band. The understanding and analysis of the

problems is achieved by a systemic way, whilst the design and the

implementation of the solutions through a well defined systematic way;

thereafter the evaluation and assessment of the solution that shall lead to a

possible success, failure or an IS redesign is achieved through systemic

procedures, so as to document new requirements and start this process all

over again. Similarly, IS security problems can be resolved only if the

practitioners could continuously change their way of thinking from

systematic to systemic and vice versa.

Existent methodologies for IS development do not meet the needs for

resolving the security-related IS problems as most of them neither do include

specialized handling of the security requirements nor can create a design for

security controls early in the development process. In addition there are not

many adequate studies for the exploitation of existing techniques and tools

that could contribute to the formal and convenient integration of the security

requirements within the IS development requirements (Hitchings, 1995a).

Furthermore, the existing formalisation attempts (models, mathematical

foundation) are limited in scope and cannot capture either in detail or in a

comprehensive way the dynamics of the security concerns of contemporary

information systems within the context of modern organisations and the

technological progress (Kokolakis, 1996).

To cope with this Hitchings proposed a systemic theory for IS security

design (Hitchings, 1995b); in particular her work, the virtual methodology

(VM), along with the risk analysis method Security By Analysis (SBA) are

two of the few systemic approaches for systems security. Such approaches
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seem to be the appropriate way of resolving problems, as within information

systems “soft” factors (ethics, legislation, training, familiarization, user

satisfaction etc.) are of major importance for its security and protection.

A clearly systemic approach as well is the SBA risk analysis method. It

was developed in Sweden and became an RA standard; it reflects the

Scandinavian culture and attitude towards security aspects, as it is a product

of an environment where the socio-technical design of systems flourishes. It

is based on a thorough review of security breach scenarios, as they are

identified through meetings amongst the various stakeholders. The control

environment set-up comes through mutual agreements and consensus about

what is important for the system (asset valuation) and what risks are there for

those assets (risk assessment).

This approach tries to encapsulate all factors that have a potential security

impact, as the meetings include every stakeholder (analysts, end-users,

management etc.) and therefore each single perspective of the CATWOE

analysis is included (Checkland, 1981). The previous term is an acronym

referring to: the Customers of the system, the Actors involved, the

Transformation of the input to the desired output, the Worldview under

which the transformation has a meaning, the Owners of the system and the

Environment. Ideally through that practice the stakeholders shall pinpoint

the assets  and the r isks against  them so as to design securi ty

countermeasures. The problem of such participatory approaches is that they

need to be guided by extremely skilled analysts that shall act as facilitators

of the entire process.

Information security problems in contemporary product/component

oriented development practices could be resolved in the broader context of

The VM takes under consideration the dynamic nature of the IS and the

variations and uncertainty that the human factor introduces to it. Using the

technique of consensus as used in the Soft Systems Methodology (SSM)

(Checkland, 1981), where the establishment of designs is achieved upon

agreement of the involved stakeholders, an organisation model is firstly

introduced, then the IS model that corresponds to it and finally risks against

them are defined. From that point and thereafter one can build up a control

environment tailored to the particular organisational and informational

needs.
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QA assurance, since each single product could be validated and assured

properly. Eloff and Von Solms propose a holistic approach based on the

validation of products along with process assurance, combining both system

components and system processes (Eloff and Von Solms, 2000). They argue

that lack of quality assurance in IT production is the heart of the problem.

However, assurance of high-quality development cannot by itself ensure

security, as even the perfect product could be a subject to misuse.

Finally, Ynström (1999) proposes a systemic-holistic framework to

approach IT security exploiting systems principles, control theory, SSM and

cybernetics. Such theoretical frameworks are largely suitable for the

resolution of security problems that are not strictly technical, but also other

systemic (“soft”), factors could have an important role in a problematic

situation.

3. THE NEED FOR A NEW FRAMEWORK

In the light of the previous systemic approaches information systems

security design is viewed as the process that includes all tasks that aim to

establish a mature level of security and protection for the information system

as a dynamic comprehensive organisational subsystem. When designing a

security plan for an organisation it is very important to rely upon a “rich

picture” of the problem, i.e. an appropriate organisational model that shall

help analysts to understand processes and focus on potentially problematic

areas in designing safeguards. This model’s operation is twofold as:

• On the one hand it is a means for validating common perceptions

amongst the various stakeholders, and as a result the analysts can

have a complete description of the organization.
• On the other hand it is the basis for the safeguards design, as it helps

in tracing all deficiencies, potential risks etc.

Security design should be accomplished through disciplined ways, as

this is a practice to ensure reusability of the results and of the gained

experience and knowledge and have guidelines of how to deploy them in

the future. The use of methodologies for system development and related

issues (and therefore security) is necessary indeed because of the
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complexity and volume of such projects. There are strong arguments for

choosing to do so, such as (Fitzgerald, 1998):

– The analysis of complex processes to easier to-be-handled sub-areas.

– The facilitation of project management.

– The reduction of the total uncertainty and of potential risks against

the project.

– The facilitation of standardisation processes and repeatability of the

method.

But many projects  are implemented vir tually without any

methodological support due to limitations, such as:

– The great number of methodologies to choose from and an important

lack of standardization of tools, deliverables and products.

– The fact that many are generalizations of theoretical or empirical

research work and have not been properly validated with regard to

whether they can be efficient and effective to other projects as well.

The information systems literature, in which the methodologies

movement flourished in the eighties and early nineties, has not addressed

sufficiently the new norms of practice and there should be introduced a

classification of contemporary systems development practices along the

well-known ‘make or buy’ divide (Tryfonas et al, 2000). Most systems

projects are now anchored on the ‘buy’ maxim; on that, two development

approaches are introduced namely the single-product based and component-

based development. On the ‘make’ side we have proprietary development.

Each of these three approaches introduces different challenges to developers,

consultants and users (considered to be the high-level involved stakeholders

in the framework, introduced in Table 1) regarding security concerns. A

stakeholder is anyone involved in the situation that could gain benefits from

it (Pouloudi, 1999).
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IS SECURITY

ABSTRACTION LEVEL EXPRESSION MODE

Strategy Design (Embedded Implementation Explicitly Implicit
(Appear inin development(Embedded indeclared security
corporate practices/methodolo- acquired security understanding
strategic plan) gies adopted) technology and concerns («metaphor») –

products) Security is ...

All security Securing techniques Security tools All issues Security issues
concerns that and methods that and specific declared to be implied by the
appear and accompany systems technologies, concerned with epistemology
influence an development which are systems and the
organisation’s practices appropriate to security within  discipline
planning; be used when a development followed (e.g.
policies etc. particular approaches. cultural

method is concerns)
selected.

Perception of Perception of the Perception of All declared All implied
the stakeholder stakeholder for IS the stakeholder statements of concepts
for IS security security in design for IS security referenced concerning
in strategic level. in organisations security within
level implementation about security: the referenced

level describe their organisations.
understanding
of the subject.

Environmental Environmental Environmental Explicitly Implicit
influence on IS influence on IS influence on recognized influential
Security Security Design countermeasures environmental parameters
strategies. implementation influences (e. g. (market trends,

and use. data protection user
acts). satisfaction

etc.).

Table 1: Integration of IS development with security issues (Tryfonas et al, 2000).

This interpretive framework is to be applied in development/research

projects. Such kind of verification and redesign is a proper way of

approaching organisational research problems related to information systems

because it can collaborate the theoretical solution design phase with its

practical application and evaluation through practice (Checkland, 1999).

Systems theory and organisation theory for the inspection of the relation

between the organisation, its IS and the IS Security, are very suitable
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approaches to this action research paradigm. These ideas along with SSM

constitute the foundations of this theoretical framework. Those tools do not

only resolve the problem of what technology to use and how to use it, but

also address who require the solution, which get benefited from it and what

could be the social, legal and political impacts of a design.

4.. RESEARCH APPROACH AND METHOD OF
INTERVENTION

An appropriate way of validating an interpretive theoretical design is by

applying it to real-world cases and eventually refining it based on findings

and gained experiences (Walsham, 1995). In general that kind of research

(action research) includes active application of solutions/proposals and is a

process that leads from practice to corresponding theory and vice versa

(Eden and Huxham, 1996). This circular process begins with the informal

understanding of the problem that leads to formal documentation of the

theory that leads in consequence to resolution actions that can be verified

across other similar cases and eventually introduce a robust theoretical

framework for facing the problem.

Basic characteristics of action research are (Klein and Myers, 1999):

• It is an iterative and incremental approach.

• Intervention of the researcher to the cases under study is necessary.

• It is always context dependent.

• It produces customer-centred solutions.

• It is a process where generalization without thorough repeatability

evidence is a rough to resolve issue and the validation of results is

achieved through successful application to similar cases.

• When successful it reflects theory to a robust formal system.

• The presentation of results and findings is rather loose and quite

radical.

Those principles lead to research conduct that deals with the heart of

problematic situations and when they are successful they lead to production

of real and viable theory construction.
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5. THE CASE UNDER STUDY

The goal of the case under study was the implementation of a

comprehensive security plan for the IS of a non-governmental non-profit

organisation, offering treatment programmes for addictive individuals. In

detail this project aimed at:

1. Modelling and documenting all information systems supported

processes, especially those related to sensitive data.

2. Conduct of risk analysis for the IS.

3. Development of a security policy for the organisation.

4. Documentation of all security countermeasures.

Objectives (3) and (4) comprise the Security Plan and were the project’s

final deliverable.

5.1 Organization profile

The organisation under study is responsible of running eight different

programmes to support addictive individuals (mainly drug-addicts and

partially alcoholics). Its programmes are distributed all over the country,

based on major cities. Stakeholders of the organisation are:

• The management.

• The staff and the major end-users of the IS.
• Program members and their families.

• The Ministry of Health and Social Security Affairs.

• The Data Protection Authority.

The model we shall construct shall introduce and present in detail

processes within the organization that utilize information and could have

potentially implications by a security incident, as well as all services to end-

users, of any kind (drug addictives, researchers, therapeutists etc.). For the

identification of security concerns depending on the type of the system (from

the way it was developed point-of-view) and the involved stakeholders we

shall combine the framework presented in Table 1 with a traditional risk

analysis rationale (asset identification and valuation and potential risks

against them) so as to facilitate the dissertation of the security plan.
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The following sectors constitute concrete organization functions:

Research sector,

Treatment design and delivery sector,

Administrative and financial services,

Public relationships sector,

Public awareness and forestalling unit,

IS development and support sector, and

Training sector.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

5.2 Information system characteristics

The information system of the organization serves two major goals:

1. Financial and administrative support.

2. Support of research and of design of therapy, evaluation

programmes and training.

To meet the second goal, processing of data considered to be sensitive

(medical records, contact info of addictive individuals etc.) is required.

Ensuring security of the sensitive data that the organization utilizes is a

twofold necessity; on the one hand, legislation and the data protection act in

Greece explicitly state that these data should be properly secured and on the

other hand, trust is a major quality of such a kind of organization and

therefore should be safeguarded at any cost.

The corresponding informational infrastructure for the organisational

sectors and their processes shall be briefly introduced here; all workstations

are interconnected PCs through two local area networks. One is for use by

the financial administration services and one for use by the research sector.

The information system consists of various independent applications and

platforms that include an accounting package, office automation software,

statistical analysis tools and custom applications. Those applications are

hosted in a Windows NT/98/95 network (1 server, 22 w/s in the central

building), 1 Novell network (accounting, 6 w/s), 1 independent Macintosh

and four laptop computers.

Communication with third parties takes place through phone, fax and e-

mail, the latter being provided by an Internet service provider through a dial-

up connection. Informational support per process can be seen in detail in
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Table 2, where we construct a security requirements-driven organisational

process model.

5.3 Experiences and lessons learnt

Practitioners that try to resolve security problems of information systems

should work their way towards it by developing common understanding

between stakeholders by the use of and compliance with standards or other

“disciplined” approaches (like risk analysis), a key role in which have:

(a) the efficient modelling of the organizational environment and

(b) the proper exploitation of those models extracted.

In the light of the previous argument, we could say that with regard to the

case under study the proposed technique was rather suitable. The sensitive

nature of the processed information and the organizational requirements

were such that success could be achieved only through a systemic,

disciplined way. There was an explicit statement of the need for a

methodological support of the IS security design.

Modelling inscriptions of the processes and their association with

security issues per development approach is a powerful tool in the process of

security design because Representing the organizational activities, including

models for an efficient description of involved roles and their corresponding

perceptions and responsibilities and associating them with security issues,

enlightens the security design at any time and especially facilitates the early

integration of security concerns within the IS requirements/analysis and

design phases.
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Administra- Windows and management, Financial data • Corporate strategy
tive and Novell w/s with staff compliance
financial • accounting • Assurance of contracts
services (package), • Control & audit

• payroll • Security standards
system certification/compliance
(package), • Technology transfer (in-

• balance- house)
sheets • Copyright protection
administrati (outsourced)
on (custom- • Concern for scientifically
made) sound approach

• Market acceptability
• Integration to system

Training Windows w/s with: management, Employee specifications &
• database staff personal data, requirements

applications employee • Non-functional requirements
(custom- evaluations • Risk prioritisation
made) • System modelling plus risk

Public Windows w/s for management, Press releases, analysis
relationships elementary word staff journals,articles,

processing announcements,
newspapers etc.

Research Windows w/s with: management, “Anonymised”
• statistical staff sensitive data of

analysis ministry of subjects • Product’s features
(package) health, data partaking in durg- configuration

protection addiction • System configuration features
authority programmes • Authenticity

Treatment Windows w/s with: staff, Sensitive • Non-repudiation
design and • full office programmes information • Continuity of service
delivery automation members, (personalized • Access control

applications data contact info, • Authorizations
(packaged protection medical records,
solution) authority other

information)
Forestalling Windows w/s for staff, Press releases,

elemantary word potential journals,
processing programmes published reports,

members articles,
announcements
etc

Table 2: IS security requirements driven organisational process model.

6. GENERALIZATION OF CASE EXPERIENCES

Development practices and scenarios vary, so do practices of IS security.

In general we can identify the following high level counter-practices:

• analysis of the system under study and risk assessment,

• set-up of a security policy,

• assurance that it complies with industry standards/laws,
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• verification of the policy’s competence and the system’s security

level by repeatedly analysing the risks against it.

We argue that even before the security designers can benefit from risk

analysis and the establishment and use of security policies, they could

benefited very early in the IS development and security design process from

particular domain analysis and modelling inscriptions (e.g. Table 2) so as to

identify early the major security concerns.

Modern information systems in their contemporary organizational

context (rapid technological progress, changing forms of applying business,

changing norms of communications, informational added value to

organizational processes) need now, more than ever, approaches to assure

their security in a convenient, dynamic and effective way; the luxury of

“enough time” to study the system and conduct risk analysis in the

traditional way, over a static image of it, is not applicable any more and

security design needs to centre around approaches that ensure early tracking

of potentially problematic areas and their effective counteraction.

Approaches like the interpretive framework we presented in action

through this essay, we believe that shall contribute to the empowerment of

the process of information systems security design and that it shall make it

possible to integrate security to the information system’s development

processes.
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Abstract: Because the methods of development for Information Systems (IS) do not pay
attention to security aspects, several information systems (ISS) security
methods have been presented. This paper will analyze traditional/conventional
approaches, namely normative standards (e.g. checklists, management and
evaluation standards), formal methods, common sense principles and risk
management. These approaches will be analyzed in the light of I) the research
objectives; II) the organizational role of IS security; III) research approaches
used; IV) applicability; and V) a conceptual meta-model for IS. The
contribution of the paper is twofold. First the analysis sheds new light on the
underlying foundations of the conventional approaches. Second, the analysis
suggests several implications for researchers and practitioners.

1. INTRODUCTION

Despite the recognized relevance of IS security (e.g. Baskerville, 1992;
Straub & Welke, 1998), IS security design aspects are neglected in IS
development methods (Baskerville, 1992; Dhillon & Backhouse, 2001). The
information security community at large has gotten stuck in technical small-
scale questions (e.g. Dhillon & Backhouse, 2001; Thomas & Sandhu, 1994)
and the thesis propounding that the key issue in development is
“‘formalization” (e.g. Anderson, 1993; Barnes, 1998). To overcome this
weakness, several methods for the development of secure ISs, from
checklists to different approaches based on IS or software development
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methods, are proposed (Baskerville, 1993; Dhillon & Backhouse, 2001;
Siponen, 2001a). It is interesting to note that the naturalistic approaches,
such as normative standards, risk management and formal methods, have
survived well. Checklists (herein classified as normative standards) and risk
management  approaches have been widely used (Baskervi l le ,  1992;
Fitzgerald, 1993) and different normative standards such as Generally
Accepted System Security Principles (GASP, 1999), SSE-CMM (1999a;
1999b) and BS 7799 (1993) have been recently announced. Furthermore,
different normative standards are highly rated by many security experts (e.g.
Fitzgerald, 1995; von Solms, 1997; 1998; 1999). Additionally, the use of
formal methods have been advocated by the Computer Security community
(e.g. Anderson, 1993; Barnes, 1998). Recently, an interest to scrutinize the
theoretical foundations of the alternative approaches for designing and
managing IS security have been increased. Consequently, Baskerville
(1993), Parker (1998) and Siponen (2001b) have took a critical look at
checklists and security management standards. Dhillon & Backhouse (2001)
and Dhillon (1997) have analyzed methods for developing secure IS’s in the
light of Burrell & Morgan. Siponen (2001a) have analyzed the recent (non-
conventional) approaches. This paper continues these research efforts. The
conventional approaches will be analyzed from the viewpoints of I) the
research objectives; II) the organizational role of IS security; III) research
approaches used; IV) applicability; and V) a conceptual meta-model for IS.

Conceptual analysis in terms of Järvinen (1997) is used as the research
approach of this paper,

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the second section, the
framework for analysis is presented. In the third section normative standards
are analyzed. In the fourth section, the risk management approach is
considered. Fifth section analyzes formal methods. The sixth section
discusses the implications of this study. In the seventh section, the key
issues are summarized.

2. THE FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS

The following framework will be used to carry out the analysis.

Table 1. The viewpoints/tools of the analysis

Viewpoints Reasons
1) The research objectives 1) To perceive what is the goal of research
2) Organizational role of Information 2) To see what is the organizational role of IS
Systems Security security development
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Viewpoints Reasons
3) Research approaches used 3) To see what research approaches are used

and preferred to a) develop IS security
methods; b) validate the solutions

4) Applicability into IS and software 4) To see whether the security methods can be
development integrated to IS or software development
5) A meta-model for IS 5) What aspects of IS do the contributions

cover?

These viewpoints are discussed next.

The research objectives
Based on the classification by Chua (1986), the objective of scientists can

be divided into 1) means-end oriented; 2) interpretive; 3) critical - though we
shall herein simplify these concepts. A means-end oriented view holds that
the aim of research is to produce knowledge for achieving certain concrete
goals or ends. For example, development of a new algorithm is an example
of means-oriented research. For Chua, the means "to enrich people's
understanding of the meaning of their actions" (Chua, 1986 p. 615). The
importance of interpretive research is widely accepted in social sciences –
and IS science have close connections to social sciences since information
systems are social systems (Hirschheim, 1985). Hence, interpretive research
seems to be relevant for IS (e.g. Hirschheim, 1985; Walsham, 1996; Galliers
& Swan, 1997; Klein & Myers, 1999). The goal of critical research is to
point out the weaknesses of the existing theories/practices.

Organizational roles of lnformation Systems Security
Three organizational roles of Information Systems (Security) can be

categorized into technical, socio-technical and social roles (Iivari & Kerola,
1983; Iivari & Hirschheim, 1996). According to the technical view, the
emphasis of IS development lies in technical matters, and the possible social
implications of IS development are at best afterthoughts. Social schools
emphasize the development of organizational systems (before technical
matters); and the sociotechical view contends that technical and
organizational systems are equally important (Iivari & Hirschheim, 1996).

Research approaches
The research approach viewpoint indicates how the development

approaches themselves are developed and validated. For example, a question
such as "are approaches validated empirically or conceptually?" can be
answered by indicating the used research approaches. The classification of
research methods is adapted from Järvinen (1997). According to our
knowledge, there are other classifications of research approaches and
methods including Jenkins (1985); Galliers & Land (1987); Goubil-
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Gambrell (1991); Iivari (1991b); Nunamaker et al. (1991); Stohr &
Konsynski (1992); March & Smith (1995) and Wynekoop & Russo (1997).
The one by Järvinen (1997) was chosen since it is systematic and holistic.

Applicability into IS development
The problem of developmental duality means that the normal system

development and security development are separate activities having
conflicting requirements among other weakness (Baskerville, 1992). Due to
such conflicts, separate security methods (i.e. those that cannot be integrated
into normal IS development) should be eliminated altogether (Baskerville,
1993 p. 410). The problem of developmental duality can be retraced to
Ockham's razor “Plurality should not be assumed without necessity"
(Baskerville, 1988 p. 93). Ockham’s razor briefly means: keep it simple. In
other words, in the case of compelling theories, for example, the preference
should be given to the simplest theory.

The most extensive formulation of Ockham’s (1990) razor is also
worthwhile to note: “Nulla pluralitas est ponenda nisi per rationem vel
experientiam vel auctoritatem illius, qui non potest falli net errare, potest
convinci”. This means that no plurality should be accepted unless it can be
proved (i) by reason, or (ii) by experience, or (iii) by some infallible
authority (Ockham, 1990). Let us apply this version of Ockham's
razor/eraser to IS security methods in a pragmatic sense. Without IS it is
difficult to see something called IS security. To have ISS, it seems rational
that there is something called IS (we, however, do not thereby claim in
ontological argument that IS exits in the fundamental ontological sense). If
there were no IS, would there be any (pragmatic) need for ISS? IS is a
human construction. IS does not rain down from sky - so to have an IS, we
need to develop one. So to develop IS we need to use a method (whether the
methods is formal, semi-formal, or totally informal). Hence, to develop an IS
we are likely to adopt a method (remember our loose use of method). Thus,
it generally seems that the "existence" of IS requires a method, of which
result, the IS is developed. So, the "existence" of an IS method (or
development process) is quite necessary. By contrast, an IS exists without
any security development - though it would perhaps be insecure (and this
may  cause  ce r t a in  compl ica t ions ) .  In  tha t  r e spec t ,  secur i ty
method/development is, in a pragmatic sense - dependent upon the existence
of IS (and IS method, by which the IS was built). In turn, IS security is not a
necessary prerequisite for the development of IS (though security may be
important for carrying out the operations of IS successfully) - the IS can
exist (as a human construction) without security development. In other
words, IS security is ontologically dependent (using term by Niiniluoto,
1999 p. 27) on IS (ISS could not exists without IS existing). When separated
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security methods are applied to existing IS, the plurality comes into play (as
described by Baskerville (1988; 1992)): security development may have its
own requirements (that are conflicting with IS development), etc. Therefore,
we can conclude that in a general sense the plurality should be avoided and
we showed that the source of plurality was the separate ISS method, since
generally an IS development method is more a prerequisite for IS than ISS
method. Corollary, Ockham's razor insists that stand-alone security method
should be eliminated.

Meta-model for IS
The meta-model used is one by Iivari (1989). It is based on a commonly
agreed separation between three levels of modeling/abstraction for an IS
(Iivari & Koskela, 1987; Iivari, 1989; Lyytinen, 1987): 1. The organizational
level, which defines the organizational role and context of the IS. 2; The
conceptual level, which defines an implementation-independent specification
for the IS.3; The technical level, which defines the technical implementation
for the IS. Originally (Iivari, 1989), the levels are in order of abstraction.
Hence, for example, the conceptual level can be seen as an abstraction of the
organizational level. Since the meta-model is based on the commonly agreed
levels of IS, it shows which aspects of information systems are covered by
different methods. In other words, it provides a framework for analyzing the
breadth of each developmental approach. However, it does not pay attention
to the relevance of the content (including processes, notations, etc) of the
approaches. For example, the meta-model, per se, does not give much
information about such issues as ease of use, tool support, or conflicts within
the processes, etc.

3. NORMATIVE STANDARDS

Normative standards include checklists (AFIPS, 1979; Wood et al., 1987;
Cooper, 1989; Custance, 1996; Moulton & Moulton, 1996), management
standards (e.g. Code of Practice/BS 7799, 1993; CobiT, 1995; GASSP,
1999; IT Protection Manual, 1996) and non-technical evaluation and
maturity criteria (see e.g. Chokhani, 1992; Abrams & Podell, 1995).

The evaluation, management and maturity standards can also be included
into a category of development methods since they strongly guide
development (e.g. by improving processes or products). As they all propose
norms for developing or managing secure ISs they can be classified as
normative standards (Siponen, 2001b). Many of the evaluation criteria such
as TCSEC/Orange Book and Common Criteria are inadequate from an
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IS/management/organizational perspective since they focus on technical or
implementation level issues.

The security maturity standards such as the System Security Engineering
Capability Maturity Model (henceforth SSE-CMM) differs from traditional
checklists (and similar standards) in two respects. First, SSE-CMM has a
non-organizational/public dimension, as well. This means that SSE-CMM -
ideally - shows the security level of organization for partners and customer,
for instance (SSE-CMM, 1998b). However, from the viewpoint of the
organization, this means that the standard is more seriously adapted to guide
development. Secondly, SSE-CMM has a concept of process areas (e.g. see
Ferraiolo & Sachs, 1996) that is similar to "second generation mechanistic
methods" (classified by Baskerville, 1993) that pays attention to the
organizational differences. Other maturity approaches include Stacey’s
(1996) approach reflecting on CMM and Murine's & Carpenter's (1984)
SSM that measures system security using software security metrics, which is
based on software quality metrics (SQM). According to our knowledge, they
have not gotten common recognition.

Another recent effort to build widely accepted evaluation criteria is the
Common Criteria (CC), which is focused on products and processes. The
validation of CC is based on expert validation. One of the important
difference between SSE-CMM and CC is that CC does not take into account
non-technical aspects (Overbeek, 1995).

The research objective
The research objective behind the checklist is means-oriented. The aim is

secure information systems by implementing a certain set of solutions.

The organizational role of IS security
The organizational role of Information Systems security is technical. The

primary focus of the secure IS developed rests on technical issues. The
organizational structures and social implications come as afterthoughts.

The research approaches and the meta-model
According to our knowledge, the normative standards are based on

authors’ experiences. In that way, we really cannot say that they are
developed using a certain research approach. If the authors' observations and
results thereof were available, we might be able say that they are based on
theory creating or theory testing research (cf. Järvinen, 1997).
Checklists/normative standards provide only organizational level support for
designing secure IS.
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Applicability in the IS development process
Checklists do maintain the dualistic development, meaning that security

and normal ISD are developed separately, having conflicting requirements,
among other weaknesses (Baskerville, 1988; 1992).

4. RISK MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

Risk management (RM) approaches have been traditionally used in the
field of IS after its development in the nuclear arena (Tarr & Kinsman, 1996)
and is a de facto topic of non-technical textbooks (e.g. Gollman, 1999;
Norman, 1983; Parker, 1998). Several RM approaches have been presented
(Wong, 1977; Cooper, 1989; Custance, 1996; Veatc et al., 1995; Moses,
1995; Bennett & Kailay, 1992; Halliday et al. 1996; Lichtenstein, 1996;
Freeman et al., 1997; Jung et al. 1999; Spruit & Samwel, 1999). The terms
risk analysis/management/assessment are used very differently by different
authors, and without muddling through the terminological mess, we hereafter
apply the term RM.

The research objectives
As for the research objective, RM techniques are both 1) means-end

oriented and 2) interpretive. They are clearly means-oriented since the aim
of risk management is to provide feasibility justification, as mentioned.
There have also been reasons reported for why RM is interpretive. For
example, Baskerville (1991b) argues that the role of risk management is
interpretive. We understand his view as follows: Baskerville (1991b) seems
to acknowledge that RM is inadequate as a means-oriented tool, but that it
may be valid as an interpretive method (RM provides clear numbers for
managers). Also, Guarro sees that the objective of risk management is
interpretive. The aim is of RM is to understand the environment (Guarro,
1987).

The organizational role of Information Systems
The organizational roles of IS security are mainly technical. For the RM

community (generally speaking), the technical system is the first preference
and the issues concerning social systems come second.

The  research approach and Meta-model
Risk management approaches are based on conceptual analysis. Risk

management provides only organizational level support for designing secure
IS.
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Applicability in the IS development process
The risk management approaches maintain the problem of developmental

duality: There is no explicit guidance about how RM could be integrated to
IS or software development process.

5. FORMAL MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Formal model-oriented development (FMD) holds that IS or SW
development should be based on formally validated components or carried
out by formal methods. Formal refers to use of logic as the reference
discipline - preferably hard analytic philosophy (see the philosophical
assumptions) – by which the security of the solutions can be validated, i.e.
meet certain requirements. This appears to be held by a majority of computer
science security researchers: the crucial problem behind insecure systems is
the lack, or wrongful use or implementation, of formal development (e.g.
O’Leary et al., 1990; Parnas et al. 1990 p. 647; Anderson, 1993; Freeman &
Neely, 1993; Williams & Abrams, 1995; Barnes, 1998; McDermott & Fox,
1999).

The research objectives
The research objective is means-oriented - to provide a tool for reliable

and secure implementation.

The organizational role of Information Systems
The view of the organizational role of IS is technical. The design

objective lies in technical systems. Poor technical quality is behind the
security problems, because the most important condition for achieving
secure systems is technical quality.

The research approach and Meta-model
As can be seen, the favored research approach is mathematical modeling.

All “modeling” support is concentrated on an technical level in terms of
Iivari's meta-model (Iivari, 1989). Formal model approach does not propose
any organizational or conceptual modeling means.

Applicability into IS Development Process
FMD maintains the duality problem. Suggestions for the integration of

security and normal ISD/SW development have been proposed, including
Zhou et al. (1999). These are, however, mainly concentrated on
implementation (some even more specified) issues, ignoring logical level
issues (e.g. modeling). According to Evans & Welling (1999), formal
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methods are even rejected by many practitioners because they are regarded
to be too lower level. The integration of security development and normal
ISD is also difficult due to differences between notation and approaches
(Evans & Welling, 1999). Normal IS development is rarely carried out in a
formal manner.

6. COMMON SENSE PRINCIPLES

Common sense principles (CSP) refer to principles (i.e. loose guidelines,
but not as holistic guidelines as checklists) that are "validated" or reasoned
by the authors' own experiences. As many of them are accepted (e.g.
Garfinkel & Spafford, 1997; Parker, 1998 p. 329-330; Summers, 1997 p.
250-252; Zurko & Simon, 1996), though these principles are based on a less
disciplined development process (not validated in a scientific manner), we
may call them as CSP. The difference between the "principles" and
checklists and other normative standards is that the "principles" 1) are more
abstract than checklists; and 2) are more guiding and not argued to be
universally valid, while checklist are argued to be, somewhat universally
valid. There are several other or modified CSP’s, such as proposed by Fisher
(1984), Essinger (1992), Fites & Kratz (1993), Finne (1995), OECD (1996),
Sherwood (1996), Coyle et al. (1997), Parker (1998) and Nitzberg (1999).
There are no studies testing the principles in practice, for example. As the
principles are very abstract and not systematic, they do not per se form a
process that could guide development.

The research objective
The CSPs are generally means-oriented. The research objective is to

produce guidance, by the help of which the goal, i.e. more secure systems,
can be achieved.

The organizational role of ISS
Generally, the organizational roles of IS security of the different

principles are technical, though there are exceptions, such as Angel (1993),
who seems to hold a social view.

The research approach and Meta-model
We did not find any research approaches that were used to develop the

principles. It is possible that empirical research, particularly theory testing
and theory creating, as well as conceptual analysis, could be used to develop
these principles (and perhaps are used unconsciously, and therefore are not
reported). In terms of Iivari's (1989) meta-model for IS, these principles
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provide only organizational level (functional abstraction since they may be
understood as work procedures) support for security development.

Applicability in IS development
The principles are faced with the problem of developmental duality. They

do not propose any means by which these principles can be integrated to
normal IS development. Moreover, principles such as separation of duty may
often conflict with information systems normal requirements.

7. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS FOR
RESEARCH AND PRACTICE

The implications summarized in Table 2.

Viewpoints Findings Implications
Table 2. Implications in the light of different viewpoints.

Research objectives

Organizational role of IS
security

Research approaches

Applicability

Meta-model for IS

Mainly means-oriented

Mainly technical

The conceptual analysis was the
research approach most used

Conventional approaches
cannot be integrated into IS or
software development

Approaches were not
comprehensive: they give only
organizational level support

Alternative approaches are
needed
Alternative approaches
(more socio-technical,
social) are needed
Additional empirical studies
are needed

Conventional approaches
cannot be integrated into IS
development. More guidance
is needed about how the
approaches could be
integrated into IS
development
Given that all levels of IS are
relevant to the model, new
approaches that can provide
comprehensive support are
needed

These implications will be discussed next.
Research objectives: As for conventional methods, the most commonly

held view about the objectives of that IS security research is means-oriented.
It is widely suggested that due to the social dimensions of IS, alternative
approaches, particularly the interpretive approach, are needed (Klein &
Lyytinen, 1985; Hirschheim, 1985; Walsham, 1996; Galliers & Swan, 1997;
Klein & Myers, 1999). It is postulated that critical approaches are needed as
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well. The development cannot be based on "blind" approaches - the risks are
far too high, for our assumptions may be proven wrong in the final analysis.
Therefore, critique plays an essential role by keeping us on our toes, and
forcing us to prove our ideas.

The most commonly held organizational role of IS security was the
technical view. This results in practitioners having only technical and a few
socio-technical approaches available from which they can choose an IS
security development method. Recently, many studies (e.g. Dhillon &
Backhouse, 2000; Dhillon & Backhouse, 2001; Baskerville, 1988; Dhillon,
1997) have strongly advocated the relevance of the socio-technical role.
They mainly argue that a technical "engineering" approach is too technical in
an organization since an organization is a social institution.

Research approaches used. The conceptual analysis/intuition is used to
develop all the conventional approaches excluding FMD, which uses
mathematical modeling. Disciplined empirical studies from a wide cross-
section - 1) in which neither the research process nor the results are secret
and 2) all possible variables are considered - as well as real conceptual
analysis (which is not based on intuitions and which takes the relevant
research and objections into account) are needed.

Applicability into IS/software development process: Conventional
approaches cannot be integrated into IS development. Given that the
development and use of conventional approaches is still desired, it is
suggested that more guidance about the integration of the conventional
approaches into IS development is needed.

The meta-model for IS: The conventional ISS approaches only cover the
organizational level, except for FMD, which provides support on technical
levels, as well. As a result, more holistic approaches that cover all levels of
IS (organizational, conceptual, technical) are needed.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Conventional approaches for secure IS development were explicated:
checklists/normative standards, common sense principles and formal
development. Whese approaches were analyzed from the viewpoints of I) the
research objectives; II) the organizational role of IS security; III) research
approaches used; IV) applicability; and V) a conceptual meta-model for IS.

The dominating research objective is means-oriented. The research
approaches used range from mathematical modeling (formal methods) to
conceptual analysis (risk management). Risk management techniques have
traditionally been means-end oriented, but recently their interpretive roles
have been recognized. Common sense principles and normative are not
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based on any research approach/method. The dominating organizational role
of IS security is technical (normative standards, risk management, formal
methods and most common sense principles).

The conventional approaches are not applicable to IS or software
development, resulting the problem of developmental duality.

As for the meta-model for IS, the approaches are within organizational
(standards, risk management, common sense principles) and technical
contexts (formal development).
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Abstract: Research on Information Security has been based on a well-established
definition of the subject. Consequently, it has delivered a plethora of methods,
techniques, mechanisms and tools to protect the so-called security attributes
(i.e. availability, confidentiality and integrity) of information. However,
modern Information Systems (IS) appear rather vulnerable and people show
mistrust on their ability to deliver the services expected. This phenomenon
leads us to the conclusion that information security does not necessarily equal
IS security. In this paper, we argue that IS security, contrary to information
security, remains a confusing term and a neglected research area. We attempt
to clarify the meaning and aims of IS security and propose a framework for
building secure information systems, or as we suggest them to be called, viable
information systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Research on Information Security has evolved on the basis of a well-
established theoretical foundation, the essence of which being the commonly
accepted definition of Information Security as the preservation of the so-
called security attributes of Information, referring mainly to Confidentiality,
Integrity, and Availability. Consequently, research on Information Security
has produced significant results, which are rapidly turning into commercial
products.

However, a number of security surveys show that Information Systems (IS)
suffer severely from security breaches and even the most sophisticated
systems appear to be vulnerable to well-coordinated attacks (see for example
[CSI, 2000; Ernst&Young, 2000]). The above paradox reveals the significant
gap keeping apart IS security from information security.

Contrary to Information Security, IS security lacks a widely accepted
definition or at least a common understanding of the meaning and aims of IS
security. Therefore, current research on the issue seems fragmented and
difficult to be exploited by industry.

The attempt to apply the concept of "security attributes" to the area of IS has
little chance of providing an adequate conceptual basis for research and
practice. An information system cannot be simply defined as a system that
processes data and delivers information. An IS comprises hardware,
software, data, procedures and, above all, people. The above elements are in
constant interaction and interdependence, forming a complex and dynamic
whole. IS belong to a special category of systems usually referred to by the
term "human activity systems" [Checkland and Holwell, 1998]. In our view,

an information system is a human activity system comprising
five elements, namely hardware, software, data, procedures,
a n d  p e o p l e ,  i n t e r a c t i n g  w i t h  e a c h  o t h e r  a n d  w i t h  t h e
environment, aiming to produce and handle information, in
o rde r  to  suppor t  human  ac t iv i t i e s  in  the  con tex t  o f  an
organisation.

In this perspective, the content and goals of IS security need further
elucidation. In the rest of this paper we shall attempt to address the following
issues:

• How do we perceive the meaning and aims of IS security?

• How can we build secure information systems?
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2. PREVIOUS RESEARCH

The goal of IS security has traditionally been the protection of the three basic
information security attributes, confidentiality, availability and integrity,
along with some others, such as authentication, privacy, and non-
repudiation. Often, security goals would be extended to include also the
protection of the information technology infrastructure, such as
workstations, servers, and communication lines. This can be achieved in a
systematic and well-documented way, using for example the risk analysis
methodology [Baskerville, 1991].  This systematic view, employed by many
of the models, methodologies, techniques and tools, emphasize the
protection of the technical components of an IS. As a result, security
problems associated with the human factor, as well as managerial and social
security problems have been either neglected or treated as technical ones.

Moreover, previous research in IS security stresses also the fact that
“…while security traditionally has been focused on confidentiality of
information, the problems of greatest concern today relate to the availability
of information and continuity of services…” [Lipson and Fisher, 1999].
Many researchers criticize as well the view of security as the preservation of
confidentiality, integrity and availability as “dangerously oversimplified”
[Parker, 1996] and emphasize the need for addressing security at an “overall
level” [Ellof and von Solms, 2000]. The need for a distributed and more
flexible IS security management has also been recognized as a necessity, in
contrast with the current rigid and centralized type of security management
applied in most organizations [Baskerville, 1997].

The obvious shortcomings of the use of the systematic approach described
above are addressed in methodologies that apply a systemic view. These
methodologies, such as the Virtual Methodology [Hitchings, 1996] and SIM-
ETHICS [Warren, 1996], include human and contextual issues as well as
technical solutions and emphasize on the analysis of the organization and
relevant systems. The systemic view has also been applied to IS security
education, in the holistic approach proposed by Yngstrom [1996].

The dependence of organizations on their IS to maintain their functionality
stresses furthermore the importance of the unhindered function of the IS. To
address this need, a new approach has been recently introduced focusing on
the survivability of the IS, with survivability meaning “…the capability of a
system to fulfill its mission, in a timely manner, in the presence of attacks,
failures or accidents…” [Ellison et al., 1999]. The aim of this new trend is
not only to thwart possible intruders or prevent accidents in the premises of
the IS, but also to ensure that the required services are delivered, despite the
occurrence of unwanted events [Lipson and Fisher, 1999].
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The survivability approach emphasizes the importance of the protection of
mission-critical systems, using a risk-management perspective that requires
the participation of the organization. This approach, however, despite that it
offers a very useful view of security, it is narrowly focused on risk-
mitigation strategies and contingency planning concepts.

We argue that an IS should not only be considered in terms of its “own
survivability”, but in relation to the organization it serves. We therefore use
instead the term “viability”, as used in the field of organizational
management, according to the Viable System Model proposed by Beer [1979;
1981]. In this paper we propose a methodology for building a viable
information system, which not only retains its capability of offering the
required services under different circumstances, but also it functions in the
context of the organization, in terms of goal achievement and cost. In our
view, this methodology extends the “survivability” approach, by using a
systemic model that addresses both the problem of dealing with unwanted
events, which threaten the system’s functionality or performance, and the
issue of selecting and implementing the appropriate countermeasures so as to
achieve “viability”.

3. SYSTEMS VIABILITY AND INFORMATION
SYSTEMS SECURITY

Nowadays organizations depend heavily on their IS not only for their
functions and operations on a daily basis, but also as a key organizational
component in their strategic plans. Furthermore, new organizational forms,
which rely almost entirely on their information technology infrastructure and
their information systems, have already been established, usually referred to
as the Virtual Corporation, Network Organization, or Virtual Organization
[Davidow and Malone, 1992; Mowshowitz, 1997].

In general, most of the problems and challenges organizations and IS face
today, are more or less similar: both the organization and the IS have to deal
with their complexity and manage unexpected changes that occur in an
accelerating rate. In addition to this, the effort to overcome these problems is
obstructed by the interdependencies between their parts or subsystems. In
order for organizations and IS to face the previously mentioned challenges in
an effective way, these systems should at least:

• Be able to meet the demands and changes of the environment;

• Have internal structures that can deal with the demand for learning and
for quick adaptation; and
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•  Have communication abilities for connecting and transmitting
information

IS operate within the context of the organization they serve, so they can be
considered as an organizational function that embraces information
technology, information activities (roles, tasks and functions) and
organizational activities. We can furthermore refine the IS function as
follows [Jayaratha, 1994]:

i) Information processing and usability function.

ii) Education and learning function.

iii) Information systems development function.

iv) Management and control function.

v) Strategy and planning function.

Within this functional point of view, it is very hard to distinguish exactly
between the IS and the organization it serves. Thus, it is easy to understand
why threats to an IS and their impact concern in such a high degree the
organization. However, the IS remains the serving system, whose
functionality needs to be protected and preserved, in order for the served
system, the organization, to maintain its existence within its environment.

Ashby [1964] argued that only variety can control variety (Law of Requisite
Variety). By this he meant that if a situation was complex, with many
variables, then the techniques for dealing with the situation would need to
have the same amount and kind of variety. If Ashby's Law of Requisite
Variety is accepted this means that the risk analysis techniques used to
establish security measures must have at least the same kind and level of
knowledge as the intruders themselves. However, while organizations
change, technology changes, plain risk analysis techniques, usually based on
software packages, i.e. CRAMM, remain unchanged, or, at least, change
with a small rate (time lag). In other words, risk analysis techniques are
static.

On the other hand, it is evident that there is consensus among many that the
use of methodologies is positive and well advised. However, practitioners
have been somewhat slow in adopting IS security methodologies. This could
be explained variously as, for example, due to the ignorance syndrome
among the designers, or the slow speed of technology transfer. However,
although methodologies are attractive and have an intuitive appeal, the fact
is that the methodology is merely a framework for organizing the process.

Moreover, IS security is a managerial problem and therefore should not be
addressed as a separate problem, instead IS security management should be
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incorporated into organization management and should change with it. This
means that IS security should be a build-on characteristic and not and add-on
one.

In our view, IS security should preserve the ability of the IS to deliver the
required services to the organization, but most important to achieve the most
effective coupling between the IS and the organization. The goal of IS
security should be the protection of the functionality of the IS, not
necessarily of the IS itself or its components, provided that the IS achieves
the goals, which have been established by the organization, and operates
within a certain scope.

A system that is able to maintain an independent existence in the long run
and within a dynamic environment is called a viable system. In this paper,
we redefine the issue of designing secure information systems by designing
viable information systems. According to this approach, a viable information
system is capable of maintaining its existence by managing the risk that
stems either from inside or the environment.

3.1 The Viable System Model

As one of the basic tools in our approach we use the Viable Systems Model
(VSM) as proposed by Stafford Beer in the early 1970s. VSM is the outcome
of Beer’s thirty-year effort to elucidate the laws of management, by
combining his expertise in cybernetics and his study of biological systems.
Beer found that all organisms displaying viability (viability being the
capability to maintain an independent existence in the long term) share five
basic properties [Brocklesby and Cummings, 1996]. These properties are “
five necessary and sufficient subsystems interactively involved in any
organism or organization that is capable of maintaining its identity
independently of other such organisms within a shared environment.” [Beer,
1984] Beer also explains that this ‘set of rules’ has not been created by way
of analogy between an organism and an organization, but the rules were
“developed to account for viability in any survival-worthy system at all”
[Beer, 1984].

In brief, these systemic functions are:

• System One. The ‘operational elements’ that produce the system and
interact with the external environment. These elements are themselves
viable systems.

• System Two. The ‘co-ordination’ functions that ensure that the
operational elements work harmoniously.
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• System Three. The ‘control’ activities, which maintain and allocate
resources to the operational elements.

• System Four. The ‘intelligence’ functions that consider the system as a
whole -its strategic opportunities, threats and future direction. They also
interface with the environment.

• System Five. The ‘identity’ function, which identifies self-awareness in
the system.

3.2 Viable Information Systems

We have already described the need to address security needs within
information systems in a holistic and systemic way, arguing that attempts to
introduce the well-founded concept of information security in the
information systems field have not been fruitful. Our aim is to build a viable
information system, rather than a secure one. A viable information system
possesses the ability to maintain its existence, by managing risk and, hence,
we can apply the Viable System Model (VSM) as proposed by Beer.

4 . BUILDING A VIABLE INFORMATION SYSTEM

We propose a three-phase iterative process for building a viable information
system, namely diagnosis, re-design, and transformation (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Three phases for building viable information systems.

4.1 Diagnosis

We call the first phase Diagnosis, since it is the phase at which one has to
detect vulnerabilities, defects and other factors that threaten the system’s
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viability. This will determine the kind of intervention needed to resolve these
problems. We use VSM for this task, since it is an effective and powerful
tool for detecting inefficiencies and defects within a system, as well as for
planning and implementing change. However, before addressing the issue of
how to transform an IS into a viable system, one has to assess the IS, by
evaluating its contribution to the achievement of the organizational goals.
We suggest that three parameters should be considered, i.e. performance,
risk, and cost.

4.1.1 4.1.1 Parameter evaluation

System performance refers to the degree the system achieves its goals. It is a
measure of the system's contribution to the goals of the organization. If we
consider, for example, a production system, the volume of the output it
produces can measure the performance.

In real-life systems, performance is never guaranteed and there is always
some risk involved. It is, therefore, unrealistic to evaluate a system by its
regular performance and not to take into account the possibility of a
breakdown. On the contrary, researchers have indicated the need to design IS
that "anticipate breakdown" [Winograd and Flores, 1986]. Therefore, we
argue that risk should also be evaluated. Risk expresses the possibility of a
system failing to meet its goal in the future. Finally, a realistic assessment of
a system should not overlook cost, i.e. the resources used in order to achieve
the goals of the system and to mitigate risk.

Similar evaluation methods are quite common in areas such as finance
management, where candidate investments are evaluated in terms of
anticipated profit, investment cost and risk. However, the application of such
methods in the area of IS is not straightforward. Such an evaluation requires
a thorough analysis of the IS. For this purpose we use process modeling,
which offers a rich model of the IS in the context of the organization it
serves. The process modeling technique used in the following example is
based on IDEF∅ , a popular modeling technique used in business process re-
engineering [Mayer et al., 1995]. IDEF∅  uses five basic elements: process,
input, output, control and mechanism (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. IDEF∅  Diagram

In Figure 3, we present the VAT (Value Added Tax) Collection Process,
which is part of the Internal Revenue Information System. It should be
noticed that this is actually a business process model with a focus on the
informational aspects of the process. This is in accordance with our previous
argument that in modern organizations IS should not be studied separately
from the organizational processes they support.

Figure 3. VAT Collection Process

The goals of the VAT Collection Process are: (a) to minimize the time
needed to process a VAT statement, (b) to collect the full amount owned by
the tax-payer and (c) to protect the privacy of the tax-payer. In the example
presented here, the performance of the VAT Collection process is estimated
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at an average of 10 VAT statements per hour, with 100% accuracy and
100% success in preserving the confidentiality of personal information given
by the tax-payer. Of course, this is the ideal situation; unfortunately the
system dues not operate as designed all the time.

In order to estimate the level of risk, it is required to identify threats and
vulnerabilities in each sub-process and then estimate the total risk level for
the VAT Collection Process. It is beyond the scope of the paper to indicate
the method to estimate risk, since risk analysis is a well-studied area. The
assignment of a risk level in every sub-process forms a "Risk Estimation
Diagram" on which we estimate the total risk level for the VAT Collection
Process (see Figures 4, 5 and 6). In this case we estimate risk for each of the
three goals of the system. In Figure we present a '' Risk Estimation Diagram
'' where a risk factor of 5 (in a 1-100 scale) is estimated, which means that
we are only 95/100 confident that the process will achieve its goal.

Figure 4. Risk Estimation Diagram for Goal "minimize time needed to process VAT
statements"
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Figure 5. Risk Estimation Diagram for Goal "collect the full amount owned"

Figure 6. Risk Estimation Diagram for Goal '' preserve tax-payers privacy”

In the above figures, we may notice that not all processes increase the level
of risk, some processes mitigate risk. For example, A2 in Figure 5 includes
several checks that minimize the risk of receiving a false VAT statement.

The last element missing is the estimation of the operation cost. In the case
of the VAT Collection Process, cost has been estimated to be 20.00 Euro per
hour. The above example is limited to a single process. In order to have a
complete model, all processes should be considered and the total
Performance, Risk and Cost for the system should be estimated.

4.1.2 4.1.2 VSM analysis

Based on the evaluation of the system, we may improve its current operation
by decreasing risk in the processes with a high risk factor (e.g. by including
more controls, or adding more resources). However, by this systematic
approach we may only achieve minor improvements. Transforming the IS
into a viable system requires a more radical approach.

At this point, we suggest the use of VSM as a diagnostic tool. According to
VSM a viable system comprises five specific systemic functions (see Section
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2). As a first step we should check whether these functions have been
adequately developed in the system under study and how they perform. This
may lead to designing new processes that implement the missing,
underdeveloped or flawed functions.

At the next step we apply VSM techniques to control variety. Variety control
provides us with a means to decrease the threats faced by the system. To do
this we use the relevant mechanisms applied in VSM, namely the attenuator,
that can be used to reduce the possible effect of a threat on the system, and
the amplifier, that enforces the defense of the system.

4.2 Re-design and transformation

Following diagnosis, the IS should be redesigned. The redesign process may
include the following steps:

1. Design processes that implement the missing, underdeveloped or flawed
VSM functions.

2. Add processes that serve as attenuators or amplifiers.

3. Add controls and mechanisms to mitigate risk for the processes with a
high risk factor.

4. Re-evaluate.

The first three steps should achieve the aim of minimizing risk. However,
this may result in degrading the overall performance of the system, or
increasing the cost. Therefore, re-evaluation is needed, in order to ensure
that the proposed changes will really improve the current status of the
system.

Finally, when re-design is completed and the proposed changes are
approved, the changes should be implemented, in order for the IS to acquire
the attributes of a viable system.

5 . SUMMARY AND FURTHER RESEARCH

In this paper, we address the issue of building a secure information system.
The term IS Security is usually used to refer to the protection of the security
attributes of an IS, which, in our opinion, is a very limited way to view the
issue. We argue that the term viable information system expresses more
adequately the concept of the IS which is capable of dealing effectively with
threats and contingencies. Furthermore, we suggest that the process of
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building a viable information system should follow three phases, namely
diagnosis, re-design, and transformation.

The paper, also, contributes a technique for the evaluation of information
systems. The proposed evaluation technique considers three parameters,
namely performance, risk, and cost. Finally, we show the use of the Viable
System Model in building viable information systems.

Further research, may elaborate on the IS evaluation technique and provide a
formal specification of it. Moreover, the process-oriented risk modeling
diagrammatic technique presented in Section 4 requires further elaboration
so as to become an integral part of business (and IS) process modeling.
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There is a strong demand for techniques to aid development and modelling of
security critical systems. Based on general security evaluation criteria, we show
how to extend the system structure diagrams of the CASE tool AUTO F OCUS

(which are related to UML-RT collaboration diagrams) to allow modelling of se-
curity critical systems, in particular concerning components and channels. Both
high-level and low-level models of systems are supported, and the notion of secu-
rity patterns is introduced to provide generic solutions for security requirements.
We explain our approach on the example of an electronic purse card system.
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Requirements Engineering, Security Properties, Design Patterns, Security Pat-
terns, Formal Methods, CASE, AutoFocus, UML-RT.

1. INTRODUCTION

In developing distributed systems—in particular applications that communi-
cate over open networks like the Internet—security is an extremely important
issue. Many customers are reluctant to take part in electronic business, con-
firmed by recent attacks on well-known portal sites or cases of credit card fraud
via the Internet. To overcome their reluctance and make E-Commerce and
mobile systems a success, these systems need to become considerably more
trustworthy.

To solve this problem, on the one hand there are highly sophisticated col-
lections of evaluation criteria that security critical systems have to meet, like
the ITSEC security evaluation criteria (ITSEC, 1990) or their recent successor,
the Common Criteria (CC) (Common Criteria, 1999). The Common Criteria

* This work was supported by the German Ministry of Economics within the FairPay project
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describe security related functionality to be included into a system, like authen-
tification, secrecy or auditing, and evaluation assurance levels (EALs) for its
development. The strictest level is EAL7 (Common Criteria, 1999, part 3, p.
66), where a formal representation of the high-level design is required.

On the other hand, research has produced many formal methods to describe
and verify properties of security critical systems, ranging from protocol mod-
elling and verification (Burrows et al., 1989; Lowe, 1996; Paulson, 1998; Thayer
et al., 1998) to models for access control, like the Bell-LaPadula model (Bell
and LaPadula, 1973) or the notion of non-interference (Goguen and Meseguer,
1998).

Such formal methods however are rarely used in practice, because they re-
quire expert knowledge and are costly and time-consuming. Therefore, an in-
tegrated software development process for security critical systems is needed,
supported by CASE tools and using graphical description techniques. This re-
duces cost, as security problems are discovered early in the development process
when it is still inexpensive to deal with them, and proof of meeting evaluation
criteria is a byproduct of software development. In addition, systems devel-
oped along a certain integrated “security engineering process” will be much
more trustworthy

In this paper, we describe a first step towards using extended description
techniques for security modelling. As a basis for our work, we use the AUTO-
FOCUS description techniques. The AUTO FOCUS (Huber et al., 1998b; Slo-
tosch, 1998; Broy and Slotosch, 1999) system structure diagrams are related
to UML-RT collaboration diagrams and describe a system as a set of com-
municating components. The corresponding CASE tool developed at Munich
University of Technology supports user-friendly graphical system design and
incorporates simulation, code and test case generation and formal verification
of correctness. The main advantage of the use of AUTO FOCUS over a more
general description technique as UML is its simplicity. Besides, there exists
a clear semantics for the description techniques (for general UML description
techniques, defining a formal semantics is still subject of ongoing research). As
a start, in our work we focus on security properties of communication channels.
We show how certain important security properties of communication channels,
such as secrecy and authenticity, can be modelled at different abstraction lev-
els of the system design and explain our ideas on the transition between these
levels, using generic security patterns. We give definitions of the meanings
of our extended description techniques, based on the AUTO F OCUS semantics.
See also (Jürjens, 2001) for first work on integrating access control models into
UML description techniques, and (Lotz, 2000) for formal definitions of security
properties using the Focus method.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we give a short introduction
to A UTOFO C U S. In Section 3, we present the extensions of A UTOFO C U S
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system structure diagrams to model security properties of channels. The usage
of these techniques is demonstrated in Section 4, with the help of an example
model of an electronic purse system. We conclude in Section 5 with a summary
and indicate further work.

2. AU T OFO C U S

AU T OFO C U S/Quest (Huber et al., 1998a; Slotosch, 1998; Philipps and Slo-
tosch, 1999) is a CASE tool recently developed at Munich University of Tech-
nology with the goal to combine user-friendly graphical system design and
support of simulation, code generation and formal verification of correctness.

AU T OFOCUS supports system specification in a hierarchical, view-oriented
way, an approach that is well established and facilitates its use in an industrial
environment. However, it is also based on the well-founded formal background
Focus (Broy et al., 1992), and a fairly elementary underlying concept: commu-
nicating extended Mealy machines.

System specifications in AU T OFOCUS make use of the following views:

� System Structure Diagrams (SSDs) are similar to collaboration dia-
grams and describe structure and interfaces of a system. In the SSD
view, the system consists of a number of communicating components,
which have input and output ports to allow for sending and receiving
messages of a particular data type. The ports can be connected via chan-
nels, making it possible for the components to exchange data. SSDs can
be hierarchical, i.e. a component belonging to an SSD can have a sub-
structure that is defined by an SSD itself. Besides, the components in an
SSD can be associated with local variables.

� Data Type Definitions (DTDs) define the data types used in the model,
with the functional language Quest (Philipps and Slotosch, 1999). In
addition to basic types as integer, user-defined hierarchical data types
are offered that are very similar to those used in functional programming
languages like Gofer (Jones, 1993) or Haskell (Thompson, 1999).

� State Transition Diagrams (STDs) represent extended finite automata
and are used to describe the behaviour of a component in an SSD. Tran-
sitions consist of input patterns on the channels, preconditions, output
patterns, and actions setting local variables when the transition is exe-
cuted. As the main focus of this paper is extending SSDs, we will not
describe STDs in detail at this place.

� Extended Event Traces (EETs) finally make it possible to describe
exemplary system runs, similar to MSCs (ITU, 1996).
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The Quest extensions (Slotosch, 1998) to AU T OFOCUS offer various con-
nections of AU T OFOCUS to programming languages and formal verification
tools, such as Java code generation, model checking using SMV, bounded model
checking and test case generation (Wimmel et al., 2000).

3. EXTENDING SYSTEM STRUCTURE DIAGRAMS

The main difference between security critical systems and traditional systems
is the consideration of attacks. A potential third party could try to overhear and
manipulate security critical data. To decrease the risk of attacks to a minimum,
special security functionalities are used. For example, encryption is a common
principle to inhibit overhearing of the communication between two agents.

It is state of the art to use graphical description techniques for system spec-
ification. For the specification of security critical systems, we need special
description techniques to deal with the particularities of those systems. We
extend the AU T OFOCUS description techniques to fulfill the needs of security
engineering. In this paper the extensions of the AU T OFOCUS SSDs, mentioned
in Section 2, are described. The extensions of the structure diagrams allow the
definition of security requirements. Furthermore it is possible to specify the
usage of security functionality to fulfill the defined requirements.

We use special tags for the security extensions to the SSDs. These security
tags are assigned to particular diagram parts and have a defined semantics. The
following sections describe the different security extensions made to the SSDs.

3.1. SECURITY CRITICAL SYSTEM PARTS

To model and evaluate security aspects of distributed systems, it is always
necessary to define its security critical parts. The identification of security
critical parts should be done very early within the system development process.
This task is typically part of the analysis phase. In the Common Criteria,
the security critical parts of a system together form the Target Of Evaluation
(TOE). The following definition will make our notion of security criticality
more precise.

Definition 1 (Security Critical). By security critical parts of a distributed sys-
tem we mean parts that deal with data or information that has to be protected
against unauthorized operations (e.g. disclosure, manipulation, prevention of
access etc.). In particular, security critical system parts are connected with se-
curity requirements such as secrecy, authentication or auditing, and according
to required strictness of evaluation might be subject to formal modelling.

We want to make the distinction visible within the graphical system descrip-
tion. Therefore we annotate security critical system parts with the security tag
<<critical >>. Both components and channels can be tagged. To mark non criti-
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Figure 1 Security Critical System Parts

cal system parts, <<noncritical>> is used. A system part without a <<critical>>
or <<noncritical>> tag is non critical by default. Figure 1 shows an SSD. It
consists of two security critical components and one security critical channel.

3.2. PUBLIC CHANNELS

The special aspect of security critical systems is the possibility of attacks.
Hostile subjects can manipulate the system by overhearing and manipulating
the communication between the subsystems. To distinguish private commu-
nication channels of a system from public channels, we use the two security
tags <<private>> and <<public>> A <<private>> channel is a channel a hostile
party has no access to. The hostile subject can neither overhear nor manipulate
the communication that takes place via the channel. Vice versa a hostile party
can overhear and manipulate all communications of a <<public>> channel. If
neither <<private>> nor <<public>> are used, we assume by default that the
communication channel is not publicly accessible.

Definition 2 (Private Channel). A <<private>> channel has the same seman-
tics as a normal channel within AU T OFO C U S, i.e. it is a dedicated connection
from one component to another.

Definition 3 (Public Channel). The semantics of a <<public>> channel with-
out secrecy and authenticity introduced in Section 3.6, is defined by the SSDs
shown in Figure 2. Using a <<public>> channel (Figure 2(a)) is an abbrevia-
tion for having an intruder included in the model that has access to the channel
(Figure 2(b)). The behaviour of the intruder is defined by the threat model—for
example, the intruder usually can overhear, intercept or redirect messages. It
is possible to model this behaviour in a flexible way using using AU T OFO C U S

State Transition Diagrams (STDs) (Wimmel and Wisspeintner, 2000).

The identification of private and public channels should be done during the
analysis phase of the system development process, right after the identification
of the security critical parts. Every security critical channel must be analyzed
with regard to accessibility—for the other channels, this is optional. The result
of this analysis is documented by using the tags for private and public channels.
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Figure 2 Semantics of a public Channel

3.3. REPLACEABLE COMPONENTS

Conventional system structure diagrams always show a system in normal
operation, e.g. an ordinary electronic purse card component with the specified
functionality communicating with the point-of-sale component. In addition to
manipulation of the communication link (man-in-the-middle attack), another
attack scenario is imaginable: the attacker could try to communicate with the
rest of the system in place of the purse card. In this case, there is no ordinary
purse card in the system, but a faked one (that in particular usually does not
contain private keys of ordinary cards, except if they leaked).

We mark components that can be replaced by faked ones by the attacker
with the <<replace>> tag, and components that can not be replaced with the
<<nonreplace>> tag. If neither <<replace>> nor <<nonreplace>> is used for a
component, the component is non replaceable by default.

Definition 4 (Replaceable Component). Figure 3 shows the semantics of a
<<replace>> component. Using a replaceable component (Figure 3(a)) is an ab-
breviation for specifying two different system scenarios. The first scenario de-
scribes the structure of the system with the specified component A (Figure 3(b)).
In the second scenario (Figure 3(c)) the attacker exchanges the component by
another component A’. A’ has the same component signature like A but has an
arbitrary behaviour that can be defined by the threat model.

In the development process, replaceable components should be identified
during the analysis phase together with the identification of private and public
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Figure 3 Semantics of a Replaceable Component

channels. It is only necessary to analyze security critical components with
regard to replaceability.

3.4. ENCAPSULATED COMPONENTS

An encapsulated component is a component that only consists of not pub-
licly accessible subcomponents. In this way an attacker has no possibility to
manipulate or exchange the subsystems of this component. Furthermore, the
communication within the component cannot be overheard. The security tag
<<node>> is used to mark a component as an encapsulated one. The identifi-
cation of encapsulated components is done together with the identification of
private and public channels and replaceable components.

Definition 5 (Consistency Condition of <<node>>). A <<node>> component
only consists of <<private>> channels and <<nonreplace>> components.

One example for an encapsulated component is an automated teller machine
(ATM). An ATM is encapsulated in a way that unauthorized persons are not
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able to manipulate system parts. Overhearing the internal communication is
also not possible.

3.5. ACTOR COMPONENTS

Most systems interact with their system environments. It is often desired to
illustrate the system environment in the graphical system design. Components
that are not part of the system are called actors. We point out actors by using
the tag <<actor>>. A typical example for an actor is a system user. The system
user interacts with the system without being part of it.

Actor components can never be marked with the <<critical>> tag. An actor
is not part of the system and therefore there is no need to analyze the actor itself
with respect to security aspects. But an actor can interact with our system in
a way that affects our security requirements. To visualize these critical inter-
actions, channels between actors and the system components can be annotated
with the <<critical>> tag.

3.6. SECRECY AND AUTHENTICITY

The most important security properties of communication channels—in addi-
tion to integrity, availability and non-repudiation—are authenticity and secrecy.
For this purpose, we will introduce tags <<secret>> and <<auth>> for channels
in the SSDs. The security properties of channels are identified in the high-level
design phase, taking place after the activities of the analysis phase. It is only
necessary to specify security properties for security critical, public channels.

There are many possible definitions for authenticity and secrecy in the se-
curity literature (see (Gollmann, 1996)). In the following, we give a definition
based on our model.

During the high-level design phase, we assume that the defined requirements
of secrecy and authenticity are fulfilled automatically, if the corresponding tags
appear on the channels. Consequently these requirements restrict the possibil-
ities of an attacker. In the low-level design, the validity of these requirements
has to be ensured by proper mechanisms.

Definition 6 (Secret Channel in High-Level Design). A message sent on a
<<secret>> channel can only be read by its specified destination component.
Therefore, we can assume in high-level design that a <<secret>> and <<public>>
channel can not be read by the intruder. But the intruder could write something
on it. Figure 4 shows the semantics of a secret and public channel.

Definition 7 (Authentic Channel in High-Level Design). A message re-
ceived on an <<auth>> channel can only come from its specified source
component. Therefore, an <<auth>> and <<public>> channel can not be written
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(b) Intruder can Write Data*

* The "S" circle represents  a switch component that distributes all incoming data to all outgoing channels.

Figure 4 Semantics of a Secret and Public Channel

by the intruder. But the intruder could possibly read data from it. Figure 5
illustrates the semantics of an authentic channel.

There are some relations between our notion of security critical and secrecy
and authenticity. A security critical channel references to data that should be
protected against attackers (see Definition 1). Secrecy and authenticity are
security properties. These security properties defines concrete requirements
concerning the protection of data against attackers.

Definition 8 (Consistency Condition of <<secret>>  and <<auth>>). I f a
channel is marked to be security critical and the communication is visible
for an attacker, the data sent via the channel must be protected in a suitable
manner. In this case, during the high-level design phase the protection of data
must be ensured by a security property. A <<critical>> and <<public>> channel
must be <<secret> or <<auth>> or both.

3.7. INTEGRITY

We assume that <<secret>> or <<auth>> channels also provide message in-
tegrity, i.e. a message received on an <<auth>> channel is guaranteed not to
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(b) Intruder can Read Data

Figure 5 Semantics of an Authentic and Public Channel

have been modified. In future, the integrity property could also be modelled
separately.

3.8. CHANNEL REQUIREMENTS IN LOW-LEVEL
DESIGN

In the low-level design phase, taking place after the high-level design phase,
the system specification is refined. In this phase, security functionalities can be
used to ensure the security properties and requirements.

We can define the usage of symmetric encryption, asymmetric encryption
and corresponding signatures to realize the requirements of secrecy and au-
thentification. The security tag <<sym>> marks a channel. It defines that the
realization of the channel must use a symmetric encryption algorithm to ensure
the secrecy requirements. Furthermore the <<asym>> tag is used to define the
usage of an asymmetric encryption algorithm.

It is also possible to specify the encryption algorithm that should be used
to guarantee secrecy. The security tag <<encalg <Name> [Parameters]>> can
be used together with a channel to specify the usage of a specific encryption
algorithm. We can specify additional parameters of the algorithm. For example
it is possible to define the key length of the encryption keys. Authenticity can
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be realized by using specific authentification protocols. The tag <<authprotocol
<Name> [Parameters]>> defines a specific authentification protocol to be used.

By choosing a specific encryption algorithm for realizing secrecy, we per-
form a refinement step. Special encryption drivers are introduced to perform the
encryption and decryption tasks. The data that is sent between the two encryp-
tion drivers is encrypted. To realize a specific authentification protocol, special
protocol drivers are introduced. Furthermore, additional channels between the
protocol drivers are needed to allow bidirectional communication.

After these refinements, the statements on access of the intruder to the channel
in Definition 6 and Definition 7 change for <<public>> channels: the intruder
now does have read and write access to the channel. The encryption mechanism
on the channel must ensure that the intruder cannot manipulate the channel in
an improper way, so that the security requirements stated by <<secret>> and
<<auth>> are still fulfilled.

Definition 9 (Secret and Authentic Channels in Low-Level Design). In
low-level design, <<public>> channels implementing secret or authentic
communication have to be modelled by including appropriate security
functionality.

A convenient way to do this is using security patterns. Security patterns are
generic solutions for common security problems. Figure 6 shows such a pattern
for the simple case of encryption (guaranteeing secrecy). The communicating
components now include protocol drivers for encryption and decryption of
the messages, so the original channel is replaced by an encrypted one. This
encryption pattern could be extended by including protocol drivers for key
agreement, a public key server or a whole public key infrastructure. Other
security patterns, for instance providing auditing functionality, are possible.

4. EXAMPLE—ELECTRONIC PURSE
TRANSACTION SYSTEM

In the previous section, we have introduced extensions for SSDs to deal with
security requirements. Now, we use the extended SSDs to model an example
system from the area of E-Commerce, an electronic purse card system. The
given specification conforms with the Common Electronic Purse Specification
(CEPS), an international standard for an electronic purse environment (CEP-
SCO, 2000). Figure 7 shows the complete system structure of the electronic
purse system consisting of several sub-components.

The system user possesses an electronic purse card. The card has some
amount of money stored on it and the user can pay with the card at a dealer
using a point-of-sale (POS) terminal. The electronic purse card is involved in
several security requirements. For example, together with other components
the electronic purse card must ensure that an attacker can not steal any money
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(b) Intruder can Read and Write Encrypted Data

Figure 6 The Encryption Security Pattern

from the whole transaction system. Therefore the card is a security critical
component (<<critical>>). Furthermore, the purse card should be realized by a
single integrated chip. It is an encapsulated component (<<node>>) and con-
sequently we assume an attacker has no possibility to overhear or manipulate
the communication within the electronic purse card. An attacker could try to
produce a faked card and he could replace the valid card by the faked one.
The security tag <<replace>> of the component ElectronicPurse visualizes this
possibility.

The electronic purse card can communicate with the other components over
its interface. It offers ports to read the balance, decrease the balance and set
the balance to a specific value. The getBal operation of the card is used by the
POS, a card loading terminal at the bank of the card owner (IssuerBank) and by
the CardReader component. The operation of reading the balance is not security
critical because everybody who possesses an electronic purse is allowed to read
the stored balance of the card. Consequently the channels getBal and returnBal
do not have the <<critical>> tag. But an intruder could build a special adapter
to overhear all communication between the electronic purse card and the other
components. To express this possibility the communication channels getBal,
returnBal, decreaseBal and setBal are marked with the <<public>> tag.
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Figure 7 Electronic Purse Card System
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If the user wants to load money onto his card, he must go to his bank
(IssuerBank) and use a special card terminal. The channel setBal is used to
transfer money from his bank account to the card. This channel is security
critical, because it affects the security requirement about an attacker stealing
money. We use the property of authentification (<<auth>>) to ensure that the
card and the card terminal are valid.

The card reader is a simple device for the user to check the amount of money
that is stored on the card. An attacker can exchange the card reader by another
component (<<replace>>). On the other hand the card reader component is
encapsulated (<<node>>). No security requirements are defined for this com-
ponent and therefore the component is not security critical.

The POS component is a card terminal located at a dealer. The user can insert
the electronic purse card into the terminal in order to pay for goods. The POS is
directly involved in the money transaction process. Therefore this component
is security critical. The POS is encapsulated to prevent manipulations within the
unit. But a malicious dealer has the possibility to exchange the POS terminal
by a faked unit.

The POS component can instruct the electronic purse card to decrease its
balance by a given amount. The operation decreaseBal is part of the money
transaction process and the communication to perform the operations is security
critical. To comply with our security requirement that an intruder cannot steal
any money, we must ensure that only a valid POS is able to decrease the amount
of money on a money card. The POS must authenticate itself in a way that the
card is sure to communicate with a valid POS.  This fact is visualized in the SSD
by the <<auth>> tag annotated to the decreaseBal channel.

The dealer can submit the earned money to his bank (AcquirerBank) using
the cashCredit channel. This channel is security critical. The communication
medium is a standard telephone line and the potential attacker has possibilities
to overhear and manipulate the communications. This fact is expressed using
the <<public>> tag on this channel. To ensure that an attacker can not overhear
or manipulate the transferred data, the <<secret>> and <<auth>> tags are used.

The channel cashcredit between the two banks is used to transfer money
from one bank to the other. The communication takes place via an open network
(<<public>> channel). We must ensure secrecy and authenticity for this channel
to protect the transactions data. Both bank components are security critical, but
we do not see a risk that a potential attacker can act as a faked bank component.
Thus the <<replace>> tag is not used for both banks.

Finally let us have a look at the User. The user is not part of our system.
Therefore the <<actor>> tag is used. The user can initiate the paying process
at a POS. The initiation of the paying process is not security critical (it just
corresponds to inserting the card, whereas the amount of money to be withdrawn
is negotiated outside of the system). The critical part of the paying process takes
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place between the money card and the POS. Furthermore, the user can load the
card with some amount of money. During this action, an amount of money
is transferred from his bank account onto the card. This operation is security
critical because an attacker could try to transfer money from a foreign account
to his own electronic purse card. Thus we need some kind of authentification
to perform this operation, e.g. the user must enter a PIN code before the money
transaction is performed.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

This work is only the beginning of an effort to extend graphical description
techniques for distributed systems with security aspects to support methodical
development of security critical systems. We used the CASE tool AUTOFO-
CUS, the description techniques of which are related to UML-RT, for its sim-
plicity and clear semantics and the possibility to give our security extensions a
straightforward and unambiguous meaning.

We showed how to extend AUTOFOCUS system structure diagrams by se-
curity tags, both for high-level and low-level design. The transition from high-
level to low-level design is aided by the possibility to use security patterns. The
description techniques were illustrated with the help of an example from the
field of E-Commerce, an electronic purse card system.

We focused on the consideration of channels and system structure. In fu-
ture, additional security properties such as integrity and availability are to be
included. The specification of channels and components in low-level design
needs to be detailed, using classifications as pointed out in (Eckert, 1998). Be-
sides, it seems very promising to further examine security patterns providing
generic architectures for specific security functionality and evaluate their use
within the development process. The refinement of security requirements and
security functionalities together with its influence on correctness verification is
also part of our research activities.

Also, state transition diagrams (STDs) specifying the behaviour of a com-
ponent can be extended in a similar way with security properties. For this
purpose, it suggests itself to classify the data received and sent on the ports and

as it is done
in (Jürjens, 2001) for Statechart diagrams. When the behaviour of components
to use models such as Bell-LaPadula or non-interference—similar

is specified, formal proofs can be carried out (by hand or automatically via
model checking) that the specified security properties are fulfilled.

EETs (extended event traces) can also be enriched by cryptographic prim-
itives and security properties, and thus be used to specify and verify security
functionality of a component. Examining software development of security
critical systems with the help of AUTOFOCUS EETs (using protocols from the
CEPS purse card system as a case study) is subject of ongoing work.
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